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Introducing the PERCOM

Alternative toATARI Disk Storage
Your Atari 800 is the finest home computer on

the market. Now you can own a floppy disk

system that measures up — an RFD mini-disk

storage system from Percom.

At Percom we've been making disk

storage systems since 1977.

Our designs are proven, our quality is

well known. And we back our dealers with

service know-how. Expect more from Percom.

You won't be disappointed.

• Operate in either single- or double-density

storage mode using Atari DOS 2.OS. In

double-density you can store almost 184

Kbytes (formatted) on one side of a 40-

track diskette.

Connect your Percom RFD first-drive

system directly to your computer or connect

into your system through your Atari 810

Disk Drive.

Add an RFD first-drive system with its

versatile four-drive controller, then connect

as many as three more low-cost RFD add

on drives.

Write application programs that can query

and set up your system to operate a differ

ent type drive at each cable position — that

can even change configuration as the

program executes.

• Get quality and state-of-the-art capability at

competitive prices. Percom first-drive RFD

systems are priced from only $799, add-on

drives from only $399.

Watch for announcement of a new, power

ful, easy-to-use disk-operating system for

your Percom-equipped Atari 800 computer.

Minimum system requirements — are an Atari 800

computer with 24-Kbytes of RAM and compatible

video display system: Atari's disk-operating system

(ver 2.OS) and owner's manual; and. lor add-on

drives (if used) an optional disk drives

interconnecting cable available from Percom.

For the best thing next to your computer, see your Atari dealer

about a Percom RFD floppy disk storage system. For the name

of your nearest dealer, call Percom toll-free 1-800-527-1222.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS

SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, IMC.

11320 PAGEMilL RO - DALLAS IX 75243 - 1214) 340-7QB1

ATARI 800 & ATARI 810 are trademarks of (he Atari Corporation.

PERCOM is a trademark of Percom Data Company. Inc.

PEFGOM

Yes ... Id like to know more about Percom RFD disk

drives lor my Atari 800 Computer. Rush me free literature.

Send lo: PERCOM DATA COMPANY. Inc., Dept 18-C01

11220 Pagemiii Road. Dallas. Texas 752^3

name

street

city

zip

1 plan to add

phone number

a hard disk sysiem lo my Atari1

MAIL TODAY!

. lyes

state

no



IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON,

Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later.. .with Woi

it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced

word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro

PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you

would expect to pay. This technology

allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032

Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM

8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis

played on the computer's screen. Edit

ing and last minute revisions are simple

and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred

words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS- At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...

Invest in v\ PLUS...

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA 02194

(617)444-5224
TELEX: 95 1579

TM WordPro is a Registered Trademark ol Professional Software. Inc. WordPro was written by Steve Punter
All specilocations subject to change without notice.
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Foi the Commodore 8000

Now there is an interactive

General Accounting System

designed especially for the

first time user. The user is led

through each function by

highlighted prompts explain

ing the required input at each

point. And all input requests

are prompted with complete

verification. Plus, a step-by-

step instruction manual

guides the user through the

General Ledger

Cash Disbursements and

Cash Receipts Journal as well

as a General Journal. Main

tains account balances for

Present Month, Quarter to

Date and Year to Date.

Accepts postings from

program. The user prompts

and the detailed manual

make it virtually impossible

for the first time user to get

lost or to accidentally crash.

Accounts Receivable,

Accounts Payable, Payroll

and other programs. Also

provides user customized

financial statements. Up to

1000 accounts and up to

99 departments.
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Accounts Receivable
Invoices and Monthly State

ments as well as Credit and

Debit Memos. Accomodates

full or partial payments. CJser

sets finance charge rate and

period. CJser also sets invoice

aging reports and aging

breaks. Invoices may be dis

tributed among nine different

General Ledger accounts with

Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable checks

with full voucher detail.

Detailed check register. Auto

matic application of Credit

Memos. User sets invoice

aging reports and aging

breaks. Invoices may be dis-

Payroll

Payroll checks with full

deductions and pay detail.

Pays regular, overtime,

holiday and piece work hours.

Accommodates Weekly,

Bi-Weekly, Semi-Monthly and

Monthly employees. Up to

eight miscellaneous deduc

tions or payments per

automatic updating to the

General Ledger. During

invoice data entry the invoice

is displayed on the screen

and typed exactly as if in a

typewriter. File capacity

allows 1800 customers and

invoices. Five hundred

customers allows room for

1300 invoices.

tributed among nine different

General Ledger accounts with

automatic updating to the

General Ledger. File capacity

allows 2500 vendors and

invoices.

employee. Prints Payroll

Journal, Payroll Check

Register and an Absentee

Report as well as 941 infor

mation and W2 forms. Main

tains Monthly, Quarterly and

Yearly totals for up to 350

employees. Automatic

General Ledger updating.

See your nearest

Commodore dealer for

a demonstration.

CMS Software Systems
2204 Camp David Mesquite, TX. 75149 214 285-3581



Memory— you never seem to have quite

enough of it.

But if you're one of the thousands of Apple

owners using the SoftCard, there's an economical

new way to expand your memory dramatically.

16K ON A PLUG-IN CARD.
Microsoft's new RAMCard simply ( -

plugs into your Apple If,® and adds 16k

bytes of dependable, buffered

read/write storage.

Together with the SoftCard,

the RAMCard gives you a 56k

CP/M(r: system that's big enough

to take on all kinds of chores that

would never fit before (until now,

the only way to get this much

memory was to have an Apple

Language Card installed). V

GREAT SOFTWARE:
YOURS, OURS, OR THEIRS. ^

With the RAMCard and

SoftCard, you can tackle large-

scale business and scientific

computing with our COBOL and

FORTRAN languages. Or greatly

increase the capability of CP/M

applications like the Peachtree Software account

ing systems. VisiCalc™ and other Apple software

packages can take advantage of RAMCard too.

And RAMCard gives you the extra capacity to

develop advanced programs of your own, using the

SoftCard and CP/M. Even with the RAMCard in

place, you can still access your ROM BASIC

and monitor routines.

JOIN THE SOFTCARD

The RAMCard is just the

latest addition to the SoftCard

family — a comprehensive sys

tem of hardware and software

that can make your Apple more

versatile and powerful than you

ever imagined.

Your Microsoft dealer has all

the exciting details. Visit him

soon, and discover a great idea

that keeps getting better.

Microsoft Consumer

Products, 400108th Ave. N.E.,

Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004.

{206)454-1315.
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A Brief Overview

Of The Chicago Consumer Electronics Show

And National Computer Conference In Houston

Robert Lock Publisher/Editor and Tom Halfhill, Features Editor

I don't know why they ended up holding these two significant shows on overlapping days, but it made

for some extremely hectic traveling. Tom Halfhill, our new Features Editor, will describe the shows and

new products in much more detail next issue (both shows are still in progress), but we thought you'd

enjoy a tantalizing preview.

Commodore's Third Generation

In this partial list of features you'll be able to discern the impact of the Commodore introductions. Tom

will fill in the blanks next month:

Integral

Monitor

Dual Disks

optional

cassette

Standard

RAM

Colors

Graphics

Resolution

CP/M

Compatible

Interfaces:

IEEE-488

RS-232

Standard

Language

Planned Retail:

Scheduled

Release:

BX256

80X25

Green

yes

256K

N/A

N/A

yes

yes

Yes

BASIC'

$2995

fall

F

1.

B128

80X25

'hosphor

yes

128K

N/A

N/A

optional

yes

Yes

» BASIC 4.0

$1695

fall

"P" Series

40X25

External color (not

optional

128K

16

320X200

optional

yes

Yes

BASIC 4.0

$995

fall

64

40X25

included)

optional

64K

16

320X200

optional

accepts

VIC peripherals

CBM peripherals

optional

unknown

A BASIC

Version

Described

As Compatible

In Most Wavs

With 4.0

$595

July/August

MAX

40X25

unknown

unknown

unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

BASIC

Cartridge

Available

$179.95
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MORE THAN EVER, ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
ARE SPEAKINGYOUR LANGUAGE.

With more program languages than ever to choose
from, you now nave more opportunities than ever to

utilize the amazing capabilities of the ATARI 800™
Home Computer.

Whether you're a beginning programmer, or at the

forefront of the art, you'll finclan ATARI program
language that can make your task quicker and simpler
than ever before. Just look at what ATARI has to offer:

AIARI Microsoft BASIC—Now we offer the industry

standard, most powerful Microsoft BASIC yet. With
simple commands, it allows you to take advantage
of unique ATARI hardware features such as our well-
known player/missile graphics. For ease ofprogram
ming, it includes n-dimensional arrays for numerics
and string handling. And importantly, conversion
procedures are simple.

AIARI Macro Assembler™—Faster and more power

ful than any ATARI language before, the ATARI
Macro Assembler also allows you to access more
memory space. And it's excellent for I/O interface
and manipulation of such features as: player/missile
graphics, sound registers and peripherals. In
addition, the macro processor and include tile

library features speed-up program development

considerably.

Fig-FORTH—For specialized programming needs,
such as educational or game applications ATARI Fig-
FORTH is uniquely effective. Fig-FORTH combines
power and simplicity in an efficient 10K size, with

characteristics of an interpreter and the speed of

machine language code.

ATARI BASIC-An affordable and easy to use
BASIC that uses only 8K of memory. It allows you to
take advantage of the spectacular ATARI graphics
and sound capabilities. And its immediate mode
error messages greatly simplify debugging.

ATARI Assembler Editor—An excellent tool to assist

the assembler-programmer in creating, editing and
debugging assembly programs.

PILOT—PILOT is an exceptional learning language,
with built-in "turtle" graphics to let you create spec
tacular designs and pictures with very short programs.
Simple one or two-letter commands can allow you
to create a dialogue with the computer. And a single
"match" command can perform complex text
evaluation and pattern-matching instantly.
ATARI is constantly developing new ways to help

you get more out ofyour ATARI 800 Home Computer.
So watch for more innovative and exciting program
languages from ATARI in the future.

In addition to bringing the computer age
home, ATARI is committed to answering
the needs of computer professionals. . .,

g piugiam

A
©iy«2 AIARI. Inc

All RiBhh Reserved

'AvaiUhle frwn dw ATARI I

ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
We've Brought The Computer Age Home™
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Commodore "MAX" Machine

Third Generation

Commodore "B" Series

Microcomputer

Third Generation

Commodore PI28 Series Microcomputer

Other New Computers: Sinclair Introduces A Color Computer

The Sinclair Spectrum was introduced in the US at the CES. It's roughly the same size as the ZX-81,

but includes a partial stroke keyboard rather than the familiar membrane keyboard. The unit features

extended Sinclair BASIC, 16 colors, 16K RAM standard, and a suggested retail in the $200 price range.

More next issue.

Epson, the well-known printer manufacturer, introduced a 16K portable computer with a suggested

retail of $795. The computer is truly portable, deriving power from four NiCad batteries. Built-in

(standard) features include a LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen with 20 character by four line display,

and a 24 column dot matrix

printer. The entire unit measures

roughly 1 1 inches by 8.5 inches

by 2 inches, and weighs 3 pounds,

13 ounces. The unit also features a

built-in RS-232C communications

port with full/half duplex selection

and 110 to 4800 baud rate. A

standard microcassette unit is

optional.

Other Random Bits In The "More

Later" Category-

Atari, Apple and Commodore

were showing off new software.

Atari announced a price reduction

on the 400's suggested list to $349.95.

Microsoft reports increased and

substantial support for MS-DOS.

TIMEX was actively promoting the

$99.00 TIMEX/Sinclair computer.
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ADD POWER TO YOUR

COMMODORE COMPUTER
POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K

ROM) that contains a series of new commands and

utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC

user, POWER contains special editing, programming,

and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition
of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

TM POWER is a Registered Trademark ol Professional Software, inc.

All specif real ions subject lo change without notice.

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement

keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro
gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN

produce previous and next lines of source code.
COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc
tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional
Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.
51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579
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Electric Eraser For
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An Apple Data Manager

A Color Computer

Energy Monitor



JINSAM
Officially approved by Commodore

For Their 8000-9000 Series Desk-Top Computers

space

age

Used at NASA,

Kennedy Space Center

With Multiple Applications Related

to th#^ plumbia Space Shuttle Project

inctudingrescue operations

v il reports, inventory and
racking.

micro

software

Jinsam8.2
has broken the sort limit. Sorts are now

unlimited - you may sort to any desired

depth: 3,4,5,6,7 ....

We now have:

Unlimited record length, unlimited fields,

and unlimited sorts, searching by key

quick-scan and pattern matching, allow

ing limitless applications.

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN

Box 274 KINGSBRIDGE STN.

RIVERDALE, N.Y. 10463

(212)796-6200
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Ask The

Readers
•Robert Lock, Richard Mansfield,

And Readers

COMPUTE! welcomes questions, comments, or solutions to

issues raised in this column. Write to: Ask The Readers,

COMPUTE! Magazine, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC

27403. COMPUTE! reserves, the right to edit or abridge

published letters.

A Bigger Set Of Commands

I keep reading about this new POKE, and that new

POKE, to do all sorts of wonderful things. But it

seems cumbersome to me. As micros evolve, might

not some scheme evolve so these memory addresses

do not need to be memorized?

In other words, a much larger command set.

The new commands are directly translated inter

nally to the proper POKE, so it wouldn't require

that much more memory. And it would be both

easier to remember and more transportable.

What do your readers think? Perhaps some of

them already have done such a program!

Kevin Sinclair

Language designersface a tough decision: they must

balance convenience (many commands) versus the amount

ofROM or RAM granted to them (such as 8K BASIC).

Fortunately, many languages can be extended,

permitting you to add extra, custom commands, lj your

language is "soft-loaded," coming off disk or tape into

RAM, you can usually "patch into" (modify) the language

to force it to recognize your netv commands. However, the

new commands will generally have to be written in machine

language and reside in RAM somewhere.

ROM-based languages are more difficult to alter.

Most Microsoft BASICs (Apple, OSI, Commodore) put a

fragment of the language into RAM during their start-up

sequences when you turn power on. You can put a machine

language "JMP" command (a "wedge") in the midst of

thisfragment which causes the computer to regularly

"jump'7 to a machine language routine ofyour own which

would check to see ifyou had typed "SPECIAL" or what

ever instead of a normal BASIC word.

The "Universal Wedge" for disk commands, Basic

Aid, and other BASIC enhancement programs use this

method. Non-Microsoft BASICs, such as Atari 8K

BASIC, can also be made to recognize new commands,

but it is a tricky business. Watch upcoming issues of

COMPUTE!for an Atari Wedge routine.

Forfurther information about adding "Wedges," see

Bill Wilkinson's "Insight: Atari" column (COMPUTE!.,

May, 1982 #24), "Modifying Apple s Floating Point

BASIC" (COMPUTE!, May, 1982, #24) and, for Micro

soft BASIC in general, "The Wonderful Wedge"

(COMPUTE!, April, 1981, #11).

Atari Lockup Revisited

Several readers have responded to the issue raised by Greg

Kopp in Ask the Readers, May, 1982, about the occasional

"lockup" where the Atari will, mysteriously, "go away"

and no longer respond to the keyboard.

Bill Wilkinson, COMPUTE! columnist and one of

the authors ofAtari BASIC, responded that "all substan

tial software has bugs. If it's in ROM, the bug can't be

repaired unless a new set ofROM chips are brought out.

For whatever reason, Atari has never brought out a new

ROM set. To befair about it, there are bugs in the original

TRS-80 which have never beenfixed either."

We might add that the new IBM computer has a bug

in the division routine. Also, the severalfixes which

Commodore has made to its BASIC in ROM have cured

the original bugs, but brought about new problems of

software compatibility between versions.

BASIC To BASIC

I'm having trouble with the PET program on page

14 in Issue 23, ApriL 1982. I couldn't get it to

work. Now that I have looked at lines 140 and 150,

I'm confused. Isn't [the variable] "TI" always zero?

If so...doesn't this cause line 150 just to loop? At

least that's where my program gets stuck.

Guy Lillis

The program you refer to is a "fast-find"for cassettes, but

is designed to work only on Commodore cassette drives

(PETICBMIVIC). Programs which use only (he keyboard

or screen can usually work (with some changes) on most

computers using BASIC. However, techniques involving

peripherals like tape drives tend not to be very "portable"

between computer brands.

For example, the Commodore machines have a

special variable called TI (for Time) which is an internal

clock. This variable is always being updated by the com

puter and can, therefore, be used to time events. In your

computer, TI is an ordinary variable, always zero unless

you assign a value to it.

The "fast-find" technique is so specific to the machin

ery involved that it even needs adaptations to work on the

different models of the Commodore line. (See thefollowing

letter.)

VIC Fast-Find

I need your help with a small problem. I entered

the BASIC code for the cassette tape to locate

programs on fast-forward as shown on Page 14 of

the April, 1982, COMPUTE!, and, although you

claim that it "can be adapted to any Commodore



Adynamic duo fromSSI for the

ATARI!

THE BATTLE OF SH1LOH: A brigade-level simulation ofthe first grand battle ofthe Civil War,

pitting the Confederate Army against Grant's troops and Union gunboats.

Atari owners, rejoice!

First SSI brought you THE

SHATTERED ALLIANCE1" and you

made it the popular fantasy war-

game it is today.

Now. we are proud to offer

two more games for your pleasure:

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH™ and

TIGERS IN THE SNOW™

In producing these games,

we've taken full advantage of the

Atari 400/800's brilliant graphics

capability and combined it with

our extensive wargame-design

experience.

For example, both games have

colorful map displays that can be

scrolled effortlessly so you can

keep track of all the action on the

vast battlefields. We've also

employed special rules and innova

tive gaming systems to enhance

the sophistication, realism and play-

ability of these simulations.

And the result of all this hard

work? Two strategy games that

will truly challenge and excite your

game-loving mind!

At $39.95 each (available in

either cassette or disc version*),

they are waiting for you at your

local computer/game store today!

VISA and M/C holders can

order by calling 800-227-1617.

ext. 335 (toll free). In California,

call 800-772-3545, ext. 335.

To order by mail, send your

check to: Strategic Simulations Inc.

465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108.

Mountain View. California 94043.

All our games carry a 14-day

money-back guarantee.

•TIGERS: 40K mini floppy disc or 40K cassette

for the Atari 400/800 with Atari BASIC cartridge.

SHILOH: 40K mini floppy disc or 32K cassette

for same. When ordering, please specify disc or

cassette version.

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Inc.

TIGERS IN THE SNOW: Ghostlike Nazi Tiger tanks and infantry sweep across the darK
frozen forests ofthe Ardennes againsta surprised U.S. force in this division/ regiment-level
simulation of Hitlers last desperate attack.

As part of our demanding standards of excellence, we use ITiaXBll floppy discs.
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machine," I can't get it to run on the VIC-20.

I suspect that the memory addresses in the

PEEK and POKE statements for the Commodore

PET are different than the VIC-20, but since I

don't own the PET, I don't know how to convert

these few memory addresses to the VIC-20.

Since there are only three BASIC statements

that refer to memory addresses, could you inform

me what the VIC-20 equivalent addresses would be.

I believe that COMPUTE! has a wide following

among VIC-20 owners and that this data would be

of interest to many readers.

William E. Bender

You're right, POKEs, PEEKs, and SYSs are the least

"portable" aspect ofBASIC. When you try to translate

a program written for one computer model or brand, these

words are sure to give you problems. Thefollowing version

of tape Fast Findfor VIC, by Associate Editor Harvey

Herman, was originally published last fall. It makesfor

an efficient tape management system, but must be thefirst

program on each tape.

100 REM VIC FAST FIND

110 REM

120 REM HARVEY B. HERMAN

130 REM

140 N=5:DIM A$(N):REM N IS # OF PROGRAMS "

ON TAPE

150 FOR 1=1 TO N:READ A$(I):NEXT I

160 PRINT CHR5(147);CHR$(144);" PROGRAM"

::PRINT:PRINT "NUMBER NAMEn:PRIN

T

170 FOR 1=1 TO N:PRINT I;" ";A$(I):NEX

T IiPRINT

180 INPUT "FIND NUMBER";J:PRINT

190 IF J<1 OR J>N THEN 160

200 IF J=l THEN 330

210 REM START OF ROUTINE TO FAST FORWARD

220 REM WAIT FOR RELEASE IF NECESSARY

230 IF(PEEK(37151) AND 64)=0 THEN PRINT "

PRESS STOP ON CASSETTE"

240 IF(PEEK(37151) AND 64)=0 THEN 240

250 PRINT "PRESS FAST FORWARD":PRINT

260 IF(PEEK(37151) AND 64)=64 THEN 260:RE

M CHECK FOR PRESS

270 PRINT "OK":PRINT:A=TI

280 IF ABS(TI-A)<(J-1)*360 THEN 280:REM F

AST FORWARD 6 SEC PER PROGRAM

290 POKE 37148fPEEK(37148) AND 247:REM ST

OP MOTOR

300 PRINT "RELEASE FAST FORWARD"

310 IF(PEEK(37151) AND 64)=0 THEN 310:REM

WAIT FOR RELEASE

320 REM DYNAMIC KEYBOARD LOAD

330 PRINT CHR$(147);CHR$(17);CHR$(17);CHR

$(17);"LOAD n;CHR$(34);A$(J);CHR

$(34);CHR$(19)

340 POKE 198,1:POKE 631,13:END

350 DATA PROGRAM 1,PROGRAM 2,PROGRAM 3,PR

OGRAM 4,PROGRAM5

Hidden Adventure

Regarding Rudolph F. Lauer's query in the May

issue: I am co-author of Fantasy Games Software's

PET programs Swordquest and Escape From the

Death Planet. We have both Original-ROM and

Upgrade-ROM versions of these games.

Except for a few early orders, our cassettes

include both versions. Users who have upgraded

their PETs should try loading from the (unlabeled)

flip-side of the cassette. If that side proves to be

blank, they may send their cassettes to me with a

stamped reply envelope, and I will record the

Upgrade version for them at no charge.

J. L. Pietenpol

J. L. Pietenpol

'5711 Trinity Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27607

GETting On Atari

I'm a new Atari owner and one thing bothers me

much about Atari BASIC. In Apple BASIC and in

PET/CBM BASIC, one keyword is GET, in terms

of strings. Atari's keyword GET has a different

meaning. How can I input characters without

pressing return? It would be much easier to make

advanced games without just using the joysticks.

Howie Fishman

To use Atari's GET command, you must first open a file

to the keyboard, e.g. OPEN#1,4,0,"K:". You can then

GET a keystroke with GET#1,A. A (or whatever variable

you use) will contain the ASCII value of the key typed

(A = 69for "E",97 FOR"a",etc). GET will always wait

for a keystroke.

You can use location 764 to see if a key has been

pressed. It normally holds 255, but when a key is pressed,

it will contain a "keyboard code" (not ASCII). POKEing

764 with a 255 will reset the register.

100 IFPEEK(764) = 255THEN100

110 POKE 764,255

10 OPEN#1,4,0,"K"

Waits for

100 GET#1,A Gets a key

VIC Expansion Software

Why don't the manufacturers of software for the

VIC-20 offer more sophisticated software requiring

memory expansion? They do for all the other

computers.

Scott Barber

The VIC is a new machine and memory expansion is even

newer. Its library ofsoftware is building quickly, however,

as the many ads in COMPUTE! illustrate. For predictions

and information about VIC software, seeJim Butterfield's

"Whither VIC?" in this issue.



THEYLAUGHED AT MEWHEN I SAT DOWNAT THE KEYBOARD...

BUT OH, WHEN I BEGAN TO PLAY! HERE'S WHATTHEYSAID:

BPL-ATON 1 - "I've had to

replace three electro-

universal wristcouplers

since 1 got it'

PROTECTOR.

CORQUS I -"Even with a
class II embryonic

neurolifter, it is disgustingly

difficult to play:'
SLIME.

ADM-MARK 11 + - "More fun

than kicking the servonic

katdroid!'

CHICKEN.

ELF-X2-"CanIbea

submarine when I grow up?"

NAUTILUS.

NAUTILUS, PROTECTOR, CHICKEN AND SLIME ARE ALL TRADEMARKS OF SYNAPSE SOrTWARE.

)T1CD 82° Coventry Rd.
1LK3C Kensington, CA 94707
l L— _* (415) 527-7751

FOR THE ATARI* HOME COMPUTER. *ATARI ISA REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI, inc.
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An Attack Of Hearts

When I do a POKE 756,226, enabling lowercase

and control characters to be printed on the screen

in graphics mode 1 or 2, the computer fills the

screen with a bunch of hearts. How do I get rid of

them?

Larry L.

The alternate character setfor Graphics modes one and

two is the bottom halfofthefull character set, i.e., lower

case, graphics, and control, symbols. Unfortunately, the

heart (CHR$(O)), maps into the place where SPACE is

encoded, resulting in a screen full ofhearts. The usual

cure is to perform a SETCOLOR 0,0,0, since the SPACE

(or heart) defaults to color register zero. This will make

the hearts black, the default background color. Naturally,

you'll have to change this if the background is not black.

Unfortunately, this prevents youfrom printing any

text in the blacked-out color, reducing your available

colors fromfive tofour. A superior, if more complicated,

procedure would be to modify the character set by zeroing

out the heart character. This requires additional RAM to

hold the new character set and POKEing 756 with the

pointer to the custom character set. Here is an example

program:

100 CHBAS=?5b^CH0RG=57344

110 CHSET=( PEEKC 186 >-8 )*256

120 Q&PHICS 1

130 POKE 756,226

140 ? #6 = ? #6;" now Icharsinsl" =? #fe;"

1 CHARACTER I SET"

158 FOR 1=6 TO 511:REM ONLY HALF NEEDS T

0 BE TRANSFERRED

168 POKE CrSET+LF€EK<CH0RG+512+I>

170 NEXT I

188 POKE 756.CHSET/256

198 REN 'FOR W=l TO 5Q = NEXT W1 IS A PAUS

E USED GtO FOR EMPHASIS

195 REN NOT h£EDEO FOR l-JQRKING PROGRAH

260 FOR 1=8 TO ?:PGKE CHSET+L^FQR W==1

TO 50=HEXT W=NEXT I=REM ERASE HEART

210 ? #6^? te/'ldOlnE"

EHO

More Workhorse Programs

for your computer to play with!

With these Creative Software home programs your Atari® or

can start playing in the real world:

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
• 15 income & expense categories m

• Budgeting

• Monthly & yearly accounting

• Indicate tax deductible items

• Produce tables & graphs

• $34.95 cassette

• $39.95 disk

LOAN ANALYZER
■ Amortization tables

• Compute interest charges

• Compare various loans

• Analyze loan terms

• Manipulate loan parameters |
• S14.95 cassette

• S1995 disk

HOME INVENTORY
• Catalog your possessions

• User-definable categories

• Search catalog for items

• Record serial«, purchase price

• Compute the value ot items

• S19 95 cassette

• S24 95 disk

DECISION MAKER
• Decide between alternatives

• Compute recommended choices

• Manipulate decision parameters

• Weigh intluencing (actors

• Save decisions on tape or disk

• S19.95 cassette

• S24.95 disk

CAR COSTS
• Record maintenance costs

• Itemize insurance payments

• Track fuel consumption

• Summarize all costs to date

• Compiite cost of a trip

• S19.95 cassette

• S24.95 disk

CREATIVE
SOl" I WARE 201 San Anionio Circle, #270

A Division Of ASQ. Inc. Mounlain View. CA 94040

(415)948-9595

Ask about our many other recreational and home

applications.' TO ORDER: VISA'MasterCard, check
or money order accepted. If charge, please include

expiration date of card. Add $1.50 tor shipping and

handling. California residents add sales tax.



ROOU1!5

O High resolution graphics-

Life like motion.

O Instant replay on any shot.

O Superfine aiming.

O Pool room sound effects

© Choice of 4 popular games

See your local
computer dealer
or order directly
from IDSI.
Specify ATARI
or APPLE.

'AIAKI [OWNERS

NOW YOU TOO
CAN PLAY POOL 1.5
ON YOUR ATARI
48K DISK SYSTEM.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR
THE APPLEIP48K
DISK SYSTEM.

P.O.BOX 1658
LAS CRUCES, NM

88004

Ph. (505)522-7373

ATARI is the registered trademark of ATARI Inc.
APPLE II is the registered trademark of

APPLE Computer Inc.

POOL 1.5 is trademark of IDSI.
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A Monthly Column

Computers

And Society

David D.Thornburg

Associate Editor

Odds And Ends...

You folks sure love to write letters! My mail load

from this column and Friends of the Turtle is large

enough that I don't always get answers out right

away. If you have written and haven't heard from

me, don't despair — I will write as soon as I can.

I received several letters in response to the

"computers and the arts" columns. Reader Ted

Nemeth of New York wrote in part:

Dear Dr. Thornburg:

In "Computers and Society"in the March

issue oj COMPUTE!you wrote "... Whitney

saw a new medium."

Mary Ellen Bute (my grandmother)

was the first (absolutely) to use a light pen

on an oscilloscope to create animated patterns

with music. She worked with Professor

Theraman creating this technique. Her

work received major acclaim and showed at

Radio City Music Hall in New Yorkfor

years.

I have shown her Mr. Whitney's book

and while she enjoyed many of the graphics,

shefelt his technique of visual-sound inter

pretation is not, all that well developed. She

worked with many composers from George

Gershwin to Edgard Varese in developing

her theories. Since her methods did not

include the use of the digital computer, her

work (about 25 shortfilms) lias been all but

ignored. ...

Asfor myself I am a student at NYIT.

I own an Atari 800 and am working on

programs similar to my Grandmother's,

except with Rock and Roll rmisic. ...

Sincerely,

Ted Nemeth

I found Ted's letter quite interesting. A14 too

often we forget to look at the progress made with

technologies that preceded the ones which currently

hold our interest.

Several other readers shared their favorite

graphics programs with me. Among the finest

graphics packages 1 have seen for the Atari com

puters is the program Graphics Master written by

Courtney Goodin (distributed by Datasoft, $49.95).

This program allows the user to create pictures in

either of two high resolution (320 x 192 pixel)

screens. I use one screen for small graphic elements

that I can then "pick up" and stand anywhere I

wish on the second screen. The user can intermix

text and graphics, and has several choices of text

size. Symmetry operations, such as rotations and

mirror reflections, can be performed as well. Since

text is treated as part of the graphics screen, you

can split a word in the middle of a letter if you

wish. This fine program provides many features

for its modest price. It is a tribute to its author that

one can create superb drawings using only the

Atari joystick as the input device.

I have just begun to explore a professional

graphics package for the Apple — more on that in a

later column.

The columns on computer games in the class

room also generated a lot of mail. Most of you who

wrote agree with the idea that there is something to

be learned from the arcade games. In the area of

educational software, I have several new programs

I am reviewing, including a beautiful set of pro

grams from The Learning Company (formerly

ALT) in Portola Valley, California. As with the

graphics program for the Apple, these software

reviews will have to wait for another column.

Computer Literacy - Who Needs It?

Those of you who read this column regularly know

that I am a proponent of the use of computers in

the classroom. There seem to be two extremes to

the use of the classroom computer — as a tool for

programming the child through rote drill and

practice, or as an object of study and exploration.

My own bias lies toward the use of intrinsically

motivating learning games to reinforce basic skills

that were taught using conventional (human

teacher) methods. In addition, I am a strong pro

ponent of the idea that children should gain mastery

over the computer through the use of user friendly

languages such as PILOT and LOGO.

Historically, my argument has been with those

who see the computer used only as a replacement

for or simple adjunct to a teacher — who see the

computer as a data processing tool to probe the

student's skills and report all failings and progress

to a human for analysis and further action. I guess

that the thought of row upon row of schoolchildren



THE MOSAIC RAM SYSTEMS FORATARI

CLEARLYTHE BEST

THE

SCREEN

CLARITY

YOU CAN SEE THE MOSAIC DIFFERENCE

WHATTHE EXPERTS HAD TO SAY

A.NALO.G. 400/800 MAGAZINE said in a 32K RAM

board comparison test: "The Mosaic 32K RAM showed no

sign of interference and gave the best screen clarity" and

"Mosaic uses what we feel are the highest quality

components which may improve reliability".

INTERFACE AGE said after replacing the Atari memory

board with a Mosaic 32K RAM: "Once in place there is no

noticeable change in screen clarity" and "in view of its

excellent performance it should be a serious choice for those

Atari owners intending to expand their memory"

Each Mosaic RAM board gives you more thanjust the best

screen clarity but also the best in reliability flexibility and

compatibility The Mosaic RAM systems offer you the best in

every way— these features prove it.

» Works in both the Atari 400*& 800*computers.

■ 4 year guarantee.

■ Complete instructions.

■ Test cycled 24 hours for reliability

■ Gold edge connectors for better reliability

■ Quick no-solder installation.

■ Full flexible memory configuration.

■ Can be used with 8K, 16K and future products.

e Designed to take advantage of Atari 800 s superior bus structure.

■ Designed for inter-board communication in Atari 800.

■ Allows Atari 800 to have 2 slots open for future expansion.

■ Always the best components used for superior screen clarity and

reliability

■ Low power design for safety and reliability

■ Available companion board (S5] to allow running The Mosaic RAM

systems independent of other boards.

THE MOSAIC RAM SYSTEMS FOR

THE SERIOUSATARI OWNER.

THE MOSAIC 32K RAM

For the serious Atari owner. This is the 32K RAM board

you've been hearing about. It has every feature you

could want from a RAM board and more features than

any other board offers. Each Mosaic 32K RAM comes with

complete instructions so in a few minutes you will have

expanded your Atari 800 to 48K RAM. The Mosaic 32K

RAM works as well in the Atari 400, but we suggest the

NEW Mosaic Expander.

THE MOSAIC EXPANDER

This is the most effective way you can expand to 32K

RAM for your Atari 400 computer. And at almost the 16K

price! The revolutionary Mosaic Expander is a memory

board with 16K RAM in place and open slots to add 16K

more from the Atari 16K board that comes with your Atari

400. Each board comes with complete instructions so in a

few minutes you will have expanded to 32K RAM.

Trademark of Atari, Inc.

ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 708 Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503/655-9574
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sitting in front of sterile terminals performing the

same tasks that could be performed better under

human guidance and supervision is just not com

fortable to me.

But now, it seems, there is even another issue

to deal with. There appears to be growing concern

that computer literacy is not an appropriate topic

for our schools to teach. According to Eric Burtis, a

member of the Palo Alto, California-based Ad Hoc

Committee on Basic Skills Education, the education

of children in basic skills is suf fenng from the use

of computers in the classroom. The committee

states that "The suggestion that every American

citizen must become computer literate is fallacious

and untrue, just as it would be untrue to state that

every citizen must become an airline pilot if mass

air transportation is to remain available to all

mankind."

If the committee is of the opinion that our

children are being taughi computer skills at a level

commensurate with an airline pilot's training, they

certainly have not been paying attention to what is

happening in the classroom. It is erroneous in the

extreme to suggest that those of us who are com

puter literate are an isolated breed that provide

services to the masses (as do airline pilots). The

reality is that we can either control technology

ourselves, or let others control it for us.

The digital computer promises to be the most

significant technological development of the twen

tieth century (Ada, forgive me for leaving Babbage's

machine out of the discussion). Today —just a few

short years into the era of the personal computer,

there is almost no one who fails to come in contact

with computers, if only indirectly.

If computer literacy is not appropriate subject

matter for our children, then what is? Is our edu

cational system so sound and complete that it is

impervious to further improvement? The function

of schools is partly to prepare our children for

survival in the real world. This requires the acqui

sition of skills in math, reading and writing, and a

sense of historical perspective, etc. It includes the

development of the whole child - the creative as

well as the analytical mind — in order that each

child is prepared to take an active participator)

role in society.

Increasingly, ours is a society governed by the

flow of information. And, increasingly, this infor

mation flow is mediated by computers. By not

having "computer literacy" courses in the class

room, groups such as the Ad Hoc Commitee on

Basic Skills Education are insuring that only child

ren from certain economic and cultural back

grounds will have a chance to learn about this

technology. To suggest that computer literacy be

denied to all our children is elitism in the extreme.

In the information age, those of us who are com

puter literate will be at a tremendous advantage

over those of us who are not. Ifwe believe the

principle of equality of opportunity so central to

our national identity, then we must have the

foresight to realize that this equality can only occur

when we provide equivalent educational oppor

tunities to all of our children — regardless of their

economic background. The schools are the most

appropriate place to do this.

A Few Words About Innovision...

I own a company called Innovision. In the past,

Innovision has made forays into the commercial

marketplace with products such as the Presto-

Digitizer tablet. It has also served as the umbrella

company for my consulting practice, and as the

haven from which I write books and articles.

The fact is that I enjoy writing a great deal,

and, as an Associate Editor of COMPUTE! I felt a bit

awkward also appearing as an occasional adver

tiser. While I have never done or said anything

that, in my opinion, constituted a conflict of interest,

it is essential that my readers know that no conflict

could ever arise.

Accordingly, I have disbanded the commercial

product lines of Innovision. I write, I occasionally

consult, and I am involved with some new ventures

run by other people. Innovision no longer has any

products of its own.

While this was not an easy decision to make, it

was aided by the increased time needed to answer

your letters to Friends of the Turtle (I received 15

today alone). I have never failed to speak my mind

from these pages, and I'm not planning on slopping

now! Thank you all for your tremendous support.

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch" diskettes to keep your valu

able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-tree. Trie low

abrasivity saves your read/write heads.

They're compatible with most diskette dnvps.

(800)235-4137

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES
100 Fooihill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA

93401 InCal call
(800) 592-5935 oi

(805) 543 1037



Announcing the Printing
reakthrough of the Century:

Smith-Corona tp-1 Text Printer

LOW COSt
Daisy Wheel Printer

$799oo

• Microprocessor

Electronics

Serial or Parallel

interface

Simple, Reliable

Mechanism

ACT NOW: Limited Supply, Low, Low Cost
Smith Corona, one of the largest

manufacturers of small printers in
the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their

electronic text printer—TP-1. The

TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,

high quality daisy wheel printer.
It produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.
Simple, durable and dependable,

TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcom

puters and most small business

systems. Compact and attractively

Micro
Printer
Marketing

Additional daisy print wheels S4.95

Additional ribbons S2.95

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
Now, all your letters, documents

forms and reports can have the
crisp, professional look you

demand—for business or personal
use—at an affordable price. TP-1,

the electronic text printer.

Don't delay, order your TP-1

TODAY at the low price of $799.

Micro printer Marketing offers
same day shipping, nationwide ser
vice and invites dealer inquiries.
Catalogues availabje. No shipping

charges on pre-paid orders.

Call Micro-Printer Marketing
1-800-523-9859CALL

TOLL FREE

in PA call Collect 215/433-3366

MasterCard and Visa Accepted
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If there's a topic that you would like to see covered in this

column, send your suggestion to: The Beginner's Page,

COMPUTE! Magazine, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro,

NC, 27403.

The Beginner's Page

Making Files

Work
Richard Mansfield

Assistant Editor

Last month we examined files, often the most diffi

cult aspect of programming for the new com-

puterist. Here we'll conclude this overview by

looking at some specific details about file handling.

In general, a file is a list or a collection ol

information which has been saved on a tape or a

disk. A list o( all the people you send Christmas

cards to could be "memorized" on tape/disk by the

computer and would then be a file.

How is this list of names and addresses

"memorized" and how, at Christmas, is it used to

prim the addresses on envelopes? A file by itself is

incapable ofdoing anything: it is not a program, it's

just a list. A separate program is needed to create,

update, and make use of files.

"Mailing Address," "File Manager," and others

of this type are called data base management pro

grams. Their primary function is to build, add to,

modify, or print something out from files. They

manage a collection (a base) of data.

You can, of course, write your own custom

data base manager. This would amount to writing

a program (or a set of programs) which would let

you manipulate the list on tape or disk.

Writing a large data base management pro

gram is not an easy task — it can involve sorting,

searching, and other complex programming tech

niques. Nonetheless, handling Christmas card lists

is something the novice can accomplish and it's well

worth learning. Files do, though, represent some

thing of a challenge. Your computer's manual will

contain information on the necessary punctuation

and syntax for BASIC'S commands which manipu

late files. However, the following brief overview

might be of help.

OPEN, PRINT#, INPUT#, And CLOSE

Where a program would be stored by the simple

SAVE instruction, a file is stored by a combination

of OPEN, PRINT#, and CLOSE. (On the Apple,

PRINT is used in a special way instead of PRINT#.

We'll get to that in a minute.) Likewise, a program

isjust LOADed, but a file is "loaded" into the

computer with OPEN, INPUT#, and CLOSE.

It is a bit more complicated with files, but the bonus

is that you can do more manipulating with files,

easier appending (adding to them), easier merging

(making two files into one), and so on.

The command OPEN is generally used to

communicate with a disk or tape drive. It's like

pulling open a file cabinet drawer - once a flic is

OPENed, you can then get at the records inside.

Here's what you would do to OPEN a file named

"inventory" on a disk drive attached to a Commo

dore, Atari, or Apple:

Commodore

10 OPEN 1,8,8,"0:INVENTORY,S,R"

The first number (1) means that this file will here

after be called # 1. When you pull something out of

it, you would use INPUT#1 (you can have up lo

ten flics OPEN at one time). The second number

(8) means "disk drive" (a 1 in this position would

mean: open a file on the cassette drive). The second

eight is a "secondary address" which allows you to

give additional instructions. With disk drives, just

use eight.

The "0:" specifies drive zero and the "S" means

sequential file. The Commodore disks can create

other kinds of files: random, relative, and program

files, but sequential is the simplest. Finally, the "R"

means read. You will be using INPUT# to get

things out of this file. (A "W" here would mean

write and you would PRINT# to the file.) To make

this "reading or writing" distinction for tape files,

the secondary address is used: a one means write

and a zero means read. (10 OPEN l,I,0,"INVEN-

TORY" would be the same as the example above,

except it makes a cassette file.) No drive number is

specified and the "S" is not necessary since cassette

files can only be sequential files.)

Atari

The equivalent of the disk example above is similar
in Atari BASIC:

10 OPEN#1,4,0,"D1:INVENTORY"

Here, the second number (4) stands for read

(use 8 for write), the next number (0) is not used by

the disk drive (but is necessary to satisfy the syntax

of OPEN), and the "D1" specifies the first drive

(there can be up to four drives attached, DI through

D4;D: means Dl:).

Apple

To OPEN an Apple disk file, you first define a

special character, D$, which holds the "control-D"

character (you cannot see it). You would type:

10 D$ = "(hold down both CTRL and D keys)"

(or you could use 10 D$ = CHR$(4) instead)

15 PRINT D$;"OPEN INVENTORY"



THEY CAME OUT OF THE BLUE

OF THE WESTERN SKY

and it's up to you to stop them!

FEATURING ARCADE ACTION

GRAPHICS AND SOUND

- • You.know those"alien residents.who look like blue jello

and smell like a cow pasture on a warm day? Well,

■ they're up in arms about something and have declared

war! Their-" weapons are'.Cyborg .-ships-with . "their

^ intelligent parts" -.suspended inside, these Cyborgs
/ pursue like crazed bats to try and-kamikaze your crew

: fpods. You're armed with anV

unlimited supply of Guided Energy J^o

come right at you! Good luck. £

(You'll need it!)

REAR GUARD features many extras which are
usually found only on coin-operated, video arcade

machines. These include advanced play levels,

running high score (with high score ' 'clear"

option), two player option, brilliant horizontal

SION

HE ARE OVERRUN

16K TAPE S19.95 24K DISK 524.95

^ -JP-^ INTERNATIONAL
A DIVISION Of SCOTT ADAMS im.

BOX 3*35. LONGWDOD FL 32750

(305| 862-6917 (QUESTIONSI

ORDER FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER

or CALL TOLL FREE <B00) 327-7172

(ORDERS ONLY PLEASE >@
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In our simple example, it isn't necessary to

include drive and slot numbers with the OPEN

command. Line 15, however, could indicate drive

one, slot six if we add "OPEN INVENTORY,

S6,D1" to the quoted information. The Apple uses

the format in line 15 for its disk commands; first

control-D is printed and then the desired action is

described within the quotes.

Putting Something In And Taking Something Out

On the Commodore and Atari, you can put infor

mation into an OPENed file by using PRINT#.

For Commodore files you could put the word

"PENCILS" into the file by:

20 PRINT#1,"PENCILS"

and Atari would be:

20 PRINT#1;"PENCILS"

The Apple uses two lines:

20 PRINT D$;"WRITE INVENTORY"

21 PRINT "PENCILS"

(After line 20, the following PRINT command will

be considered a print to the file, not to the screen),

doing the other way, you get something out of

an OPENed file by using INPUT# in combination

with a string variable to "hold" whatever comes

from the file (they come back to the computer in

the order they were PRINT#ed). To get the word

"PENCILS" back from a Commodore file:

20 INPUT#1,A$

(Then later you could print AS to see "PENCILS")

and Atari is:

20 INPUT#1,A$

(You must have previously DIMed A$).

Again, the Apple uses two lines:

20 PRINT D$;"READ INVENTORY"

21 INPUT A$

After you are finished INPUT#ing or

PRINT#ing from a file which had been OPENed

as file #1, you would CLOSE 1 (PET/CBM) or

CLOSE#l'(Atari) or PRINT D$;"CLOSE INVEN
TORY" (Apple). When you've finally CLOSEd.

you are free to use that file number (# I in these

examples) for some other file, with a different

name. CLOSE is essential, however. Without it you

could permanently lose part or all of a file, or even

damage other files.

INPUT# And PRINT# Hints

INPUT# or PRINT# work very similarly to the

way INPUT and PRINT work from the keyboard

and to the screen. The only catch is that PRINT#

needs some special handling. It's best to give it a

line all to itself:

20 PRINT#I,A$ (Commodore)

30 PRINT#1,B$

20 PRINT#I;A$(Atari)

20 PRINT D$; "WRITE NAMEOFFILE" (Apple)

21 PRINT A$

The reason lor putting PRINT# on its own

line is that this is an easy way to separate items in a

file: with "carriage returns." Just as 10 PRINT A$ /

20 PRINT B$ will cause B$ to be on the line below

A$ on the screen (since using a new line "forces" a

carriage return to take place) — a separate program

line puts a carriage return symbol onto the tape or

disk.

Manipulating Files

Files arc usually created within loops. Here's a

simple program to "write" a file to tape:

10 DATA BILL, SANDY, KATIE, LARRY

20 OPEN l,l,l,"NAMES": REM (A PET/CBM TAPE

FILE)

30 FOR 1=1 TO 4

40 READA$

50 PRINT#1,A$

60 NEXT I

70 CLOSE1

Since there are four names in this file, the loop

counts up to four, READing a new A$ from the

DATA line each time through. Since PRINT#I is

by itself on line 50, it will send carriage returns to

the tape each time it PRINT#s, separating the

names on tape. This way, there will be no question

that a name should be BILLSANDY.

When this file is later read into the computer,

it would be very useful to know when it ends, how

big it is. There are two easy ways to do this. You

could add the word "END" to the DATA line and

then change line 30 to read: FOR I = 1 TO 5. Or,

you could put the "count" (the number of records

for this file) on the tape or disk itself, as part of

the file. To do this, you would add a line: 25

PRINT#1,4.

Here's a "reader" program which brings the

records from this second type of file back into the

computer, finding out first what the count is:

10 OPEN1,1,0,"NAMES": REM (A PET/CBM TAPE

FILE)

20 INPUT#1,COUNT:REM THIS WAS THE FIRST

ITEM ON THE FILE

30 FOR 1= 1 TO COUNT

40 INPUT#1,A$

50 PRINT A$ (TO THE SCREEN)

60 NEXT I

70 CLOSE1

If you use the "END" technique, the reader

program would not use line 20 and would add line:

45 IF A$ = "END" THEN GOTO 70. Notice also

that you can PRINT# and INPUT# both numeric

and string (alphabetical) variables.

One final note about something which might

not be immediately obvious: if you update a file on



SUNRISE

SOFTWARE

LEADER IN DISCOUNT SOFTWARE - 18-30% OFF

ATARI
Action Quest D 13.95

Adventures 1-12 ea T 15.95
Adventure on a Boat D 19.95
AliBaba& Forty Thieves D 26.35
Angleworms T 12.00
Andromeda D 31.96
Assembler Editor C 47.95
Asteroids C 35.95
Bishops Square D 23.95
Black Forest D 19.95
B-1 Nuclear Bomber T 13.00

Bug Attack D.T 23.95
Centipede C 35.95
Character Generator D 15.95

Conflict 2500 T 13.00
Compu-Read D,T 15.95

Compu-Math/Fractions D.T 15.95
Compu-Math/Decimals D,T 15.95
Crush, Crumble &. Chomp D,T 23.9b

Crossfire O.T 23.95
Datestones of Ryn D,T 15.95

Deflection T 11.95
Dung Beetle D 23.95
Empire ol Overmind D 28.00

Entertainer Kit C 95.00

Fastgammon T 15.95

Fort Defiance T 16.00
Frogger D 27.95

Galactic Empire T 15.95
Galactic Trader T 15.95

Ghost Hunter D,T 16.78

Ghostly Manor ,.... D 19.95

HIRES Mission Asteroid D 19.95

HI-RES Wiz & Princess D 26.35
Invasion Orion D.T 19.95

Jawbreaker D 23.95

Kayos D.T 27.95
K-Razy Shootout C 39.95

Lisp Interperter D 120.00
Lords of Karma T 16.00
Lunar Lander T 12.00

Match Racers D 23.96
Missle Command , C 35.95

Mountain Shoot T 12.00
Mouseattach D 27.95

Nex! Slep 0 31.95
No. Atl. Convoy Raider T 13.00
Nukewar T 13.00

Pac Man C 35.95

Pathfinder D 27.95

Planet Miners T 13.00
Pool 1.5 D 27.95
Programmer Kit C 63.88
Q.S. Forth D 63.96

RastBr Blaster D 23.95

Rear Guard T 15.95
Rescues! Rigel D.T 23.95

Ricochet D,T 15.95

Shattered Alliance D 31.95
Softporn Adventure D 23.95

Space tnvaders C 35.95
Starbase Hyperion D 18.35

Star Raiders C 39.95
Star Warriors D,T 31.95

Sunday Goll T 13.00

Tanktics D 23.20

Temple of Apshai D,T 31.95
Threshold D 31.95

3D Tic-Tac-Toe T 15.95

3DSupergraphics D.T 31.95
Treasure Quest T 15.95
VersaWriter Tablet A 240.00

Visicalc D 200.00

Warlocks Revenge D 28.00

PET/VIC-20

UNITED MICROWARE

Amok T
Allen BUU T
Blastoids T
Breakout T
Carom T
Dragon Maze T
Gobbler T

Invader Fall T
Laser War T

Long Division T

Meieor Run C
Raceway T
Robol Blasters C
Sftymalh T
Space Division T
Spiders o) Mars C
Super Hangman T

Stars Wars T
3D Maze T
ViCalc T
ViCal T
ViCheck T
ViTerm A T
RS232 Board A

3K Cartridge A

8K Cartridge A

Others

8-1 Bomber T

Computer Acquire T
Computer Stocks & Bonds T

Conflict 2500 T
Conquest D
Dragons Eye T

Guns of For! Defiance T

Midway Campaign T
N.A. Convoy Raider T

Planet Miners T
Thinker D

15.15

19.95
15.15

12.00

12.00

13.55

19.95
17.55

15.15

13.55

47.95
12.00

31.95
12.00

12.00

47.95
15.15

13.55

12.00

11.95
19.95

19.95
15.95

39.95

31.95

71.95

13.00

16.00
13.00

13.00

1BO.0O

15.96

16.00
13.00

13.00

13.00
396.00

• •••••••••

BONUS
••••••••••

PAC MAN

FOR ONLY $30.00

with

ANY ORDER OVER

$150!

••••••••••

DDisk, C-Cartridge, A-Accessory, TCassette

24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-854-0561 EXT.812

800-432-7257 (CALIF.)

WO HASSLE!

GUARANTEED

REPLACEMENT POLICY

We take MASTERCARD or VISA.

(Include card S and expiration nm

date.) California residents add VISA

6% lax.lnclude $2.00 lor postage. ^^M
Prices subject to change.

1 Mhz- 12 BitA/D
lor your Apple II Computer

The APPLESCOPE-HRl 2 analog to digital converter uses

a high stability buried zener voltage reference and a flash

A/D to give 12 bit accuracy with a 14 bit dynamic range.

DC to 1 Mhz Programmable Sample Rate

2048 Sample Buffer Memory

Pretrigger Viewing

Continuous or Single Sweep

A Channel Software Support

irequires additional power supply]

• External Trigger Input

The standard software provided with each APPLESCOPE-

HR 12 includes all of the functions necessary to turn your

Apple II computer into a high quality digital storage

oscilloscope. In addition all of theSCOPE DRIVER options

are being up-graded to handle Ihe higher resolution data.

Price per cnannei S695

The original APPLESCOPE still provides the optimum

price/performance trade off for those users requiring 8 bit

converter resolution.

APPLESCOPE INTERFACE

• DC to 3.5 Mhz sample rate

• 1024 byte buffer memory

• Pretngger Viewing

• Programmable Scale Select

• Continuous ana Single Sweep Modes

• Single or Dual Channel Trace

Price lor the two board Applescope system is $595

EXTERNAL TRIGGER ADAPTER S29

SCOPE DRIVER Advanced software for the APPLESCOPE

analog to digital converters makes full use of the computing

power of the Apple I! to create a total data acquisition

system. Available options include:

• Signal Averaging-Acquires 1 to999signalsweepsand

displays the averaged result.

• Digital Volt Meter-Allows use as real time DVM or use to

measure points on an acquired sweep.

• Disk Storage-Allows automatic storage and recover of

acquired data on (loppy disks.

• Spectrum Analyzer-Calculates and displays frequency

spectrum of acquired data.

BUS RIDER

LOGIC ANALYZER for the APPLE II
The BUS RIDER circuit card silently rides the Apple II

peripheral bus ana allows real time tracking of program

flow. Software provided allows set up of Irace parameters

from Ihe keyboard and read back ol disassembled code

after a program has been tracked.

• 32 bit by 51 2 sample memory buffer

• Monitors Data and Address bus plus 8 external inputs

• Trigger on any 32 bit word or external trigger

• Pretrigger viewing

The BUS RIDER is an invaluable development tool for

anyone working with Apple II or Apple II+ computers.

Price $395

RC ELECTRONICS INC.

7265 Tuolumne Dr., Goleta, CA 9311 7

(805)968-6614



a PET/CBM computer, you cannot put it back on a

disk with the same name. You might have read it

off the disk and into memory to make some changes.

Bui before you OPEN-PRINT#-CLOSE it back

onto the disk, you must first "scratch" (remove) the

original version in order to replace it with the up

dated one. Again, each computer has different

formats for this and your manual will describe

them. Some systems, the Atari for example, auto

matically replace files when one "comes into" the

disk with the same name as one already on the

disk. Thisscratckingoiunwanted files is unnecessary

for tape files, they will write over the old file (if you

rewind the tape).

There are numerous ways to manipulate files

— this is precisely why it is a challenging pro

gramming task. The programmer has more control

over what is happening, but more responsibility,

too. As always, start out small by perhapsjust

creating a file with your name on it, reading it back

into memory, and printing it on the screen. Then

try ten names, a mailing list, updating records, and

so on. Eventually you'll become adept at file

manipulation and will find many uses for these

valuable programming techniques. ©

TOLL FREE
Subscription

Order Line

800-345-8112
In PA 800-662-2444

The Atari 800 Disk-based
File Management System

FILEMANAGER 800 is a powerful personal,

as well as professional tool. The full use of

graphics and sound make FILEMANAGER

800 an extremely easy-to-use file-keeping

system.

FILEMANAGER 800 provides:

• User-defined formats

• Index on any field at any time

• Ultra fast sort

• Wild card search

• Up to 2000 characters per record

• Full screen input and edit

• Search on any combination of fields

• Format lists and mailing labels

• Single keystroke commands

• Full mathematical capability

• Computed, constant, and dollar fields

• Combine and convert existing files

• Elegant human engineering

• Database merge with Datasoft's Text

Wizard

• Exclusive Datalock™ electronic key

protection

• Compatable with Axlon '& 128K Ramdisk

• And much, much more . . .

Use FILEMANAGER 800 to create mailing

lists, inventory and business records, cus

tomer lists all customized to your own needs!

Requires 40K and a disk drive

\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. CO.D. and

charge cards accepted.

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES

100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA

93401. in Cal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037.

820 Coventry Road

Kensington. CA 94707

(415)527-7751

FILEMANAGER 800 is a trademark of

SYNAPSE SOFTWARE

Atari is a trademark of Atari. Inc.
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This exciting action game isfor the Atari and the VIC.

Blast out new caverns, dig the gold, and return to the

surface for your reward. Ij you run out of dynamite, get

to the surface fast or you'll wander the mineforever. And

watch outfor cave-ins — they can block your exit, or

Program 1. Atari Version

-worse!

Gold Rush!
Joseph Weber

Rapid City, SD

After reading the fascinating article "Using The

VIC Joystick,'1 by David Malmberg (Home and

Educational Computing!. Fall, 1981), I couldn't wait

to try out what I had learned. It wasn't long after I

got to the VIC keyboard that the Gold Rush game

started to emerge.

After a few false starts, here ii is.

The game gives you one more chance to use

your joystick. In this game you have five miners to

dig as much gold as you can from the Lost

Goldmine. Each miner has ten sticks of dynamite

(charges) to blast his way into the mine. The miner

gathers them by moving to the same space as the

dot (poke X,81).

The number of pieces of gold is counted and

displayed at the bottom of the screen. The number

of charges left is also displayed at the bottom of the

screen. After gathering all the gold you can, you

must move out of the mine to the Assay Office (the

heart) to exchange I he gold for money. When

you touch the heart, the gold is exchanged for

money at the rate of Gold times Remaining

Charges.

Cave-ins Can... Put You Ouf Of The Game

That all sounds easy enough, bin there are several

things that can happen to slow up your progress.

First, there are the cave-ins. Since the Lost

Goldmine is very old, cave-ins occur every time you

blast. These cave-ins can block your way out or

(how can I put this nicely) ah... put you out of the

game. When you are caved-in upon, your gold is

lost and the miner is replaced with an asterisk. If

you can reach the asterisk, you regain all of the

gold the "dead" miner had.

Another danger can beset you if you should

use up all of your charges. When this happens, you

have only a short time to get back to the surface. If

you cannot exit the mine, either due to a cave-in or

a slow miner, then all is lost and you end up wan

dering the mine forever.

Let's plug in ourjoysticks and strike it rich.

There's gold in them there hills!

Atari Version Notes

This game simulates the appearance of the

VIC version by using a custom character set

in Graphics mode 1. Notice that only half of

the character set in ROM needs to be trans

ferred to RAM, since Graphics modes 1

and L2 can only access (54 characters (to allow

multicolor text), so we loop from 0 to 51 1.

This game makes extensive use of the

LOCATE command to "look at" the com

puter's screen, such as checking for various

objects the miner finds. Al.so, unlike the

VIC version, if you clear the mine of all

gold, you can start over writh a new mine

when you "cash in" your gold. You get

three "lives."

188 REtt ATARI GOLDRUSH

119 REM

129 REM CustoiTi characters:

136 DATA 56,56,IS,5b,84,1b, 40,68

14y DATA 170,85,170,85,179, £5,170,85

150 DATA 0/28,60,110,126,62,28,0
160 DATA 123,66,36,24,24,36,66,123

170 DATA 128,64,32,16,8,4,2,1

180 DATA 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128

130 DATA 16,16,124,16,1b,16,56,124

2B6 Din CHAR$<S;',MHICH<3,2)
210 CHAR$=ll:^+-=<>^" mt€R=3

220 GRAPHICS 1+1S=SETCOLJOR 4,6,4-SETCOLO
R 0,1,10:SETOJLQR 3,4,10

230 ? #6;" GQLDRUSH!" = SETCOLOR 2,3,0

240 POSITION 3,0:? #6; Vlease wait"

250 CHSET=< PEEKC186 )-S $256: CH0RG=57344

"260 IF PEEK<CHSET+3X>0 THEM 340

270 FOR I=y TO 511'POKE CHSET+I,PEEK(CHQ
RG+IMEXT I
280 FOR 1=1 TO 7

236 CrPOS=CHSET+( ASK CHhR$( I) )-32 >S8
380 FOR J=6 TO 7

310 READ A:POKE CHP0S+J,A
320 (€XT J^EXT I

330 FOR 1=32 TO 33 = POKE CHSET+L255-PEEK
(CHORG+I^NEXT I

346 F-GKE 756..CHSET/256

350 POSITION 9,0:? #6;" CD)

360 HUGGETS=8

370 FOR 1=1 TO 22 •■ FOR J=8 TO 19

380 IF RND(0»9.4 THEN COLOR ASC<CHAR$(2
)H128-PLQfT J..I:GOTO 480

39Q IF I >3 THEN COLOR ASCC CHAR$( 3 Y) ■ PLOT
J,I=NUGGETS=NUGGETS+1

488 NEXT J=NEXT I

416 CHARGES=1@ = POSITION 9,23-? #S.;"ICHAR
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GESI "; CHARGES

426 XPOS=H=11TO3=y^Ef-F=ti = G0TO 596

436 REti MAIN LOOP

440 ST=STICK<0>:TR=STRIGOJ}

450 IF PEEK<29»15 THEN POKE 709XIHK16

*RKK0»*16+10>--POKE 20,0
468 IF EtfF THEN SOUND 1,T, 18..S:T=T:*:CT<3>

+2*TI=TI+1:IF TD286 THEM SOUND 1.0,0,0=

GOTO 1126

470 IF 1-TR THEN IF EMF=0 THEN 329

480 IF ST=15 TtEN 448

490 U=»<ST=14>*CYPOS>8)+(ST=13)t<YPOS<22

)
580 H=-CST=11 )*<XPOS>0>KST=7>#<XPOS<19)

510 COLOR 32: RIOT XPGS,YPOS

520 XPOS=XPOS+H=YPOS=YPOS+U

530 LOCATE XPQS,YPOS,WHAT

540 IF WHAT=32 THEN 598

550 IF WHAT=ASC<CHAR*(3)) THEN GOSUB 649
:GOTO 550

560 IF UHAT=ASC<CHAR*C7;O THEN GOSUB 768

= GOTO 5®

570 IF WHAT=4 THEN GQSUB 6F0:REH CASH IN
i

580 SOUND 0,100,12,8'FOR M=l TO 28 •• NEXT

W=SOUND 0,8,8,0=XPOS=XPOS-H = YPOS=YPOS-U =

COLOR 138 = PLOT XFOS ,YPOS: GOTO 449

590 COLOR 138 = PLOT XPOS,YPOS

690 IF EMF HhO VP0S=8 THEN EMF=y= COLOR 3

2=PLOT XPOS,YPOS-SOUND 1,0,8,0:GOTO 419

610 FOR W=8 TO 8 STEP -1;SOUND 0,U*5,12,

W-NEXT U
628 GOTO 446

630 GOTO 639

640 FOR W=15 TO 6 STEP -1=SOUND 9,29,19,

U=NEXT M=GGLD=GOLD+1 = NUGGETS=NUGGETS-1 = I

F NUGGET9<0 THEN MUGCETS=8
650 POSITION 8,23 = ? #fc,;"5old ";GGLD;U lf

660 RETURN

670 REM CASH IN!
680 SOUND 2,4,16,4

690 FOR W=10 TO 5 STEP -1=FOR 1=15 TO 9

STEP -1:SOUND 0,M,ie*I'NEXT I = NEKT 14
780 SOUND 2,0,0,6

710 Cft3H=C:ASH+GOLD:::'C:HARGES = GOLD=0

720 GOSUB 659

730 POSITION 14,0:? #6jCASH

746 IF NL€GETS=6 THEN POP =GOTO 3bQ

750 RETURN
760 REM GET THE GOLD FROM DEAD MINER

776 FOR 1=3 TO 1 STEP -1

780 IF UHICHa,9>=HF0S AND UHICH( 1,1 >=VP

OS THEN S89

790 NEXT I:RETURN
80S G0LD=G0LD+WICHa,2::':GOSUB 658

810 RETURN
820 REM EXPLOSION
830 XF-XPOS+H-YT-YPOS+l^IF YP=9 THEN 449

840 RESTORE 3997

S50 DATA 8,8,-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,1,-t

860 FOR 1=1 TO SPREAD A,B

870 IF XP+A>=0 ^D XP+A<=19 AND YP+B>=1
AMD VP+B<=22 THEN LiXATE XP+A, YP+B,2Z: IF

ZZ=45 THEN MJ:GETS=NUGGETS-1
NEXT I: COLOR ASCCCHAR*C4})

IF XP>0 Am XP<20 THEN PLOT XP,YP
900 COLOR ASaCHftR$<5»=IF YP>2 AND XP>8

THEN PLOT XP-lr¥P-l

910 IF YP<22 AND XP<19 THEN PLOT XP+1,YP

+1

920 COLOR ASaCHAR$<6;O = IF YP>2 AND XP<1

9 THEN PLOT :#■+!,YF-1

9^ IF YP<22 PfrlJ XP>8 THEN PLOT XP-1,YP+

1

940 DL=PEEK( 560 >+25G£PEEK( 561)' SU=PEEK( 7

12)

950 FO? 14=15 TO 8 STEP -8.5 = SGUND 9,59,8

,W^Sl^=l-SW:p(KE 712,SU$<4*16+6> = POKE DL,

112#SfrhNEXT U

960 POKE DL,112 = PO<E 712, SU

970 RBI

9^ CO.OR 32 = PLOT XP,YP=IF YP>2 AND XP>9

THEN PLOT XP-l/y'P-1

990 IF YP<22 A^€ XP<19 THEN PLOT XP+1,YP

+1

1800 IF YP>2 AND XP<19 THEN PLOT XP+1,YP

-1

1019 IF YF<22 (WD XP>9 THEN PLOT XP-1,YP

+1

1620 COLOR 138=PLOT XPOS,YPOS

1&30 FOR 1=1 TO 20

1040 RX=INK202Rm<8>):RY=INT(22*RNDC8>+

1>

1050 LOCATE RX/RY-1,22
1060 LOCATE RX,RY,MF Z=32 AND 22=171 T

m\ COLOR 171 = PLOT RX.RY

1070 IF Z=138 Th€N 1130

1098 h£XT I

1090 CHARGES=CHARGES-i:pOSITI0N 17/23:?

#6;CHARGES;11 ui

1100 IF CHARGES>8 THEN 449

1118 TI=8 = EMF=l=P0SITiaN 9,23:? #6;"set

outW ";:GOTO 446

1120 REM DEAD MINER

1130 FOR 1=14 TO 9 STEP -0.5 = SETCDLEK 3,
4,1 = SOUND 0jL101M€XT I = RESTORE 3498
1140 READ A,W=IF A>6 THEN SOUND 8,A,18,3

= FCR 1=1 TO M«2^I€XT I
1150 IF A>0 THEN SOUND 8,0,8,9=FOR U=l T

0 5:NEXT W=GOTO 1140

1160 COLOR ASCC C^R$( 7) > = PLOT XPOS,VPOS:

miCW. MINER, 2 >=GOLD = G0LD=8 ■■ GOSUB 658

1170 WHICH-: MINER, 6)=XPC6 = UHICHC HIMER, 1 )=
YPOS:rtINER=MINER-iaF MINER=9 THEM 1219 =

REM GAhE OUER
1180 SETCOLOR 3,4.10=GOTO 418

CfiTA 166,30,189,29,180,5,198,38,85,



A New

Concept InBASIC

PERFORMANCE NEVER

SEEN BEFORE ON A

MICRO-COMPUTER
MASTER is a DEVELOPMENT TOOL as well as a

SOFTWARE SECURITY TOOL totally integrated with BASIC,

giving to new instructions permitting:

GENERATION OF

INDEXED-

SEQUENTIAL FILES

WITH:

Keyed access

Scan forward or backward by key

File size limited by disk drive onfy

10 files opened simultaneously

Hashing

Key regeneration possible

Instructions: open, write, read,

exist, start, next, onerror

GENERATION OF

INPUT AND OUTPUT

SCREEN FORMATS

USING A

REVOLUTIONARY

SCREEN

GENERATOR:

• Easy instruction to create a page:

scroll, reverse, clear, line, col.

• 127 zones for input or output,

completely parameterized with

numeric formatting instructions:

decz, rgqz, Inz, outz, clearz

• Screen page creation with

subsequent saving on disk

instructions: load, save, copy,

exchange

REPORT FORMATS

MASK

FORMATTING

PAGINATION

Date control

22 digit precision math ( + . -. /, x)

Direct disk access

• Save programmes with a Nolist

Command

• Security key

Master can be either development or a runtime system

Master designed for CBM 4000 or 8000

Master was developed by Micco Application

Distributed by

CM3
CANADIAN MICRO DISTRIBUTORS LTD.

500 Steele Ave., Milton, Ontario L9T 3P7 416-878-7277
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46,90,38,100,28,185,18,188,30

1206 DATA -1,6

1216 POSITION 0*0:? #6;"same over"
1226 POKE 709, PEEKX 53779)

1236 IF FEEfcX 53279 K>6 THEN 1220

1240 RUN

Program 2. VIC Version

100 CLR:S=0:C=10:M=4:L=0:W=0

110 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

112 GOSUB300

120 POKE36879,9

130 GOSUB800

132 Z=7712:FB=0:Y=250

140 POKE2/32

150 IFJlTHENZ=Z+22:IFPEEK(Z)=102THENZ=Z-22

160 IFPEEK(Z)=35THENZ=Z-22

170 IFJ2THENZ=Z-1:IFPEEK(Z)=102THENZ=Z+1

180 IFPEEK(Z)=35THENZ=Z+1

190 IFJ3THENZ=Z-22:IFPEEK{Z)=102ORZ<7680THE

NZ=Z+22

200 IFPEEK(Z)=35THENZ=Z+22

210 IFJ0THENZ=Z+1:IFPEEK(Z)=10 2THENZ=Z-1

212 IFPEEK{Z)=35THENZ=Z-1

220 IFPEEK(Z)=81THENS=S+1:GOSUB6 00 0

222 IFPEEK(Z)=83THENGOSUB4000

224 IFPEEK(Z)=42THENGOSUB3000

230 IFFBTHENGOSUB5000:GOSUB8000

240 PRINT"{HOME}{20 DOWN}{REV}G0LD{OFF}";S;

TAB(10)"{REV}CHARGES{OFF}";C

250 POKEZ,90

260 IFC=<0THENGOSUB9000

270 DD=37154:P1=37151:P2=37152

280 GOSUB500

290 GOTO140

300 REM INSTRUCTIONS

310 PRINT"{DOWN}{04 RIGHT}{REV}VIC GOLDRUSH

{OFF}"

320 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"{04 RIG HT} { REVU { OFF}

= MINER"

330 PRINT:PRINT"{04 RIGHT}{REVjQ{OFF} = GOL

D"

340 PRINT:PRINT"{04 RIGHT}{REV}*{OFF} = DEA

D MINER"

350 PRINT:PRINT" {04 RIG HT} { REV}_&{ OFF} = DIR

T"

360 PRINT:PRINT"{04 RIGHT}{REV}S{OFF} = ASS

AY OFFICE"

362 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"{02 RIGHT}USE {REV}FI

RE BUTTON{OFF} TO"

364 PRINT"{02 RIGHTjBLAST"

370 PRINT"{HOME}{20 DOWN}{REV}PRESS ANY KEY

TO PLAY"

380 A$="":GETAS:IFAS=""THEN380

390 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

400 RETURN

500 POKEDD,127:P=PEEK(P2)AND128

510 J0=-(P=0)

520 POKEDD,255:P=PEEK(P1)

530 Jl=-((PAND8)=0)

540 J2=-((PAND16)=0)

550 J3=-{(PAND4)=0)

560 FB=-((PAND32)=0)

570 RETURN

800 REM DRAW BOARD

810 X=7702

820 FORI=1TO22

830 POKEX,35

840 X=X+1

8 50 NEXTI

860 POKE7712,32

870 X=7724

880 FORI=1TO18

890 FORJ=1TO2

900 POKEX,35

910 X=X-1

9 20 NEXTJ

930 X=X+24

940 NEXTI

950 X=8098

960 FORI=1TO22

970 POKEX,35

980 X=X+1

990 NEXTI

1000 FORI=1TO180

1010 X=INT(RND(1)*374)+7724

1012 IFPEEK(X)=35THEN1010

1014 IFPEEK(X)=102THEN1010

1020 POKEX,102

1030 NEXTI

1040 FORI=7724TO8097

1050 IFPEEK(I)=102THEN1070

1052 IFPEEK(I)=35THEN1070

1060 POKEI,81

1070 NEXTI

1080 POKE7689,35:POKE769 2,35:POKE7691,8 3

1090 GOSUB2000

1200 RETURN

2000 REM PLACE MINERS

2002 IFM<0THEN9500

2010 X=7680

2020 FORI=0TO4

2030 POKEX,32

2040 X=X+1

2050 NEXTI

2060 X=7680

2070 FORI=1TOM

2080 POKEX,90

2090 X=X+1

2100 NEXTI

2110 C=10:S=0

2120 Z=7712

2130 PRINT"{HOME}{20 DOWN}

214 0 FORI=814 2TO8164:POKEI,32:NEXT

2150 IF M=0THENPOKE7680,32

2200 RETURN

3000 REM DIG UP MINER

3010 S=S+S1

3200 RETURN

4000 REM TALLY GOLD

4 00 2 FORI=7694TO7701:POKEI,32:NEXT

4010 FORJ=1TO5

4020 FORI=15TO0STEP-1

4030 POKE36878,I

4040 POKE36876,230

4050 FORT=1TO10:NEXT

4060 NEXTI

4070 POKE36876,0

4080 NEXTJ

4090 C1=C:IFC1=0THENC1=1

4100 W=S*C1+W

4110 PRINT"{HOME}{REV}{WHT} {13 RIGHT}$";STRS

(W);".00{RED}"

4120 POKE7691,83

4130 M=M-1

4140 GOSUB2000

4150 RETURN



All the advantages

of Mupet, PLUS...

iiiiiiiniiiin mini in i mi 11 n i n iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimininii
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E commodora CBIVI dual drive

floppy disk

CIVD
CANADIAN MICRO
DISTRIBUTORS LTD.

IUPET
saves money

and time too!
Mupet II offers all the

advantages of Mupet, plus:

• Can protect against

incorrect use of harmful

disk commands.

• No more printer interface

- background printing

supported on IEEE, RS 232C

and parellel ports included

in controller.

• Programmable 32K RAM

controller provides user

defineable operating systems.

• Up to 16 computers may

be connected to central

printer and disk drives.

Integrate intra-office terminals

for common data access

allowing independent analysis

for such functions as:

• Accounting

• Sales forecasts, budgets

and orders

• Production scheduling

• Word processing

The only product available

capable of serving Daisy

Chained Commodore

Computers up to

100 feet.

500 Steele Ave.,

Milton, Ontario L9T 3P7

416-878-7277

MUPET II

a small price for

huge capabilities, from:

$995.00



Peripherals

unlimited..

FANTASTIC PRICES!

OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT

SELECTION AND OUR CUSTOMERS7

SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.

ZENITH

Z-89-48K

Z-90-64K DO

Z-19 Terminal

Z-121 Monitor12"

$2299

$2588

$777

$149

ATARI COMPUTERS

Atari 800 16K

Atari 400

Atari Interface Module

Atari 810 Single Disk

Atari 815 Dual Disk

Atari 830 Modem

Programmer

Entertainer

Star Raiders

16K Mem. Exp. for Atari

32KMem. Exp. for Atari

NEC PRINTERS

7710/30 Spinwriter R/O

7720SpinwriterKSR

3510/30 Spinwriter R/O

3500 Serial Spinwriter

NEC DOT MATRIX

PC-8023

Call for prices on ribbons,

$688

$318

$174

$444

TBA

$166

$59

$84

$34

$74

$114

$2279

$2649

$1699

$1599

$474

etc.

MORE PRINTERS

Anadex 9500/9501

Anadex DP-9000

Okidata Microline 80A

Okidata Microline82A

Okidata Microline 83A

Tractor (OKI 80+ 82 only)

Diablo 630

MONITORS

Sanyo 12" GRN Phosphor

Sanyo 12" Black + White

Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor

Amdek 12" Color

NEC 12" GRN Phosphor

NEC 12" Color

$1295

$1049

$339

$474

$724

$60

$2044

$266

$239

$164

$344

$164

$344

EPSON PRINTERS

MX-70

MX-80w/Graphics

MX-80 FT (Friction + Tractor)

MX-100 (15 'Carriage)

Call for prices on

Ribbons, Cables and Interfaces

NEC-PC 8000

Series Microcomputer

PC-8001A Computer w/32K

PC-8012AW/32K + Exp. Slots

PC-8031A Dual Mini Disk

PC-8032A Add-on Mini Disk

Call for Software Prices

$288

$444

$544

$744

$888

$588

$888

$777

TOLL FREE

1-800-343-4114

ORDERING INFORMATION

Our order lines are open 9AM to 6PM

EST Monday thru Friday. Phone

orders are welcome; same day ship

ment on orders placed before 10AM.

Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Per

sonal checks require 2 weeks

clearance. Manufacturer's warranty

included on all equipment. Prices sub

ject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted.

For service, quality and delivery call:

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED

(617)655-7400

62 N. Main St.» Natick, MA 01760
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5000 REM EXPLOSION

5002 IFC<=0THEN9000

5004 IFPEEK(Z-1)=35THEN5012

5010 POKEZ-1,86

5012 IFPEEK{Z+1)=35THEN5022

5020 POKEZ+1,86

5022 IFPEEK(Z+22)=35THEN5032

5030 POKEZ+22,86

5032 IFPEEK(Z-22)=35THEN5100

5040 POKEZ-22,86

5100 P0KE36877,220

5110 FORL=15TO0STEP-1

5120 POKE36878,L

5130 FORT=1TO75:NEXT

5140 NEXTL

5150 POKE36877,0:POKE36878,0

5152 IFPEEK(Z-1)=35THEN5156

5154 POKEZ-1,32

5156 IFPEEK(Z+1)=35THEN5160

5158 POKEZ+1,32

5160 IFPEEK(Z+22)=35TH£N5164

5162 POKEZ+22,32

5164 IFPEEK(Z-22)=35THEN5170

5166 POKEZ-22,32

517 0 C=C-1:POKE8138,32:POKE8139,32:POKEZ,9 0

5300 RETURN

6000 REM DOT PICKUP

6010 POKE36878,15

6020 FORL=10TO1STEP-1

6030 POKE36876,L*25

6040 NEXTL

6050 FORL=1TO10

6060 POKE36876,L*25

6070 NEXTL

6080 POKE36876,0:POKE36878,0

6100 RETURN

8000 REM CAVE IN

8010 X=INT(RND{1)*1)+10

8020 FORI=1TOX

8030 V=INT(RND{l)*418)+7702

8032 IFPEEK(V)=35THEN8030

8 0 34 IFPEEK(V)=90THENGOSUB8600:GOTO132

8036 IFPEEK(V)=81THEN8030

8040 POKEV,102

8050 NEXTI

8100 RETURN

8600 REM SQUASH MINER

8610 POKE36878,15

8620 FORI=255TO128STEP-4

8630 POKE36874,I

8640 FORT=1TO30:NEXT

8650 NEXTI

8660 POKE36878,0:POKE36874,0

8670 M=M-1

8680 POKEZ,42

8682 S1=S

8690 GOSUB2000

8800 RETURN

9000 REM GET OUT COUNTER

9 004 IFY<128THENPOKEZ,3 2:GOSUB2000:GOTO132

9010 PRINT"{HOME}{21 DOWN}{02 RIGHT}(REVjTIM

E TO GET OUT{OFF}"

9020 POKE36878,15:POKE36876,Y

9030 FORT=1TO30:NEXT

9040 Y=V-4

9050 POKE 36878,0:POKE36876,0

9100 RETURN

9500 REM PLAY AGAIN

9520 PRINT"{HOME}{21 DOWN}{WHT}{REV}PLAY AGA

IN?Y=YES N=NO{OFF}{RED}"

9530 IFA$="Y"THEN100

9 54 0 A$="":GETAS:IFA$=""THEN954 0

9560 IFA$="Y"THEN100

9999 END

COMPUTE! The Resource

Space Shuttle
• LAUNCH and ASCENT TO ORBIT

Simulation Software for the Atari 800"
■

Pilot the space shuttle into orbit! Written in basic

and machine language, this is the most accurate

space shuttle simulation available for the Atari.

Not a game, but a serious simulation.

(ages 12 to adult) Requires 24K RAM and 1 joystick.

Cassette only, $12.95 (16 page booklet included)

^r~)TTlL'!_ j_H I '11 Ml II I II ^SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1123. Solvang CA 93463

(formerly Cocoa Beach, Florida)

Atari is the trademark of Atari, Inc.

FOR 16K ATARI 400/800

• A fast action player vs. player game of space combat

■ Realistic gravity and orbital mechanics

■ Extensive use of Atari Graphics and sounds

• 700% Machine Language

• Up to four players

• Four skill levels

• Four battle modes

• Simple joystick controls

• Disk or cassette

• $29.95 at your local

computer store, or send

check or money order

directly to Apogee

Software.

• Dealer inquiries invited

Challenge your friends or neighborhood aliens in an

out-of-this-world game of skill and daring. Attack with

your Photon missiles. Protect yourself with shields.

Maneuver with your thrusters or enter hyperspace to

avoid damage or destruction.

Add $1.00 for shipping.

Add 6% tax in California

Atari, Atari 400, end Atari 800 are

registered trademarks of Atari, Inc.

OGEE SOFTWARE

9615 Farralone Ave

Ciatswoftn. CA 91311

Phone 1213)882-9358
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You've seen the bank ads: "Retire a Millionaire." Type in

this short program (it will run on Atari, Radio Shack

Color Computer, PET/CBM, VIC, and Apple) and see

[or yourselfhow IRA accounts compute. The program

uses very little memoiy. The "" " symbol means "to the

power of."

IRA Planner
Richard and Betty Givan

Richmond \0f

Most get-rich schemes of the past have proven to

be of questionable legality and dubious worth. The

latest promotion, however, is endorsed by the US

Government and seems foolproof. This device is

ihe Individual Retirement Account (IRA), ex

panded in 1982 to allow up to a $2000 ($2250 in a

join! plan with a nonworking spouse) yearly deposit

to be put into a private retirement account.

This amount is deductible from the person's

gross income during the year deposited, decreasing

the income tax accordingly. The retirement fund is

then free to grow at the prevailing competitive

interest rate —compounded daily and tax free —

until it is withdrawn during retirement. Although

taxes are then due, presumably the taxpayer will

be in a lower lax bracket and so pay a lesser tax.

The Relationship Between Inflation And Interest

The allure of the plan is in the rapid growth of the

principal through compound interest at the cur

rently high rales. Hence the ads in which banks all

but guarantee that you can be a millionaire upon

retirement via a $2000 yearly deposit for 35 years

at a 129? return. Actually, your account xt'ouldbe

worth an astounding $1,161,059. Such a modest

sacrifice in order to retire a millionaire!

As with all gel-rich plans, however, there is a

catch — not a legal or even an ethical one, but a

matter of economics. The IRA promotion cam

paigns conveniently overlook the devastating effects

of inflation on your million. At the same time that

compound interest is building your fortune, infla

tion is eroding it. Historically, the interest rate is

fairly well dictated by the rate ofinflation. Although

temporary imbalances occur, economists generally

agree that, in the long run, the interest rate will

seek out a level approximately three to four percent

higher than the inflation rate.

Assuming that the prevailing inflation rate

(say nine percent) holds steady, your retirement

fortune of $1,161,059 from the above example will

really be worth only $56,875 in tire purchasing

power of 1982 dollars. Yon may have a carload of

dollars in the year 2017, but the Cadillac you buy

to haul it home would cost $306,000 and the

gasoline to power it would be $25 a gallon!

This is not to say that an IRA is a bad way to

save. It does offer immediate tax relief, and that in

itself might provide you with the incentive to put

aside some funds for your golden years. But it

would be well to put the numbers in perspective

when planning for your future.

The program asks you several questions: the

amount of money you wish to set aside each year;

the tax bracket you are currently in (which can be

found by reference to the IRS booklet accompa

nying your tax forms, but is not really essential to

the rest of the program); your age when you begin

and end the plan; and the average interest and

inflation rates you expect to experience (here's

where a crystal ball program would be nice).

The program then displays the tax savings you

would receive the first year in the plan. (Income

and tax rate would probably fluctuate too much to

benefit from attempting to compute these over the

life of your IRA.) The sum of your deposits is

displayed, followed by the principal of the account

increased by accumulated interest. Then the real

spending power of your final nest egg is shown by

reducing the principal to reflect the inflation rate.

You can see its worth in terms of the 1982 dollar.

Bear in mind that this money is taxable when with

drawn, also. You can then easily experiment with

different interest and inflation rates at this point

without having to answer the other questions

again.

One note; the two questions about inflation

and interest ask for the figures expressed as decimals.

In other words, if you want to answer 12% inflation.

you should type . 12 and 6% interest would be

entered as .06.

10 REM IRA PLANNER

30 DIM A$(1):REM THIS LINE ONLY NECESSARY ~

FOR ATARI

4 0 PRINT"AT WHAT AGE DO YOU PLAN"

50 PRINT"T0 OPEN AN IRA ACCOUNT";:INPUT A

60 PRINT:PRINT"AT WHAT AGE DO YOU PLAN TO "

RETIRE";:INPUT Al

70 Y=A1-A

80 PRINT:PRINT "HOW MUCH DO YOU PLAN TO"

90 PRINT"DEPOSIT PER YEAR";:INPUT D:C=D

100 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT IS YOUR TAX BRACKET?"

110 PRINT"{ENTER PERCENTAGE EXPRESSED":PRIN

T"AS A DECIMAL)":INPUT P

120 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT IS THE AVERAGE INTERES

T RATE YOU

130 PRINT"EXPECT FOR THE ACCOUNT OVER THE

140 PRINT"YEARS IT EXISTS? (ENTER PERCENTAG
E

150 PRINT"EXPRESSED AS A DECIMAL)":INPUT R

160 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT IS THE AVERAGE INFLATI



Commodore Programs

Move into the

Fast Lane with
Petspeed — The Optimizing

Basic Compiler that runs Commodore

BASIC 40 times faster. You can

dramatically reduce long processing

times, tedious disk handling, and long

print runs. No other compiler can

offer the same speed, compatability

and trouble-free compiling as

Petspeed.

Compatible —Petspeed
compiles any BASIC application and is

available for any combination of

4000 and 8000 series Commodore

equipment.

Faster The key that sets Pet
speed apart from other compilers is

optimization. Where most compilers

merely translate from one language

to another, Petspeed analyzes your

source program to eliminate unnec

essary complexities, thus speeding

processing time. Your program is

reduced to much smaller components

and reassembled into a far more effi

cient form. Compare these optimizing

features:

■ 4-Pass compiler.

• Automatically uses faster integer

arithmetic when possible.

• Automatically handles frequently

occurring variables and arrays.

• Subroutines no longer need be

located at the beginning of your

program.

• Petspeed automatically calls all

subroutines at maximum speed.

• Petspeed runs twice as fast as

other compilers.

• Larger programs require far less

memory when

compiled.

Easy tO Use Petspeed is as
easy to use as these screen displays

illustrate.
.t cuwisoflor* Bis it 4,0 '*'

Directory

BEFOfiE

compilation.

:':i: t!::i: free.

Simply type in

your prngrrim

Security A security device is
provided to run Petspeed. but no run

time key is necessary for compiled

programs. You're free to build in

your own protection. Petspeed code

cannot be listed by others, so com

piled programs cannot be tampered

with. Your programs belong entirely

to you.

Move your Commodore into the fast

Jane today with Petspeed. And save

$25 too! Send this coupon today to

Directory

AFTEfl

compilation

Jl?*3 bytes free

I' "sour pfogrj"-9t"
'-> "yOJf progrin.u"

SMALL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

222 B View Street

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 964-8201

Dealers: Ask for our free demo disk.

Price $325

It isn't necessary to add compiler

directives. Simply type in the pro

gram name. In less than 2 minutes,

you'll see your program run up to 40_

times faster.

Offer Expires 8/31/82

Please rush Petspeed today! My

disk format is D 8050 □ 4040.

My computer is _J 8032 □ 4032.

My check for S300 (plus 6VZ% sales tax

for CA res.) is enclosed.

„ Please send more information □ I'm a dealer. Send me your

free demo disk.

Name

Company

Street

City .Slate .Zip

Mail to: Small Systems Engineering

222 B. View St., Mountain View, CA 94041 C7
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Tomorrow's Technology Today

Z. Commodore Computer

VIC 20 Personal Computer $ 299.95

VIC1515GraphicPrinter $ 395.00

CBM 4016 $ 995.00

CBM 4032 $1295.00

CBM 8032 $1495.00

CBM SuperPet 9000 $1995.00

CBM 8050 Dual Disk Drive $1795.00

CBM 4040 Dual Disk Drive $1295.00

CBM 2031 Single Disk Drive $ 695.00

CBM 4022 Tractor Printer $ 795.00

CBM 8010 IEEE Modem 5 279.00

CBM Datasette $ 74.95

CBM-IEEE Interface Cable $ 39.95

IEEE-IEEE Interface Cable $ 49.95

NEC Spinwriter Printer

NEC 7730 $3085.00

NEC 7710 $3085.00

NEC 7720 $3610.00

NEC 3510 $2290.00

NEC 35OORD $1895.00

Tractor Feed Options are available

Professional Software

WordPro™— A Family of CBM Word Processing Programs

WordPro 2 Plus $ 199.95

WordPro 3 Plus $ 295.00

WordPro 4 Plus $ 450.00

WordPro 5 Plus (for CBM 8096) $ 450.00

The Administrator (DataBase for CBM) $ 650.00

POWER™ (Programmer's Utility ROM) $ 89.95

InfoPro™ (DataBase for CBM) $ 295.00

Epson Printers

MX-70 $ 299.95

MX-80w/graphtrax $ 645.00

MX-80 FT $ 745.00

MX-100 FT $ 945.00

INTERFACE CARDS

8141 RS-232 Interface Board $ 75.00

8145 RS-232 Interface Board

w/2K Buffer $ 149.00

8151 RS-232 Interface Board

w/X/ON-X/OFF $ 170.00

8161 IEEE Interface Board $ 55.00

8131 Apple Interface Card $ 85.00

8232 Apple Interface Cable $ 35.00

8220 TRS-80 Cable $ 35.00

Atari

Atari 40016K $ 399.00

Atari 80016K(incl. BASIC cartridge). $ 899.00

Atari 410 Recorder $ 99.95

Atari 810 Disk Drive $ 599.95

Atari 822 Thermal Printer $ 299.95

Amdek Monitors

Video 100G (Limited Quantity) $ 179.00

Video 300G $ 200.00

Color 1 $ 449.00

Color 2 $ 999.00

Diablo 63O Printer

Diablo 630 $2710.00

Tractor Option $ 350.00

CMD Mupet

MC-800AMupet Controller $ 995.00

(Multi-User Controller for

CBM Computers)

CM-100 Channel Module . . $ 250.00

Printer Module $ 350.00

Qume
Spring 9/45 $2495.00

Tractor Option $ 210.00

WordPro, POWER and InfoPro are

registered trademarks of

Professional Software Inc.

NEECO
679 Highland Ave.

Needham, MA 02194

(617) 449-1760
TELEX: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00-5:30E.S.T.

MASTERCARD'VISA



ON RATE"

170 PRINT"YOU EXPECT DURING THE YEARS"

180 PRINT"BETWEEN OPENING THE ACCOUNT AND

190 PRINT"RETIREMENT? (ENTER PERCENTAGE

195 PRINT"EXPRESSED AS A DECIMAL)":INPUT I

200 S=D*P

210 PRINT:PRINT"YOU WILL SAVE S";INT(S);" 0

N TAXES THIS YEAR."

220 T=D*Y

230 PRINT:PRINT"THE TOTAL AMOUNT DEPOSITED '

INTO YOUR

240 PRINT"IRA ACCOUNT OVER THE ";Y;" YEARS '

IS":PRINT"S";INT(T);"."

250 FOR J=l TO Y

260 X=D*{l+R/365)"365

270 D=X+C

280 NEXT J

290 PRINT:PRINT"WHEN YOU RETIRE, THE AMOUNT

IN YOUR"

300 PRINT"ACCOUNT WILL BE S";INT(X);"."

310 Z=(l+I)~Y

3 20 W=X/Z

330 PRINT'.PRINT" .. .WHICH IS WORTH $";INT(W)

;" IN 1982"

340 PRINT"DOLLARS."

350 PRINT:PRINT"WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY THIS '

AGAIN WITH

360 PRINT"DIFFERENT INTEREST AND INFLATION "

RATES"

370 PRINT" (Y OR N)"; '.INPUT A$

380 IF A$="N" THEN END

390 D=C:GOTO 120 <fi

Unciutter

Your Desk!
Put your Commodore computer

in a desk of its own.

Sure it wll look great,

and the desk is smail enough

to fit almost anywhere.

But the real benefits are

your personal comfort

and efficiency.

interlink Desk System

(Interlink)

Interlink, Inc.

Box 134

Benien Springs, Ml 49103

(616) 473-3103

If you're interested in Apples,

call MAUG.

MAUG is a Special Interest Group

(SIG) of Apple111 users on the CompuServe

Information Service. SIGs are active and growing groups

of individuals who share a common interest and form

an "electronic" club using the CompuServe Information

Service as its communications medium. Share advice and

exchange information with other Apple users across town

or anywhere around the country.

We think you'll like the CompuServe Information Service:

CB simulation, electronic mail, news wires, financial

information, games, databases, programming languages,

big mainframe computer power and free data storage. All

for a basic charge of only S5.00 an hour nights and week

ends. All you need is your Apple, a modem and some inex

pensive software. The software, and a free demonstration,

are available at—of all places—a Radio Shack* Computer

Center. CompuServe Information Service, 5000 Arlington

Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220. (614) 457-8650.

CompuServe

TAKE A BYTE

OUT OF YOUR 4
SOFTWARE COST!

Save 20-40% on all
major Brands of micro-software

D 90 dayguarantee-a product satisfaction

guarantee.

D Largest inventory of old and new

releases.

D NextShippingbyUPS-orwepayfreight.

No per item handling fee.

WARNING!! Buying from Software Galore

SAVES MONEY!

AVAILABLE HOW!!

Pac-Man and Centipede

Member of the Better Business Bureau

SOFTWAREGALORE
A MEMBERSHIP BUYING SERVICE

For free catalog/orders call

213-827-1851 or 1-800-423-6326

Mail to

P.O. Box 10005
Marina del Rey, CA 90291



cLetter Quality9rinting

FOR APPLE, ATARI, COMMODORE, IBM,

NEC, OSBORNE 1, TRS 80, and others

OLYMPIA TYPEWRITER

ES100/101/105

• 92 character electronic

keyboard

• Dual pitch. 10 and 12

• 17.5 C PS

• All settings from keyboard

• Auto correction to full line

• Daisy type print

mechanism

• 14 % inches writing line

• 1400 dealers nationwide

REN TEC ES INTERFACE

• Inst3ll3tion in 15 minutes

using existing ES100/101/

105 cables

• CMOS logic for minimal

drain on power supply

• Hi or low true status bits

• Accepts RS232-C serial

with 7 crystal controlled

Baud rales

• Accepts Centronics

parallel interface

• Seleciable auto line feed

$1495.00 ES100 TYPEWRITER & INTERFACE

$295.00 INTERFACE ONLY"
■COMMODORE SLIGHTLY HIGHER

Authorized' Distributor fo'r: NEC, OLYMPIA, SANYO, EAGLE, SHARP, KONAN
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

RENfllS&flNGE TECHNOLOGY EORPBRflTION
1070A SHARY CIRCLE. CONCORD, CA 94518 • (415)676-5757

VOICE I/O THAT WORKS!
for the COMMODORE and APPLE II computers

Voice I/O "as come a long way from the

barely intelligible computer speech of on

ly a lew years ago. II is now possible lo

enter Oat a or commands to your computer

just by talking to it and the computer can

talk back with clear, pleasant, human

sounding voice.

The COGMVOX models VIO-10O2 (for

Commodore) ano VIO-1003 (for the Apple

II + ) are at the forefront of a new genera

tion of Voice I/O peripherals that are easy

to use. ofter encellent performance and

are affordably priced

SOME SPECIFICATIONS

COGNIVOX can be trainee to recognize

up to 32 words or phrases chosen by Ihe

user. To train COGNIVOX to recognize a

new word, you simply repeal the word

three times under Ihe prompting of the

system.

COGNIVOX will also speak with a voca

bulary of 32 words or phrases chosen by

trie user This vocabulary is independent

of the recognition vocabulary, so a dialog

witn the computer is possible Memory re

quirements tor voice response are approx
imately 700 b/ies per word.

For applications requiring more than 32

words, you can nave two or more vocabu

laries and switch back and forth Eetween

them Vocabularies can also De stared on
disk.

HOW IT WORKS

COGNIVOX uses a unique single-chip

signal processor and an exclusive non-li-

near pattern matching algorithm lo do

speech recognition This gives reliable op-

eralion ai low cost. In fact, the perfor

mance of COGNIVOX in speech recogni

tion is equal or better 10 units costing

many times as much

For voice output, COGMVOX digitijes

and stores the voice o! the user, using a

data compression algorithm. This method

offers lour major advantages: First there

are no restrictions to the words COGNI

VOX can say. It a human can say it. COG

NIVOX will say 11 too. Second, it is very

easy to program your favcrite words. Just

say them in the microphone. Third, you

have * choice ol voices: male, female, child,

foreign. Fourth and loremosl. COGNIVOX

sounds very, very good. Nothing in the

market today can even come close to the

quality of COGNIVOX speech output. You

can verify this yourself by calling us and

asking to hear a. COGNIVOX demo over

the phone. Hearing is believing.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM

COGNIVOX comes assembled and test'
ed ana it includes microphone, software,

power supply, built in speaker/amplifier

and extensive user manual. All you need

to gel COGNIVOX up and running is to

plug it m and load one of the programs

supplied.

It is easy lo wrile your own talking and

listening programs 100. A single state

ment in BASIC is all that you need 10 say

or recognize a word. Full instructions on

how to do it are given in the manual.

COGNIVOX model VIO-1002 will work

with all Commocore computers with at

least 16k of HAM. Model VIO-1003 re

quires a 48k APPLE II * with 1 disk drive

and DOS 3 3

ORDER YOUR COGNIVOX NOW

Call us at (BOS) 6B5-1B54 between 9am

and 4om PST and charge your COGNiVOX

to your credit card or order COD. Or send

us a check in the mail, specifying your

computer Price for either model of COG

NIVOX is $295 plus $4 shipping in the U.S

(foreign add 10% we ship AIR MAIL).

VOICETEK
P.O. Box 388.Golel«, CA 93116

VIC-20

VIC.-;..' INTERFACING BLUE BOOK

Did you know that your VIC can be used

to control a 99e toy motor so effectively

that il runs like a precision machine? Or

that you can make VIC talk with an inter

face you can build at a total parts costs ot

under $5?

These and other 18 interfacing projects

selected for ease ot construction and low

cost are detailed in the VIC-20 interfacing

Blue Book a veritable gold mine of practi

cal information on howtoouild interlaces

to sense levels, dial telephones, detect li

quid levels, control lights, do AID and D;a

conversion and many more.

Wntlen by a college professor in a

friendly and easy going style, the Blue

Book gives you theory of operation, sche

matics, program listings, parts lists, con

struction hints and sources of materials

for each one ot the 20 projects.

If you want to get the most out of your

VIC this book is a must. Cost is $14.95

(less than 75« per project!).

WORD WHIZ

Here is a no frills word processor thai

does Ihe |Ob and is so small it leaves plen

ty of memory for your tent. Yet it offers

full screen editing and easy save of work

in progress. This pocket-rocket does il by

taking advantage of VIC'S built-in lent

manipulation capabilities. It delivers out

standing performance for letters and

short manuscripts (up to 10 pages)

WORD WHIZ is all that is likely to need

tor word processing in your VIC and costs

only $14.95.

Above prices include postage in the

U S CA res. add 6% tax Foreign add S2.

micrasignal
900 Embarcadero Del Mar, Unit A

Goleta.CA 93117
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With versions of this excellent gamefor PET/CBM

Microsoft and Atari BASICs, this should provide hours

ofamusement. It will run on computers with 8K or more

of RAM memory.

Maze Race

possible joystick values, positions, and screen move

ment offsets:

Mike Peterson

Cheyenne, WY

I was impressed by the Maze algorithm that ap

peared in COMPUTE!, December, 1981, #19. After

watching the maze form several times, I had an

idea for a program that incorporated the maze

algorithm.

First, I modified the routine so that two sym

metrical mazes would be formed. One starts in the

upper left corner of the screen while the other

starts in the lower right. By POKEing a 32 ($20) in

the center of the screen, identical (but opposite)

mazes are formed. As one goes left, the other goes

right. And as one goes down, the other goes up.

This continues until the screen is full and the al

gorithm completed. The mazes are then linked

together in the screen's middle and a "target"

character is POKEd in the center.

Now, depending upon your choice of options

during initialization, you race against a human

opponent (or the computer) to the center of the

maze. If you select the two-player option, I strongly

recommend the use ofjoysticks. The program will

process both player's joystick input during each

cycle. On the keyboard, one player can prevent the

other's input by holding a key pressed.

With the one-player version, you will always be

on l he right and use the right joystick or the number

pad to control your movement. The computer will

not begin until after your first input. Since the

computer doesn't know the best path to follow, and

strays down dead-end paths, it is easy to beat. My

daughter loses just often enough to keep her

interested and make each game a new challenge.

Through experimentation with the joysticks, I

found that the left joystick sets the high four bits

and the right joystick sets the low four bits of the

byte at address 59471 <$E84F). The byte. A, can be

separated into a left value and a right value with :

A= PEEK(59471): L= (A/16) AND 15 : R = A

AND 15. If both joysticks are in the same position,

L = R. An array with 15 elements can be used to

determine the new position of each player, move

there if not off the screen, and then erase the

previous position. The following table shows all

LorR

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

POSITION

not used

left/button

right/button

button

not used

left/up

right/up

up

not used

left/down

right/down

down

not used

left

right

center

OFFSET

0

-1

+ 1

0

0

^tl

-39

^10

0

+ 39

+ 41

+ 40

0

-1

+ 1

0

Note: with the button pressed only the

row can be determined.

Another feature of this program is the

"Hipping" of the marker that arrives in the center

of the screen's maze first. This is performed by

XORing the byte in the center screen address with

128 ($80). The result of an XOR with 128 is that

RVS characters become normal characters and vice

versa.

Since BASIC! doesn't provide us with an XOR

function, I consulted a Boolean Algebra text and

found the AND, OR, and NOT gates used to pro

duce the XOR truth table. In BASIC, XOR would

be this: Y= ((X AND (NOT 128)) OR ((NOT X)

AND 128)).

Program 1. Atari Version

Atari Notes

After the dual maze has been generated,

select the number of players (player vs.

computer or player vs. player) by pressing

SELECT. When ready to play, press

START. To re-start the game, press

START. Use joysticks plugged into jacks

one and two to play.

180 REN m MAZE RACE tU

119 REM tU ATARI VERSION tU
120 DIM AC3>=REM SET UP DIRECTION TABLE

130 AC 6 >=2: AC 1 )=-Sy: A< 2 >-2 ■ AC 3 )=88

140 WL=12S ^ HL=0:SC=PEEKC 38 ;'+25S£PEEKC39)

: fr=SC+43 ■ C=3C+377

150 GRAPHICS 0*PGKE 752,1'SETCOLOR 2.. INT

C16*RNDC0»,4:POKE 712,PEEK<718;-

160 FOR 1=1 TO 23



Turn To The Future

With COMPUTE! Publications
The Beginner's Guide To Buying
A Personal Computer
A Novice's handbook of useful, helpful in

formation designed to teach you the basics

of evaluating and selecting a personal

computer. Written in plain English

for the interested beginner.

Complete with personal com

puter specification charts and

buyer's guide. Applicable to

home, educational, and

small business buyers. ISBN

0-942386-03-5.
Paperback. $3.95.

COMPUTERS

First Book Of
Atari
192 pages of useful, in

formative applications

and programs from

COMPUTE! magazine issues

now out of print. Includes

previously unpublished infor

mation including Memory Map.

Contents include such articles and

programs as "Adding A Voice Track

to Atari Programs," "Designing Your

Own Atari Graphics Modes," and "Inside

Atari BASIC." Spiral bound for ease of access

to listings. For Beginner level to Advanced Atari

users. ISBN 0-942386-00-0. Paperback. $12.95.

Inside Atari DOS

From the authors of the Atari Disk

Operating System, an exciting step-by-step

guide to the DOS software. Complete

with listings of commented source code

and detailed explanations of each

module of code. Author: Bill

Wilkinson, Optimized Systems Soft

ware, Inc. Spiral bound for ease

of access to listings. For Inter

mediate to Advanced Atari

Users. ISBN 0-942386-02-7.

Paperback. $19.95

COMPUTED

First Book Of
PET/CBM

256 pages of Commo-

I dore PET and CBM articles

from COMPUTE! magazine

issues now in print. Includes

such classic articles and

programs as "Feed Your PET

Some Applesoft," "Disk Lister:

A Disk Cataloging Program,"

and "Cross Reference For The PET."

Spiral bound. ISBN 0-942386-01-9.

Paperback. $12.95

COMPUTE! Books

invites dealer inquiries. Call the Toll

Free Number below for Dealer Information.

COMPUTE! Magazine
A Monthly encyclopedia of informative applications articles and programs. COMPUTE! features articles, programs,

and columns covering the spectrum of home and educational computing. Monthly reviews, complete BASIC

and machine language listings of games, utilities, applications such as "Programming Your Home Insurance

Inventory," "Real Estate Investment Analysis," "Telecommunications: How To Use A Modem," and much more.

Written for children and parents, educators, novices to advanced programmers. Principal editorial coverage is

Atari, Apple, Commodore PET/CBM, and VIC-20. Editorial coverage is expanding to include TI-99/4A, Sinclair ZX-81,

and Radio Shack Color Computer. Latest issue: 224 pages.

Mail to: COMPUTE! Publications, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403 USA

COMPUTE! MAGAZINE
My Computer Ik

□ Commodore QOSI

PET/CBM QRadioShack

GVIC-20 ColorComputer

Q Apple □TI99/4A

GAtari DOther

□AIM q Don't yet have one

For Fastest Service

Call Our Toil-Free

US Order Line

800-345-8112

In Pennsylvania Call

800-662-2444

G $20.00 One Year US Subscription Q $25.00 Canada and Infl Surface Mail

□ $36.00 TwoVear US Subscription □ S38.00 Europe Air Delivery (Foreign
□ $54,00 Three YBar US Subscription orders must be pre-poid in US Funds)

□ Payment Enctosed QVISA rj MasterCard G American Express

Acct. No. Expires /

Name

Address

City State JB.

Country

COMPUTE! Books
For fastest service, in the US call Toll Free 800-334-0868.
In NC call 919-275-9809.

Quantity Price

$ 3.95 ea.

12.95 ea,

19.95 ea.

12.95 ea.

. Beginner's Guide

First Book of Atari

Inside Atari DOS

Firs! Bool; of PET CBM

Shipping/Handling

+ S1-00 ea.

+ 2.00 ea.

+ 2.00 ea.

+ 2.00 ea.

Total .

All orders must be prepaid (money order, check or charge). All payments

must be in US funds. [Ouiside the US add $4.00 shippinng and handling for air
mail, $2.00 for surface mail.) NC residents add 4% safes tax.

G Payment Enclosed □ VISA □ MasterCard G American Express

Acct. No. Expires /

Name

Address

City State

Country

AJlaw 4-6 weeks for delivery. Foreign surface deln/ery 2-3 months.

ATARI is a fegisteted trademark of Atari. Inc PET ana CBM are trodemarM of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.
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178 PRINT "1

1"

136 NEXT I

196 REtt ffiNERATE THE MAZE!

209 POKE AiS'POKE C,2=P0KE SC+499..HL
210 J=IMT< RNK 9m) ■■ X=J

220 B=H+H(J)^D=C-H(J)aF PEEK<BX>WL THE

N 24©

230 POKE BiJ+l:POKE D.J+l^PQKE A+IMT<ACJ

TO 216

240 J=(J+1)^J<3)=IF JOX THEM 220

250 .J=PEEKift;':POKE A.HL-POKE CrL'IF J<5

TrEN ft=A-A<J-I):C=C+ACJ-I>:GOTO 218
260 A=SC+43 = OSC+877: J=2

276 POKE A,S4=P0KE CUl'PQKE SC+459,16:

POKE SC+460.HUPOKE SC+458,HL

280 DIM tK15) = F0R 1=0 TO 15 = M<I)=Q:NEXT

i=HF-e

230 M(14>=-4y^rK13>=4y:Mai:'=-iai(7)=1^1

(10>=-41 = h(b>=-39

388 MC9>=3S=MC5>=4^PLR=1

310 DIM reSOBV-tiSfc^HBe Race"=F0R 1=1
TO LENCMS*> = POSITION 8,1+5:? MSKLD'NE

XT I
320 POSITION 9,23;? "Or.* Player Us. Co.tip

uter"j

33S K=PEEK( 53279)= IF K=7 THEN 330

340 IF K=PEEK< 53279) THEM 340
^0 IF K=6 THEN m

366 IF K=3 THEN 33y
378 1-^1-NPaF HP=0 THEN 328

380 POSITION 9,23:? » Player Us. Playa-

398 GOTO 33W

406 PLR=i-PLR

416 IF PLR=0 OR HP THEN 448

428 B=ft+INT(ft(J>/2)=Y=PEEK(B>aF Y=HL OR
Y=10 THEN POKE B,34:POKE h,HL.: A=B:J=CJ+

436 J=CJ-l)+4$<J=8)'GGT0 480
446 IF FIR ThEN 476

458 D=C+N';STICK(PLR)):IF PEEK(D)=HL OR P

EEKCDM-0 THEN POKE O, ill=FOKE C,HL=C=D
468 GOTO 486

470 B=ft+tKSTICK<PLR)):IF PEEK<B>=HL OR P

EEKCBM0 THEN POKE B,84-P0KE R,HL-H=B
4^ REM SOMEONE WON

498 IF ROSC+459 AMD COSC+459 THEN 486

508 P=PEEK(Si:+459>-Ff=8

516 FOR 1=1 TO 50:POKE SC+459,P+128*PF:P

F=1-PF=NEXT I

528 REtt

538 IF C=SC+459 THEN 568

548 IF NP THEN POSITION 9,23^? " Play

er 2 Won! ";=GOTO 588

558 POSITION 9,23:? ■•> \ WIN!

11 ;= GOTO 586

560 IF NP THEN POSITION 9,23;?

r 1 Won! "; ■ GOTO 580
576 POSITIC^J 9,23:? ■ you

ii.

580 IF PEEK( 53279)06 THEN 530
590 RUN

Plaae

If you want to make Maze Race (for Atari)

more challenging, add the following lines.

They cause the screen to blank out during

the maze generation, preventing a "sneak

preview." A side effect is that this decreases

the time necessary to generate the maze:

155 POKE 559,0

325 POKE559,34

Program 2. Microsoft Version

10 REM *** MAZE RACE ***

20 REM * MIKE PETERSON *

30 REM ** CHEYENNE,WY **

4 0 REM

50 REM MAZE GENERATOR BY CHARLES BOND

60 REM COMPUTE! : DECEMBER, 1981

7 0 REM

80 GOTO120

90 POKE167,0

100 GETZ$:IFZ$=""THEN100

110 PRINTZ$:Z=VAL(Z$):POKE167,1:RETURN

120 PRINT"{CLEAR}{05 DOWN}":PRINTTAB(15)"MA

ZE RACE{02 DOWN}"

130 PRINTTAB(5)"HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE PLAYING

?{LEFT}";:GOSUB9 0:NP=Z-1:PRINT

140 IFZ>2THENPRINTTAB(5)"SORRY, ONLY 2 CAN "

PLAY.{DOWN}":GOTO130

150 IFZ=0THENPRINTTAB(5)"PLEASE ENTER 1 OR '

2.{DOWN}":GOTO130

160 PRINTTAB(7)"ARE YOU USING JOYSTICKS ?{L

LEFT}";:GOSUB90:PRINT

170 IFZ$="Y"THENJJ=1:GOTO190

180 IFZ$O"N"THENPRINTTAB(7) "PLEASE ENTER Y

OR N.{DOWN}":GOTO160

190 IFNPTHENPRINT"{DOWN}LEFT PLAYER = Q :RI

GHT PLAYER = W":GOTO210

200 PRINT"{DOWN}I AM THE Q :YOU ARE THE W"

210 IFJJTHENPRINT"{DOWNjUSE THE JOYSTICK TO

MOVE AROUND":GOTO250

220 IFNPTHENPRINT"{DOWN}Q USES W FOR UP,A F

OR LEFT,D FOR RIGHT,"

230 IFNPTHENPRINT"AND X FOR DOWN."

240 PRINT"{D0WN}W USES 8 FOR UP,4 FOR LEFT,

6 FOR RIGHT, AND 2 FOR DOWN."

250 PRINT"{DOWN}PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN *{LE

LEFT}";:GOSUB90

260 DIMM(255):JS=151:IFJJTHENJS=59471:G0T02

90

270 M(18)=40:M(42)=-l:M(41)=l:M(50}=-40

280 M(24)=40:M(48)=-1:M(47)=1:M(56)=-40:GOT

0300

290 M{7)=-40:M(11)=40:M(13)=-1:M(14)=1
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3 00 DIMA(3) :A(0)=2:A(1)=-80:A(2)=-2:A(3)=80

:WL=160:HL=32:SC=32768

310 BL$="{REV}

{OFF}"

320 A=SC+81:C=SC+917

330 PRINT"{CLEAR}":FORI=1TO23:PRINTBL$:NEXT

340 POKEA,4:P0KEC,l:P0KESC+499rHL

350 J=INT(RND{TI)*4):X=J

3 60 B=A+A(J):D=C-A(J):IFPEEK(B)OWLTHEN38 0

37 0 POKEB,J:POKED,J:POKEA+A(J)/2,HL:POKEC-A

(J)/2,HL:A=B:C=D:GOTO350

380 J=(J+ 1)*-(J<3) :IFJOXTHEN360

390 J =PEEK (A) :P0KEA/HL:P0KEC,HL:IFJ<4THENA=

A-A(J}:C=C+A(J):GOTO350

4 00 POKESC+498,HL:POKESC+499,42:POKESC+500,

HL:A=SC+81:C=SC+917

410 POKEA,81:POKEC,87:J=2:K=2

420 PP=PEEK{JS):IFPP=255THEN420

430 PP=PEEK(JS)

440 IFNPTHEN470

450 B=A+A(J)/2:Y=PEEK(B):IFY=HLORY=42THENPO

KEB,81:POKEA,HL:A=B:J=(J+2)+4*(J>l

)
460 J=(J-l)-4*(J=0):GOTO510

470 IFJJTHEN500

4 80 IFPPO24ANDPPO4 8ANDPPO4 7ANDPPO56THEN

520

4 90 B=A+M{PP):IFPEEK(B)=HLORPEEK(B)=4 2THENP

OKEB,81:POKEA,HL:A=B:GOTO510

5 00 Q=(PP/16)AND15:B=A+M{Q):IFPEEK(B) =HLORP

EEK(B)=4 2THENP0KEB,81:P0KEA,HL:A=B

510 IFJJTHEN540

FORTH

programmers

COMPUTE!

is looking for

screens and

articles,

5 20 IFPPO18ANDPPO4 2ANDPPO41ANDPPO50THEN

550

5 30 D=C+M(PP) :IFPEEK (D)=HLORPEEK(D)=42THENP

OKED,87:POKEC,HL:C=D:GOTO550

5 40 Q=(PPAND15):D=C+M(Q):IFPEEK(D)=HLORPEEK

(D)=4 2THENP0KED,87:POKEC,HL:C=D

5 50 IFAOSC+499ANDCOSC+499THEN4 30

560 FORI=0TO99:W=PEEK(SC+499):X=(WAND(N0T12

8))0R((N0TW)AND128):POKESC+499,X

570 NEXT

580 PRINT"ANOTHER GAME ?{LEFT}n;:GOSUB90

= "YI"THEN320590

600 IFZ$O"N"THENPRINT"{02 UP}":GOTO580

ATARI

400 16K $319.00

4O0YOURSto32Kor48K CALL

800 (16K) 659.00

410 RECORDER 84.00

810 DISK DRIVE 449.00

850 INTERFACE 169.00

830 MODEM 149.00

825 PRINTER 575.00

481 ENTERTAINER KIT 85.00

482 EDUCATOR KIT 125.00

483 PROGRAMMER'S KIT 60.00

484 COMMUNICATOR KIT 309.00

Prices subject to change without notice.

Shipping extra. No tax out of state.

Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND

SERVICE CENTER

COMPUTERTIME, INC
P.O. Box 216

Kentfleld. CA 94914

CALL TOLL-FREE

In California

800-227-2520

800-772-4064

TTW mw ba/ftlnj cfullmff al Ihc CFIllurf

*. Rubick's Cube'

HAS BEEN CRACKED!

SoliCube

The SoliCube M (rncludino aisK. cutx & flocumenlalion) $49. 95
u available now lor CBM/PET" (*0 column, al least 16k) from

COMQU EST

221 E C»m.lb»ch, Suit* 1 - FoF Vl" * MC °'a"s ""'^ "" TOLL-FREE (24 hn]

aoa-»4.o3M and ask for Operator 348
Please add $2.90 lor h&s per order, and indicate ROM and RAM.



SPECIALS on INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
6502 7 45

6502A/6512A 8.40

6520 PIA 5.15

6522 VIA 6.45

6532 7.90

2114-L200

2114-L300

2716 EPROM

2532 EPROM

10/695

10/795

1C4.90

10/6.10

10/7.40

2.45

2.25

5.50

9.90

6116 Hitachi 2Kx8 CMOS RAM 9 90

4116-200 ns RAM

Zero Insertion Force 24 pin Socket

S-100 Wire Wrap Socket

50/655

50/7.35

50/4 45

50/5 75

50/7.00

25/2.30

25/2 10

5/515

5/9.45

5/945

100/6.15

100/6.90

100/415

100/545

100/6.60

100/2.15

100/2.00

10/4.80

10/8 90

10/8.90

8 (or 15

2.00

2.40

A P Products 15% OFF

A P Hobby-Blox 15% OFF

MODEM SPECIAL $99
SIGNALMAN Mk1 from Anchor Automation

DIRECT CONNECT Modem with RS232 Cable and Connector

included Fully compatible with all Bell 103 modems. 0 to

300 bps. full duplex, frequency shift keyed modulation, auto

matic ANSW/ORIG selection, direct connect, audible tone

earner detect indicator, sell-contained battery powered

PET/CBM Version (Mk1P) S169

ATARI Version $99

COMPACK INTELLIGENT TERMINAL PACKAGE SI 15

Combines intelligent RS232 port hardware from cgrs Micro-

lech wilh EHS Intelligent Terminal software to allow you to

connect any RS232 Modem to PET/CBM

RSZ32 MODEM-STAR
IEEE 488 MODEM-STAR

SALE SI28
SALE S199

We carry Apple 11+ from

Bell & Howell

I6K RAM Card for Apple

fullFORTH ■ far Apple I! $75

A tulHeatured FORTH with enhancements Conforms to

FORTH Interest Group standards

REVERSAL (Spracklen) 32K Apple 28.00

Data Manager (Lutus) 24K Apple 40.00

Data-Graph (Boyd) 48K Apple 40.00

Apple II User's Guide (Osbome) 1200
Introduction to Pascal (Sybex) 10.30

Pascal Handbook (Sybex) 12.00

Musical Applications of Micros (Chamberlm) 2000

User Guide to the Unix System 13

6502 Assembly Language Subroutines 11

PET Fun and Games 8

Qcommodore

CBM-PET SPECIALS
8023 Printer -136 col. 150cps rj-directional

8300 Daisy Wheel - 40 cps bi-directional

8032 80 x 25 CRT. business keyboard

Super Pet

8096 Board (extra 64K RAM for 8032)

8050 Dual Disk Drive - 1 megabyte

8250 Dual Disk Drive ■ 2 megabyte

CBM IEEE Modem

4016 full size graphics keyboard

4032 full size graphics keyboard

4040 Dual Disk Onve - 330.000 bytes

2031 Single Disk Drive ■ 165.000 oyies

4022 Tractor Feed Printer

C2N External Cassette Deck

Used CBM/PET Computers

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

" *** EOUCAflONALllS^iiNTS"***
Buy 2 PET/CBM Computer*, recite 1 FREE

PETSCAN I S345 base price.
Allows you to connect up to 20 CBM/PET Computers to

sfiared disk drives and printers Completely transparent to the

user Perfect for schools or multiple word processing con

figurations Base configuration supports 3 computers

lilt

(995)

(2250)

(1495)

(1995)

(500)

11795)

12195)

(395)

(995)

11295)

[1295)

(695)

(795)

(75)

SALE

775

1750

1100

1600

400

1345

1760

199

795

999

999

550

630

65

CALL

VIC 20

VIC 1515 Printer

VIC 3K RAM

VIC 8K RAM

VIC 16K RAM

VIC 1540 Disk Drive

VIC Invaders

VIC Jupiter Lander

259

335

36

54

112

500

24

24

VIC Superslot

VIC Super Alien

VIC Maze in 3-D

VIC Cosmic Debris

VIC Amok (UMI)

VIC Snakman

VIC Rubik's Cube

VIC Night Rider

TNW 1000 Serial interlace 110

TNW 488/103 with DAA 450

Compute's First Book of PET /CBM 11

WordPro 3 Plus ■ 32K CBM. disk, pfinter 195

WordPro 4 Plus - 8032, disk, printer 300

VISICALC for PET. ATARI, or APPLE 190

SH-KIT • PET ROM UttltHi 40

Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities 35

PET Spacemaket II ROM Switch 36

2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable 40

Dust Cover for PET 8

IEEE-Parallel Printer Interlace for PET 110

IEEE-RS232 Printer Interlace for PET 120

The PET Revealed 12

Library ol PET Subroutines 12

4 PART HARMONY MUSIC SYSTEM for PET
The Visible Music Monttor, by Frank Levinson, allows you to

easily enter, display, edit and play 4 part harmony music

Includes whole notes thru 64tfis (with dotted and triplets),

tempo change, key signature, transpose, etc. The KL-4M

unit includes D to A converter and amplifier ready to hook to

your speaker.

KL-4M Mule Burl «lft VMM Pm|nn SBC

DISK

SPECIALS

SCOTCH (3M) 5" 10/2.45 50/2 35 100/2 30

SCOTCH (3M) 8" 10/2.60 50/245 100/240

WE STOCK VERBATIM DISKS
Try the new Verbatim Head Cleaner Kits

BASF 5" or 8" 10/200 20/1 95 100/1 85

Wabash 5"

Wabash 8"

10/2 00

10/2 00

20/1 95

20/1 95

100/1.85

100/1 85

WE STOCK MAXELL DISKS
Diskette Storage Pages 10 for 3 95

Disk Library Cases 8" - 2.85 5" -2.15

Disk Hub Rings 8" - 50 @ 7.50 5" - 50 @ 6.00

CASSETTES - A9FA
High outpuL low noise. 5

C-10
C-30

PE-6H PREMIUM
screw housings.

10/56 50/50

10/.73 50/68

100/48

100/.66

SPECIALS
EPSON MX-BO Prtittr 440

EPSON MX-80 F/T Priitir 540

EPSON MX-TO Priilir 300

EPSON MM 00 Prlitir 595

Centronics 739 Printer with dot graphics 575

STAHWRITER Daisy Wheel Printer FID 1445

ZemlhZVM-121 Green Phosphor Monitor 119

DC Hayes Srrartmodem 230

Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 1195 6-Pen 1445

BMC BM12A Green Phosphor Monitor 99

BMC BM1400BLUC 13" Color Monitor 285

BMC RGB 13" Color Monitor 329

POWERMATE Multiple Outlet Power Strips

ISOBAR Isolated and Filtered Outlet Strips

ALL BOOK ind SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED

Synertek Systems
SYM-1 Mlcrocomputar SALE 199
SYM BAS-1 BASIC or RAE 1/2 Assembler 85

KTM-2/80 Synerlek Video and Keyboard 349

KTM-3/80 Synerlek Tubeless Terminal 385

data
systems

Z90-80 64 K 2170

Z90-82 64K. 1 double dens, drrve 2395

Z89-0 48K 1950

Z89-1 48K. 1 drive 2150

Z67 10 Megabyte + Floppy Drive 4495

Z37 1.3 Megabyte Dual Floppy 1495
Z25 High Speed Printer 1195

Z19 Video Terminal (VT-52 compatible) 695

ZVM-121 Green Phosphor Monitor 119

All Zenith Software discounted

ATARr
SPECIALS

800 Computer

400 - 16K

810 Disk Drive

825 Printer

850 Interlace

Inside Alan 00S

Paddle Pair

Joystick Pair

16K RAM

32K RAM

Pilot

Wnle for

675

330

440

629

170

18

19

19

69

99

68

Microsoft BASIC

MISSILE COMMAND

ASTEROIDS

STAR RAIDERS

Space Invaders

Music Composer

MODEM tor Atari

Super Breakout

PAC-MAN

CENTIPEDE

First Book of Atari

3Z

32

37

32

45

'99

30

36

36

prices 00 otner Atari items

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar. PA 18915 215-822-7727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add $1.25 per order for shipping. We pay balance of UPS surface
charges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount

basis. Regular prices slightly higher. Prices subject to change.



KMMM Pascal for PET/CBM $85
A subset of slandard Pascal with extensions.

- Machine language Pascal Source Editor with cursor

oriented window mode

- Machine Language P-Code Compiler

- P-Code to machine language translator for optimized

object code

- Run-time package

- Floating pant capability

- User manual and sample programs

Requires 32K Please specify configuration.

EARL for PET (disk fife based) $65
Editor, AuMlUir, Rilocitir, Unkir

Generates relocatable object code using MOS Technology

mnemonics. Oisk file input (can edit files larger than

memory). Links .multiple object programs as one memory

load. Listing output to screen or printer. Enhanced editor

operates in both command mode and cursor oriented

"window" mode

ramTronT
for PET/CBM
4K or 8K bytes of soft ROM with optional

battery backup.

RAM/ROM is compatible with any large keyboard machine.

Plugs into one of the ROM sockets above screen memory to

give you switch selected write protectable RAM.

Use RAM/ROM as a software development tool to store data

or machine code beyond the normal BASIC range. Use

RAM/ROM TO LOAD A ROM image where you have possible

conflicts with more than one ROM requiring the same socket

Possible applications include machine language sort (such as

SUPERSORT). universal wedge, Extramon, etc.

RAM/ROM --4K $85

RAM/ROM--8K 120

Battery Backup Option 30

SUBSORT by James Strasma $35
Subsort is an excellent general purpose machine language

sort routine for PET/CBM computers. Sorts both one and two

dimensioned arrays at lightning speed in either ascending or

descending order Other fields can be subsorted when a match

is found, and fields need not be in any special order. Sort arrays

may be specified by name, and fields are random length

Allows sorting by bit to provide 8 categories per byte The

routine works with all PET BASICS, adjusts to any memory

size, and can co-exist with other programs in high memory

SuperGraphics 2.0
NEW Version with TURTLE GRAPHICS

SuperGraphics. by John Fluharty. provides a 4k machine

language extension which adds 35 full featured commands to

Commodore BASIC to allow fast and easy plotting and

manipulation of graphics on the PET/CBM video display, as

well as SOUND Commands. Animations which previously

were too slow or impossible without machine language

subroutines now can be programmed directly in BASIC Move

blocks for rocketships. etc |. or entire areas of the screen with a

single, easy to use BASIC command Scroll any portion of the

screen up. down. left, or right. Turn on or oft any of the 4000

(8000 on 8032) screen pixels with a single BASIC command

In high resolution mode, draw vertical, horizontal, and diagonal

lines. Draw a box. fill a box, and move it around on the screen

with easy to use BASIC commancs. Plot curves using either

rectangular or polar co-ordinates (great for Algebra. Geometry

and Trig classes I

The SOUND commands allow you to initiate a note or series

ol notes (or even several songs) from BASIC, and then play

them in the background mode without interfering with your

BASIC program. This allows your program to run at full speed

with simultaneous graphics and music.

Seven new TURTLE commands open up a whole new

dimension in graphics. Place the TURTLE anywhere on the

screen, set his DIRECTION, turn him LEFT or RIGHT, move

him FORWARD, raise or lower his plotting pen, even flip the

pen over to erase Turtle commands use angles measured in

degrees, not radians, so even elementary school children can

create fantastic graphic displays.

Specify machine model (and size). ROM type (BASIC 3 or 4]

SuperGraphics (disk or tape) S 40

SuperGraphics in ROM 55

Volume discounts available on ROM version (or schools.

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar, PA 18915

fir PET/CBM ClMpftm

Self Calculating

DATA BASE
REPORT WRITER

MAILING LIST

FLEX-FILE is a set of flexible, friendly programs to allow

you to set up and maintain a data base. Print files with a

versatile Report Writer or a Mail Label routine Pro

grammers will find it easy to add subroutines to their own

programs to make use of Data Base files.

RANDOM ACCESS DATA BASE
Record size limit is 250 characters. The number of records

per disk is limited only by the size of each record and the

number of records per disk is limited only by the size of each

record and the amount ol free space on the disk. File

maintenance lets you step lorward or backward through a

file, add, delete, or change a record, go to a numbered

record, or find a record by specifed field. The Find command

locates any record when you enter all for a portion of) the

desired key Field lengths may vary from record to record to

allow maximum packing of information. Files may be sorted

by any field, and any field may be specified as a key.

Sequential files from other programs may be converted to

Flex-File format, and Flex-File records may be converted to

sequential {WordPro, PaperMate, other word processors

may also use Flex-File data). Maximum record size, fields

per record, and order ot fields may be changed at any time.

MAILING LABELS
With typical record size of 127 characters, each disk can

handle over 1000 records (about 28D0 with 8050 drive).

Labels may be printed any number wide, and may begin in

any column position. There is no limit on the number or order

ot fields on a label, and two or three fields may be joined

together on one line {like first name, last name, and title). A

"type ol customer" field allows selective printing.

REPORT WRITER
Print any field in any column. For numeric fields, use

decimal point justification (and round to any accuracy)

Define any column as a series of mathematical functions

performed on other columns. These functions include

arithmetic operations and various log and trig functions.

Pass results of operations such as running total from row to

row At the end of the report, print total and/or average for

any column Complete record selection, including field

within range, pattern match, and logical functions can be

specified individually or in combination with other

parameters.

FLEX-FILE BY Michael Riley $80

Please specify equipment configuration when ordering

COLOR CHART Color Video Board S125
Up to 8 colors and high resolution graphics (128 x 192 in 2

colors) Generates composile video for use with monitor

PEDISK II from cgrs Microtech

5" 40 track, 1 drive, 143K $525

5" 40 track, 1 drive, 286K 690

8" IBM 3740 formal 77 track. 250K 995

PROGRAM YOUR OWN EPRDHS
Bnndlng Inn for PET/CBM S79

EPR0M Programmer with software for all ROM versions

Includes all hardware and software to program or copy

2716 and 2532 EPROMs

PQRTHAKEH DUAL RS232 SERIAL PORT 63

Two ports with full bipolar RS232 buffering Baud rales from

300 to 4600 For PET/CBM. AIM SYM

CBM Srftvin

Legal Time Accounting Package

Medical Accounting Package

Oow Jones Portfolio Management

Petsonal Tax Calculator

Wordcraft 80 Wordprocessor Package

Pascal Development Package

Assembler Development Package

Intelligerft Terminal Emulator

Softpac-1 (Competitive Software)

445

129

65

325

235

99

30

29

FORTH for PET
BY L C. Cargile and Michael Riley $50

Features include:

full FIG FORTH model.

all FORTH 79 STANDARD extensions.

structured 6502 Assembler with nested decision making

macros.

full screen editing {same as when programming in

BASIC).

auto repeat key.

sample programs

standard size screens (16 lines by 64 characters).

150 screens per diskette on 4040,480 screens on 805D.

ability to read and write BASIC sequential files.

introductory manual.

reference manual

Runs on any 16K or 32K PET/CBM (including 8032) with

ROM 3 or 4, and CBM disk drive. Please specify configuralion

when ordering

Available soon.

Metacompiler for FORTH $30

simple metacompiler for creating compacted object code

which can be executed independently [without the FORTH

system).

PaperMate
60 COMMAND

WORD

PROCESSOR
by Michael Riley

Paper-Mate is a full-featured word processor for CBM/PET

Paper-Mate incorporates 60 commands to give you full

screen editing with graphics for all 16K or 32K machines

(including 8032), all printers, and disk or tape drives

For writing text. Paper-Mate has a definable keyboard so

you can use either Business or Graphics machines. Shift

lock on letters only, or use keyboard shift lock All keys

repeat

Paper-Mate text editing includes floating cursor, scroll up

or down, page forward or back, and repeating insert and

delete keys. Text block handling includes transfer, delete,

append, save, load, and insert.

All formatting commands are imbedded in text fw

complete control. Commands include margin control and

release, column adjust. 9 tab settings, variable line spacing,

justify text, center text, and auto print form letter (variable

block). Files can be linked so (hat one command prints an

entire manuscript. Auto page, page headers, page numbers,

pause at end of page, and hyphenation pauses are included.

Unlike most word processors, CBM graphics as well as

text can be used Paper-Mate can send any ASCII code

over any secondary address to any printer.

Paper-Mate functions with 16/32K CBM/PET machines,

with any printer and with either cassette or disk.

To order Paper-Mate, please specify configuration.

Pipir-Mtti on disk cr dpi 40.00

BASIC INTERPRETER $200
Designed to support the CBM 8096 (8032 with add-on 64K

board) A full interpreter implementation to automatically take

advantage of the extra memory available to the 8032.

8PI Gmnl L(d[tr- 8032/B05D

BPl Accomtt flKifnhli - 8032/8050

BPI Inventory - B03Z/G050

BPl Job Costing

BPI Payroll

300

300

300

300

3D0

JINSAM Data Base Management System

far CBM. Comprehensive version available for most

configurations.

Hiydin Soltwin

Complex Mathematics

Engineering Mathematics

General Mathematics

MCAP:Circuit Analysis Program

Energy Miser

12.70

12.70

12.70

2100

24.50

CASH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ~ J45
Easy to use. Keeps track of cash disbursements, cash

receipts, cash transfers, expenses for up to 50 categories

215-822-7727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add S1.25 per order for shipping. We pay balance of UPS surface

charges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount

basis. Regular prices slightly higher. Prices subject to change.
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Test RAM

For Bad Bits,

Nondestructive^
Leo J. Scanlon

Inverness, FL

In a recent article in this magazine (COMPUTE!,

April, 1981 #23) I presented a 6502 assembly

language program that tests the integrity of a

selected portion of RAM. That program was de

signed to detect "dead" bits or bytes, pattern sensi

tivity, crosstalk, and a variety of other error condi

tions. It could also be used to detect soft errors, in

which the memory accepts the test data, but reverts

back, to its previous state after some period of time.

As useful as it is, that program has one possible

shortcoming: it clobbers the contents of the portion

of memory being tested. Clearly, that doesn't matter

if you are just verifying a newly installed memory

board, but is unacceptable if a program or some

data is sitting within the test area. In this article, I

present another kind of program, one that per

forms a nondestructive test on RAM memory. That

is, a program that alters memory, but subsequently

restores all locations to their previous (pre

test) values.

The Test Algorithm

Essentially, the test program described here vali

dates RAM by comparing the actual contents of

memory to the known data that should be contained

within it. To make this comparison, the program

uses a method that is often employed for testing

punched paper tape and read only memories

(ROMs) — the checksum. A checksum is that value

produced by taking the exclusive-OR of all bytes in

test memory (see box).

Briefly, here is the sequence of operations for

the test program:

1. Calculate a checksum value for the entire

range of test memory, by excfusive-ORing

all bytes.

2. Invert the state of the first bit in test memory

— Bit 7 of the "start" location — but leave all

other bits unchanged.

3. Calculate a new checksum value.

4. Invert the state of the altered bit position in

the new checksum.

5. Compare the new (altered) checksum with

the initial checksum.

6. The result of this comparison can cause

either of two things to take place:

If the checksums are different, the program

jumps to an error routine, to print out the

bit position and address of the bad bit.

If the checksums are identical, the program

restores the state of the test bit — by rein-

verting it - then branches back to Step 2, to

test the next bit (Bit 6 of the "start" location).

This process continues until all bits have been

tested, or until a mismatch is detected.

Will this nondestructive test program catch all

of the fault conditions that can be detected by the

previously published destructive test program?

Probably not all of them. The nondestructive test

program will not detect pattern sensitivity or soft

errors (unless you modify the program to include a

time delay), but it should be able to detect most

other types of errors.

Program Flowchart

Now that you understand what the test program

must do, and know how the program will do it, it's

time to look at tiie structure of the program itself.

This program is comprised of three parts: a main

program loop, a checksum calculating subroutine

and an error printout routine.

A flowchart for the main program loop is

shown in Figure 1. As you can see, this flowchart is

nothing more than a detailed version of the algo

rithm we defined in preceding Steps 1 through 6.

The program begins by calculating the byte count,

then calls the checksum subroutine (CHKSUM) to

generate the initial value of the checksum. This

done, the base address and byte index are initialized

to reference the first byte in test memory.

Next, the bit mask index is initialized to refer

ence the most significant bit. Bit 7. With this initial

ization out of the way, the program inverts the

current test bit. The first time through the loop,

this will be Bit 7 of the Start location. Now the

Figure 1: Nondestructive Memory Test Program

f Start )

1
Byte count = End address-

Start address + 1

\

CHKSUM

(Calculate initial

checksum]

] 1

Base address = Start address
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Figure 1. (cont'd)
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c END
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Invert next bit in memory

CHKSUM

(Calculate new

checksum)

Invert test bit in new checksum

Invert test bit in memory

(to restore it)

i i

Bit mask index =

Bit mask index - 1

program calls CHKSUM again, to get the checksum

for memory with one bit inverted, and inverts that

bit position in the checksum.

This invert operation should make the new

checksum identical to the initial checksum. If the

two checksums are not identical, the program

terminates by printing the bit position and address

where the error was detected. Otherwise, the pro

gram reinverts the current test bit, to restore its

original state.

The remainder of the program involves a

series of three counter/index adjustment opera-

Figure 2: Checksum-Calculating Subroutine
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tions, with each followed by a branch/no-branch

decision. In the first of these operations, the bit

mask index is decremented; if it is nonnegative,

the program branches back to invert the next bit.

Otherwise, the byte count is decremented; if all

bytes have been tested, the program terminates,

error free. Otherwise, the byte index is incre

mented. The byte index is eight bits long, and can

hold values from 0 to 255 (decimal). If the incre

mentation caused the byte index to overflow to

zero, the program increments the high order byte

of the base address, then branches back to reinitial

ize the bit mask index. Otherwise, the branch takes

place with no change to the base address.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart for the checksum

subroutine, CHKSUM. This subroutine is called

from two places in the program: (A) it is called at

the beginning of the program, to calculate the

initial checksum, and (B) it is called from within

the main loop, to calculate a new checksum after a

test bit has been inverted. This second source of

call requires the subroutine to maintain its own,

separate byte count and base address, so as not to

disturb the current values of these parameters in

the main program. In the flowchart, these "working"

parameters are labeled cycle count and checksum base

address, respectively.

To start, cycle count is set equal to initial byte

count, checksum base address is set equal to test

start address, and the checksum and byte index are

initialized to zero. The rest of the subroutine is just

one big loop. In this loop, the checksum is accumu

lated, byte by byte, with intervening index and

cycle count adjustments. The loop is terminated

when all bytes have been processed; that is, when

cycle count has been decremented to zero.

The Test Program

Now that you understand the criteria of the pro

gram and its sequences, we can look at the program

itself. Program 1 shows the source code for the

nondestructive test program, which was flow-

charted in Figure 1. Note that before executing the

program, the starting address must be stored in

locations 00 and 01 (00 holds low byte) and the

ending address must be stored in locations 02 and

03 (02 holds low byte).

Besides these four locations, the program uses

13 other zero page locations, as working storage.

These include six parameters that are used in the

main program — initial byte count (IBYTES), byte

count (BYTES), base address (BADDR), initial

checksum (CSUM) and temporary storage for the

X and Y registers (SAVEX and SAVEY), and two

parameters that are used in the checksum subrou

tine, a working copy of the byte count (CYCLES)

and a checksum base address (CBADDR). Of these

parameters, only IBYTES and CSUM remain

unchanged throughout the program; all six other

parameters will change during execution.

Following these reserve equates come three

equates that reference subroutines in the AIM 65

monitor: CRLOW initializes the display and printer

to their START positions; NUMA prints the con

tents of the accumulator, as two ASCII digits;

OUTPRI sends one character to the print buffer.

Other 6502-based computers have equivalent
subroutines.

The actual code that follows is straightforward,
so you should have no problem following it if you

studied the flowchart in Figure 1. Some readers

may wonder why I chose to save X and Y in zero

page (locations SAVEX and SAVEY), rather than

on the stack, during the call to CHKSUM in the

main loop. There are two reasons why this was done:

1. The instructions used to save X and Y in

zero page execute eight cycles faster than

those to save X and Y on the stack (12 cycles

versus 20 cycles). If you consider that for each

byte tested, CHKSUM is called eight times -

once for each bit position — saving X and Y in

zero page saves 64N microseconds for an N-

byte test run.

2. We need to use the checksum contents of

the accumulator upon return from CHKSUM,

and a pull from the stack (PLA) always loads

the stack information into the accumulator. If

the 6502 had the instructions PHX, PHY, PLX

and PLY, the stack would have been the likely

place to hold X and Y, but unfortunately it has

no such instructions.

Programmers may also be interested in the

way the bit masks are accessed by the EOR

BMASK.X instructions that follow the labels

INVERT and NXTBIT. The bit mask table,

BMASK (shown at the end of Program 2), is ar

ranged by ascendinghit position. That is, the mask

for Bit 0 comes first, followed by the mask for Bit

1, and so on. However, this table is accessed in

descending order; Bit 7 is tested first and Bit 0 is

tested last. This allows us to initialize the bit mask

index to 7 (LDX #7 at label IBMSK), then decre

ment this index until it goes negative. Otherwise,

working with a descending table and an incre

menting index, the program would have to include

a CPX #8 instruction to make the done/not done

branch decision. By using the ascending table and

decrementing index approach we've eliminated

that compare instruction. Since the CPX #8 in

struction executes in just two cycles, the difference

in approaches is not significant, but the backwards

access is a handy gimmick for your programming

bag of tricks.
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Program 2 shows the code for the checksum

calculating subroutine. CHKSUM, which was

flowcharted in Figure 2. It follows the flowchart

closely, and needs no additional explanation. Pro

gram 2 also includes the previously mentioned bit

mask table, BMASK, and the text for the er

ror message.

This program will produce one of two mes

sages. If the test memory is error free, the message

OKAY! will be printed, otherwise an error message

of the form BIT n OFLOC. aaaa will be printed. In

the error message, the bit position and address that

are printed identify the bit that was being tested

when the checksum mismatch occurred. It's possi

ble, of course, that inverting that bit actually caused

some other bit in the memory to be inverted, due

to crosstalk, so the printout position may not be the

actual culprit. One way of finding out is to run a

second test, starting at the location following the

printout location; that is. rerun the test starting

at "aaaa + 1."

Execution Times For The Test Program

As you can see from the listings, the program

occupies slightly less than a page of memory; to be

exact, it occupies 245 bytes. Of even greater signifi

cance, however, is the amount of time it takes to

execute. That is, the amount of time it takes to test

a selected portion of memory. In a test that I ran,

the program took just over four minutes to check

out a 1 K portion of memory (1024 bytes).

At first I suspected that something was wrong

with the program, but after a few calculations I

became convinced that this was indeed a respectable

time, in light of what the program was doing. First,

consider that in a IK byte test, the CHKSUM sub

routine is called 8193 times; once to get the initial

checksum, then once more for each of the 8192 bit

positions in the 1024 byte test memory. The

CHKSUM subroutine takes 28 + (29 x N) cycles to

calculate the checksum for an N-byte memory, so it

takes 29.724 cycles (microseconds) for a 1024 byte

memory. Cranking out the math, we find that with

Exclusive-ORs And Checksums

An exclusive-OR is a logical operation

in which two byte operands are com

bined to produce a result byte with these

characteristics:

• For each bit position in which the oper

ands are different (one is logic 0, the

other is logic I), the result will contain a

logic 1.

• For each bit position in which the oper

ands are the same (both logic 0 or both

logic I), the result will contain a logic 0.

These rules can be summarized as follows:

Bit Operand #1

0

0

I

1

Bit Operand #2

0

1

0

1

Result Bit

0

1

i

0

All of the popular 8-bit microprocessors

have an exclusive-OR instruction. In the

6502. it has the mnemonic EOR. The EOR

instruction operates on the contents of the

accumulator with an immediate value or a

value in memory, and leaves the result in

the accumulator.

For example, if the accumulator con

tains the value $AB (where $ denotes hex

adecimal) and location $40 contains the

value $0F, the instruction EOR $40 will

produce a value of SA4 in the accumulator.

The binary arithmetic looks like this:

0000 1111 Contents of location $40 = $0F

© 1010 1011 Contents of accumulator -$AB

1010 0100 Result in accumulator = $A4

Note what, has happened here. The value

$0F in location $40 has caused the four low

order bits (0 through 3) to be inverted, but

has left the four high order bits (4 through

7) intact.

This shows one of the primary uses for

the EOR instruction: to invert some selected

bits, but leave all other bits unchanged. In

fact, the test program in this article uses the

EOR instruction to invert a single bit in

memory, by reading the appropriate me

mory byte into the accumulator, then exciu-

sive-ORing it with a "mask" value that has

just one bit set to logic 1. To invert Bit 7,

the program applies a mask value of

IOOOOOOOa ($80); to invert Bit 6, the pro

gram applies a mask value of OlOOOOOO.j

($40); and so on.

The program in this article also uses a

series of EOR instructions to calculate a

checksum value. As mentioned in the article,

the checksum is the exclusive-OR of all

bytes being tested. For example, if locations

$0400, $0401 and $0402 are being tested,

the program will perform this type of

operation:

0010 1101 ($0400) = $2D

1010 0011 <$040I) = $A3

©0001 1000 ($0402) = $I8

1001 0110 Checksum = $96
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8193 calls, the program spends about 4.06 minutes

in the CHKSUM subroutine!

Since the program is spending virtually all of

its time in the CHKSUM subroutine, the total

execution time of the program is directly dependent

on the efficiency of this subroutine. If any readers

have suggestions on how to streamline CHKSUM,

I'd be happy to hear from them.

Program 1: Source Code for Nondestructive Test Program

LINE* ADDR OBJECT LABEL SOURCE

01-0010

01-0020

01-0030

01-0040

01-0050

01-0060

01-0070

01-0080

01-0120

01-0130

01-0140

01-0180

01-0190

01-0200

01-0210

01-0220

01-0230

01-0240

01-0250

01-0290

01-0300

01-0310

01-0330

01-0340

01-0350

01-0360

01-0370

01-0380

01-0390

01-0400

01-0410

01-0420

01-0430

01-0440

01-0450

01-0460

01-0470

01-0480

01-0490

01-0500

01-0510

01-0520

01-0530

01-0540

01-0550

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

01-0100 2000

2000

0000

0002

01-0160 0004

0004

0006

0008

000A

oooc

000E

000F

0010

01-0270 0011

0011

0011

0011

0011

0200

0201

0203

0205

0207

0209

020B

020D

020F

0211

0213

0215

0217

0219

021B

021E

0220

0222

0224

0226

0228

022A

38

A5 02

E5 00

85 04

85 06

A5 03

E5 01

85 05

85 07

E6 04

E6 06

DO 04

E6 05

E6 07

20 Bl 02

85 OE

A5 00

85 OA

A5 01

85 OB

AO 00

A2 07

PAGE 0001

THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS A NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST

ON RAM MEMORYr BY CALCULATING A SERIES OF CHECKSUMS.

BEFORE EXECUTINGy STORE THE STARTING ADDRESS

AT LOGS* 00 AND 01f AND THE ENDING ADDRESS

AT LOGS, 02 AND 03.

IF THE TEST IS SUCCESSFULv AN 'OKAY!" MESSAGE

IS PRINTED, OTHERWISE, THE BAD BIT POSITION

AND ADDRESS ARE PRINTED*

USER-SUPPLIED PARAhTERS

START

END

STARTING ADDRESS

ENDING ADDRESS

? EQUATES FOR WORKING STORAGE IN ZERO PAGE

COUNTIBYTES

BYTES

CYCLES

BADDR

CBADDR

CSUM

SAUEX

SAMEY

*-#+2

*=*+2

*==*+!

*-*+!

*^#+l

INITIAL BYTE

BYTE COUNT

WORKING COPY OF BYTES

BASE ADDRESS

BASE ADDRESS FOR CHECKSUM SUBR

INITIAL CHECKSUM

TEMP. STORAGE FOR X REGISTER

TEMP, BTDRABE FOR Y REGISTER

AIM 65 MONITOR SUBROUTINES

CRLOW =$EA13

NUMA =*EA46

OUTPRI =$F000

SEC

LDA

SBC

STA

STA

LDA

SBC

STA

STA

INC

INC

BNE

INC

INC

GETSUM JSR

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

RESET DISPLAY & PRINTER

PRINT A. AS TWO ASCII CHARS.

OUTPUT A TO PRINT BUFFER

BYTE COUNT = END ADDR. - START

ADDR. + 1

END

START

IBYTES

BYTES

END+1

START+1

IBYTES+i

BYTES+1

IBYTES

BYTES

GETSUM

IBYTES+1

BYTES+1

CHKSUM

CSUM

START

BADDR

START+1

BADDR+1

IBMSK

LDY *0

LDX #7

CALCULATE INITIAL CHECKSUM

AND SAVE IT IN MEMORY

BASE ADDRESS = START ADDRESS

BYTE INDEX = 0

BIT MASK INDEX = 7



00

01-0560

01-0570

01-0580

01-0590

01-0600

01-0610

01-0620

01-0630

01-0640

01-0650

01-0660

01-0670

01-0680

01-0690

01-0700

01-0710

01-0720

01-0730

01-0740

01-0750

01-0760

01-0770

01-0780

01-0790

01-0800

01-0810

01-0820

01-0830

01-0840

01-0850

01-0860

01-0870

022C

022E

0231

0233

0235

0237

023A

023C

023E

0241

0243

0245

0247

024A

024C

024D

024F

0251

0253

0255

0257

0259

025B

025D

025F

0261

0264

0267

0268

026A

026C

026F

Bl

5D

91

86

84

20

A6

A4

5D

C5

DO

Bl

5D

91

CA

10

C6

E4

DO

C6

A6

DO

A6

DO

AO

B9

20

C8

CO

DO

20

00

OA

DF

OA

OF

10

Bl

OF

10

DF

OE

39

OA

DF

OA

DD

06

06

02

07

06

IB

07

17

00

70

00

06

F5

13

02

02

02

02

02

FO

EA

INVERT LDA

EOR

STA

STX

STY

JSR

LDX

LDY

EDR

CMP

BNE

NXTBIT LDA

EOR

STA

DEX

BPL

DEC

CPX

BNE

DEC

BCNTO LDX

BNE

LDX

BNE

LDY

OKLOOP LDA

JSR

INY

CPY

BNE

JSR

BRK

COMPUTEI

<BADDR);

BMASK»X

(BADDR):

SAVEX

SAVEY

CHKSUM

SAVEX

SAVEY

BMASKrX

CSUM

ERROR

(BADDR)i

BMASKjX

(BADDR)»

INVERT

BYTES

BYTES

BCNTO

BYTES+1

BYTES

INCIDX

BYTES+1

INCIDX

#0

OKMSGvY

OUTPRI

#6

OKLOOP

CRLOW

July. 1982, Issue 26

01-0890 0270 20 4F

01-0910 0276 C8

01-0920 0277 DO Bl

01-0930 0279 E6 OB

01-0940 027B 4C 2A 02

01-0950 027E

OKMSG ,BYT ' OKAY!'

INCIDX INY

BNE IBMSK

INC BADDR+1

JMP IBMSK

i INVERT NEXT BIT IN MEMORY

r SAVE X AND Y IN MEMORY

i CALCULATE NEW CHECKSUM

9 RETRIEVE X AND Y

f INVERT TEST BIT IN NEW CHECKSUM

t NEW CHECKSUM = INITIAL CHECKSUM?

9 NO, PRINT ERROR INFO,

i YES, INVERT TEST BIT IN MEMORY

i NO, DECREMENT BIT MASK INDEX

r BIT MASK INDEX NEGATIVE?

i YES, DECREMENT BYTE COUNT

r BYTE COUNT = 0?

YES. ALL DONE* WITH NO ERRORS

NO, INCREMENT BYTE INDEX

BYTE INDEX^O?

YES. ADD 256 TO BASE ADDRESS

01-0970

01-0980

01-1000

01-1010

01-1020

01-1030

01-1040

01-1050

01-1060

01-1070

01-1080

01-1090

01-1100

01-1110

01-1120

01-1130
01-1140

01-1150

01-1160

01-1170

01-1180

01-1190

01-1200

01-1210

027E

027E

027E

0281

0283

0286

0289

028A

028C

028E

02BF

0291

0294

0297

029A

029B

029 D

029F

02A1

02A2

02A4

02A5

02A7

02A9

20

AO

B9

20

C8

CO

DO

8A

09

20

B9

20

C8

CO

DO

A5

18

65

48

A9

65

20

13

00

E7

00

05

F5

30

00

E7

00

OE

F5

10

OA

00

OB

46

EA

02

FO

FO

02

FO

EA

THIS ROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE BIT POSITION

AND ADDRESS AT WHICH THE MISMATCH OCCURRED

ERROR-

LOOP 1

L00P2

JSR

LDY

LDA

JSR

INY

CPY

BNE

TXA

ORA

JSR

LDA

JSR

INY

CPY

BNE

LDA

CLC

ADC

PHA

LDA

ADC

JSR

CRLOW

#0

EMSG,Y

OUTPRI

#5

L00P1

#$30

OUTPRI

EMSG.Y

OUTPRI

#14

LOOP 2

SAVEY

BADDR

#0

BADDR+1

NUMA

; RESET DISPLAY 8 PRINTER

» PRINT FIRST PART OF TEXT

r PRINT BIT PATTERN

P PRINT SECOND PART OF TEXT

f ERROR ftDDRESS = BASE ADDRESS +

INDEX

5 PRINT ERROR ADDRESS
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01-1220

01-1230

01-1240

02AC 68

02AD 20

02B0 00

46 EA

PL A

JSR

BRK

NI.JMA

y RETURN TO MONITOR

Program 2: Source Code for CHKSUM Subroutine

LINE* ADDR OBJECT LABEL SOURCE

01-1260

01-1270

01-1290

01-1300

01-1310

01-1320

01-1330

01-1340

01-1350

01-1360

01-1370

01-1380

01-1390

01-1400

01-1410

01-1420

01-1430

01-1440

01-1450

01-1460

01-1470

01-1480

01-1490

01-1500

01-1510

01-1520

01-1550

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1570

01-1590

01-1610

01-1620

01-1630

ERRORS «

02B1

02B1

02B1

02B3

02B5

02 B 7

02B9

02BB

02BD

02BF

02C1

02C3

02C5

02C7

02C8

02CA

02CC

02CE

02D0

02D2

02D4

02D6

02D8

02DA

02DC

02DE

02DF

02DF

02E0

02E1

02E2

02E3

02E4

02E5

02E6

02E7

02E7

02EC

02F5

0000

A5

85

A5

85

A 5

35

AS

85

A9

AO

51
C8

DO

E6

A2

C6

E4

DO

C6

A6

DO

A6

DO

60

01

02

04

08

10

20

40

80

20

20

04

08

05

09

00

OC

01

OD

00

00

OC

02

OD

FF

08

08

02

09

08

EB

09

E7

42

4F

PAGE 0004

THIS SUBROUTINE ACCUMULATES THE CHECKSUM,

BY EXCLUBIVE-QRING ALL BYTES

J CYCLE COUNT - BYTE COUNT

9 BASE ADDRESS ■ START ADDRESS

? CHECKSUM ■ 0

i BYTE INDEX ■ 0

r CHECKSUM s CHECKSUM EOR NEXT BYTE

i INCREMENT INDEX

P INDEX = 0?

$ YES. ADD 256 TO BASE ADDRESS

? NO. DECREMENT CYCLE COUNT

y CYCLE COUNT = 0?

? NO. GO PROCESS NEXT BYTE

9 YES. RETURN WITH CHECKSUM IN A

9 MASKS USED TO INVERT BITS IN MEMORY

BMASK .BYT 1 t 2t 4 r 8 , t.10 * $20 r $40* $80

CHKSUM LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

LDY

ACCOM EOR

INY

BNE

INC

DECCYC LDX

DEC

CPX

BNE

DEC

CXYCZ LDX

BNE

LDX

BNE

RTS

IBYTES

CYCLES

IBYTES+1

CYCLES-M

START

CBADDR

START+1

CBADDR+j

#0

#0

(CBADDR)

DECCYC

CBADDR+1

**FF

CYCLES

CYCLES

CYCZ

CYCLES+1

CYCLES

ACCUM

CYCLES+1

ACCUM

? ERROR MESSAGE TEXT

EM8Q .BYT ' BIT '

.BYT ' OF LOC. '

.END

END OF ASSEMBLY = 02F4

Dealers - Reserve your copies of

COMPUTE! s first Atari and PET/CBM books

today, Call 919-275-9809 for ordering information
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A simple game illustrating a most sophisticated topic. The

idea of recursive subroutines is one of the more complex

notions in programming - a subroutine which is its own

subroutine. "Towers ofBrahma," a child's game with

pegs and disks, is used lo illustrate how recursion works

with versions herefor PLII and Microsoft (Commodore,

Apple, OSI) and Atari BASlCs.

Recursive

BASIC

Subroutines
Earl Wuchter

Catasauqua, PA

Recursive (adj): of, relating to, or constituting a procedure

that can repeat itselfindefinitely, or until a specified condition

has been met.

Subroutine (n): a sequence of computer instructionsfor

performing a specified task that can be used repeatedly in a

program or in different programs.

— Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

Used together, these two words describe one of the

most powerful, and most fascinating entities in

programming, but it is a rare bird.

Recursive subroutines are most useful in com

piled languages, but are seldom allowed. On the

other hand, an interpreted language like BASIC

can't help but allow a subroutine to reenter itself,

but some serious problems must be overcome

before the technique is of any use.

The problem with BASK' is that all variables

are global. (When any variable is changed in a sub

routine it is changed for the whole program.) To

see what is missing in BASIC, look at a call statement

and a subroutine statement in a typical compiled

language. The variables in parentheses are called

arguments or parameters:

CALL TRY (A,X)

SUBROUTINE TRY (A,Z)

When TRY is invoked, A and Z will take on

the values of A and X from the calling routine. On

return, A and X will receive the values of A and Z.

Even though both routines use the variable A, the

A in the calling routine will not be changed until a

return is executed. The status (global or local) of

other variables is normally up to the programmer.

BASIC subroutines do not have arguments.

The normal programming practice is to have the

calling routine assign values to subroutine variables

before the GOSUB is executed. To prevent a sub

routine from inadvertently affecting any other

routine, we give it a set of local variables by using

names that do not appear in any other routine.

A Solution to Passing BASIC Variables

Now you can see the problem with recursive code.

How can we give a subroutine a set of variables

that are different from those in the calling routine

when they are one and the same routine?

There is a solution. We can create an array of

arguments and have each generation of the sub

routine use its own "'row" in the array.

The Towers Off Brahma

The "Towers of Brahma" is one problem that is

best solved with a recursive subroutine. The solu

tion, in turn, best illustrates the capability of recur

sive code. The two seem to have been made for

each other.

This interesting mathematical problem is

often found disgtiised as a child's toy: a board with

Towers of Brahma

three pegs and four or five disks of varying diame

ters that fit on the pegs. The disks are initially

arranged on the first peg in order of their diame

ters, with the smallest one on top. They are to lie

moved one at a time, always keeping the smaller

ones on top, until they are on the third peg.

When the recursive solution to this problem is

coded in the proper language, it is a thing of beauty.

A PL/I version of the subroutine is shown below.

This will be the model for a BASIC version. The

main routine is not shown. The main routine simply

inputs the number of disks and makes the initial call:

CALL MOVE (NDISKS,1,3);

Note: In this version of PL/I, arguments passed in

as expressions become dummy arguments and do

not change anything in the calling routine. Adding

zero to a variable makes it an expression without

altering its value. This feature provides for ex

tremely compact code.

MOVE: PROCEDURE (N,F,T) RECURSIVE;

IFN = O THEN RETURN;

CALL MOVE <N-1,F + 0,6-F-T);

PUT SKIP DATA (N,F,T);



THE ULTIMATE RESIDENT PROGRAM MANIPULATION SYSTEM FOR PET™/CBMW MICROCOMPUTERS

SO COMPLETE,

EVEN THE BEST OF

THE COMPETITION

DOESN'T COMPARE!

EXTENDED DOS SUPPORT

& [type "N" kevboud)

< (type "B" kevtojrd)

! (original keyboard)

> (for 'wedge' users)

These commands may be i

inlerchmgaoly, to pel form

the following do; support

functions.

and Function

■■

m

ev

9D

95

9$

DiipJiy disk tutui/ tend con

Formal (headei| a new diike

Force initiiliic diiVetle

Validate disfcenefcollec!)

Duplicate diikellc

Copy or concatenate disk file

Rename file

Scralch filt(i)-

List directory*

Reset disk drive

Littdiik file Of BASIC progra

Added'enhanced disk ic nand.

EXTENDED EDITOR

Con and

Quick load from disk

T Quick load from disk with auto run

APPEND Append from disk !o end of current pfograr

AUTO Auio line number (allows header]

8LOAD Load machine language (binary) file

SRUN Load and eiecjte machine language progri

CHANGE Oiange pattern 10 anoiher pattern

CLOSE Clow one w all files

CMD Set output to file (doeinoi send "READY.1

DELETE Delete a range of lines from program

DUMP Dump ill scalar variables to screen or file

EXEC Execute a Tile as keyboard commands

FIND Find occmances of a pattern

GET Read a sequential file into editor

KEY Oefine a key as a sptciat function

KEYS Ttrn key functions on

KILL Disable SYSRES-

K1LL* Disable SYSRES- and unreserve memory

LIST Improved BASIC LIST command

LOAD Defaults to disk drive

MERGE Merge from disk into arrtnt program

MON Break to current machine language monitoi

OLD Restote program after "NEW

PUT Send program to disk as text file

RENUMBER Renumber all or put of program

RUN Run current program, ignores screen garbaj

SAVE Defaults to disk drive, allows replace

SETD Set disk device f, allows multiple drivel

SETP Sei printer channel, format mode, paging

TRACE Select I of 3 trace/step modes and speed

VERIFY Compare current orogram igairmdisk/tape

WHY Print position of last error

WHY? L'SI line of b.eak or error

* Send output to printer

I Display current version qf5YSRE5~

SYSRES" POWER'

13

none

none

60

75 pages

33

7

11

1200

86 pages

structured conversationa

yes no

yes no

yes no

SYSRES™ POWER1

COMPARE SPECIFICATIONS!

Number of ADDED commands

Number of IMPROVED BASIC commands

Number of DOS 5UPP0RT commands

Approximate added syntax options

Instruction manual length

Instruction manual style

Re-loac table?

Use on more than one (any) PET/CBM™

Upgradable

COMPARE FEATURES!

Automatic printer output?

Selectable ASCII conversion?

List programs without loading them?

Formatted program listings?

DumpSEQuential/RELative files?

Edit data files?

True program merge?

Auto number with AUTO TEXT?

Load machine language programs?

Auto-execute machine language programs?

Directory (menu) file commands?

COMPARE "EQUIVALENT" FUNCTIONS!

Function: Change occurances of one pattern to another.

Feature SYSRES™ POWER'

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

nc

no

nc

Command word

'Wild cards1 in search string?

'Wild cards1 in replace string?

Selectable range?

Match in entire text?

Match in commands only?

Match exact variable names?

CHANGE

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

@

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

Function: Define special one-key functions.

Feature SYSRES1" POWER

Command word

Requires BASIC program changes?

Destroys variables?

Re-define any key?

Maximum string length

Quotes and carriage-return allowed

Re-define any token key?

Retain user keys from program to program?

KEY

no

no

yes

255

yes

yes

yes

REM

yes

yes

no

73

no

no

no

JUST A FEW OF THE FEATURES OF

SYSRES1"

• Fast up/down scrolling which works!

• Advanced repeat-key routine!

■ Re-define any or all keys as any keyword

(full or short form) or as any string up to 255

char actors long!

• Auto line numbering which can feed a string

of up to 127 characters as well!

• Extended DOS support (requires DOS 2A or

greater)!

• Never enter another file name! All file

com mands work from the directory!

• Supports multiple disk drives!

• List BASIC programs, sequential and

relative files without loading them into

memory!

•TRUE PROGRAM MERGE (overlay).

Supports subroutine libraries!

• Load and run machine language programs

with parameter passing!

• Supports multiple printers!

'Automatic printer output with paging plus

formatted listings with full ASCII code

conversion including cursor control and

special charactors for non-CBM- printers!

• Edit text files and assembler source code

without leaving BASIC!

■ Renumber part of a program or even

change the order of lines!

•Over 700 FIND/CHANGE commands

including variable names ("AJ" will not

match "BA$"), pattern matching with

"wild-cards", and even commands to

remove spaces and REM's!

• Three TRACE modes including trace

variables!

• Does not affect BASIC program operation!

•One AUTO-BOOT DISKETTE works for

ALL PET" or CBM" computers (BASIC 2.0

or greater with at least 16k of RAM.).

SYSRES™ requires NO ROM SPACE or

extra boards, so you can take it with you if

you want to use another computer. It may

be put above the screen if you have RAM

there. It boots automatically without

disturbing any program in RAM!

• If, for any reason, you are not satisfied

with the SYSRES™ system,you mayreturn

it along wi:h any back-up disks (within 30

days) far a full refund. Your disks will be

erased and returned to you.

I Vkutri.- and Extensive Manual - only $95

(Please specify disk drive mode! when

ordering.)

CALL US FOR THE NAME OF YOUR

NEAREST DEALER

We are pleased to announce the aquisition of the author, Don Lekei, and the rights to SYSRES"1. Don is now hard at work
producing versions of our STOCKFILE1" series of integrated INVENTORY CONTROL, POINT OF SALE, ORDER

CANADA ENTRY, and BILL OF MATERIALS packages for

Tel: (604) 984-0477 the PET/CBM™ computers. The best inventory control

#6, 144 West 15th St. system for the APPLE ][m will soon be available for the
North Vancouver, B.C. CBM™. See your local dealer for details!

Canada V7M 1R5 SYSRES" is a trademark of Solidus International Corp.
Jt (POWER™ is a trademark of Professional Software Inc.)

UNITED STATES
Tel: (206) 734-3744

#204,4202 Guide Meridian

Bellingham.WA
U.S.A. 98226

£ J SOLIDUS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
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Brief Definitions

Some of the terms used in this article might be unfamiliar.

Here's a short description ofthe main ideas:

CODE — Refers to the statements, the lines, or the

entirety of a program, as in the phrase "there's an

error in your code at line 110." Also used as a verb, as

another word for programming: "I'm coding a

subroutine."

COMPILED LANGUAGE- Unlike BASIC (an

interpreted language) there are three steps to getting a

program to run when you're working with a compiled

language: 1. Write it. 2. Compile it. 3. Run it. After

you write the program, a separate program called a

compiler translates what you've written into a form of

machine language. This results in a program which can

then be executed (run).

Some examples of compiled languages are

FORTRAN, COBOL, and PL/I. The language the

program is written in (step I, above) is called the

source language and when you finish typing it you've

got not surprisingly, the source program. Step 2 is

where you instruct the compiler to "examine" and

transform the source program into an executable (it

can be executed) program called the object or target

program.

You can write, easily read, and easily modify

source programs, but you can't run them. Object

programs, on the odier hand, do run, but they are

difficult to read (they're not written in words like

PUT IF THEN DECLARE, but rather in machine or

assembly language.)

INTERPRETED LANGUAGE - Step 2 (above) does

not take place in an interpreted language. There are

only two steps to writing an interpreted language

program (BASIC is an example): 1. Write it. 2. RUN

it. However, while the program is RUNning, a sepa

rate program in the computer is "interpreting" the

meaning of words like PRINT and INPUT. In other

words, the computer slows down somewhat while the

interpreter decides what PRINT means and just what

kind of PRINT is involved {to the screen, the printer,

a disk file?). Then the interpreter sets up pointers

and flags and variables and momentarily sends control

to the machine language subroutine (in a library of

such subroutines) which can do a PRINT.

All of this translating and interpreting is going

on during the RUN of the program. It's obvious why

interpreted programs tend to RUN more slowly than

compiled programs. On the other hand, because you

can write it/RUN it, it is easier to test parts of a pro

gram immediately and make the necessary changes to

the program itself. Debugging is easier simply because

the program you write is the same program that you

will RUN.

PARAMETER PASSING -This generally refers to

the ways that variables are made available to several

programs at once, (or, if the Variables are local, to

several parts of the same program at once). For

example, if the variable CASH "holds" 15.98, we

might want to "pass" that value (1 5.98, the parameter)

to another program. Some computers will cancel all

variables when a new program is LOADed into RAM

memory. How can the 15.98 be "passed" to the new

program?

Likewise, if variables are local, the value of CASH

will be different in subroutines from what is in the

main body of the program unless 15.98 is "passed" to

the subroutines.

Passing parameters is handled in different ways

depending on which computer or language is being

used. Compiled languages often allow you to put the

variables in parentheses on the same line as a CALL

to or RETURN from a subroutine. The example

CALL SUB3 (CASH, TOTAL) passes the values of

CASH and TOTAL to the subroutine SUB3. It can

later pass variables back to the main routine in the

same way, using parameters (also called argument*).

PL/I — A "high level" language (as opposed to lower

level, closer to machine language) which combines

attributes of FORTRAN and COBOL.

DUMMY ARGUMENTS - Parameters which have

no effect other than to take up some necessary space.

An example is the FRE(I) statement in Microsoft

BASIC where the value within the parentheses can

be anything. It's just there because the computer will

not recognize FRE().

NESTING- When something is contained by some

thing else. FOR 1= 1 TO 10: FORJ= 1 TO 2: NEXT

J: NEXT I. ThisJ loop is said to be nested within the

I loop.

STACK - The computer must be able to remember

"return addresses." 100 GOSUB 500 will turn over

control to whatever is on line 500. hut eventually

there will be a RETURN. So, before GOSUBbing,

the '"address" to RETURN to is put on the computer's

stack and later pulled off the stack by RETURN.

There is a limit to how many return addresses can be

pushed on the stack. This is normally no problem

since most subroutines go right back via RF.'I URN,

relieving the stack of the address number. Recursive,
self-calling subroutines, however, aren't RETURNing.

It's GOSUB-GOSUB-GOSUB, etc. Unless the recur

sion is carefully managed, the stack could quickly fill

with return addresses and is then said to overflow.



Skylcs Electric Works

Epson-PET/CBM Graphic ROM Pack

For PET/CBM Owners Who Want:

Complete Program Listing Printouts

Complete Screen Graphic Printouts

Graphic Printouts From Programs

on your Epson Printer

Order the Skyles Electric Works EPSON-PET GRAPHIC ROM Package. The ROM when installed in an EPSON MX80, MX80FT,
or MX1OO with Graftrax Plus printer will reproduce most of the PET/CBM graphics characters. Most importantly
when using the accompanying high speed machine language program, the Epson-PET Graphic ROM pack gives a

complete program listing with all screen controls shown (cursor, home, clear, etc.). This high speed machine
language program for program listing, screen image printout (screen dumps) and BASIC program controlled
printing (i.e. PRINT ) automatically translates the PET-ASCII characters to the EPSON-GRAPHIC ROM characters. A

BASIC sample program and PRINT subroutine, that may be incorporated into any existing BASIC program, completes

this "complete solution" package.

EPSON MODEL

MX7O

MX80 (serial no.

MX80 (serial no.

MX80FT
MX80 Graftrax

. to 359999)

. after 360000)

MX80 Graftrax Plus

MX80FT Graftrax

MX100

MX1O0 Graftrax F

Plus

■lus

ROM MODEL

Not Available

EPG80 (EPG82,

EPG81 (EPG83,

EPG8F

Not Available

EPG8G+

EPG8G+

Not Available

EPG10G+

3 RQM Version)

3 ROM Version)

The Epson-PET Graphics ROM Pack has been designed to furnish you with PET/CBM graphics printing in the easiest
way possible. This is done by furnishing a high speed machine language program that is "hidden" at the top of
your PET/CBM memory.

The machine language program serves 3 major functions.

1: Translates PET-ASCII code to ASCII code for program listing.

2: Translates screen code to ASCII code for screen image printouts.

3: Translates PET-ASCII code strings to ASCII strings for normal program printout. This feature may also be
used for making ASCII files for your disk or tape recorder.

INSTALLATION: Installs Into your Epson printer

PRICE: Epson-PET Graphics ROM Pack EPG80, EPG81, EPG8F $75.00

Please specify your Epson printer model type and and serial number when ordering.

For all PET/CBM's BASIC 2.0/Revislon 3, or BASIC 4.0

AVAILABILITY: Immediately from your LOCAL DEALER

or

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL {800) 227-9998 (except California residents)
CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (415) 965-1735

— 231 E South Whisman Road

Skylcs Electric Works Mountain view, ca 94041
(415)965-1735
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CALL MOVE (N-1,6-F-T,T + 0);

END MOVE;

The BASK! program has arrays for variables

N, F, and T. Variable G serves as the index to the

arrays. G represents the number of nested

GOSUBs. The subroutine increments G on each

entry and decrements it on each return, thereby

keeping count of iis own generation number.

Arguments are passed to the next generation by

putting values into the arrays at <G+ ]) before each

GOSUB. The variable G is always the current

subscript for any generation of the subroutine.

This method of using- arrays requires that you

know beforehand what the maximum nesting

depth will be in order to dimension the arrays.

This number is a function of the problem, but may

be limited by the BASIC interpreter.

Solving 21 Disks Would Take More Than Eight Days

The program runs in less than 2K. The internal

stack size of my PET restricts the number of disks

to 21. When I try to run more than 2 I I get an

"OUT OF MEMORY" message. Your system may

allow more or less, but don't expect to run this

many disks to completion. The time required to

complete 21 disks (at a rate of approximately three

moves per second) will be more than eight days,

and one more disk would double that.

The BASIG program here shows the moves to

be made, along with a plot of the nesting level

made down the left side ofthe screen. Each increase

in the length of the plotted line indicates a GOSUB.

Each decrease in length indicates a RE'FURN. You

can see a more detailed view of the process by

replacing the plot with a printout of the current

arrav variables.

39 N(G+1)=N(G)-1

40 F(G + 1)=6-F(G)-T(G)
41 T(F+1)=T(F)

42 GOSUB 31

43 G=G-1

44 PRINT LEFT$(P$,G)

4 5 RETURN

Program 2. Atari Version

11 DIM N<22>,F<22>,T(22>,P$<20)
12 P$=" h 1 + 1-—u

13 ? UH DISKS (1 TO 21 >llj: INPUT T=NU>=T

14 IF T<1 OR T>21 THEN 13
15 F(1M

16 T( 1 >=3

17 GOSUB 31

13 END

31 G=G+1

32 IF G THEN ? P*Ci,G)
33 IF N(G>=0 TrEN 43
34 WCG+l)=rKG>-l

35 F(G+1)=RG>

36 T( G+1 >=b-F< G ;-T< G)

37 GOSUB 31

38 ? /'DISK #";NCG>;" FROM "jFCG);11 TO "
;T(G>

39 rKG+l>=NO:>-l

4S FCG+D=6~RG>-T<G)
41 T(G+1)=TCG)
42 GOSUB 31

43 OG-1
44 IF G Tr£N ? P$<1,G>

45 RETURN

Program 1. Microsoft Version

10 REM TOWERS OF BRAHMA (RECURSIVE)

11 DIM N(22),F(22),T(22)

12 P$ = " + + + +—"

13 INPUT"N DISKS (1 TO 21) " ;N(1)

14 IFN(1)<1 OR N(l)>22 THEN 13

15 F(l)=l

16 T(l)=3

17 GOSUB 31

18 END :::::::::::::::::::::::

31 G=G+1

32 PRINT LEFT$(P$,G)

33 IF N(G)=0 THEN 43

34 N(G+1)=N(G)-1

35 F(F+1)=F(F)

36 T(G+1)=6-F(G)-T(G)

37 GOSUB 31

38 PRINT TAB(19)"DISK#"N(G)"FR0M"F(

G)"T0"T(G)

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-

SOLDtl Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and COD. s

accepted

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES

100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo. CA

93401. inCal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037
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ATARI (tm) GRAPHICS AND SOUND MADE EASY!

SANTA CRUZ EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE HAS WRITTEN A SERIES OF AFFORDABLE PROGRAMS THAT DEMONSTRATES MANY OF THE

SPECIAL "TRICKS" THAT ONLY THE ATARI 400/800 COMPUTER IS CAPABLE OF DOING. WE OFFER EVERYTHING FROM A PROGRAM

THAT DOES FANTASTIC HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS TO ONE THAT ACTUALLY DIALS YOUR PHONE

MASTER MEMORY MAP(tm) - This is really Hie key to us

ing the ATARI'S capabilities. We start out by explaining

how to PEEK and POKE values into memory so that even

new programmers can use this. Then: we give you over 15

pages of the memory locations that are the most useful. The

information is condensed from both the ATAR! 'S Operaling

System Manual and various articles and programs. It is. of

course, useful even lor experienced programmers as a

reference. Also, we highly suggest thai dealers offer this

Memory Map to customers who request to be told how to

use the power of the machine. We guarantee it will answer

many of the questions you have about the machine.

$6.95

TRICKY TUTORIALS(tm)

#1: DISPLAY LISTS - This program teaches you how to

alter Ihe program in Ihe ATARI that controls the formal of

the screen. For example: when you say graphics S the

machine responds with a large graphics 8 area at the lop of

the screen and a small text area at the bottom. Now. you

will be able to mix the various modes on the screen at the

same time. Just think how nice your programs could look

with a mix of large and small text, and bolh high and low

resolution graphics, this program has many examples plus

does all of the difficult calculations! $19,95

#2: HDRIZONTAL/VERITCAL SCROLLING - The inform

ation you put on Ihe screen, either graphics or text, can be

moved up. down or sideways. This can make some nice ef-

lects. You could move only ihe text on the bottom half of the

screen or perhaps create a map and then move smoothly

over it by using the joystick $19.95

#3: PAGE FLIPPING - Normally you have to redraw the

screen every lime you change the picture or text. Now you

can learn how to have the computer draw the next page you

want to see while you are still looking at Ihe previous page,

then Hip to it instantly. You won't see it being drawn, so a

complicated picture can seem to just appear. Depending on

your memory size and how complicated the picture, you

could flip between many pages, thus allowing animation or

other special effects wilh your text. $19.95

#4: BASICS OF ANIMATION - Shows you how lo animate

simple shapes using Ihe PRINT and PLOT commands, and

also has nice little PLAYER/MISSILE Graphics demo lo

learn. This would be an excellent way to star! making your

programs come alive on Ihe screen. Recommended for new

owners $19.95

#5: PLAYER: MISSILE GRAPHICS - Learn lo write your

own animated games and business applications! The
Tutorial begins with many small examples thai complement

the 50 page manual, then gradually builds up to a com
plete game as everything you need to know is explained

fully. Also included are two machine language routines that
you can use to animate Players from Basic. Next we in

clude one of the best editors currently available, one for
Playfield shapes, and one for Player shapes. All of the ex
amples and games run with 16K Tape or 32K Disk. The
two utilities require 32K to run. $29.95

Tricky Tutorials (except #5) require 16K

memory for cassette orders and 24K for disk.

The price is $19.95 each. Tricky Tutorials #1

to 6 in a notebook cost only $99.95, a $30

savings.

THE GRAPHICS MACHINE!! - Turn your computer into an

incredible graphics tool with advanced commands like cir

cle, box. (ill. polygon, line, help. etc. 3 colors in graphics 8

with instant text!'! Create colorful business charts or

beautiful drawings and then save or retrieve them from

disk in 5 SECONDS. YES. it's that fasl. Needs all 48K.

disk, and costs $19.95

MINI-WORD PROCESSOH - This is for those of you who

have a printer, but don't want to spend $100 or more for a

fancy word processor. II is suitable for simple editing of

lext, accepts most control characters tor your printer, and

text is stored on disk lor easy retrieval Holds 2'/i typed

pages at a time. Requires 32K. disk or tape. $19.95

BOB'S BUSINESS — 14 small business type programs lor

home or olfice. all chosen Irom a nice menu. Supports

printed output. 169 sectors of output require I6K tape or
32K disk 514.95

KID'S #1 - Includes the lollowing: 1) TREASURE -

search lor the lost treasure while trying to keep Irom tailing

into Ihe sea Nice graphics il you lind it1: 2)0IALOGUE —

talk back to the computer about tour subjects: 3} MATH

QUIZ - Nice musical and graphical rewards for good

scores. Parents input Ihe level ol difficulty

KID'S 92 — A spelling quiz, a "scrabble" type game, and

a version ol Touch with the computer giving all Ihe direc

tions1 Both Kid's programs require 16K tape or 24K disk

and cost $14.95 each

MINI-DATABASE/DIALER - This unique new program

stores and edils up to 8 lines ol information such as name,

address, and phone numbers, or messages, inventories or

anything you want. It has Ihe usual sort, search, and print

options, but it also has an unusual feature It your files in

clude phone numbers and you have a touch-tone phone.

Ihe program will DIAL THE PHONE NUMBERS FOR YOU'

This is perfec! for those who make a lot of calls like

salesmen, teens, or those trying to get through to busy

numbers (acts as an auto-rediaier). It is also a lot of fun to

use. Requires 16K cassette or 24K disk and costs $24.95

FONETONE - For Ihose who only want to slore name and

phone numbers and have the dialer feature as above, we

offer this reduced version. Same memory requirements.

but only costs $14.95. Don't forget you must have a touch-

tone phone.

PLAYER PIANO - Turns your keyboard into a mini-piano

and more. Multiple menu options provide the ability to

create your own songs, save or load data fifes using

cassette or diskette, fix or change any ol up to 400 notes in

memory, and play all or part ol a song. The screen displays

Ihe keyboard and indicates each key as it is played from a

data file or the notes you type You don "t have to be a musi

cian lo enjoy Ihis educational and entertaining program.

Requires 24K cassette or 32K disk. S14.95

BOWLERS DATABASE - Provides Ihe league bowler with

the ability to record and retrieve bowling scores providing

permanent records. The data may then be analyzed by the

program and displayed or printed in summary or detail

form. Daia may be stored on cassette or diskette and up

dated quickly and efficiently. The program proivdes such

information as highest and lowest scores by individual

game, [first, second, and third games throughout the
season), high and low series, current average, and more

The program listing and documentation provided are a

tutorial on ATARI basic and record keeeping. Requires 16K

for cassette or 24K for disk. $14.95

M: DISK UTILITIES TUTORIAL - This Tutorial both offers

you several programs to aid in the use of your 810 Disk

drive, and teaches you how these utilities were written at

the same time. The utilities included are a Menu program,

a Disk inspector (look at sectors on the disk), a Disk Direc

tory printout program, a Format utility to quickly format
large numbers of disks, and a utility that allows your pro

grams to start running by just turning on the 810

(Autorun.sys). Requires 32K of memory and costs only
$29.95

#6: SOUND — From explaining how to create single notes,

to demonstrating complex four channel sound effects, this

newest tutorial is great Even those experienced with

ATARI'S sound capabilities will find Ihe menu of sound ef-

lects a needed reference that can be used whenever you

are in the need of a special sound lor your programs.

Everyone will learn something new! Written by Jerrv
While $19.95

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

OR

ORDER FROM:

SANTA CRUZ EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

5425 Jigger Dr., Soquef, CA 95073

C.O.D. Orders call (408) 476-4901

'Include $3.00 postage (SI.00 for Memory Map)

"In California, include 6.5% tax

Visa and MasterCard Accepted

Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials • Santa Cruz Educational Software' Tricky Tutorials * Santa Cruz Educational Software • Tricky
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Friends Of The Turtle
David D. Thornburg

Associate Editor

A Fractal Of My Former Self...

As I was going to St. Ives,

I met a man with seven wives.

Each wile carried seven sacks;

And in each sack was seven cats;

And with each cat was seven kils.

Kits, cats, sacks, and wives,

How many were going to St. Ives?

It'you remember this puzzle from your childhood

you probably remember that the answer is one.

Well, that may not be very exciting; but suppose

you are walking to St. Ives and you want to know

how far it is from some other location — Here, for

example. The first thing we might do is look al a

map.

From the map we see that St. Ives and Here

are both coast towns located near bays. In between,

(he coast juts out to sea.

Figure 1.

HERE 5T .
IUE5

How long is the coastline between the towns of

Here and St. Ives? If we set a pair of dividers to

span the distance between the two towns we get

one measurement. This distance is one kilometer.

Figure 2.

But this path doesn't lake us along the coast. If

we set our dividers to measure in units of 1/3 of a

kilometer, we can trace a path which more closely

follows the coastline.

Figure 3.

By counting each 1/3 kilometer increment we

can see that this path is 4/3 kilometer in length.

Next, let's set the dividers to 1/9 of a kilometer and

measure the distance again.

Figure 4.

-

A
■" i

HERE

\

I1 \

5T .

IUE5

This looks more like the actual coastline and

gives us a distance of 16/9 kilometers. Since we

replaced each straight line in Figure 3 with a replica

of Figure 3, we can see that the length of the coast

in Figure -1 can be written as 4/3 * 4/3.

Now let's set the dividers to 1/27 of a kilometer

and measure again.



THE

BIG MATH

ATTACK™
Challenging new math program . . .

Sharpen your skills by entering the correct answer

before the equation 'lands' on your city! Provides

hours of educational entertainment

Features:

Full color

High resolution graphics

Animation

Sound

Four math functions (+, . X. —)

Two levels for each function

Recommended for grades I 6. Available for the ATARI & APPLE II.

ATARI 16K(cass.) $20.00

ATARI 24K (disk) S25.OO

Requires ATARI BASIC cartridge

APPLE II (disk) DOS 3.2/3.3 $25.00

Requires Applesoft Basic in ROM.

Ask for it at your local computer store.

or order direct:

<3rr 1 M C O I O
!• n. C, 4j, 1. O«

P.O. Box 147

Garden City. Ml 48135

(313)595-4722

^^

Please add:

$1.30 shipping handling

51.50 C.O.D.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
J

MICROMATH

revolutionizes the

teaching of math!

MicroMalh is Ihe only full, one-semester course

of its kind in North America and is highly praised by

instructors who use it.

Grade 8 to College Level

MicroMath is a complete review mathematics

;ourse which will be of value to students from Grade 8

to college level.

93 Lessons, 16 Tests, 150 Page Workbook

Students can choose from 93 separate lessons

each with crelest and lesson) and work comfortably

at their own speed, wilh peers or individually. Eacfi

unit fias its own post-tesi and the entire package is

supplemented with a 150 page workbook.

Runs on COMMODORE PET 16K and APPLE II 4

Versions are available for all DOS formats.

S500 for Complete Package

A demonstration disk, consisiing of 8 samole

lessons and 2 tests, is available for only S25 (refun.

dable upon purchase of complete package

For more information:

Write- Mr. £.H. Bangay

SHERIDAN COLLEGE

Trafalgar Road

Oakville, Ontario

Canada L6H 2L1

or Call <416) 845-9430

LOGO
©M.I.T.

Krell's LOGO for APPLE II*
Includes: our new low price and
1. Two copies ot Krell's LOGO for Apple II*

2. A UTILITY disk containing M.l.T.'s extremely valuable dem
onstration material, a series of pre-defined shapes which may be
substituted for the LOGO TURTLE, and Krell's timesaving library

of pre-defined procedures.

3. ALICE IN LOGOLAND, a twenty program tutorial series for

intermediate and experienced programmers new to the LOGO

language.

4. The technical manual LOGO lor Apple II* by H. Abelson &
L. Klotz. This is the official technical manual issued by M.I.T.

5. LOGO FOR THE APPLE II* by Harold Abelson, Byte Books. A

complete instructional manual lor intermediate and advanced

users of LOGO.

6. THE ALICE IN LOGQLAND PRIMER, a step by step, lavishly
illustrated introduction to LOGO for those who are new to both
programming and to LOGO, {available in May and sent free to
all purchasers of Krell's LOGO for Apple II*}.

7. A comprehensive wall chart that portrays, explains and graph

ically illustrates the LOGO commands in action.

8. A one-year's free subscription to the LOGO & EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTING NEWSLETTER. (Regularly S3D 00 per year). A new

authoritative source of information about the structure, classroom

application and capabilities of LOGO, plus an up to the minute forum
on the most significant new ideas and issues in educational

computing. $149.95

College Board SAT* Prep Series

TRS-80. APPLE, PET, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-11 Based on past
exams, presents material on the same level of difficulty and in
the same form used in the S.A.T.

S.A.T.. P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes

25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading

comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. S229.95

INDEPENDENT TESTS OF S.A.T. SERIES PERFORMANCE SHOW

A MEAN TOTAL INCREASE OF 70 POINTS IN STUDENTS' SCORES.

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series — Educator Edition includes

28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading

Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical

Reasoning, and Logical Diagrams. S289.95

Micro-Deutsch
MICRO-DBJTSCH set includes 24 grammar lessons, covering

all materials of an introductory German course. Four test units

also included. Grammar lessons use substitution transform

ation drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills. Drill

vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suitable far use with

any high school or college textbook. Extensively field tested

at SUNY. Stony Brook. APPLE*. PET\ S179.95

Isaac Newton + F.G. Newton
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable educational game

ever devised - ISAAC NEWTON challenges the players to

assemble evidence and discern the underlying "Laws of

Nature" that have produced this evidence. Players propose

experiments to determine if new data conform to the "Laws

of Nature". FULL GRAPHICS NEWTON - presents all data

in graphic form. This game is suitable for children. Players

may select difficulty levels challenging to the most skilled

adults. " Both Games S49.95

Krell Software Corp.

"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"
1320 STONY BROOK ROAO ' STONY BROOK NY 11790 ' rrjT6) 7'.,I ■ji.l'i

Kiell S.ihuar.- Corp ha, no offidal lm with ihr Collar f nlidmp I

ihf hducdlicirw] Teslini] SeiviCF Krrtl b. hoUttVfl, a supplin u( ptiid

N.Y S residents arid sill's

ati
Board

ro Ihp F. T S

PROGRAMS AVAILABLF IOK THt. 1KSH0. APPI.I II. PF.T & ATARI

' Trademarki cif Apple t,.mp ("orj> . Tdndy Corp . (_ummi>d.iri> Cotp . Alan ( orp
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Figure 5.

differences between these two languages.)

Apple LOGO Atari PILOT

i ('

HERE

'■—■"•—■■ ■—■"•-

IUE5

This brings us even closer to the coastline and

gives us a distance of 4/3 * 4/3 * 4/3 or 64/27 kilo

meters — more than twice our original estimate.

By now it should be obvious that each time we

reduce the setting of our dividers by 1/3, the path
length increases by a factor of 4/3. If we were to

walk along the coast by following every nook and

cranny, the distance would be 4/3 * 4/3 * 4/3 * 4/3 *

4/3,... etc. In other words, the length is infinite.

The reason for this is that each part of the

coastline is an infinite set of replicas of the overall

shape shown in Figure 3: If you were to look at a

high magnification view of the coastline it would be

just as bumpy as a lower magnification view.

Real coastlines don't have infinite lengths, of

course, but our imaginary coastline does because it

is made from a type of self-similar curve called a

[racial. Mathematical expressions of this type have

been known for some time but were not studied

much because mathematicians thought their prop

erties were too strange. For an insight into just how

strange these functions are, you might want to look

at the book Fractals: Form, Chance, and Dimension by

Benoit Mandelbrot (Freeman 1977). This book

discusses the properties of curves such as the one I

chose for the imaginary coastline. This function is

called a Triadic Koch curve and was discovered by

von Koch in the early 1900*s.

Mandelbrot's book provides an interesting

glimpse of this strange mathematical world, but is

quite frustrating in that he doesn't show the reader

how to express these curves so that a computer

could draw them.

Have you guessed that the turtle might hold

the key to drawing fractals?

First, lets look at Figure 3, since this is the

basic building block from which all the other curves

are made. A procedure for creating this figure is

shown below in both Apple LOGO and Atari

PILOT. (This also lets you see the similarities and

TOFO :SIZE

FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 60

FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT 120

FORWARD :SIZE

LEFT 60

FORWARD :SIZE

END

*F0

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN-60

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN 120

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN-60

GR: DRAW#A

E:

If you move the turtle to the left edge of the

screen and turn it to face right, then, by using the

procedure F0, a replica of the curve in Figure 3

should appear on your display. For a line length of

81 units (a good size for Apple LOGO) you would

type F0 81. In Atari PILOT you might want to use

a line length of 54 units (because of screen resolu

tion differences between the Atari and Apple

graphics). To do this, just type:

C: #A = 54

U: *F0

and you should see a curve similar to that in

Figure 3.

Now, what about Figure 4? In our coastline,

each straight line section is replaced with a copy of

Figure 3 which has been reduced by one-third.

Let's call the procedure to do this Fl.

Apple LOGO Atari PILOT

TOF1 :SIZE

F0 :SIZE/3

LEFT 60

F0 :SIZE/3

RIGHT 120

F0 :SIZE/3

LEFT 60

F0 :SIZE/3

END

*F1

U: *F0

GR: TURN-60

U: *F0

GR: TURN 120

U: *F0

GR: TURN-60

U: *F0

E:

Suppose we next want to draw the next level

of this curve. All we need to do is create a copy of

Fl (called F2) in which references to F0 are replaced

by references to Fl. Each time this procedure is

used it will use Fl which will use F0. Ii you follow

this process a few more times, you might make a

procedure called F20 which uses Fl9, and so on.

How far do we need to go? If our original

curve (Figure 3) used a line length of 27, for exam-

pie, then each line should be 9 units long for Fl ,3

units long for F2 and 1 unit long for F3. Since the

display can't show lines less than 1 dot long, it

hardly makes sense for use to try to make this

curve with any finer resolution.

In a future column we will show how LOGO

lets you create these curves with just one procedure.

Meanwhile, you can test your abilities by using a

different figure as a starting pattern:
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Figure 6.

Because of the 90 degree turns in this figure,

those of you with WSFN will also be able to make

this fractal curve.

Here is the first procedure you will need:

Apple LOGO Atari PILOT

TOF0 :SIZE *F0

FORWARD

LEFT 90

FORWARD

RIGHT 90

FORWARD

RIGHT 90

FORWARD

LEFT 90

FORWARD

END

:SIZE

:SIZE

:SIZE

:SIZE

:SIZE

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN-90

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN 90

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN 90

GR: DRAW#A

GR: TURN-90

GR: DRAW#A

E:

In WSFN you would create the procedure *A

this way:

= *A(F6RF2RF2RF6RF)

(You might want to have the turtle move forward

more with each step For the first few levels so you

can see what is going on more easily.)

Here is what you should get for your final

picture:

Figure 7.

Keep experimenting with other patterns — and

let me know how you are doing.

Friends <>j the Turtle

P.O. Box I 317

Los Altos, CA 9-1022 ©

Good news for kids of all ages...

!
j. HXI

E. ££ O

ftVER ttl •*»_*

JL

* I

Robby looks great in color.

LOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820

(217) 359-8482

Telex: 206995

SubLOGIC is pleased to announce

the release of 4 new programs for the

Atari® 800™computer:
AT-AG1 (arcade game)

ROBBY THE ROBOT CATCHER
Baby robots are falling from the skies. Catch them if you can. 32K

AT-FA1 (fantasy adventure)

ADVENTURE ON A BOAT
Go fishing for points in the waters of Fantasy where anything can happen. 32K

AT-FA2

GHOSTLY MANOR
Find a magic key to defeat the evil spirits, before they can do the same.

to you. 32K

AT-FA3

THE BLACK FOREST
Explore the Black Forest in search of the life-giving waters of Amrita. And
beware of demons along the way. 48K

High Quality, Pure Fun...
for anyone who is young at heart. $24.95.

See your dealer.
For direct orders add $1.50 and specify UPS or first class mail. Illinois

residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
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How to move and rotate objects on screen. These ideas are

adaptable to many computer graphics problems and can

ease the task oj creating games, simulations, etc. An Atari

and Commodore version are presented as complete pro

grams and the author describes the modifications necessary

for other computers.

Screen
Graphics
Ian Paull

Rochester, NY

Main computer simulations and games use graphics

to represent a mathematical event or model in the

program. In a lunar lander program, for example,

the lander position is first calculated by the model

(taking operator input into account) and then

displayed. Another simulation might calculate how

a machine or robot should be responding to com

puter control, and then graphically display this

information.

Programs of these general types can benefit

from graphics routines which can illustrate an

object at any location on a video screen (translation)

and at any angle (rotation). The BASIC program

presented here uses a 25 x 40 screen area to display

a user-generated figure at any location and angle

that the screen can represent.

The screen is treated as an X Y coordinate

system, with the X axis running from left to right,

the Y axis running from lop to bottom, and the

origin (0,0) located at the upper left corner. (See

Figure 1.) The plotting routine is the main section

which can be modified. Briefly, line 1060 clears the

screen. Line 1080 computes the memory address

to be POKEd, from the X and Y values computed

elsewhere. The POKEd address is the screen posi

tion which will be turned on. Line 1090 insures

that only points on the screen will be POKEd. This

line may lie deleted for slightly faster running time

if you are sure to always remain on screen.

Lines 1070 to 1110 form a loop that plots all

points in the figure to be displayed. For computers

with continuous memory mapped display, you may

need to change the values of SS (screen start ad

dress), SE (screen end address), RL (row length),

and the character code for a completely lit cell (160

for the PET, line 1100). The PET can support

greater resolution (50 x 80) with additional soft

ware, replacing the PLOT subroutine. (See refer

ences 1 and 2.)

Visible Errors

Note thai due to the coarseness of the display,

rotated lines will often appear warped. This is

because, with only a limited number of points on

the screen to choose from, the computer must pick

points as close as it can to the spot where the point

should go, often resulting in visible error. This

The ten point example

does one rotation in little

more than one second.

program is thoroughly REMarked. so the user

should have little difficulty changing or omitting

statements to suit his particular needs or

computer.

The subroutines actually doing the graphics

manipulations begin at line 830 for rotation and

970 for translation. Since translation is simpler,

let's look at it first.

In moving a point from one spot on a graph to

another, the X and Y processing can be handled

separately. (See Figure 2.) In travelling from point

Xo, Yo, to X,, Y,, the difference in X (shown as

AX) is simply added to X(t, and the difference in

Y, a negative value in this example (shown as AY),

is added to Yo. For this single point translation,

then:

Y, = Y{I+AY

Subroutine 970 performs these additions for

each translation of X and Y, for each point in the

figure, and replaces the old X and Y values for

each point with the new values. It also keeps a

running total on the X and Y translation, to be

used in the Rotation subroutine. Also, the Plot

routine is called here to display the new. translated

points.

The Rotation subroutine at line 830 is more

complicated. The relationship between an existing

point (X,,, Yo) and the new computed point (X,,

Y|) can be expressed as:

Xj = Xo cos (a) - Yo sin (a)

Y, = X()cos(a) + Y0cos(a)

where a is the angle of rotation. For details on the

derivation of these relationships, see reference 3.

The Method Of Rotation

These equations describe rotation of a point about

the origin. On initial entry of data for the pattern

to be displayed, coordinates are chosen so the axis

of rotation is at the origin. Then, if we later wish to



the battle for the moons of Jupiter

Blast your way through the alien mine

fields! Defend the moonbases from an

attacking alien armada! It won't

be easy. To win you will need to

mount a heroic assault on the

alien mother ship.

Moonbase Io combines three
exciting arcade adventures in

one exciting game. The machine-
language program by John

dd

BEYOND SOFTWARE'S arcade-

adventures are the next generation in

computer games for the ATARI®

computer. A voice-activated

program will help you meet and
overcome the challenge —it may

be an alien invasion, a fiendish

murderer preying on a country

village or a treasure trove buried

deep in the shark-infested sea.

Konopa uses advanced graphics and Moonbase Io is available at fine
sound effects. Action is fast and exciting— computer dealers. Or, directly from PDI

varying levels of skill required to go for $29.95 plus $2.00 shipping and
from one part of the game to the next. handling.

Requires 24K ATARI® computer with disk and cassette.
Cassette version available soon.

Program Design, Inc., 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT. 06830 203-661-8799
ATARI"' i* j registered trademark of Atari, Inc.



CALL TOLL FREE

800-424-2738 ATARIA

From Synapse (C)

Tnere's (rouble in the barnyard, and this machine-

language, arcade game will challenge even the most

experienced arcade player. You try to help Ma Hen save

the eggs and chickens from the wily fox. The action gels

faster and faster as eggs turn Into chicks, leathers fly,
chickens squawk, and all bedlam breaks loose. You'll

really have to think (ast to outwtt ihls fox.

16KTape

PftOGRflm

FROGGER

From On Line Systems

Based on arcade game Frogger. Dodge traffic and Jump

the moving logs In the stream to get home. Fantastic
graphics.

4BKTapeorDlsk

REAR

GUARD

By Nell Larimer from Adventure Int.

A space battle between your cruiser and wave-after-wave

of enemy ships. You can destroy them with your energy

darts or you can ram them—as long as your shields are
intact. The action takes place on a continuous horizontal

landscape. You control the altitude and speed of your

craft as you pursue the enemy. Skill level 1 Is exciting,

andtherearefourmorelevelyavallable.

16KTape Sjw5
NOW THROUGH AUGUST 1 ONLY:... PAY JUST $15.96
24KDiskA

N0WTHR0UGHAUGUST1 ONLY:... PAY JUSTS23S6 NOWTHROUGH AUGUST1 ONLY:... PAY JUSTS27J6 NOW THROUGH AUfiuSTI ONLY ... PAY JUSTS1956

LANGUAGE

TEACHER

By Cindy and Andrew Bartorillo (rom Acorn

Learn the basics of a foreign language. LANGUAGE

TEACHER offers hundreds of word combinations, verb

conjugations and phrases. There is an option for having

multiple-choice answers and for being retested on

missed Items. Full printer capability and a great deal of

"human engineering" further enhance the programs.

Teachers will appreciate the ample documentation and

the ability to get printouts of quizzes. Currently available

languages are: French, and Spanish. Italian & German

available soon.

32K Disks S29.95 for each program.

By Bill Budge from Budgeco

An exciting, challenging Video pmball simulation game

for from one to four players. You get advanced game

lealums found only In state-of-the-art electromechanical

plnball machines. There's full color graphics, animation

and sound effects, seeming to occur simultaneously.

Choose from "Easy" or "Hard" games.Greal Graphics!

32KDIsk

TEMPLE

OF

APSHAI

ByWarren Schwader & Ken Williams

You, alone, can save the Earth Federation from the

lawless aliens who roam ourgalaxy. Not only have these

Invaders been attacking our home planet—they're also

raiding our space colonies! Space travel has become

increasingly dangerous, as has friendly trade. But

supplies must go through. As the pilot of the Federation

fighter THRESHOLD, it's all up to you! High resolution

graphics and sound plus "save the game" feature.

40KDisk $39,95

An lnterioglc(TM) Adventure

Your greatest adventure awaits you in the Great

Underground Empire of Zork ! You'll face perils and

puzzles as you try to escape from Zork I with the Twenty

Treasures and your life. You'll experience challenges in

their most realistic sense—you can communicate In

complete sentences with the largest vocabulary and

range of command options anywhere. Challenges

change as you make your moves. Beware mysterious
objects and beware the Thief I "Save the game" feature.

32KDIsk $39.95

Zork il also available $39.95.

DEADLINE

CONTROLLER

From Automated Simulations

The first of the DujonQueat series, and still one of the

most popular, in exploring over 200 rooms in the magical

labyrinth, you wHI encounter more than 30 kinds of

fearsome monsters guarding over 70 treasures. Some of

the treasures will help you in your quest, but you must

still watch out for the many monsters and traps that

spring out from the walls and shadows.

32KTapeor0isk $29.95

SpeedRead+
From Optimized Systems

Improve your reading speed and comprehension at

home with a short practice session each day. Offers 4

modes for reading: (1) Single phrase for developing

phrase recognition at high reading speed; (2) double

phrase recognition at high speed; (3) random phrase for

peripheral vision; (4) column phrase for newspapers and

magazines. Start at beginning level and proceed at your

own pace. Choice of3 classical texts.

16KDIsk $59.95 40KD!sk $29.95 48KDisk $34.95

An InfocomfTM} Adventure

You have only 12 hours to solve the mystery of the dead

man and the locked door—or the killer will strike
again...and this time, you may be the victim! Working

from an actual dossier on this clever and baffling crime,

you must piece together the many clues and watch out

for the suspects—oneof them Isthe killer! Use complete

sentences and more than 600 words of vocabulary.

"Save the game" feature.

32K $49.95

From Microcomputer Games (Avalon Hill)

You are the air traffic controller who must make quick

decisions...or you might cause a midair crash and lose

hundreds of lives! All actions are In REALTIME—aircraft

will maneuver, use fuel and respond to your commands

as a real plane would—the computer won't wait for you.

Aircraft are plotted on realistic "radar scope." Heading,

velocity and altitude displayed on separate chart. Select

up to 8 planes: choose from 3 types with 3 levels of

difficulty.

POOL 1.5
By Hoffman, St Germain & Morock from IDS

A remarkable action-simulation of the real thing, this

program allows full control of your "cue-stick" for

english, aim and control. Play four different types of

pool at your choice of table speed, with "instant replay"

of any shot! HI-RES color graphics are used throughout

this real-time game.

Visit our other stores: Seven Corners Center • Falls Church, VA & W. Bell Plaza • 6600 Security Blvd. • Baltimore, MD

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-424-2738 Call

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Dept. U207 Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total

purchase price, plus $1.00 postage & handling.

D.C, MD. & VA.: add sales tax. Charge cards:

include all embossed information on the card.



Get the most from your micro with

software and accessories from one

of the world's largest selections.

GALACTIC

CHASE

From Spectrum Computers

An all maching language arcade game that combines

challenging play with great graphics and sound. Insect-

like alien ships form ranks above you, moving back and

forth as they ready their assault. Suddenly they start

breaking formation to swoop down on you, the lone

defender. Fight them off with swlfl missies...until their

invisible ray slows your missives down. May be played by

1or2 players, with two skill levels.

16KTape 32KDISk

THE
PROGRAM STORE

Summer

Arcade

Madness

ACTION QUEST
From JV Software

You are the ghost of the mansion In this arcade

adventure. Using your joystick, you move through the

rooms in quest of prizes. You must elude monsters and

solve puzzles along the way. Oexterity and reasoning

skills are required to be successful in this fast-moving

flame-

CALL TOLL FREE

800-424-2738

PROTECTOR
From Synapse Software

The planet's inhabitants are endangered by amalevolent

alien that beams them to his ship and transports them to

an active volcano. You must pick them up one-by-one

with your rescue/attack ship and .transport them to

another city while dodging lasers and rough terrain. After

you save as many as possible, the volcano erupts. You

must then move each person to a votcano-proof vault In

the mountains! Great graphics and sound in this arcade

game.

NOW THROUGH AUGUST1 ONLY: PAY JUST

32KTape 32KOIsk

16KTapeorDlsk

NOWTHROUGH AUGUST1 ONLY:... PAY JUST SZL96

NOWTHROUGH AUGUST1 ONLY: PAY JUST

/ *19-96 <32K Tape)
■ $22.00 (32K Disk)

CAVERNS

MARS
ByGreg Christensen from APEX

An award-winning arcade game that will challenge your

skill for many, many plays. You command the fighter

Helicon VII on a mission to invade the Martian high

command. The headquarters are located deep in the

caverns, so you must descend through radar, rockets,

laser gates, and space mines to reach your destination.

Once there, you activate the fusion bomb and try to get

out before It detonates. Good luckl Joystick required.

16KTape $29.95

16KDisk S37.95

DeKoven AConnelley from MindToys

A unique new approach to computer gaming.

RICHOCHET combines diabolical strategy with fast

action to yield agame that satisfies yourintellect as well

as your senses. You have 6 playing pieces to move

around, plus2oall launchers. Each turn consistsof either

repositioning the pieces or launching a ball. Points are

scored each time the ball ricochets. Simple? Deceptively

so. Easy to master? Definitely not! 1 or2 players.

32KDisk $19.95

K-RAZY

HOCKEY SHOOT

From GammaSoftware

A high-Speed video action game for 2,3, or 4 players. You

use joysticks to control the players. The offensive playef

with the puck and the nearest defensive player are

automatically assigned to a joystick; Players not so

controlled become "smart" players who play

automatically. The action is fast and furious, the color

graphics and sound are realistic. Perfect for family

entertainment.

!6KTapeorDiSk $29.95

SHOOTING GALLERY

OUT

By John Harris from On-Line

If you 'Ike arcade games with action, you'll love

JAWBREAKER. Guide your chompers through a

candyslore maze, eating "wlfesavers" as you go. You are

pursued by variously colored "smllies," determined to

knock your teeth out. Eat a jawbreaker and the "smilies"

turn to blue '•frownies," and you can eat them! It's one of

the best examples of Atari graphics and sound we've

seen...you'!lloveitl

16KDIskorTape $29.95

From K-Syie

Get this collector's item while you can: It's the first non-

Atari game In a ROM cartridge. Just slip the cartridge

into the slot and you can Instantly be playing this action-

packed arcade game. The object is to move your Space

Commander through the Alien Control Sectors, shoot

the Allen Drolds and escape from the sectors. The

sectors are a maze of passages and barriers that can be

used for protection, but don't let your commander touch

them—they're elect rifled!

ROM Cartridge $49.95

LUNAR

LANDER

GHOST

HUNTER

From Analog

A remarkably realistic shooting gallery, complete with

carnival music. Use your Joystick to shoot at moving

owls, rabbits, ducks, and clay pipes. Hit stars and

targets for more shots. If you can shoot them ail, you'l!

get a try at the raging bear, If any ducks fly south, they'll

eat yourbullets. Great family fun.

From Arcade Plus
The exciting haunted house mazegame where you must

get the ghosts before they get you! When you eat the

pulsating "energlzers," the ghosts start pulsating and

become vulnerable to your attack. 51 different game

variations keep things interesting. Play alone or in the

"head-to-head" mode.

By Wall, Moncrief 4 Jessee from A.I.

Grab your joystick and sweat out the touch-down ofyour

LEM. Choose from four lunar landscapes, with many

choices for landing sites. Select a more difficult site and

get more points—if you can land successfully. You have

complete control of your LEM via main engines and

small side thrusters, and five successful landings are

heralded with a patriotic event. Great fun I

24KTape $14.95 32KDiSk S20.95

EASTERN

FRONT 1941
ByChrisCrawfordfromAPE

A map-based simulation of Operation Barbossa, the

German invasion of Russia A complex and accurate war

game, EASTERN FRONT pits you, as German

Commander, against the terrain, the weather, and the

Russian forces. Good use of colorful graphics and
sound, and well written documentation make this game

a winner!

16KTape $21.95 Disk $24.95 16KTape $29.95 16KE3isk $34.95 16KTapeor32KDIsk $2955

JTHE PROGRAM STORE • Dept. U207 Box 9606 • 4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW • Washington, D.C. 20016^
Item Price

L

Postage

Total

$1.00

□ CHECK D VISA

D MASTERCARD Card #

name _

address,

city state zip .

Exp.
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rotate about this axis after the figure has been

translated elsewhere on the screen, we must first

translate the figure back to the origin, do the rota

tion, and then translate back to where the figure

had been. Naturally, these intermediate steps are

not displayed on the screen.

The pattern of points which makes up the

displayed figure is in the DATA statement of line

230. The first number is an X value, next comes its

associated Y value, and so on until all points are

described. The sequence in which points are de

scribed here is the sequence with which they will be

plotted. (See Figure 3.)

Before branching to the ROTATION sub

routine, the following variables must be initialized:

NP = Number of points in displayed pattern.

IA = Incremental angle of rotation, in

radians.

AX, AY = Absolute X and Y values that the

axis of rotation has been translated from the

origin.

XP (NP), YP (NP) = Arrays containing X Y

coordinates.

Before branching to the Translation sub

routine, you must initialize:

XT, YT = Value of X and Y translation.

NP, XP (NP), YP (NP) = As before.

Note that AX and AY are normally updated in

the Translation subroutine and should be set to

zero at the start of the program.

When entering this program, the user can, if

desired, omit all REMarks, since there are no

branches to REM statements. When running the

program, the figure will first appear in the upper

left of the screen, partially hidden by the screen

edge and wrapped around the display. Pressing

the numeric keys translates the figure, a lop-sided

plus sign, according to the standard scheme of

Figure 4. In addition, pressing the zero will rotate

the pattern 15 degrees counter-clockwise, and

pressing the five will rotate 15 degrees clockwise.

As with most BASIC programs which manipu

late graphics, these routines work slowly with large

numbers of points. The ten point example does

one rotation in little more than one second. If the

program must rotate quickly, either the incremental

angle of rotation can be increased, or sections of

this program can be rewritten in machine language.
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1) High-Resolution Plaitingfor the PET,]. Sherburne,

Micro No. 10, March 1979, Machine language routine.

2) Workbook 3, Total Information Services, Basic routine

for hi-res. plotting, PET.

3) The Mathematics of Computer Graphics,}. Posdamer,

Byte Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1978.

Notes For Atari Users

The Atari version of this routine closely

parallels the PET version. Instead of screen

POKEs, ordinary X,Y PLOTting is used,

and instead of using the numeric keypad to

generate the values for the translation

routine, this program uses a joystick to

move (translate) the figure around the

screen. The less-than "<" and greater-than

">" keys are used to rotate the figure. Be

cause of the general nature of this program,

it can be run in Applesoft BASIC with only

minor changes, such as changing

GRAPHICS 3+16 to GR; COLOR 1 to

COLOR = 1, TRAP to ONERR GOTO,

GET # 1 ,A to GET A$:A = ASC(A$), etc.,

and using the keyboard, paddles, or ajoy-

stick to get the values for XT and YT (1,0,

or-1).

Other Machines:

If your BASIC supports X,Y PLOTting.

use the Atari version as a guide, otherwise

modify variables SS. SE, and RL in the

PET/CBM version if you have a memory-

mapped text display. (See the article for

details.)

Figure 1.

0,0 X Axis

PET SCREEN

25 Rows (Y)

40 Columns (X)

\f



it's Here! The Computer strategy
Game with Bounce!

For:

Apple

Atari

TRS-80

Have you ever seen a fast action

game combined with the intense

strategy of chess, backgammon or

Othello? Ricochet...the first abstract

strategy game designed exclusively

for the computer owner...is both.

And loads of fun!

You and your opponent each have

six opposing blocks to maneuver and

two launchers to fire. Your shots rico

chet off the blocks, changing their

position with every hit, while earning

you points on the way to their targets.

The longer your shot ricochets, the

more points you get.

You don't have to play alone, either.

Play against any of four different com
puter opponents, (each a different
personality), or another human. Five

game variants to choose from—each
requires a different strategy.

Ricochet is truly competitive.. .if you
want it to be. A "smart clock" lets you

put more pressure on your opponent

by forcing him to play faster than

you. But you've got to win two out of

three (or three out of five) games to
claim victory.

Your computer rates you after each

match, so you can compare your mas

tery of the game with that of other
players, in the long run, you're trying

to rack up points for your personal
Ricochet Rating.

Get Ricochet now at your local

dealer for your Atari, Apple or TRS-80
Suggested retail price: $19.95.

Another Mind Toy

■apple, atari and TRS-80 are trademarks of Apple

Computer, Inc., Atari, Inc. ana Tandy Corp., respectivelv.

THiNKCRS PLAY

1981, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.
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Program I. Commodore Microsoft Version

100 REM 2-D GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE DEMO

110 REM BY IAN PAULL

120 PRINT"{CLEAR}":REH CLEAR SCREEN
130 DIM XP(10),YP(10):REM ENLARGE FOR MORE '

POINTS

140 REM INITIALIZE

150 POKE 59468,12:REM PUTS PET IN STANDARD '
CHARACTER MODE

160 NP=10:SS=32768:SE=33767:RL=4 0:AX=0:AY=0

170 REM NP=NUMBER OF POINTS; SS=SCREEN STAR

T ADDRESS; SE=SCREEN END ADDRESS

180 REM RL=R0W LENGTH; AX,AY=ACCUMULATED X '
AND Y VALUES (NET XLATION SO FAR)

190 FOR KZ-1 TO NP:REM READ FIGURE COORDS
200 READ XP(KZ),YP(KZ)

210 NEXT KZ

220 REM DATA BELOW ARE FIGURE COORDS. FORMA
T FOR EACH POINT IS X,Y

2 30 DATA-4,0,-2,0,0,0,2,0,4,0,6,0,0,4,0,2,0
/-2,0,-4

240 GOSUB 1060:REM PLOT

250 GETA$:IFA$ = 1I"THEN250:REM LOOPS UNTIL AN
INPUT

260 A»VAL(A$)+1:REM CONVERTS STRING INPUT T
0 NUMERIC VALUE

270 ON A GOTO 290,370,420,470,520,330,570,6

20,670,720

280 REM CCW ROTATE, FIXED ANGLE 15 DEG

290 IA=-(15/360)*(2*):REM_=PI
300 GOSUB 780:REM ROTATE ROUTINE

310 GOTO 250

320 REM CW ROTATE, FIXED ANGLE 15 DEG

330 IA=(15/360)*(2M:REM_=PI

340 GOSUB 780:REM ROTATE ROUTINE

350 GOTO 250

360 REM XLATE POWN AND LEFT

370 XT—1

380 YT=1

390 GOSUB 970:REM XLATE ROUTINE

400 GOTO 250

410 REM XLATE DOWN

4 20 XT=0

4 30 YT=1

440 GOSUB 970:REM XLATE ROUTINE

450 GOTO 250

460 REM XLATE DOWN AND RIGHT

4 70 XT=1

4 80 YT=1

490 GOSUB 970:REM XLATE ROUTINE

500 GOTO 250

510 REM XLATE TO LEFT

5 20 XT=-1

530 YT=0

540 GOSUB 970

550 GOTO 250

560 REM XLATE TO RIGHT

570 XT=1

580 YT=0

590 GOSUB 970

600 GOTO 250

610 REM XLATE UP AND LEFT

620 XT=-1

6 30 YT=-1

640 GOSUB 970

650 GOTO 250

660 REM XLATE UP

670 XT=0
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680 YT=-1

690 GOSUB 970

700 GOTO 250

710 REM XLATE UP AND TO RIGHT

7 20 XT=1

7 30 YT=-1

740 GOSUB 970

750 GOTO 250

760 REM ROTATE CONTROL

770 REM FIRST, XLATE TO ORIGIN

780 FOR KZ=1 TO NP

790 XP(KZ)=XP(KZ)-AX

800 YP(KZ)=YP(KZ)-AY

810 NEXT KZ

820 REM DO ROTATION ABOUT 0,0

830 SA=SIN{IA):CA=COS(IA)

840 FOR KZ=1 TO NP

850 KN=XP(KZ)

860 XP(KZ)=KN*CA-YP{KZ)*SA

870 YP(KZ}=KN*SA+YP(KZ)*CA

880 NEXT KZ

890 REM XLATE BACK

900 FOR KZ=1 TO NP

910 XP(KZ)=XP(KZ)+AX

920 YP(KZ)=YP(KZ)+AY

930 NEXT KZ

940 GOSUB 1060: REM PLOT

9 50 RETURN

960 REM XLATE

970 AX=AX+XT:REM KEEP TRACK OF ABS X

980 AY=AY+YT:REM KEEP TRACK OF ABS Y

990 FOR KZ=1 TO NP:REM SHIFT X AND Y

1000 XP(KZ)=XP(KZ)+XT

1010 YP(KZ)=YP(KZ)+YT

1020 NEXT KZ

1030 GOSUB 1060: REM PLOT

1040 RETURN

1050 REM PLOT

1060 PRINT"{CLEAR}":REM CLR SCREEN

1070 FOR KZ=1 TO NP:REM FIGURE ADDRESSES TO '

BE POKED

108 0 LOC=(SS+RL*INT(YP{KZ)+.5)+INT(XP(KZ)+.5

))
1090 IF LOC<SS OR LOOSE THEN NEXT KZ:RETURN

:REM DON'T POKE OFF SCREEN

1100 POKE LOC,160:REM LIGHT CHARACTER CELL A

T SCREEN LOCATION 'LOC

1110 NEXT KZ

1120 RETURN

1130 END

Program 2. Atari Version

110 OPEN #1,4,8,"K"
126 GRAPHICS 3+16

130 DIM XP<10>,YPU0):REM ENLARGE DIMENS
ION FOR MORE POINTS
140 REM INITIALIZE
160 AX=0 :AY=Q: hff>=lQ :PI=3.1415927
170 REM NP=NUBER OF POINTS
190 FOR K2=l TO NP

200 READ T'XPCKZKnREAO T'-YKKZKT
210 NEXT KZ

220 REM DATA 9ELGU ARE FIGURE COORDS
225 REM FORM FOR EACH POINT IS ><A'

230 DATA -4#8j-&0j0j0*2*0j'4j0sS'0s8j4,0
,2,0,-2,9,-4

240 GOSUB 1860 = REM PLOT

256 IF PEEKC 764X255 THEN 388

260 ST=STICK(0MF 3T=15 ThEH 258

270 XT=-C3T>S ArC ST<12>KST>4 AHD ST<8>

280 YT<ST=9 OR ST=5 OR ST«13MST=10 OR

ST=14 OR 3T=6>
290 GOSUB 970 = REM XLATE ROUTINE

295 GOTO 250

390 GET #1;A
310 IF ft<>b0 AhC AO62 im\ 250
320 I ft=< -(ft=60 >+< ft=62) )*( 15/366 XK 2*PI )

330 GOSUB 788:I€M ROTATE ROUTINE

340 WO 250
760 REM ROTATE CONTROL

770 REM FIRST, XLATE TO ORIGIN

780 FOR KZ=1 TO \P

790 XKK2>«P(KZ>-AX
800 WK2)=YP<K2>-AY

810 «XT KZ

820 REM DO ROTATION ABOUT 8,0

830 SA=SIN(IA):CA=CCS(IA>

840 FOR KZ=1 TO NP

850 KN=KP(KZ>

866 XKKZ)=KJ^CA-YP(KZ):^A

870 WKZ>=KN#SA+YPCK2>*CA

886 NEXT KZ

890 REM XLATE BACK

900 FOR KZ=1 TO NP

910 XKK2)=XP<K2>+AX

920 YP<KZ>=YP<K2>+hY

930 NEXT KZ

940 GOSUB 1060: REM PLOT

950 RETURN

960 RBI XLATE

970 AX=AX+XT:R£M KEEP TRACK OF ABS X

980 AY=AY+YT:RB1 KEEP TRACK OF ABS Y

990 FOR KZ=1 TO NP'REM SHIFT X AND V

1008 XKKZ>=XP<KZ>+XT
1010 YP(KZ>=Yr\KZ>+YT

1020 ^€XT KZ

1030 GOSUB I960:REM PLOT

1040 RETURN

1850 REM PLOT

1060 GRAPHICS 3+16:SETCOL0R 0,8,10 = COLOR
1

1870 FOR KZ=1 TO W

1888 TKAP 1090

1885 PLOT XP(K2},YP<KZ>:TRAP
1096 NEXT K2

1100 I^TURN
1130 EM3
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Inside
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Fred DTgnazio is a computer enthusiast and author of several books on computers for young people. He is
presently working on two major projects: he is writing a series of books on how to create graphics-and-sound

adventure games. He is also working on a computer mystery-and-advcnture series for young people.
As the father of two young children, Fred has become concerned with introducing the computer to children

as a wonderful tool rather than as a forbidding electronic device.

The Computer

Playground

Fred D'lgnazio

Associate Editor

Eric ran over to the royal-blue sliding board,

standing like a petrified monolith in the corner of

his school playground. He Iookedlup, searching

for the top of the

sliding board. It was

lost somewhere in

the drifting clouds.

The metal rail glinted

in the sun, resembling

the arm of a giant crane.

The dirty blue stairs

seemed to go up and up,

maybe ending somewhere

in heaven.

Although Eric was only

three, he confidently

grabbed onto the

sliding board's steel

handrail and began clinging the steep metal stairs.

After he got to the top, Eric stopped, panted like a

puppy, and surveyed his playmates, screeching

and dashing around the playground. His friends

looked strangely small, since Eric was so high tip.

Eric stretched on his tip-toes and grabbed the

chinning bar above the sliding board. He swung

back and forth wildly.

"Karla, watch!" he yelled to his teacher.

Halfway through each arc, he smacked his feet

against the top of the sliding board. Loud percus

sion noises echoed across the playground.

Suddenly, Eric let go and went flying down

the sliding board. He slid dizzily round and round

the board's corkscrew spirals. He Hew off the end

of the board, sailed across a mud puddle, and

demolished a sand castle being built by two of his

friends. His friends went crying to their teacher.

Eric howled. When he landed on the sandpile, he

had scraped his bottom on the tip of an upturned

shovel.

Moments later, the two kids were at work on

another sand castle, undisturbed about the prospect

of new children falling from the sky.

Eric was far away, on the opposite side of the

playground. His cheeks were splashed with gritty

tears, and his ears were filled with sand, but he was

smiling. He had a new project. He was crab crawling

across the green-shingled roof of the school's

playhouse, trying lo work up his courage tojump

into the old rowboat beached under the house's

eaves. Eric thought maybe he could do it. After all,

what's jumping off a roof to a three-year-old who

can climb to heaven and drop from clouds and

clobber casties?

The Computer Alchemists

The dark-suited men were frowning and fiercely
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intent. They spoke a cryptic, arcane language.

"Disk error in sector five," said one. "Uh-huh,"

said another. "We'll have to bleed the accumulator."

A third stared at a wide piece of paper he had just

ripped off a green-and-white sheet of paper so

long it could have covered a ban

quet table." The OS slave program

keeps stripping the control bits!"

he said angrily. He crumpled

up the paper and tossed it

into a navy-green waste-

basket under his spotless

desk.

The men worked in a

cool, almost Arctic room,

drained of color by the overwhelming bath of

white light emanating from the banks of flourescent

lamps fastened to the ceiling. Tall panels of lights

winked like a city's streetlights viewed from a distant

hill. Rows of metal boxes were filled with rotating

platters and reels of gleaming tape that spun and

whirred.

Staccato, machine-gun noises filled the room,

as three of the boxes disgorged endless sheets of

paper. The paper looked like a giant,jerking tongue

or an impossibly long scarf pulled from a magician's

sleeve.

The men were only vaguely aware of the tap-

dancing printer and the clacking tape drives. These

sounds were muffled by a loud whooshing noise

that seemed to cover everything in the room like

an invisible volcanic ash. The noise came from air

pouring through the wall grates from huge cooling

and filtering fans. After several hours in the room,

the noise could numb a person's whole body and

make it feel wrapped in a cocoon of cotton candy.

When Alien Worlds Collide

Eric on the sliding board and the men in the cotton-

candy room seem to be worlds apart. Eric is a tod

dler having fun on a playground. The men are

high-level programmers and analysts designing a

new computer system.

Eric is outdoors in the sun. The men are buried

deep in the bowels of the Pentagon, in a guarded,

windowless computer room.

Eric is covered with dirt and sand, and sweating

from his exertions. The men are covered with

plastic badges that proclaim their dedication and

their utter seriousness about their craft. Dust and

dirt are not permitted in their room. Only, sweat -

cold sweat.

I used to be one of those men. And Eric is my

son. Now Eric's world and the world where I once

worked have intersected, like alien worlds colliding.

When did the collision take place? It occurred

when I first turned Eric loose on my home

computer.

The shock was antic. It was also profound.

Eric is a person of arbitrary, random action.

He is a person driven by fantasy, by enormous

appetites and desires. His energy seems boundless.

His temper is formidable. He vibrates to the tune

of unchecked emotions and enthusiasms. He

cringes from invisible monsters that scare him half

silly, then walks unconcerned past real monsters he

still hasn't learned to fear. To my most careful,

clearly put instructions, he answers, "What?"

Computers, on the other hand, are creatures

of reason and precision. They are powerful tools,

the product of advanced technology. Computers

are predictable. If we put in the right command,

we get the right answer. Or, if we feed the computer

garbage, we get garbage back.

Computers and three-year-olds seem worlds

apart. Just imagine a computer that acted like a

three-year-old. Or imagine a three-year-old that

acted like a computer.

Three-year-olds are hardy and tough. Com

puters are finicky and delicate. Three-year-olds

revel in dirt, mud, and grime. Computers like to be

clean. They work better that way.

Knives, Forks, And Attila The Hun

Eric has lots of nicknames: Little Hulk, Commando

Kid, Tank, and the Lone Ranger, among others.

My favorite, though, is Attila the Hun. This is an

apt nickname because Eric, at heart, is a barbarian.

Can a barbarian ever learn to eat with a knife

and fork? Can lie be trusted in the same room as a

computer?

Sometime, over a year ago, I was on the phone

in the kitchen talking with someone in California. I

was trying to obtain some photos for a book I was

writing.

Eric was home with me all day, back then,

while his mommy went to work and his sister went

to school. I didn't worry about Eric while I talked

on the phone, since Eric was busy crayoning on a

piece of scrap paper on the floor of my study. Or

so I thought.

I was deeply engrossed in the conversation,

trying hard to visualize the Californian's robot

turtle, which I had never seen. Then I happened

to look up, and my heart stopped.

There, on the kitchen floor, Eric was hard at

work, creating a flagstone sidewalk made out of my

floppy disks. Myfloppy disks. I had stored all my

books and programs on those disks. Eric must have

known how important the disks were because he

had carefully removed each disk from its protective

case and gently dropped it on the floor. He had

placed all the disks in a neat row that ended at the

refrigerator. Now that he was finished building his
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sidewalk, he began to walk on the

disks. Then he started to hop!

"Eric!" I screamed. I gagged

something inarticulate to the

person at the other end of the

phone and hung up. I charged

across the kitchen floor. Eric fled

to his bedroom.

I knelt beside the floppy

disks. I was in shock. I was certain that

the information they contained was

squished, trampled, ruined. Several

disks were covered with small dusty

footprints.

Did I flog Eric?

Was my informa

tion destroyed?

Happily, no.

But that was only the first ofa brief, but emo

tional, series of incidents involving Eric and the

floppy disks. The problem was he couldn't keep his

hands off them. Something perverse inside him

told him he had me by the throat. All he had to do

was point to a disk, and I flew into a tizzy. Every

time I left my study, he would sneak in and rob

several disks and hide them under his bed. For

awhile, things got so bad, I began sealing my disk

drawer shut with strapping tape, just to thwart

Eric.

Then I had an inspiration. I gave Eric a disk

of his own. It was an old disk that was no longer

reliable. I wrote Eric's name on the disk in big

green, magic-marker letters. I wrapped the disk up

and gave it to him as a present.

He was delighted. He still keeps the disk in a

place of honor on his bookshelf.

And he stopped robbing my disks.

Now You See It, Now You Don't!

I have two kids. Eric, of course, and Catie, who is

six.

I have several computers, and I have turned

my study into a videogame arcade and a computer

programming workshop lor neighborhood kids.

The kids can use all the computers in the

room except one, my writing computer. That

computer is supposed to be off limits.

One day. while the kids were banging away at

the other computers, I got up from my computer

to stretch and make a snack in ihe kitchen. On my

way back into the room, five minutes later, I hap

pened to glance at my computer screen. Before I

left, the screen had been filled with words - a

section of a new book chapter I was writing. Now

the screen was empty.

I panicked. I ran into the room yelling at the

kids. "Who messed with my computer?" I hollered.

"My chapter's gone. I've lost hours of work."

Then I checked the computer. I was sure it

had been turned off, but it was still on. I did some

more checking. Finally, I noticed the screen bright

ness switch. I turned it. Magically, my words reap

peared. My chapter was untouched. Nothing was

lost.

Just then, a very contrite five-year-old boy

came up to me with his head drooping. "I did it,

Mr. D'lgnazio," he said. "I didn't mean to kill your

computer."

Joystick Tug Of War

Another time. I was in the kitchen eating dinner

witli my family. Several children were still playing

computer games in the study. All of a sudden,

I mm the study came shouts and scuffling noises.

"It's my turn to blast them!" one child cried.

"You just blasted them!" cried another child.

"Now it's my turn!"

I ran into the study and found a six-year-old

and a nine-year-old (brother and sister) doing their

best to rip twojoysticks out of a computer.

"What are you two doing?" I shouted.

The kids turned toward me. Frightened, they

dropped their joysticks. One broke open on the

stuclv's hardwood floor.

"Out! Out!" I yelled.

They dashed past me and ran out the front

door of the house.

How Come This Doesn't Fit?

Another time. I was in the kitchen preparing dinner

for my family. It was close to five-thirty, and my

wife, Janet, would be home soon from the office.

As usual, the study was filled with kids playing with

the computers.

I was slicing up some carrots for the salad,

when I heard strange grunting noises coming from

the study, Were the kids in there wrestling among

the computers?

Hurriedly I dried my hands and went to see

what was the matter.

When I got to the study door, I couldn't believe

what I saw. A five-year-old boy was standing in

front of one of the floppy disk drives. That was

okay. I had taught all the kids - even Eric — how to

insert disks properly into the drive.

But this kid wasn't inserting a disk. He was

trying to shove a game cartridge into the drive. He

was trying to squeeze an inch-thick plastic box into

a hole designed for a disk only a sixteenth of an

inch thick. He grunted loudly because he was

trying so hard. He knew it was a tough thing to do,

and he was giving it his best shot.

Strategies For Survival

Given these tales of abused and violated computers.
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what is the best strategy for mixing young people

and computers?

You could put a lock on the computer room

door until the kids all turn sixteen. Or until they

leave home.

You could keep the computer in the car trunk

and only bring it in the house after the kids are

asleep.

You could even fortify the computer, beef it

up, and make it indestructible, the way the military

does with computers onboard tanks, guided mis

siles, and submarines.

You could do these things, but I would advise

against it. In their place, I would advise a "Com

puter Orientation Session," followed by frequent

"refresher" courses. I would also recommend a few

simple precautions. And trust — lots of trust.

Based on my experience, I know that even

toddlers can be taught to use computers properly.

Sure, there are lapses. (Oh, boy, are there

lapses.) But, for the most part, Eric and his little

friends do an amazingjob with the computers.

They turn them on and off. They adjust the TV

screen. They insert and remove disks and car

tridges, even tapes. They know how to call up

programs and operate the keyboard, joysticks, and

other controls.

But they must be taught first. You need to sit

them down and go over the "etiquette" of using a

computer. Compare it to the family pet. You

shouldn't pull its tail or try to ride on it. It wouldn't

like that. —^

Instead, you need to be gentle with it and take

care of it. If you do the right things, it will be nice

to you and give you pleasure.

Frequent drills on specific rules help a lot,

here.

It would help if you give the kids some respon

sibilities for the computer's care that are just their

own. Like keeping the keyboard free of cookie

crumbs. Keeping the screen wiped clean of finger

prints and all sorts of unmentionable objects. Or

reporting any irregularities such as wires in the

wrong place, or anything that looks dangerous.

Remind the kids frequently that computers

run on electricity, and that electricity, like fire, can

serve them or hurt them.

Also, if you can afford it, give them their own

floppy disk, cartridge, or tape. Help them store

their favorite programs and games. Give them a

small case to store their printouts, game instruc

tions, and other computer-related materials. This

way, the computer will become partly theirs. As its

owners, they will try harder to care for the computer

and protect it.

The following precautions, like the advice

above, are just common sense. For example, I

learned to put rugs on my study floor. Then, when

computer objects dropped, there was a smaller

chance thai they'd actually break.

Also, back up all your important programs

and files. Then keep those backup copies in your

office, your bedroom, or in a locked safe. I can tell

you, it's a lot easier to keep your cool when your

child puts your floppy disk in the toaster, if you

have a backup to the disk.

Keep all plugs, wires, and cables (anything

electric) hidden and out of the line of fire. My kids

could trip on a paper clip. How about yours?

Put all your equipment on top of large, sturdy

tables, surrounded by lots of sturdy chairs.

Keep your cartridges, disks, tapes, manuals,

programs, etc. organized. Make everything accessi

ble to your children. But make them respect and

adhere to your organization.

Teach them standards. All devices must be

shut off after use. Disks and tapes must not be left

out after use. Everything has a place. (Nag them

about this rule, if only to preserve your sanity.)

Two last elements of strategy. First, try hard

not to get upset when it looks like your kids have

done something to the computer. Most of the time

things are a lot better than they seem at first. We've

had dozens of accidents with computers here at the

"D'Ignazio Arcade," yet we've never broken a

computer. At least not completely.

Second, don't push your kids to use the com

puters. Your three-year-old doesn't have to use

educational programs to benefit from the com

puter. Your six-year-old doesn't have to learn to

program.

Just the exposure to computers is doing your

kids a world of good. Just switching buttons off

and on. Or typing letters and shapes on the

keyboard and watching them appear on the

screen.

If you make kids' computer time synonymous

with drudgery, with work, with tension, or with

pressure, the kids won't like computers.

Don't push the kids. Just open the door, and

sit ba,ck and watch. Computers fascinate kids, and

that fascination will motivate them to learn on their
own.

And congratulate yourself on your accom

plishment. You are bringing together two very

different worlds. And the results? The results are
anybody's guess. (Q



ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

A
ATARI

ATARI 800
16K... $669

32K ... $749

48K... $779

410 Recordet 576.00

810 Disc Drive $449 00

822 Pr.nler $269.00

825 Printer . S629.00

830 Modem 5159 00

820 Pr.nier . . . S269 00

850 Interface . . S-169 00
New DOS 2 Syslem S29.00

CX30 Paddle ... S18 00

CX40 Joy Slick . . . S18.00

CXB53 16K RAM . ^^ 577.95

Microtek 16K RAM 564^95
Microlek 32K RAM 599.95

Ramdisk |128K| 5429.95

Inlec 48K Board J199.95

Inlec 32K $99.95

All RAM prices good through July 1962 only

One year extended warranty

481 Entertainer

482 Educator

483 Programmer

570.00

160.00
1130.00

$49.00

464 Communicalor S344 00

ATARI HOMECOMPUTER PROGRAMS

HOME OFFICE

CX404 ATARI Word Processor S 119.00

CX8102 Calculator S29.00

CX412 Dow Jones Investment Evalualor S99.00

CX4109 Graph It. Joystick optional . . . SI 7.00

CX4104 Wailing Lisi.. S20 00

CX4115 Mortqaqe & Loan Analysis S13 00

CX4103 Statistics 1 S200U

CX8107 Stock Analysis 5?0.00

CXL4015 TeleLink 1 . S2300

HOME STUDY

CX4101 An Invitation to Programming 1 $20.00

CX4106 An Invitation to Programming 2 523.00

CX4117 An Invitation to Programming 3 S23.00

CX4107 Biorhylhm .. S13 00

Conversational Languages (ea ) £46.00

CX4121 EnergyC/ar.. . S13.00

CX4114 European Countries 4 Capitals . . S13 00

CX4108 Hangman. Joystick optional .. S13.00

X4102 Kingdom ... .513.00

CXL4007 Mustc Composer $34.00

X4123 Scram, uses joystick S20 00

CX4I1I Slates 4 Capitals .. .513.00

CX4110 Touch Typing 520.00

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

PAC MAN ., 535 00

CENTIPEDE 535.00

CAVERNS OF MARS . S32 00

CXL4013 Asleroids £29.00

CXL40O4 Basketball S27.OO

CX4105 Blackjack »13.00

CXL4009 Computer Chess 129.00

XL4012M.ssile Command . . 529.00

CXL4008 Space Invaders . 129.00

CXL4011 Star Raiders S39.00

CXL4006 Super Breakout S29.00

CXL4010 3D Tic-Tac Toe 527.00

CXL4OO5 Video Easel 524.00

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS

CXL4003 Assembler Editor 547.00

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC S47.0O

CX8126 ATARI Microsolt BASIC S70.00

CXL4018 PILOT 172.00

CX4O5 PILOT (Educational) 5105.00

ATARI 400
16K... $329

32K... $419

48K... $519
ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE;

Eastern Front '41 .... .. J25.50

Avalanche 515.50
Outlaw 515.50

747 Landing Simulation SI5.50

Babel . -. $15.50

Dog Daze S15.50

Downhill S15.50

Attack' S15.50

Blackjack Casino 515.50

Reveisill . 515.50

Dominalion ... 515.50

Solilare si 5.50

Disk Fuer.. 515.50

Supersort 515.50

Data Management 515 50

Chameleon S15.50

Instedti S15.50

Insomnia ... . 515.50

My Firsl Alphabet . S2S 50

Mapware 518 00

Number Blast . .511.50

Family Cash Flow 515.50

Weekly Planner . .515.50

Bowler's Data Base SI3.00

Banner Generator S11.50

Crystal Software

Bermuda Fantasy . S26.00

Beneath Pyramids . S20.00

Galactic Quest ... S26.O0

House ol Usher... S20.00

Forgotten Island S26.00

Haunted Palace 533.00

Compuma* (Acct. Rec . Gen. Ledger.

Inventory. Payroll. ea.| S110.00

Synapse

File Manager 800 S69.95

Dodge Racer S19 00

Chicken S24.00

Slime S24.00

Nautilus S24.00

Disk Manager , 524.00

Foil Apocalypse , S24.00

Assembler S39.OO

Prolector S24.00

EXPY (Automated Simulation)

Ricochel 514.50

Crush Crumble & Chomp S24.00

Star Warrior S29.00

Rescue al Rigel 524.00

Datestones S16.00

Invasion Orion S18.S0

Mission Asteroid 522.00

Online

Jaw Breaker $27.00

MouskATTACK S31.00

TheNe>tStep S34.O0

Soltporrt .$27.00

Wtizatd 4 Princess . 529.00
Atcade Plus

Ghost Hunter (cassette) $24.00

Ghost Hunter (disk) S30.00
KByte

KBYTE Krazy Shoot Out (ROM) S39 00

K-DOS 569.00

Visicalc $179.00

Letterperlect (Word Processor) $109.00

Dala Sod Textwizzard 589.00

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A S299
PHA2100 R F Modulator 529.00
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler . S179'oo
PHP 1200 Peripheral Expansion Box . S199 00
PHP 1220 RS 232 Card $143,00

PHP 1240 Disk Controller $199.00

PHP 1250 Disk Drive $319.00

PHP 1100 Wired Remote Controllers (Pair)... $31 00

PHP 1260 32K RAM . $229.00

PHP Printer Solid State S319.00

PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions 526.00

PHM 3013 Personal Record Keeping S43.00

PHD5001 Mailing List .. S60.0r,

PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager . 518 00

PHM 3008 Video Chess . . 560.00

PHM 3010 Physical Fitness . . S26.00
PHM 3009 Football S26.OO

PHM 3018 Video Games I . $26.00
PHM 3024 Indoor Soccer S26.OO

PHM 3025 Mind Challengers . S22.OO

PHM 3031 The Attack S35.00

PHM 3032 Blasto S22.0O

PHM 3033 Blackjack and Poker S22.00

PHM 3034 Hustle 522.00

PHM 3036 Zero Zap S18.00

PHM 3037 Hangman . S1800

PHM 3038 Connect Four Sia 00

PHM 3039 Yahtiee S22.00

Tombstone City 21si Century S34.00

Munch Man S34 00

T I INVADERS S34 00

CAR WARS S34.00

Printers
Smith Carona TP1 S699.00

Centronics 739-1 5519.00

Centronics 739 3 S619.00

Diablo 630 Special S1799 00

Epson

MX80 wIGraltran 5449.00

MX80FT Call

MX100 Call

NEC

8023 , $549.00

7730 Call

7720 Call

7710 .. Call

Okidata

82A 5499.00

83A 5749.00

84 .... 51129.00
Citoh Starwnter

F10 40 CPS S1469 00

F10-55 CPS Call

Prownter _ S479.O0

Talley

BO24L 51629.00

IDS

Prism SCall

MPC Apple Parallel Board 4 Cable $69 00

2 Meter RS232RS232 $29.95

Cables Available For Most Interfacing Purposes

Computer Covers
ATTRACTIVE DUST COVERS FOR YOUR

COMPUTER AND DISK DRIVE

Commodore VIC 20. S6 99

Atari 400 S6.99 Commodore 8032. S14.99

Atari 800 S6.99 Commodore

Atari 810 S6 99 8050/4040 S10.99

All Atari Covers are All Commodore covers

Beige are Royal Blue

Most software (or Atari 400/800 available on cassette or disk.

computer mail order west
CALL TOLL FREE

:ranco

Habla

■spanol

800-648-3311
IN NEVADA. CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689. STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449



HEWLETT

PACKARD

tfelai !

' '".' ■—— -rmiriirTiyinirr'-"

HP-85 S1899
HP'86 call

HP*87 S1769 00

HP-125 S1999.00

HP«85 16K Memory Module S169.00

5'." Dual Master Disc Drive S1769.00

Hard Disk w/Floppy S4349.00

Hard Disk S3440.00

Sweet Lips" PloItBf S1149.00

80 Column Primer .. 5799.00

87 CP/M $399.00
87 128K Memory 5610.00

87 Visicalc 5205.00

HP-41CV Calculator .... $239.00
41C S189 00

11C S104.00

12C 5114.00

34C 5114.00

38C 5114.00

HP-41 Printer S340.00

HPIL CALCULATOR PERIPHERALS

IL Modual S104.00

Digital Cassette S449.00

Printer/Plotter S419.00

Card Reader S164 00

Optical Wand S99 00

SEC
8001-A SM9.00

8031 5749.00

8012 S549 00

Accounts Receivable S295 00

Word Processing ... . S395 00

General Accounting . S295 00

Inventory Control . . S295 00

Job Cost $295 00

Disks
Maxell

MD I (bos ol 10) . S36.OO

MD IHbox oMO). . . S46.00

MFDI(8") ..S44.00

MFD II (8 Double Densityi... S54 00

Syncom |box ol 10) S29.00

^commodore

BUSINESS MACHINES
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 5 Plus S319.00

Woid Pro 4 Plus S299.00

Word Pro 3 Plus S199.00

Commodore Ta* Package S589.00

Visicalc $179.00
Medical Billing S449.00

The Source 589.00

OZZ Iniormation System . S289.00

Dow Jones Portfolio S129.00

Pascal S239.00

Legal Time Accounting S449.00

Word Craft 80 . 5289 00

Power S79 00

Socket-2-Me S20.00

Jinsam SCall

MAGIS SCall

CPA SCall

Real Estate Package SCall

The Manager S209.00

Soitrom S129.00

BPI Inventory Control S319.0O

BPI JoD Costing S319.0O

BPI Payroll S319.0O

BPI General Ledger S329.O0

Creative I SAM . 579.00

Creative General Ledger S229.00

Creative Accounts Receivable S229.00

Creative Inventory S229.00

VIC 20 S239

COMPLETE
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY AND PRICE

FORNEWVIC-64

VIC 6 Pack Program S44.00

VIC 1530 Commodore Datassette S69.00

VIC 1540 Disk Drive $499.00

VIC 1515 VIC Graphic Printer .... S339.OO

VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander S32.O0

VIC 110 BK Memory Expander 553.00

16K VIC Expansion . S99 00

VIC 1011 RS232C Terminal Interlace $43.00

VIC 1112 VIC IEEE-488 Interlace SB6.00

VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander 553.00

VT 232 VICTerm I Terminal Emulator . 59.00

VIC 1212 Proqrammers Aid Cartridge . . S45.00

VIC 1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor . $45.00

VIC 1901 VIC AVENGERS . S23.00

VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT $23.00

VIC 1906 SUPER ALIEN $23.00

VIC 1907 SUPER LANDER S23.00

VIC 1908 DRAW POKER .. S23.00

VIC 1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE J23.OO

CBM 8032

s1039
4032 5969.00
4016. S769 00

8096 Upgrade Kit S369.00

Super Pet 51599.00

2031 S529.0G
8250 Doubled Sided Disk Drive 51699.00

5 Megabyte Hard Disk 52399.00

B050 .-. S1299.00

4040 5969.00

8300)Letter Quality! . . .51799 00

8023 5769 00

4022 SS99.00

Pet to IEEE Cable $37 00

IEEE to IEEE Cable .. S46.00

Tractor Feed tor 8300 . .5240.00

QQfifiBB

Terminal S13.00

Un Word S13M

Gralix Menagerie ... S11 00

VIC PICS 515.00

Ticker Tape S13.00

Banner Headlmer SI3 00

RS 232 S39.00

VT 106A Recreal on Pack A . 544.00

VT107A Home Calculation Pack A 544.00

VT 164 Programmable Character/Gamegraphics S12.00

Household Finance S27.00

VIC Games S19.00

VIC Home Inventory 513 00

VIC ReclEd II S13 00

VL101 Introduction to Computing S19.00

VL 102 Introduction to BASIC Programming S19.00

VM110 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide ... 515.00

Apple
Call for availability and prices

on all Apple computers and peripherals

In-stock items shipped same day you call. No risk, no deposit on C.O.D.

orders. Prepaid orders receive free shipping within the continental United

States with no waiting period for certified checks or money orders. AH

prices shown are cash prices. Add 3% for Mastercard and Visa. NV and

PA residents add sales tax. AH items subject to availability and price change.

Televideo
910 IS79.0O

912C S69900

920C S749.0O

925C .■ S749.00

950 S939.00

Calllor computers

802 call

802H call

816 call

806 call

Monitors
BMC 12" Green $85 00

Amdek

300G $16g

Color I 5339

Color II J609

Color HI $429

Tl 10" Color S349 00

Zenith 9 inch ( Green) Ji 1900

Modems
Hayes

Smart

Chronograph

Micromodem 11

Micromodem 100
Novation Auto

DCal

Cat

52 39 00

. S199.00

S279 00

.S309 00

S239 00

S169 00

SI59OO

Nev. & Pa. residents add sales la*.

computer mail order east
CALL TOLL FREE 800-233-8950

INTERNATIONAL CALLS AND IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

477 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

Patncio

Habla

Espano
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With versionsfor the VIC and Atari computers, this

program illustrates how to make games and learning

programs easy for preschoolers to use.

Answer

Selection With

Joysticks

Stephen Levy

Bowie, MD

One of my major objectives in purchasing a com

puter was to create educational programs for my

young son. Realizing that a preschool child might

have difficulty using the keyboard, I decided that

using thejoystick to input responses was the answer.

Not that learning to use the keyboard is not impor

tant, but if that is not the purpose of the program,

it might get in the way and cause frustration.

Al Baker's two articles in COMPUTERS First

Book OfAtari gave me ideas and the little extra

push I needed.

The purpose of this educational program is to

give a young child practice in deciding which of

four words is different from the other three on the

screen. The child uses the joystick to make his

selection and is allowed as many tries as needed.

Once the correct response is picked, a short expla

nation appears and the child can then decide

whether to do another problem or to end the pro

gram. All this is done with the joystick.

The program is very straightforward. All data

for problems are in lines 20 to 199, with even-

numbered lines containing the words and explana

tions in the odd-numbered lines. I have included

only four series of words (lines 20,22,24,26) so that

the reader may add his own. You must adjust line

220 to equal the number of even-numbered data

lines (total series of words); in my example there

are only four.

example: 220 Q= INT(RND(0)*A) + 10:RESTORE Q*2

where A equals the number of problems.

Lines 210-215 randomly select the background

colors.

Since my purpose is to demonstrate the use of

the joystick in an educational program, I have not

added any graphic displays, but I would suggest

"dressing up" the program for use with young

children in order to maintain their interest. Below

is an explanation of the program by line.

Lines

5-10

20-27

28-199

200

210-215

220

230-270

300-350

360

385-390

395

400-420

440-470

Initialization.

Data for questions.

To be used for additional data for questions.
Data placed as follows:

Four choices, then joystick position of correct
answer, 1 n the order that they appear in data
line. Ifthe fust answer is correct then the
number should be, 14; second, 11; third, 7;
fourth, 13.

Sets mode and turns offcursor.

Randomly selects background color and print.

Randomly selects data to be used. The number

multiplied by RN D{0) should be equal to the
number of questions.

Reads data and positions words on screen.

Positions @ symbol in the direction of user's
answer.

Checks for correct answer.

Clears® from incorrect answer.

Gives user another try at the same question.

Reads and prims explanations on screen.

Gives user the option ofanother problem.

Program 1. Atari Version

1 REM D = JOYSTICK

2 REH STEPHEN LEUY

3 REH
4 REM 381-464-2952

5 DIM Q1 $(. 20), Q2*< 28), Q3$( 28 ) > Q4*< 20) > E$

5511 riORLOCK LH, BOWIE, !1D.20715

lA'

l,9,2=SETC0L0R

10 B$="

15 LiOTO 200

20 DATA ftPPLE,PEAR»HAT,0RAMG£,

21 DATA HAT IS HOT A FRUIT

22 DATA A,EjLSi13
23 DATA 'S1 IS HOT A UOWEL

24 DATA BLUE,GREEN,RED,SAD,13

25 DATA THESE WORDS ARE COLORS
26 DATA APE, APPLE, ATE, FUN, 13

27 DATA THESE WORDS BEGIN WITH

209 GRAPHICS 2=F0KE 752,1

210 e=RN
4,C,S:SETC0LGR 2,1

215 SETCOLOR 8,C,1

22Q GNim\RrtX8)#4
230 READ Ql$,Q2$,Q.:j$..Q4$,H

246 POSITION I8-IHT(<LBK0

T #6;Q1*

250 POSITION i@-IHT«l_EHCQ4$>V2^9--PRI

T #6; 04*
260 POSITION 14,5:pRINT #6; 03*

270 POSITION 7-LEN<Q2$;-,5:RRINT #6;Q2*

288 PRINT -PRINT =PRINT "PUSH STICK IN

h€ DIRECTION OF"



ARTWORX.IT'SA WHOLE
NEWWORLD OFSOFTWARE.

Scene from BETA FIGHTER during creation using the DRAWPIC graphics editor.

HODGE PODGE: by Marsha Msredith
(Atari and Appie)

NOW AVAILABLE FOR ATARI!!! This captivating

program is a marvelous learning device for children

from 18 months to 6 years. HODGE PODGE consists
of many cartoons, animation and songs which appear

when any key on the computer is depressed. A must

(or any family containing young children.

PRICE $19.95 diskette

□ PM EDITOR: by Dennis lander (Atari. 16K)
Create your own fast action graphics game for the

Atari 4fjn 0' 800 usmg its player missile graphics lea

tures By using player data stored as strings, players can

be moved or changed (for animation) at machine Ian

guage speed All this is done with stung variables
(P0$<Y) = SHIP4) This program is designed to permit
creation of up to 4 players on the screen, store them as

string data and then immediately try them out in the
demo game included in the program Instructions for

use in your own game are included PM EDITOR was
used to create the animated characters mARTWORX
RINGS OF THE EMPIRE andENCOLJNTER AT QUEST AR iv.

PRICE $29.95cassette $33.95diskette

ROCKET RAIDERS bv Richard Petersen (Atan21Ki
Delend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs, roc

hets. lasers, and the dreaded "stealth saucer" as aliens

attempt to penetrate your protective force field Precise
target sighting allows you to tire at the enemy using mag

netic impulse missiles to help protect your colony and

its vital structu'es

PRICE $19.95cassette $23 95 diskette

FOREST FIRE TWO: Dy Richard Petersen {Atari 24K)

FOREST FIRE has been enhanced and now offers a two
player mode for head to head competition to see who can

survive, suffet Ihc least damage and put their file out first.
User input now determines landscape, wind and weather
conditions, offering limitless game variation. FOREST FIRE'S
eicellent cota graphics have been made even better, turning

your computer into a super-detailed file scanner,

PRICE S16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

D GIANT SLALOM: by Oennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Bring the Winter Olympics toyour computer anytime of

the year1 Use the ioystick to guide your skiers path
down a giant slalom course consisting o' Open ar.d
closed gates Choose from three levels of difficulty
Take practice runs or compete against from two to
eight additional skiers

PRICE $15.95casset1e $19.95diskette

"THE PREDICTOR by ThomasBarker

(Apple Atfl" TRS 80 North Star and CP.M(M BASIC)
This is a complete Package that covers least squares

fitting of parameters for two o' more variables THE
PREDICTOR can be used for predicting sales and pro
cess behavior, trend analysis, model building and many
other uses calling for multilinear regression techniques
Each option >n the program is prompted with simple

yES/NO commands making it very easy to use
PRICE $29.95 diskette

□ PILOT: by Michael Piro (Atari, 16K)

Pilot your small airplane to a successful landing using
both joysticks to control throttle and attack angle PILOT
produces a true perspective rendition of the runway,
which is constantly changing Select from two levels of
pilot proficiency
PRICE .. $16.95cassette $20.95diskette

D TEACHER'S PET: by Arthur Walsh (Atari. Apple.
TRS80.PET, North Star and CP'MlMBASIC) systems)

Thisisanmtroductiontocomputersaswellasa learn
ing tool for the young computenst (ages 3-7). The pro
gram provides counting practice, letterword recognition

and three levels of math skills.

PRICE $U.95cassette$18.95diskette

□ MAIL LIST 3.0: (Atari, Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2 2 has now been up

graded Version 3.0 offers enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the manv other features which have made

this program so popular MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a maximum number of addresses on one
diskette (typFCally between 1200 and 2500 names!)

Entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by zip
codes They can be written to a printer or to another
file for complete die management The program pro
duces 1. 2 of 3-up address labels and will sort by zip
code (5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name) Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
delete duplicate entries' The address files created with
MAIL LIST are completely compatible with ARTWORX
FORM LETTER SYSTEM

PRICE $49.95 diskette

a THE VAULTS OF ZURICH; by Felix and Greg Herlihy

{Atari, 24K, PET)

Zurich is the banking capital of the world. The rich and
powerful deposit their wealth in its famed impregnable
vaults But you, as a master thief, have dared to under

take trie boldest heist of the century You will journey
down a maze of corridors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system in the world. Your goal 15
to reach the Chairman's Chamber to steal the most trea
sured possession of air THE OPEC OIL DEEDS'

PRICE $21.95cassette $25.95 diskette

3 BRIDGE 2.0 by Arthur Walsh (Atari (24K) Apple

TRS 80. PET, North Star and CP/M (MBASIC) systems)
Rated »1 by Creative Computing. BRIDGE 2 0 is the

only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense!). Interest
ing hands may be replayed using the 'duplicate" bridge
feature. This is certainly an ideal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get into a game when no other (human)
players are available

PRICE 517.95cassette $21.95diskette

O ENCOUNTER AT Q.UESTAR IV: by Douglas McFariand
(Atari, 24K)

As helmsman of Rikar starship, you must delend

Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentanans. Using
your plasma beam, hyperspaceengmes and wits to avoid
Zentanan mines and death phasers. you Struggle to Stay
alive. This BASIC/Assembly level program has super
sound, full player missile graphics and real time action

PRICE $21.95 cassette $25.95 diskette

NEW PROGRAMS!

HAZARD RUN: by Dennis Zander (Atari, 16K)

The sheriff has spotted you and you must make the

treacherous run through Crooked Canyon past

Bryan's Pond to the jump at Hazard Creek and safety.

You can even put the joystick-controlled GEE LEE car

upon two wheels to make it through some tight spots.

A lead foot is not always the answer as you dodge
trees, rocksand chickens in this nerve-racking game.

HAZARD RUN employs full use of player/missile

graphics, re-defined characters and fine scrolling
techniques to provide loads of fast action and visual

excitement.

PRICE $27.95 cassette $31.95 diskette

BETA FIGHTER: by Douglas McFariand {Atari, 16K)
See who will be the ace gunner in this action game

set on a spectacular Martian landscape. BETA
FIGHTER can be played with one or two players and

uses player/missile graphics and delightful sound

effects.
PRICE $16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

DRAWPIC: by Dennis Zander (Atari 16K)

DRAWPIC provides the user with an unbelievably

easy way to create screens in graphics modes 3-7.
Just sit back with your joystick and use POINT PLOT,

DRAW LINE. RUBBER BAND fill and COLOR SET to

create beautiful images on your Atari. Full or partial

screen images are saved as string data in the program

and can be instantly recalled and combined into new

images using machine language subroutines. These

graphic images can be easily incorporated into your

own programs. The imagesof HODGE PODGEand the

landscape of BETA FIGHTER were made using

DRAWPIC.
PRICE $29.95 cassette $33.95 diskette

POKER TOURNEY: by Edward Grau
(Atari 32K, Northstar)

You are entered in a high stakes Draw Poker

Tournament facing six opponents including Lake-

wood Louie, Shifty Pete and Dapper Dan. Each has

hisown style of play and of bluffing. POKER TOUR

NEY utilizesthe Joker, has true table stakes play and

each hand is played based on pot odds. The Atari
version's graphics and sound are superb of course
(programmed by Jerry White) making POKER

TOURNEY the class program of its type.
PRICE $18.95 cassette $22.95 diskette

ORDERING INFORMATION

Call ARTWORX toll-free number to order

direct:

800-828-6573

In New York. Alaska. Hawaii call:

(716) 425-2833

All orders are processed and shipped

within 48 hours.

Shipping and handling charges:

Within North America: Add $2.00

Outside North America: Add10% (Air Mail)
New York State residents add 7% sales tax

Quantity Discounts:

Deduct 10% when ordering 3 or more
programs

Ask forARTWORX atyour local computer
store.

Write for FREE Catalogue listing more
information about these and other quality
ARTWORX programs.

150 North Main Street Fairport. NY 14450
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290 PRINT =PRINT " CORRECT ANSWER.11

368 IF STICKC8M5 THEN POSITION 1S.5 PR
IMT #€;C$:GOTO 300

316 IF STICKCBXM5 THEN POSITION iu,5 = P
RIHT *6;B*

315 SOUND 8,96,16.10^FOR Sl=l TO 2@:NEXT
SI

326 IF STICK<0)=14 THEN POSITION 18,3 = PR
INT #6;C*

338 IF STICK(9)=11 THEN POSITION 3,5^PRI
KT #6iC*

335 SOUND &68,1&8*FOR 31=1 TO a@=NEXT
SI

348 IF STICK(0>=7 THEN POSITION 12/5'PRI
NT #6;C*

345 SOUND 0,0,0,0

^0 IF STICKC0M3 THEN POSITION 1B,?:.PR
IMT #6;C*

360 IF STICK(0)=A THEN GOTO 486

378 PRINT CLEARS PRINT "PRINT "PLEASE TR
Y ANOTHER ANSWER"

372 FOR: X=l TO itfrNEXr X

375 FOR Sl=l TO 150»SOLM3 0,200,10,8 = HEX
T SI

380 FOR Sl=l TO 100:SOUND 0,230, IS,S^t€X
T SI

381 SOUND 0,0,0,0

3S5 FOR X=3 TO 7 STEP 4=P0SITIGN 18,X=PR

IHT »6iB$-.NEXT X

398 F'OSITION 8,5*PRINT *6;B$-. POSITION 12

5=PRINT,5=
335 bOTO 230

460 RESTORE C 0*2Hi
416 READ E$

420 PRINT CLEW; "GOOD* B;E*
425 FOR S2=l TO 7u^S3=INT(RND<0)S:50H50 =

SOUND 0,S3,10,S^FOR 31=1 TO ?*NEXT SI

427 SOUND 0,0,8,9=NEXT S2
440 PRINT =PRINT "PRESS BUTTON FOR ANOTH

ER F-ROBLEti"

456 PRINT =PRINT " PLKH STICK TO END
ii

460 IF STRIGC0K THEN GOTO 200
470 IF 3TICK(0>=15 THEN GOTO 460

480 PRINT 'PRINT :PRINT " G

AME OUER"
490 FOR X=l TO 1080:h£XT X

GRAPHICS 0

Program 2: VIC Version

10 DD=37154:P1=37151:P2=37152

15 GOTO 200

20 DATA APPLE,PEAR,HAT,ORANGE,1

21 DATA HAT IS NOT A FRUIT

2 2 DATA A,E,I,S,2

23 DATA 'S' IS NOT A VOWEL

24 DATA SAD,BLUE,GREEN,RED,-2

25 DATA THESE WORDS ARE COLORS

26 DATA APE,FUN,ATE,APPLE,-1

27 DATA THESE WORDS BEGIN WITH 'A1

200 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

210 Q=INT(4*RND(1)+1)

220 RESTORE

230 FOR 1=1 TO Q

240 READ Q1$,Q2$,Q3$,Q4$,A,AN$
250 NEXT

2 60 PRINT"{RED}";TAB{11-LEN(Ql$)/2);Q1$;" {0
5 DOWN}"

270 PRINT"{GRN}"TAB(11-LEN(Q4$)/2);Q4S;"{04
UP} "

280 PRINTTAB(14);"{PUR}"Q3$

290 PRINT"fUP}[CYN}"TAB(7-LEN(Q2S));Q2$;"{B
BLU}"

300 PRINT"{04 DOWN}PUSH STICK IN":PRINT"DIR
ECTION OF THE"

310 PRINT"CORRECT ANSWER

320 PRINT"{HOME}{04 DOWN}";TAB(10);"Q"

330 GOSUB 500:IFH=0ANDV=0THEN330

340 PRINT"{HOME}{04 DOWN}";TAB(10);" "

350 PRINT"{HOME}{03 DOWN}";LEFT$("{02 DOWN}
",1+V);TAB{10+H);"Q"

360 IF(V*2+H)=A THEN 400

370 PRINT"{CLEARjPLEASE TRY AGAIN"
380 GOTO 220

400 PRINT"{07 DOWN}":PRINT"{REVjGOOD, ";ANS

410 PRINT:PRINT

415 GOSUB500:IF(V*2+H)=ATHEN415
420 PRINT"{DOWN}PUSH STICK FOR ANOTHERPROBL

EM"

430 PRINT"PUSH {RED}BUTTON{BLU} TO END"

440 GOSUB500:IF(HORV)THEN200
450 IFFB=0THEN440

460 PRINT"{DOWN} GAME OVER"

499 END

500 REM JOYSTICK SUB

510 POKEDD,127:P=PEEK{P2)AND128

520 H=-(P=0)

530 POKEDD,255:P=PEEK(P1)

540 V=-((PAND8)=0)

550 H=((PAND16)=0)+H

560 V={(PAND4)=0)+V

570 FB=-((PAND32}=0)

580 RETURN ©

san
CORPORATION

Solve your dhc probiem* buy 100% auHacc

tated Dv»an dtakettes. AD ordoi ahlpped

irotn Mock, within 24 boun. C«U toll FREE

<800> 235^137 for prtcn >nd bifermatton.

Uu and Maattr Caid accepted

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES

100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA

9:i40I (InCal call

1805) 543-1037)



The above is a graphics 8 screen printout on the EPSON, with our new AESD II(tm).

It was drawn with Versawritergraphics tablet.

•••••••••••••••••••"A-******************

002 ATARI EPSON SCREEN DUMP II

This is a screen dump program which allows you to copy

anything from the screen. It also supports all graphics

modes and text modes. It supports all the features of the

EPSON(tm) MX-80 and MX-100. The program is in machine

language and is relocatable (C) $26.95
(D) $29.95

005 BINARY LOAD CASSETTE TO DISK

This utility will take binary load cassette files like SPACE

INVADERS (tm) and allow their transfer to disk. No more

waiting for loading! The duplicate is AUTO-BOOTING and

uncopyable (D) $21.95

007 DOWNLOADER

This is a true SMART TERMINAL EMULATOR PROGRAM

which allows you to upload and download files between

computers and save to DISK, CASSETTE, or a PRINTER.

ALSO WORKS WITH THE D.C. HAY'S SMARTMODEM.

(C) $26.95

(D) $29.95

009 ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

This program is a tool for the electronics hobbyist. It makes

the necessary resistive and capacitive calculations for both

series and parallel circuits. It shows formula, decodes

resistors, plus power calculations tor both AC and DC

circuits (C) $19.95

(D) $21.95

011 ELBBARCS

This is a word game program which is in high resolution

graphics (C) $19.95
(D) $21.95

012 UTILITY PAK 1

These four utility's are for the serious programmer. XREF

is a variable cross reference utility which tells you where

and when a variable is used in a program. VARIABLE-

CHANGER is a program that allows you to easily change

the name of any or all of the variables in your program. Lister

and Denumber are also included (C) $19.95
(D) $21.95

013 PIE BAR UTILITY

This utility is designed to provide a screen dump capability

for the ATARI® GRAPH IT(tm) using EPSON® MX-80

printer. Features STORAGE and RECALL of both Pie and

Bar Charts. Runs in 32K of RAM Screen Dump feature can

be used separately in 24K of RAM (C) $19.95

(D)$21.95

014 BACKUP MASTER

A machine language program that allows you to make

backup copies of boot load diskettes. Also displays any sec

tors that the disk drive had trouble reading and skips over

them (D) $39.95

COMPUTER flGE SQFTWflHE
9433 GEORGIA AVE.

SILVER SPRINGS, MD 20910

(301) 588-6565

CASH, CERTIFIED CHECK,

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
PERSONAL CHECKS

ALLOW 10 DAYS TO CLEAR.
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Learning With Computers

Teaching

Johnny To

Program
Glenn Kleimon

Teaching Tools: Microcomputer Services
Palo Alto, CA

I expect within the next few years someone will

write a book charging many schools with a mis

guided approach to teaching children about com

puter programming. This book, probably entitled

WhyJohnny Can't Program, will claim that teaching

LOGO is the only proper approach, and that teaching

BASIC is almost evil. Such extreme claims have

already been made. For example, Seymour Papert,

a leading advocate of LOGO, has written in

Mindstorms: Children, Computers and Powerful Ideas:

[It is] as unacceptable for children to

enter the computer culture by learning

computer languages such as BASIC; as it

would be to confine their access to English

poetry to pidgin English translations

(p-21 I).

BASIC is the standard language for all personal

computers. LOGO is a newer language, available

for Apple II and TI 99/4 computers and being

developed for several others. The advocates of

LOGO claim it should, and will, replace BASIC —

especially for teaching children. In order to evaluate

this claim, we first must consider what features we

want in a computer language taught to children.

What Children Need

1. The language should make small but inter

esting programs easy to write. This is useful for

motivating students and alleviating anxieties about

programming.

2. The language should make it easy to debug

programs. Beginners quickly realize the need for

exactness in programming but have trouble getting

all the details right. Clear error messages and other

features that facilitate debugging prevent a lot of

frustration in teaching and learning.

3. The language should be designed for

working with pictures and words. Most people,

particularly young people, would rather use com

puters to create pictures and dialogues than to

solve mathematical problems.

4. Learning the language should provide a

good basis for learning more advanced pro

gramming. The students should master concepts

common to all computer languages and develop

good programming techniques.

5. The language should be compatible with

the ways children think, and working with the

language should facilitate the development of
general thinking skills.

Comparing BASIC and LOGO

Now that we have some criteria, how do BASIC
and LOGO compare?

Ease ofgetting started. BASIC and LOGO were

both designed with novice programmers in mind.

In either language, you can write small programs

with a few simple commands. The programs will

be of different types. A typical first BASIC program

performs simple mathematical operations such as

converting between centigrade and fahrenheit

degrees. A typical first LOGO program creates

shapes such as squares and triangles.

Ease of debugging. BASIC and LOGO are both

interactive or conversational languages. When

using an interactive language, you can get im

mediate responses from the computer without

having to go through any other steps (such as the

compiling step required with many languages).

This makes it easier to find and correct errors in

programs. With either BASIC or LOGO you can

stop a program at any time, ask the computer

questions such as the values of variables, and then

continue the program from where it was stopped.

The two languages also give helpful information

about exactly where errors occur.

Working with, pictures. LOGO contains an excel

lent Turtle Graphics system which makes it easy to

create pictures. The child commands a "turtle"

marker to move and draw on the screen. The

commands include move forward or backward a

number of steps, turn left or right a number of

degrees, select a pen of a specified color, and raise

or lower the pen to control whether the turtle

draws as it moves. Here is a simple program to

draw a square:

TO SQUARE

FORWARD 40

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 40

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 40

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 40

RIGHT 90

END

This program can be condensed to:

TO SQUARE

REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 40 RIGHT 90]

END
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Turtle graphics, originally developed as part

of LOGO, has since been incorporated into other

languages, including Atari PILOT which I will

review in next month's column. See Dave

Thornburg's Friends of the Turtle column for

more examples of turtle graphics.

BASIC typically uses a coordinate graphic

system in which you specify the horizontal and

vertical locations of things to appear on the screen.

Here is a BASIC program to draw a square:

100 DRAW 0,0 TO 40,0

110 DRAW 40,0 TO 40,40

120 DRAW 40,40 TO 0,40

130 DRAW 0,40 TO 0,0

Each DRAW command draws a line between the

coordinates specified.

There are many dialects of BASIC. In some

the graphic commands are limited to plotting

points and drawing lines. Others, such as the Radio

Shack Color Computer Extended BASIC and the

IBM Personal Computer BASIC, include more

powerful graphic commands for drawing circles,

arcs and boxes, filling areas with color, and moving

pictures on the screen to create animations. The

ease of creating pictures in BASIC depends lo a

large extent on which version is used.

Working with words. In BASIC, sets of letters

are grouped together to form strings. Commands

are available for testing whether strings match, for

combining strings and for selecting parts of

strings.

In LOGO, letters combine to form words,

which are analogous to strings in BASIC. In addi

tion, LOGO has lists. A list consists of an ordered

set of words or simpler lists. That is, you can have a

list of lists, or a list of lists of lists, and so on. This is

very useful for working with language — a list of

words forms a sentence, a list of sentences forms a

paragraph, and a list of paragraphs forms a dis

course. LOGO contains procedures for checking

whether a list contains a specified word, testing

whether two lists match, combining lists and se

lecting parts of lists. The commands for working

with language in LOGO are far more powerful

than those in BASIC.

Learning general programming concepts. When

learning either BASIC or LOGO, children become
familiar with many concepts important in all pro

gramming. These concepts include variables,

branching, iteration (repetition of sets of

commands), conditionals (if/then decisions), and

modules (subroutines or procedures). LOGO adds

the concept of recursion (procedures that call
themselves).

Learning good programming techniques. Program

ming techniques have advanced since BASIC was

developed, and BASIC is often faulted for not

encouraging good programming practices. As

computers have become faster and memory less

expensive, emphasis has shifted from writing pro

grams which execute quickly and take little memory,

to programs that are easy to write, understand,

test, debug and modify.

An important part of good programming is

dividing the overall goals of the program into

simpler subgoals, each of which can be handled in

its own part of the program. This is called modular

programming. While modular programming is

possible in BASIC, the language does not facilitate

this approach.

LOGO was designed for modular program

ming. You define procedures, each of which tells the

computer how to do something. Once a procedure

is defined, it can be used in other procedures in

exactly the same way as any of the "primitive"

procedures built into the language. That is, each

procedure you create can be used as a module in a

larger program. For example, once the SQUARE

procedure given above is created, it can be used

in a procedure to create a more complex picture

such as:

REPEAT 8 [SQUARE RIGHT 45]

Since a created procedure can be used just like a

built-in one, LOGO lets you design your own lan

guage by creating a set of procedures to suit your

purposes.

Compatibility with children's ways of thinking.

Children are best able to understand things in

terms of concrete images and their own actions,

rather than in terms of abstract concepts. Turtle

graphics therefore provides an excellent means of

introducing programming to children. Commands

to the turtle are in terms of processes children can

act out. A child might create a SQUARE procedure

by first drawing a square with a pencil and paper

(or walking the shape of a square) and observing

his own movements. The child can then tell the

turtle how to follow the same pattern of movement.

In contrast, the graphics commands typical of
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BASIC require an understanding of the coordinate

system and do not reflect the processes of drawing.

While the turtle graphics component of LOGO

suits children very well, I am less certain about the

rest of LOGO. The commands for working with

words are powerful but may not be simple for

children to use. Most teachers using LOGO have so

far focused on turtle graphics. 1 am waiting for

more information from teachers and children who

are exploring the non-graphics aspects of LOGO.

In BASIC-, children generally find it easy to

understand the individual string processing com

mands and to write small programs with them.

However, the difficulty of BASIC programming

increases rapidly as the size of the program

increases.

Developing thinking skills. To program in any

language, one must analyze the task the computer

is to perform, divide it into sub-steps, carefully

communicate the sub-steps to the computer, and

test and debug the program. Many teachers report

that when children learn programming they also

acquire ways of approaching many types of prob

lems and gain an appreciation of the need for

careful work. This leads to improvements in much

of their school work.

I believe the critical factor in whether learning

to program facilitates general thinking skills is not

which language is taught, but whether the teaching

encourages careful task analysis, problem solving,

and testing. However, LOGO does have some

advantages over BASIC. Since it encourages mod

ular programming, it also encourages careful

analysis of problems and good programming prac

tices. LOGO contains features well adapted to

certain problem solving strategies (such as progres

sively reducing a problem to similar but simpler

problems). And working with turtle graphics can

lead children to an intuitive understanding of

concepts of geometry and symmetry.

Which Language Should Children Be Taught?

More people know BASIC than any other computer

language and there are a greater number of books

and programs available to help teach BASIC. I

know many children and adults who have gotten a

great deal out of learning BASIC - knowledge

about computers, an understanding of general

concepts of programming, appreciation of the

need for careful thinking and attention to details,

and joy and pride in being able to control the com

puter with their own programs.

LOGO has been used in a number of test

projects and is beginning to be tried in many class

rooms. As I've discussed, it has several excellent
features for teaching children, particularly in the

turtle graphics component. I expect materials to

help learn and teach LOGO will become available

rapidly.

Children enjoy and benefit from learning

either BASK; or LOGO. Why shouldn't they'learn
both?

Versions Of LOGO For Apple II Computers

Two versions of LOGO are now available for Apple

computers, one developed at MIT and the other

developed by Logo Computer Systems, Inc. (LCSI).

LCSI LOGO is marketed by Apple through its

dealers. Two companies market the MIT version:

Terrapin Inc. (678 Massachusetts Ave. #205,

Cambridge MA 02139), and Krell Software (21
Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 1 1790). Both

versions require a 48K Apple II with a 16K RAM

card (or language card) and one disk drive. The

two versions have far more similarities than differ

ences, but each has several features not found in

the oilier.

The MIT version has three features which are

particularly useful with children: (1) The ability to

change the shape of the turtle. This is useful for

animations — you can create your own shape and

move it on the screen with turtle commands. (2) A

trace function which lets you run a program step-by-

step. This is useful for carefully analyzing programs

and for Finding bugs. (3) The ability to save pictures

to disk and retrieve them from a program. MIT

LOGO also lias a feature for machine language

programmers: it lets you add your own machine

language routines.

LSCI LOGO, while not having the features

mentioned above, has several features not found in

the MIT version. These include more advanced list

processing capabilities, convenient ways of working

with sets of procedures, the ability to re-define

primitive commands, and good error trapping

capability. These features are particularly useful

for advanced programmers.

An important part of a LOGO package is the

documentation. LCSI LOGO comes with two man

uals, an excellent turtle graphics tutorial and a

good reference manual. Terrapin has its own

tutorial, which covers both turtle graphics and

language processing. I only have a draft available

for review, but it looks like a very useable manual.

Krell provides a minimal1 amount of written

documentation and a tutorial on disk. The Krell

tutorial is severely lacking - it demonstrates many

of the capabilities of LOGO but does not teach

anyone how to use them.

The prices of the three LOGO packages, with

documentation and back-up copy, are: LCSI —

$l75;Terrapin-$165($15() + $15 for back-up

disk); Krell-$179.1 recommend either LCSI or

Terrapin. Krell cannot be recommended due to
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the lack of adequate documentation.

LOGO Books

Four books that tell you more about LOGO are

available:

Logo by Harold Abelson (Byte/McGraw Hill

Publishers, 1982). A guide to using LOGO

which is a good addition to the LCSI and

Terrapin manuals.

Special Technology for Special Children by Paul

Goldenberg (University Park Press, 1979).

Discusses uses of LOGO with severely handi

capped children.

Mindstorms: Computers, Children and Powerful

Ideas by Seymour Papert (Basic Books, 1980).

The case for LOGO, strongly stated.

Turtle Geometry by Harold Abelson and Andrea

diSessa (MIT Press, 1980). A technical book

on using turtle graphics to teach concepts of

plane geometry, vectors and topology and

other areas.

An Inexpensive Turtle Graphics Program

Many people want to try turtle graphics without

investing in the full package and the necessary

memory expansion. An excellent program which

lets you do so was published in Nibble magazine

(Vol. 3, No. 1, 1982). This program, written in

Applesoft by David Krathwohl, provides the main

turtle graphics commands, the ability to write

procedures and call them from other procedures,

iteration, some minimal use of variables, and saving

programs to disk. You can find a copy of the

magazine and type the program into your Apple

or order a disk (with documentation and two other

programs) for $29.95 plus $\ .50 postage from

Nibble: Box 325, Lincoln MA 01773. ' ©

HCCU IT
THE WORD PROCESSOR FOR

RWRX 4QQ/BQQ
WITH CASSETTE DRIVE

ACCU-WRITEIS FOR USE WITH THE ATARI 400 800

COMPUTER AND THE EPSOM MX-80 PRINTER FULL

DOCUMENTATION ALLOWS USER MODIFICATIONS

TO SUPPORT OTHER PRINTERS AND COMPUTERS

THE SUGGESTED RAM IS 32K.

ACCU-WRITE FEATURES INCLUDE

ON SCREEN CORRECTIONS AUTO-CENTER TITLES

INSERT DELETE LINES LINE COUNTER

OUTLINE FORMAT. PARAGRAPH. SUBPARAGRAPH

FULL DOCUMENTATION & CASSETTE - - S49.95

VISA AND MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED

CALL (504) 361-8594

DREAM PRINT HOMES INC. SUITE 705

1700STUMPFBLVD GRETNA. LA. 70053

ORIGINAL SOFTWARE FOR THE ATARI 400/800 AND THE APPLE 11/11+ FROM DON'T ASK

JThink your computer's an obedient wimp;1
lGuess again!

Try ABUSE
The insult program.

• Funny • Unpredictable • Interactive
• Guaranteed to call you something

you've never been called before!

$19.95

ATARI: 40K - disk - BASIC

APPLE: -iflK - disk - APPLESOFT

The high-speed dictionary game

At last, an educational game that's really fun to play! You

start cm h turn with a word, b definitions, and a lounler

set to 600 points. As time passes the points tick away. The

sooner you pi< k the correct definition, the more points

you get, but the sooner you guess wrong, the more points

you lose.

3 levels of play on one disk:

• Beginner (ages 9-14) • Regular* Challenge

2000 words and definitions

$24.95 Al'l'tt version speaks!

ATARI: J2K dlSb - BASIC

APP1E: 48K - disk - APPLESOFT

Also available:

The next disk in the WORDRACE System. Use it

along with your WORDRACE disk to play:

• CLAIM TO FAME 1600 famou-. people in rmloryl

• SPORTS DERBY (buo pieces ol sports trivia)

• Plus more vocabulary words

$19.95

Requires WORDRACE disk

Dealer inquiries welcome

Available a! your computer store or direct ffom DON'T ASK
include S2 00 shipping(01 pach program ICalll residents add (,"„ I a*]

atari ii ,i trademark of ATARI in{.

APPLE jntl APPLESOFT are tradcrrHikj ot APPLE COMPUTER INC

DON'T ASK

Computer Software

2265 Westwood Blvd. B-150

Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213) 397-8811
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Apple Game

Paddles
John K. Eiberfeld

Rochester, NY

Understanding the functions of the Apple game

paddles was my first step toward interfacing the

Apple with the "real world." The simplicity of the

paddles is a result of the amazing versatility of the

game In/Out connector (where the game paddles

are plugged in) on the computer mother hoard.

The Apple Reference Manual, pages 23, 24, 100,

and 114, provides the basic facts about the paddles

and the connector. Tins article will attempt to

unify these facts into an understandable explana

tion of the Integrated Circuit electronics used

every time Little Brick Out is RUN.

The push button control on the paddles is a

normally open momentary switch. No electricity

may flow through llns switch until u is pushed

down. As soon as it is released, the flow of electricity

stops. The source of voltage is pin 1 on the game

I/O connector, which supplies +5 volts through

the connecting wires to one side of the switch.

When the button is pressed and the switch is closed,

this +5 volts passes til rough the switch and back

through the wires to pin 2 on the I/O connector.

Pin 2 is connected to a standard Transistor-

Transistor Logic (TTI.) Integrated Circuit (IC) on

the Apple mother board. When +5 volts is applied

to pin 2, this IC causes the memory location of

(-16287) or ($C06I) to be greater than 128. The

actual circuitry allows three push buttons to be used,

but this article will supply details for button 0 only.

When pin 2 is grounded, the value of (-16287)

will fall below 128. However, not applying +5 volts

to pin 2 is not the same as grounding the pin. 'I o

make the pin grounded when no voltage is applied,

a 560 ohm resistor is permanently connected be

tween pin 2 and ground. Any electricity which

might deceive pin 2 into thinking that 5 volts was

being connected to it disappears through the resis

tor and into the ground. This resistor is located in

the 16-pin DIP Header - the black box at the end

of the paddle wires. This resistor is small enough

to effectively ground pin 2 when no voltage is

applied, but large enough so the current through it

is very small when + 5 volts is applied.

Figure 1 shows this information.

The game controller analog inputs (knobs

which turn) are physically very simple. The fol-

Figure 1. Push Button

Pin 1
+ 5V

IA Push Button

'n 2 9 74LS251

560 _TL

Pin 8 -=r

lowing details apply to PADDLE 0, but the concept

is the same for all paddles. Just the pin numbers

are different.

Pin 1 again supplies +5 volts through the

connecting wires to one end of a 150,000 ohm

variable resistor. The other end of the resistor is

connected through the wires to pin 6. ruining the

game control varies the resistance between the 5

volt supply voltage and pin 6 on the game I/O

connector. When the resistor is turned so the resis

tance in the circuit is large, very little current can

flow back to pin 6. A low resistance setting of the

game control allows a large current to flow back to

pin 6.

Pin 6 is a direct connection to a capacitor on

the mother board. A capacitor is designed to store

electric charge, but this capacitor starts out with no

charge. Electric current which flows through pin 6

to the capacitor will build up the charge on the

capacitor until it reaches a predetermined level.

When the Apple is instructed to read the value of

the game control through the BASK! command

PDL(0), it uses a machine language monitor routine.

This command starts a counting routine, consisting

of a loop and a counter, to time how long it takes

the electric current through the game controller

resistor to charge the capacitor back up from its

zero starting charge. The number of times that the

computer executes this timing loop is the value

reported when PRINT PDL(0) is RUN.

To limit the electric current How into the

capacitor when the game control is applying zero

resistance, a small 100 ohm resistor is connected in

series between the capacitor and the game control

ler. If too much current flowed into the capacitor

in a very short time, the power supply or other

circuits could be damaged.

How can the computer tell when a capacitor is

charged? The Apple uses a 558 quad timer Inte

grated Circuit which is designed specifically to
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accomplish this. This circuit is similar to four 555

timers on one chip and allows up to four game

paddles to he used at one time. The 558 IC is care

fully designed to have a high output when the

capacitor is charged to less than 2/3 of the supply

voltage, and a low output after it reaches 2/3 of the

supply voltage.

The timing cycle is started when the 558 is

triggered — accomplished by PEEKing at location

49264 (-16272 or $C070). After the 558 is triggered,

the output goes high, and the capacitor is allowed

to charge up from the current through the game

controller. When the capacitor reaches 2/3 of the

supply voltage, the output goes low and remains

low until triggered again. The 558 then automati

cally discharges the capacitor and waits for another

trigger. Memory location $C064 is high (greater

than 128) while the output of the 558 timer is high,

and low (less than 128) when the output of the

timer is low. I low a high output from the 558

affects the value in a memory location is a good

topic for some other author.

Figure 2 shows the circuit used for Paddle 0

on ihe Apple. The other game controllers have

similar circuits hut different memory locations.

Figure 2. Game Control Paddle

Pin

Pin

+ 5V
1 ^

^150,000-0.

> 100-n.

6 |

1 .022ji f

Pin 2

558

Timer

Pin

Pin

3

1

Trigger

Output

The Apple Reference Manual, Page 144, lists

the following monitor routine for reading the

value of the game controller. These directions are

permanently stored in the Read Only Memory

(ROM) of the Apple'and are used during the execu

tion of BASK! commands in regular programs.

The following explanation assumes some knowl

edge of machine language programming.

PREAD LDA PTRIG

LST ON

LDY #$00

NOP

NOP

PREAD LDA PADDL0.X

BPL RTS2D

INY

BNE PREAD2

DEY

RTS2D RTS

PTRIG is location SC070. LDA to this location

triggers all 4 timers on the 558 chip on the mother

board. This forces all the outputs of the 558 chip

to go high and remain high until the capacitors are

charged. This trigger also allows the capacitor to

start charging.

LST ON is not a machine language command.

but is probably a note to indicate that the timer has

been triggered.

LDY #$00 loads the V register with a value of

zero to initialize it for the timing loop.

NOP means no operation. These arc dummy

commands used to take up some lime before the

timing loop is entered.

LDA PADDLO.X stores in the accumulator (A)

the value of the memory location indicated by

PADDL0, with the location address increased by

the value stored in the X register. This allows a

single routine to lime all four allowable game con

trollers. The number of the controller (0 through

4) must be loaded m the X register before the

routine is entered. PADDL0 is the memory location

SC064, the memory location winch is high when

the current through paddle zero has not charged

the capacitor. When register X has 0 stored in it,

this location is read. When register X has the value

"1" stored in it, the value in memory location SC064

+ 1 =$C065 is loaded in the accumulator. $C065 is

the memory location which is high when paddle I

is in the process of charging its capacitor.

BPL RTS2D commands the computer to

branch to location RTS2D if the value loaded into

A is positive. RTS2D contains the command RTS

which stops the timing loop and returns control to

the BASIC commands which first called in the

routine. A byte is considered negative when bit 7,

the eighth bit from the right, is "I," and positive

when this bit is "0." This seventh bit is also used as

the flag to indicate that the output of the timer is

Still high. While the capacitor is in the process of

being charged by the current through the game

controller, this seventh bit in location $C064 is set

to "1," the computer considers the value of the

entire byte negative, and no branching occurs. The

computer continues down the list of instructions.

When the seventh bit is "0," it means the capacitor

is charged enough, the timing stops with the value

in Y indicating the number of times the program

executed the loop, and the program branches to

RTS2D which returns control back to the BASIC

program. This is the normal END for this monitor

subroutine.

INY commands the computer to increase the

value of the Y register by I. The Y register is now a

counter which indicates how many limes the com

puter passes this point in the loop. It is this value

stored in Y which is the "value" of the game con-
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troller setting.

BNE PREAD2 commands the computer to

branch back in the loop to the location of PREAD2

(the LDA PADDL0,X command) if the value of the

Y register is not equal to zero. If the resistance is

very high in game controller, the Y register may

have counted up to 255, the largest number it can

store. (All 8 bits are set to 1). Adding 1 more to 255

does not result in 256, but changes all the I's to O's

(255 +1=0). At this point the computer realizes it

has gone too far, and it does not branch back to

continue the loop.

DEY decreases the value of Y by one. Since Y

must be zero to reach this point in the program. Y

changes from 0 back to 255 because 000 - 1 =255.

This is the largest number that may be a paddle

reading. At this point the timing loop is halted.

RTS then returns control to the BASIC, pro

gram which called the subroutine. The value in Y

is the value of the paddle reading.

The loop of:

READ2 LDA PADDL0,X (5 CYCLES)

BPL RTS2D (2 CYCLES-NO BRANCH)

INY (2 CYCLES)

BNE PREAD2 (3 CYCLES-SUCCESSFUL

BRANCH)

is repeated until the capacitor is charged or until Y

reaches a reading of 256 (000). The loop uses 12

clock cycles or about 12 microseconds. The

maximum amount of time this program can meas

ure is 255 loops or 3060 microseconds. The time

needed to charge sufficiently the .022 mfd capacitor

on the mother board through 150,000 ohm game

controller is I.I * 150,000* .022 E-06 = .0036

seconds =3600 microseconds. This extra time

guarantees that the maximum value can be reached

when the game controller is set for maximum

resistance.

Where can this information lead? It is possible

to substitute a thermistor in place of the game

controller so the reading of a paddle will indicate

the temperature. A game controller with a resis

tance differing from the 150,000 ohm Apple Con

troller can be adapted to this circuit. A tilt sensitive

switch could replace the pushbutton to indicate

changes in position. The possibilities are endless

and challenging. For more information on these

circuits, see:

Minis, Forrest M.

Engineer's Notebook

Radio Shack, 1979

Lancaster, Don

TTL Cookbook

Howard W.Sams, 1914

Semiconductor Reference Guide

Radio Shack, 1981 ©

In this interesting article, the author, a quadriplegic,

describes techniques he has learned to effectively work

with his computer. His suggestions may be of interest to

other handicapped programmers and, at the end, he has a

program-typing hint for everyone.

Computing

Techniques

For The

Handicapped
George Leotti

Glenolden, PA

Being a physically disabled individual I faced some

unique problems in making my computer, and

peripherals, usable. First, I'd like to briefly describe

my disability and then pass along some hints that

may help other people, disabled and able alike.

I'm a C5-C6 quadriplegic. What that basically

means is that my legs are totally paralyzed. My

arms are partially paralyzed. I can't move my fingers

or thumbs at all, but I can flex my wrists. Now, on

to the hints.

There are many devices available to hold

pencils, pens, and paintbrushes that will hold a

stick which may be used to press keys on your

keyboard. I use a universal holder with an L bar

that holds a pencil, eraser-side down. Use whatever

is comfortable for you.

To protect the faces on my small keyboard

PET, I have someone cut out the fingers of a surgi

cal glove, put them over the eraser, and tape it

securely to the pencil. This way the eraser will not

fragment and get stuck between the keys. Plus,

wear and tear on the keys is reduced.

A New On-Off Switch

The first problem I encountered when I bought

my PET was how to turn it on and off by myself.

As you know, the PET and Commodore peripherals

have their power switches located on the back

panels. Why? I don't know. But I do know it is

impossible for me to reach them.

The solution was simple. I had another switch

mounted on the front panel, above the keyboard.

The new switch "jumpers" the power switch in the

rear. The Commodore switch now stays in the on

position. The new switch turns power on and off.
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Its switch is a toggle switch which can be purchased

at any Radio Shack, part number 275-651.

I had the same done on my 2023 printer. The

switch is mounted an inch to the right of the paper

advance button.

Who will install switches for you? My brother,

an electronics engineer, installed them for me. If

you have no one able to perform this operation for

you I suggest you: contact a local electronics/

computer store, appliance repair shop, or television

repair shop. If you go this route be sure the person

is insured and knows exactly what yon need. IP

your machine is slill under warranty, contact the

manufacturer first. They (or the store where you

bought it) may install a switch for you.

Another solution to the problem would be to

have a switching center installed by a competent

electrician. In this way you would not deface your

machine and you could have all the power switches

in one convenient location.

Operating Tape And Disk Drives

The next problem was how to push the PLAY and

RECORD keys at the same time. I found that if

you put something in the jaws of a nutcracker to

space the ends the proper width, and then tape the

ends to hold the spacer, you have a tool that works

on the tape drive. This, when held in the mouth,

makes pushing those buttons easy. Since most

nutcrackers are made of metal, however, it would

be easier on your teeth to contact your friendly

occupational therapist for something made of

plastic or wood.

Just recently, I purchased a 2031 single disk

drive because of an overflow of cassettes. It is a

remarkable, machine, of course, very fast and

efficient, but when I tried to change its diet (remove

one diskette and put in another) I found I could

not pull out the diskette.

Some tape and toothpicks solved this one. On

the left side (front) of my diskettes I have between

five and six inches of tape folded in halfand fixed

to the top and bottom of each diskette with a tooth

pick at the fold in the tape. Now I can pull out a

diskette with one finger.

I used strapping tape (tape with fibers) and

round toothpicks. Instead of toothpicks you could

use small plastic rings that you can put a finger, or

your pushstick, through. Be sure not to cover the

write-protect notch on the disk.

Shopping For Machines

If you are disabled and deciding which computer

to buy, go to a computer store. Try each model or

brand you are interested in. Look for accessibility.

I have found that the PET has very accessible

keyboards. For me, the separate numeric keypad

reduces arm fatigue when entering programs man

ually.

Also, anyone who has a disability that affects

the hands should consider the tractor feed type

printer. I have the problem of my paper coming

out of alignment almost every time I tear a sheet

out of the printer. 1 have to use my mouth to grip

the paper and pull it. So far, I've come up with no

practical solution to this problem...

Something For Everyone

Here's a hint which might solve a general problem.

When entering a program from COMPUTE!, do

your eyes sometimes wander the page looking for

your place? In the back of COMPUTE! you will find

a card that is used for foreign subscriptions. If you

live in the US, or subscribe, tear this card out.

Use a sharp hobby knife to cut out a "window"

in the card. Cift out, on the address side, the words

(son y about this) COMPUTE! Magazine. You may

need to widen it to equal a whole line of a program.

Place the card on the page that has the program,

leaving the lines you want, showing through the

window. As you enter the program, just move the

card down the page.

These ideas are offered as suggestions. Neither

COMPUTE! nor Mr. Leotti can be held responsible

for any damages resulting from their use. <§

SWEET-TALKER,

IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTERAN

UNLIMITED VOCABULARY.

Parallel Version

Apple II Version

As Featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar,

Byte Magazine, September 1981

The Sweet-Talker voice synthesizer allows you to add speech ol

unlimited vocabulary to your computer Utilizing the VotraxSCOIAchip,

you can output any message by programming individual phonemes.

Comes in two versions, one plugs directly into your Apple II. the other

connects to any computer with an 8-bit parallel printer port. - 12 vofts

and + 5 volts required for parallel board.

Contains Si different phonemes ST01 Sweel Talker Parallel

accessed by a 6-bit code. Port Boafd AIT J139.00

Automatic and manual inflec- ST02 Sweat Talker Apple II

tion modes. plug in board 149.00

Parallel port driven or plug-in ST06 Text-lo-Speach

compatible with Apple II. algorithm on disk

Super text-to-speech algorithm for Apple II 3S.0O

on disk tor Apple II. Makes SC01A Votrax Speech

Synthesizer chip 70.00

5 or more 55.00 oech

UPS01

Sweet -Talker equivalent to

units 3 times the cost

■On board audio amplifier

•Sample program on cassette

with Apple II Board

• Optional power supply for

parallel board.

To Order Call Toll Free 1-800-545-3479
(InNY State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call 1-516-374-6793

MICROMINTfNC.

917 Midway

WoodmereN.Y. 11598

Universal Power Supply-

A&T 35.00

Add 12.00 lot shipping & handling
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For Commodore computers, this program allows you to

add very large numbers together.

Multidigit

Addition
Zoltan Szepesi

Pittsburgh

A microcomputer generally cannot handle

more than 8 to 12 digits of precision. However,

special programs can be written in BASK! or

machine language to increase the precision of the

calculations.

In this program, Multadd. the addition is

made in eight-digit groups. The two numbers to be

added together (the addenda) are entered as two

strings between lines 70 to 120, using a modified

version of Gary Greenberg's simulated input

routine (COMPUTE!, May/June, 1980, #4). This

way, up to 25! digits can he entered for each

number. The two addenda can have different

numbers of digits. Lines 140 to 160 make them

equal in length by placing zeros in front of the

shorter number.

Lines 170 to 250 divide the si rings into eight-

digit groups and transform these substrings into

numeric values. Then lines 260 to 300 do the addi

tion, and 310 to 380 reconvert the groups to eight-

digit strings, taking care to fill up the empty places

with zeros, and eliminating the spacing between

the groups. The result is printed out as a continuous

string.

10 PRINT"{CLEAR} MULTIDIGIT ADDITI

ON"

40 PRINT"{DOWNjTHE NUMBERS TO BE ADDED CAN

HAVE MAX."

50 PRINT"254 DIGITS.TYPE THE DIGITS C0NTIN

UALLY, THEN PRESS 'RETURN'."

60 PRINT"CORRECT WRONG NUMBER WITH "DEL1."

70 PRINT"{DOWN}

INT"{RIGHT]";

80 GOSUB 500

90 A?="0"+Z1S

100 PRINT:PRINT"

RINT"{RIGHT}";

110 GOSUB 500

120 B$="0"+Z1$

130 T1=TI:PRINT:PRINT"

FIRST ADDENDUM:A-":PR

SECOND ADDENDUM:B=":P

{REV}WORKING

140 LA=LEN(A$):LB=LEN(B$):D$=""

150 IF LB<LA THEN ID=LA-LB:FOR 1=1 TO LD : D$

=D$+"0":NEXTI:B$=D$+B$

160 IF LA<LB THEN LD=LB-LA:FOR 1=1 TO LD:DS

=D$+"0":NEXTI:A$=D$+A$:LA=LEN(A$)

170 M=INT(LA/8):Q=LA-8*M:IF Q>0 THEN M=M+1

180 DIM A(M),B(M),C(M),D{M),R(M),R$(M),FS{M

190 FOR 1=0 TO M:D(I)=0:C(I}=0:R(I)=0:NEXT

I

200 IF M=l THEN A(1)=VAL(AS):B(1)=VAL(B$):G

OTO260

210 IF Q>0 THEN A(1)=VAL(LEFTS{A$,Q)):B(1)=

VAL(LEFT$(BS,Q)):X=l:G0T0 230

2 20 A(1)=VAL(LEFT$(A$,8)) :B(1)=VAL(LEFT$ (B$

,8)):X=0

230 FOR 1=2 TO M

240 A(I)=VAL{MIDS(A$,(I-l-X)*8+l+Q,8)):B{I)

= VAL(MID$(BS, (I-l-X)*8+l +Q,8))

250 NEXT I

260 FOR I=M TO 1 STEP -1

270 C(I)=A(I)+B(I)+D(I)

280 D(I-1)=INT(C(I)/1E8)

290 R(I)=C(I)-D(I-1}*1E8

300 NEXT I

310 PRINT:PRINT" THE SUM:A+B=":R$(1)=STR$(

R(l)}:IF R(1)=0THENR$(1)="{RIGHT}"

320 PRINT R$(1);:IFM=1 GOTO390

330 FOR 1 = 2 TO M : R$ (I)=STR$(R(I))

34 0 P=LEN(R$(I)):R${I)=RIGHT${R${I),P-1):F$

(I) = " "

350 FOR J=8 TO 2 STEP -1

360 IF P<=J THEN F$(I)=F${I)+"0":NEXTJ

370 R$(I)=F$(I)+R$(I)

380 PRINT RS(I);:NEXT I:PRINT

390 PRINT:PRINT" EXECUTION TIME:";IN

T( (TI-Tl)*100/60+.5)/100;"SEC"

400 PRINT:PRINT"D0 YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? (Y

OR N) "

410 GET V$:IF V$=""G0T0 410

420 IF V$="Y" THEN CLR:PRINT"{CLEAR}{DOWN}"

:G0T0 70

430 IF V$O"N" GOTO 400

440 IF V$="N" GOTO620

500 Z$="":Z1$=""

510 PRINT "^{LEFT}";

520 GET Z$:IF Z$="" GOTO 510

530 PRINT " {LEFT}";

540 IF Z$OCHR$(20) GOTO 580

550 IF Z$="" GOTO 510

560 ZZ=LEN{Z1$):IF ZZ<1 GOTO 510

570 Z1$=LEFT$(Z1$,ZZ-1):PRINT "{LEFT}";:G0T

0510

580 IF Z$=CHRS(13) OR Z$=CHR$(141) GOTO 610

590 PRINT Z$;

600 Z1$=Z1$+Z$:G0T0 510

610 RETURN

620 END C

• DISK-O'MATE" (wm. ■« ?»*.»
A must lor 2040/4040 disk owners. Write protect indicators/

swilches. power indicator and error beeper.

• Real World"SOFTWARE isit.M8,
Word Processor. Mailing list. Catalog. Ham Radio. Frequency Counter.

r-"OLD" 8K PETs

• 2114-T0-6550RAM ADAPTER [812-SBB]
Replace 6550 BAMs witti low cost 2114s. Hundreds Sold.'

4K MEMORY EXPANSION <sie-$02>
Low cost memory o>pansion using 2114s lor bigget progran

OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS
Dept. C. P.O. Box 595 - Placentia. CA 92670

DISKOMATE IradHmar* OpfimueO Dala Syslemi ■■ PET/CBM UaOetnari Commodnr
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For PETICBM or Atari disk users, any memory size. This

is a handy program ifyou ever need to updatefiles.

A Direct

Access File

Editor
Charles Brannon

Editorial Assistant

What's in a file? A payroll program might keep a

list of employees, social security numbers, status,

etc., on a disk file. A check balancing program

would probably save the information gathered

during the run of the program such as check

number, payee, and amount paid on a file.

Most files are very similar —a list of numbers

and strings (words, names, etc.). Each line of the

file is "sent" to the file with some variant of the

PRINT statement, such as PRINT#1 ,A$ or

PRINT#1, ZX(IJ). [PRINT#1; A$ on Atari.] Each

line (also called afield) ends with a carriage return.

This carriage return is used to separate each

line in the file. Otherwise, the file would be just a

long block of characters, each line running into the

next. These separators are called delimiters. On

many computers, the comma and colon can also be

used (but can cause trouble) as delimiters. This is

important, as we will see later.

A File Editing Tool

You probably use files every day, even if you're not

a programmer. If you use any commercial software

such as a word processor, or a prepackaged ac

counting program, you are unknowingly gener

ating files. Such software writes files to the disk to

save the results of calculations and your input,

then later reads the file, when you run the program

anew, to "restore" the original conditions and

information.

Unfortunately, few programs let you edit this

information (excepting a word processor, of

course). You may have a check-balancing program

that writes to disk all checks that you enter in order

to use this information for taxes at the end of the

year. This file simply accumulates information. If

you later discover that you've made a mistake on a

check entered, there is no easy way to find or correct

tliat check. What you need is a program that can

read the entire file into memory, let you view it

and make selective changes, then rewrite the cor

rected file back out to the disk.

The program here is a file editor. Basically, it

asks you for the name of the file you want to edit,

reads it in, and lets you "page" through the file 19

lines at a time. You can edit, replace, insert, and

delete lines, as well as search the file for any

sequence of characters.

This program only works with a file organized

in the common "list" structure previously men

tioned (which limits it to sequential files on the

PET/CBM).

The two versions presented here, for the Atari

and the PET/CBM, are different, but they both

perform similar functions. After you enter the file

name, the file is read into a string array. If the file

is too large to fit into memory, the message "FILE

TOO LONG" will appear. You can change the

variable MAX (maximum number of lines in file) if

you have enough memory. The file is displayed as

numbered lines in the top 19 lines of the screen.

Your input is taken at the bottom. When prompted

for a line, always enter the number of the line.

Miscellaneous

If you enter any command that you don't want to

perform (such as Replace when you meant to type

Edit), you can usually exit the command with a null

input (just press <RETURN>) on the PET/CBM, or

by pressing the ESC (escape) key on the Atari.

Since commas and colons are used as delimiters

on the PET/CBM, you can't enter or edit a line

containing commas. To enter such a line, hold

down SHIFT when you press the command key

such as SHIFT-E for Edit, SHIFT-I for Insert, etc.

A quote will automatically be printed at the start of

the line, permitting you to enter commas and

colons without the infamous PEXTRA IGNORED

message. After you enter the line, all commas

(CHR$(44)'s) are converted to "fake commas" that

look like commas, but don't work as delimiters

(CHR$(1O8)).

Create A "Fake File"

You could even use ibis program to create files if

you can create a "fake file" containing only one

item such as:

OPEN l,8,8,"0:filename" {on the PET)

PRINT# 1,"X":CLOSE1

OPEN# 1,8,0,"D:filename" (Atari)

PRINT# 1 ;"X":CLOSE# 1

You can then Replace the first line (the "X"), and

use Append to add to the file.

I'll leave you with one important reminder:

remember to re-SAVE a file after you edit it or

your changes will have been in vain.
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Editing Commands

PET/CBM

<RETL"RN>

E

R

I

D

A

V

S

X

0/1

G

n/a

II

K

Z

F

Q

L

Atari

N

E

R

I

D

A

P

W

Q

[START]

C.

O

n/a

n/a

n/a

S*

N*

I.

Command

Nexi page

Edit

Replace

Insert Line

Delete Line

Append Line

Print

Save/Write

Exit/Quit

Re-run

Go to line

Other menu

Help

Kill File

—

Find/Search

Quick Find

Next Search

*Use(O)ther

Menu

Length

Description

Displays the next 19 lines.

rhe primary "change" command. Youenter the number ofthe line to be changed.
The line is displayed at the bottom ofthe screen with the cursor on the first charactei.
You can use your computer's editing keys to change the line (just like in an INPUT
statement). Press <RETURN> when finished.

You jusi enters completely new line to replace any line in the file

For Atari: you enter the number ofthe line you want to insert a new lineal. That line

and all following lines are "pushed down," and the word"*** INSERT***" is in
serted. You can then use Replace to add a new line. For PET/CBM: you enter the
number ofthe line you want to insert a line at. and then you enter the line you want
inserted.

Enter the numberofthe line to be deleted. The following lines will be.*'pulled up"
to fill the gap. For PET/CBM: Ifyou useSHIFT-D (shifted D). you can enter the
starting and ending lines ofa block of lines you'd like deleted.

After you tvpe "A" you can entei a new line which will be added to theend of the file-

Enter the starting and endinglines ofthe blockoflines you Would lijte printed to the
printer. For the PET/CBM, this is device number four. You canjust nil <RETURN>
to both prompts to print the entire file (Atari version).

Stores the file on disk. PET/CBM: scratches the old file, then writes the new file.

Atari: Replaces the old file, unless you save the file under another name.

Lets you end the program.

Atari version: If you press the START key at the prompt "Which?" you can RUN

the program over again. PET/CBM version: Entering zero or one specifies which
drive to use for the next file you wan! to edit. You can then enter the new file name.

Lets you "skip around" in the file. Enter the numberofthe line you want to see.

There are two menus in the Atari version, since the bottom ol the screen can only hold

so many commands. The other menu contains the commands Length, Search, and
Next Search. You can add your own commands to this menu.

Unlike the Atari version, the PET/CBM version doesn't constantly display all choices.
Just type H toseealisl of all options.

Lets you scratch a file From within the program.

Flips the character set.

You enter a series ofcharacters you want to find in the file. In the PET/CBM version,

all matching lines are displayed. Press any key to abort the search. The Atari version

only displays the first occurrence of die match. The Next Search command is used

to find the next occurrence of the same search string. You can search either by

charactei" or by line. The character search will search the entire file character-by-

character for the string, where the line search only matches the search string with

the beginning of the line, and is naturally faster. The PET/CBM version has a

separate command, Quick Find, to search by line.

Displays the number oflines in the file.

Program 1. PET/CBM Version

100 PRINT"{CLEAR}{REV}"TAB{15-20*(PEEK(213 )
-79)}"*FIXFILE*"

110 PRINTCHRS(14);:POKE59468,12

120 MAX=1000:REM MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES AL

LOWED

130 DIMAS(MAX):REM CHANGE TO SUIT MEMORV/FI

LE REQUIREMENTS

140 PRINT"{DOWN}ON WHICH DISK WILL WE WORK?

150 GETDS:IFD$<"0"ORDS>"1"THENK=1-K:PRINTMI

DS{"{REV}{OFF}",K+1,1);" {LEFT}";:
GOTO150

160 PRINT"{OFF}"DS
170 OPEN15,8,15:FILE$=" *"

180 INPUT"WHAT IS THE FILE'S NAME?_*{03 LEF

LEFT}";FS:IFF$="*"THENF$=MID${FI$,

3)
190 FIL$=D$ + ":"-fF$

200 OPEN8,8,8,FILS+",S,R":J=0

210 INPUT#15,EN,EMS

220 IFENTHENPRINTEMS:GOTO1420



ECLECTIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Order TOLL FREE 1-800-527-3135

P.O. Box 1166 • 16260 Midway Road

Addison, TX 75001 • (214) 661-1370

ANNOUNCES

EM@ for the SuperPET

EM® is ANSI standard MUMPS

Make your SuperPET Super-Load
4 in EM® and Dramatically Improve

your Programming Productivity

EMC is more than just a programming language. It is a well integrated data management system combining with one syntax what other operating systems would
call 1) an application programming language; 2) a job control language; 3) a linkeage editor; 4) a database management system; and 5) a communications

monitor.

EMC provides all programming management facilities needed to manage programs and program files. Programs can be created edited cataloged and
debugged from within EMC. Programs can be as large as disk capacity. A resident algorithm rids memory of least frequently used variables and program

modules so that what you need off-disk normally resides in memory.

EMC makes string handling easy with its extensive set of string operations and functions. Variable length strings can be used routinely without the obstacles
presented by most other programming languages.

EMC can "filter" user input with a useful pattern matching that will result in fewer user or device errors. For example: dates, zip codes and names can

be tested for validity with a single statement.

EM£ obviates the need for traditional read and write operations on secondary storage devices by allowing data elements to be directly referenced as a
set of subscripts; all the details of tile organization and retrieval are handled by the system.

EMe enables a programmer to associate timing constraints with several operations. This feature allows testing for terminal malfunctions as well as
prompting users in time-critical dialogue.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT: n
Sorts and merges are not necessary as EM- automatically stores data in a dynamically allocated balanced tree structure. Random access to any data item

requires at most three disk reads.
EM° UNMATCHED IN PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY:

System houses that program in EMC (MUMPS) find that their costs are lower than those of their competitors using other languages. Fewer lines of code
are necessary per application. Dimension statements are not required. Subscripts may be alpha, numeric or any legal string. Data types need not be defined
and can change freely throughout as EM' can recognize when it is dealing with alpha, numeric, integer or floating-point data types. EM ■ gives the professional
programmer a full set of software tools designed for real-life tasks and problems he consistently encounters in the production and maintenance of application
software. EM° adheres rigidly to ANSI MUMPS standards, which make it transportable to larger processors manufactured by DEC, TANDOM, DATA
GENERAL, HARRIS and others. Additionally EM5 gives the less-experienced programmer the tools to do a professional job on formidable programming

applications.

You may order EM° or SuperPET by calling ECLECTIC SYSTEMS toll-free at

1-800-527-3135 from 10 AM to 4 PM CDT Monday through Friday, or you can

order by mail using the form below. Texas residents call 1-214-661-1370.

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 1166,16260 Midway Road, Addison, Texas 75001

Here's rny order for EMC@ $299 plus $3.75 for shipping and handling (UPS surface unless

specified otherwise). Residents of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma

must add applicable taxes.

D My certified check or money order is enclosed.

□ Please charge my VISA # or

MasterCard # Expiration date

Name Signature

Address

City State Zip
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230 CLOSE0:REM RESETS ST TO 0
240 IFST=64THEN280

250 J=J+1:INPUT#8,AS(J)
260 IFJ<MAXGOTO240

270 PRINT"{DOWNjFILE TOO LARGE":CLOSE8:END
280 CLOSE8

290 K=0:SK=1

300 PRINT"{CLEAR}":K=SK-1

310 K=K+1:IFK>JTHENK=0:GOTO360
320 IFPEEK(216)=1THENSK=K
330 N=K:GOSUB1300:PRINTN$;A$(K)
340 IFPEEK(216)>=20THEN360
350 GOTO310

360 PRINT:PRINT"COMMAND? ";

370 GETCM$:IFCM$=""THENZ=1-Z:PRINTMID$("{RE
REV}{OFF}H,Z+1,1);" {LEFT}";:GOTO3
70

3 80 SH=0:CM=ASC(CM$):IF(CMAND127)OCMTHENSH
=1:CM$=CHRS(CMAND127)

390 PRINT"{OFF}";CMS

4 00 IFCM$=CHR$(13)THENPRINT"{CLEAR}":GOTO31
0

410 IFCMSO"I"THEN460

420 NS=1:PRINT"{UP}INSERT AFTER WHICH ITEM"

;:GOSUB1310:IN=VAL(IN$):IFRTTHEN45
0

4 30 J=J + 1:FORI=JTOIN+2STEP-1:A$(I)=A$(1-1) •
NEXT

440 PRINT"ENTER NEW LINE:":GOSUB1310:IFRT=0
THENAS(IN+1)=IN$

450 GOTO300

460 IFCM$="XnTHENPRINT"{CLEAR}":GOTO830

470 IFCH5<>"K"THEN510

480 INPUT"{UPlARE YOU SURE? {03 LEFT}";X$:

IFX$O"Y"THEN290

490 PRINT"{CLEAR}NOW KILLING THE FILE...":P
RINT#15/"S"+FIL$

500 PRINT FIL$" HAS NOW BEEN SCRATCHED.":GO
TO1420

510 IFCM$O"D"THEN590

520 NS=1:IFSH=0THENPRINT"{UP}DELETE WHICH I
TEM"; :GOSUB1310:DL=VAL(IN$):D2 = 0

530 IFSH=0ANDDL=0THEN300

540 IFSH=1THENINPUT"{UP}DELETE WHICH ITEMS?

{03 LEFT}";INS,D2:DL=VAL(IN$)
550 IFDL=0THEN300

560 Z=1:DI =D2-DL:IFDK0THENDI = 1:Z=0

570 J=J-DI-Z:FORI=DLTOJ:A$(I)=A$(I+DI+Z):NE

XT

580 GOTO300

590 IFCH$O"S"THEN640

600 PRINT#15,"Sn+FIL$

610 OPEN8,8,8,FIL$+",S,W"

6 20 FORI=1TOJ:PRINT#8,AS(I);CHR$(13);:NEXT:

CLOSE8

630 GOTO300

640 IFCM$O"G"THEN680

650 PRINT"{UP}GOTO WHICH LINE";:NS=1:GOSUB1

310:IFRTTHEN300

660 L=VAL(IN$):IFL<1ORL>JTHEN640

670 K=L-1:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOTO310

680 IFCM$O"R"THEN730

690 PRINT"{UP}REPLACE WHICH ITEM";:NS=1:GOS

UB1310:R=VAL(INS):IFRTTHEN300

700 IFR<1ORR>JTHEN690

710 PRINT"ENTER NEW LINE:":GOSUB1310:IFRT=0

THENAS(R)=IN$

720 GOTO300

730 IFCM$O"P"THEN800

740 IFSHTHENFR=1:TU=J:GOTO760

750 DN=4

760 INPUT"FROM LINE,TO LINE";FR,TU

7 70 IF(FR<1ORTU<1)OR(FR>JORTU>J)OR(FR>TU)TH
EN750

7 80 OPEN1,DN:FORI=FRTOTU:N=I:GOSUB1300-PRIN
T#1,N$;A$(I):NEXT:CLOSE1

790 GOTO300

8 00 IFCM$<>"1"ANDCM$O"0"THEN840

810 PRINT" {CLEAR} ":IFCM$OD$THEND$=CMS:GOTO
180

820 GOTO180

830 GOTO1420

840 IFCM$O"FIITHEN920

850 PRINT"{UP}FIND WHAT"; :GOSUB1310 : S$=IN$-

PRINT"{CLEAR}":Z=0:IFRTTHEN300
860 FORI=1TOJ:FORK=1TOLEN(A${I))

870 IFMIDS(A$(I),K,LEN(S$))=S$THENN=I:GOSUB
1300:PRINTN$;A${I):Z=1:GOTO890

880 NEXTK

890 GETA$:IFA$O""THENI = J

900 NEXTI:IFZ=0THENPRINT"NOT FOUND."
910 GOTO360

920 IFCM$O"E"THEN970

930 PRINT"{UP}EDIT WHICH LINE";:NS=1:GOSUB1
310:L=VAL(IN$):IFRTTHEN300

940 IFL<1ORL>JTHEN930

950 V=1:Z$=CHR$(SH*29):PRINT"? ";Z$;A$(L);n
{UP}":GOSUB1310:IFRT=0THENA$(L)=IN
$

960 GOTO300

970 IFCMS="L"THENPRINT"FILE LENGTH:";J;"LIN
ES.{DOWN}":GOTO1290

980 IFCM$="Q"THEN1430

990 IFCM$O"AnTHEN1020

1000 PRINT"ENTER NEXT LINE:":GOSUB1310:IFRTT
HEN300

1010 J=J+1:A${J)=IN$:GOTO300
1020 IFCM$<>"H"THEN1270

1030 UL=PEEK(59468):POKE 59468,12

1040 PRINT"{CLEAR}"TAB(7)"{REVlLIST OF FIXFI
LE COMMANDS{DOWN}"

1050 PRINT"A = APPEND"

1060 PRINT"D = DELETE"

1070 PRINT"D = (SHIFT) DELETE RANGE"

1080 PRINT"E = EDIT A LINE"

1090 PRINT"F = FIND A STRING"

1100 PRINT"G = GO TO LINE #"

1110 PRINT"I = INSERT LINE"

1120 PRINT"K = KILL (SCRATCH) FILE"

1130 PRINT"L = PRINT LENGTH OF FILE"

1140 PRINT"P = PRINT FILE TO PRINTER"

1150 PRINT-Q = QUICK-FIND"

1160 PRINT"R = REPLACE LINE"

1170 PRINT"S = SAVE FILE {DON'T FORGET!)

1180 PRINT"X = EXIT FIXFILE"

1190 PRINT"Z = SWITCH UPPER/LOWERCASE

1200 PRINT"0 = EDIT A FILE FROM DRIVE 0"

1210 PRINT"1 = EDIT A FILE FROM DRIVE 1

1220 PRINT"{DOWN}HOLD DOWN SHIFT WITH COMMAN
DS":PRINT"A,E,F,I,Q,R"

1230 PRINT"TO ENTER COMMAS OR COLONS."

1240 PRINT"PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE..."

1250 GETA$:IFA$=""THEN1250

1260 POKE59468,UL:GOTO300

1270 IFCM$="Z"THENPOKE59468/12+2*(PEEK(594 68

)=12):PRINT"{02 UP}";:GOTO360

1280 PRINT"{REV}TRY{OFF} A,D,E,F,G,I,K,L,P,Q

,R,S,X,Z,1 OR 0":PRINT"OR {REV}H{0

OFF} FOR HELP"

1290 PRINT"{03 UP}COMMAND? {UP}";:GOTO360

1300 N$="{REV}"+RIGHT${" "+MID$(STR$(N),2
),4)+"{OFF} ":RETURN

1310 RT=0:Z$=CHR$(160+SH*126*(NS=0))



TheHard& Soft of It:
If you're into Atari, get into ASAP. When it

comes to Atari, ASAP has it all — computers,

a full line of accessories, and one of the

most complete lines of software on the

market. Whether you use your Atari tor

work or play, make ASAP your source. Call

today.

The Atari® 800™ Computer features color

graphics and English characters with truly

high resolution, high quality sound, expand

able memory and sleek modular appearance.

Atari* 400™ — 16K also available: $349.00.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES PRICE

ATARI* 410" Program Recorder 80.00

ATARI® 810'" Disk Drive 455.00

ATARI®1822'" Thermal Printer 299.00

ATARI* 820" 40-colLmin Dot

Matrix Impact Printer 279.00

ATARI® 825T" 80-column Dot

Matrix Impact Printer 625.00

ATARI® 830'" Acoustic Modem.... 159.00

ATARI® 850'" Interface Module.... 175.00

ATARI4 Paddle (CX30-04) and

Joystick (CX40-04) (Pair) 17.95

ASAP 16K RAM Module 55.00

COMPLETE SOFTWARE LIBRARY INCLUDES

THESE POPULAR UNITS:

Atari *
Video Easel ROM 25.00

Music Composer ROM ...42.00

Assembler/Editor ROM ..45.00

Mortgage Loan Analysis

Cassette 15.95

Stock Analysis Disk 19.95

Stock Charting 22.95

Bond Analysis Disk 22.95

Mailing List Cassette 19.95

Touch Typing (2 Cass)... 19.95

Graph It (2 Cass) 17.95

Word Processor 119.00

Personal Finance 64.95

Microsoft Basic 75.00

Basketball ROM 27.00

Super Breakout ROM ....30.00

Computer Chess ROM ... 32.00

3D Tic Tac Toe ROM 25.00

Star Raiders ROM 36.00

Kingdom Cassette 12.95

Blackjack Cassette 12.95

Biorhythm Cassette 12.95

Energy Czar Cassette 12,95

ATARI fromASAP

Telelink ROM

Space Invaders ROM

Scram

Asteriods

Missile Command

Caverns of Mars Disk ...

Centipede Disk

Pac-Man

Arcade Plus

Ghost Hunter Cassette ...

Ghost Hunter Disk

Datasolt

Atari Mailing List Disk ...

Atari Character Generator

Disk

Text Wizard Disk

Micropainter Album 1

Disk

Micropainter Album 2

Disk

Le Stick Accessory

24.00

30.00

18.95

32.00

32.00

30.00

35.00

35.00

25.00

30.00

19.95

16.95

89.95

16.95

16.95

30.00

Qn-Line Systems

HI-RES Adv#0- Mission:
Asteroid Disk 19.95

Hl-RES Adv #2 — Wiz & Princess
Disk 25.00

Roadwork Disk 29.95

Jawbreaker Disk 25.00

Softporn Adventure (X-rated)

Disk 25.00

The Next Step Disk 29.95

Personal Software

Visicalc Disk 169.00

FOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT

SYSTEMS:

Activision

Dragster Cartridge 18.50

Boxing Cartridge 18.50

Checkers Cartridge 18.50

Fishing Derby Cartridge.. .18.50

Skiing Cartridge 18.50

Bridge Cartridge 23.50

Tennis Cartridge 18.50

Laser Blast Cartridge 18.50

Freeway Cartridge 18.50

Kaboom! Cartridge 18.50

Stampede Cartridge 18.50

Ice Hockey Cartridge 23.50

SISSIII
computer ■
products, inc.

1198 E. Willow SI. Signal Hill, CA 90806

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL FOR BEST PRICE

ASAP offers a 15-day buyer protection policy: full money-back guarantee if not totally satisfied.

Ordering information: name, address, phone: ship by: UPS or Mail. Shipping charge: add S2.90 up to 1 Ib. (UPS

blue). U.S. Mail add S1.50 (U.S. only) ($25.00 minimum order).

Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa and Master Charge (U.S. funds only). Tax: 6% Calif, res.,

COD's and terms available on approval (School PO's Accepted).

Toll free outside California: (800) 421-7701. Inside California: (213) 595-6431 (714) 891-2663

Inside Canada call ASAP Compuler Products. LTD.. 116 Viceroy Rrj.. D-12 Concord, Toronto. Ontario, Canada L4K1A9 (416) 738-0500 (800) 268-1996
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13 20 IFV=1ANDSH=0THENZ$="{RIGHT}":V=0
1330 PRINT"? ";Z$; :POKE205,0:PRINT"{03 LEFT}

ii .

i

134 0 IFNS=0ANDSH=1THENPOKE158,1:POKE6 2 3,ASC(
1 {RIGHT} ")

1350 INPUTINS

136 0 IFIN$=Z$THENNS=0:RT=1:RETURN

1370 IFSH=0ORNS=1THENNS=0:RETURN

1380 FORI=1TOLEN(IN$):IFMID${IN$,I,1)<>","TH

EN1410

1390 REM CHR${108) IS FAKE COMMA. SAVEABLE '

TO DISK

14 00 IN$=LEFTS(INS,I-1)+CHR$(108)+MID$(IN$,I
+ 1)

1410 NEXT:RETURN

1420 CLOSE8:CLOSE15:END

1430 PRINT"{UP}QUICK-FIND WHAT";

1440 FOUND=0:GOSUB1310:IFRTTHEN300
14 50 S$=INS:L=LEN(S$):PRINT"{CLEAR}";

1460 FORI=1TOJ:IFLEFT$<A$(I),L)<>S$THEN14 9 0

1470 N=I:GOSUB13 00:PRINTN$;A$(I):FOUND=1

148 0 IFPEEK(216)>20THENWAIT158,1:GETA$:PRINT
"{CLEAR}■

1490 GETAS:IFAS<>""THENI=J

1500 NEXT

1510 IFFOUND=0THENPRINT"NOT FOUND."

1520 GOTO360

Program 2. Atari Version

196 REM FIXFILE-File Editor vl.O

110 REM Charles Brannon, 1982
126 REM

130 GRAPHICS 0=SETCOLOR 4,9,4

140 DLIST=PEEK<560>+256£PEEK<561 >+4
150 POKE DLIST-1,7+64 = POKE OLIST+2,6

160 POSITION 6,0:? "FIXFILE":POSITION 3+
26,0:? "a tile editor"

170 DIM TEMP$<36),FILE$(14;'
186 MAX=200:REM Maximum number of lines
in the file

190 DIM DISK$CMftX^35>,LWCMAX)*!<EV*(35>
200 OPEN #L4,0,"K = U:POKE 752,1

210 ? •? "(Press I RETURN I alone for- dire

ctorsO":?

220 ? *? "Enter Filename - 0 =
<12 LEFT)";

230 GOSUB 1348--SETC0L0R 0,16,12

246 IF TEMP$=" " THEN GOSUB 1080=RUN

250 FILE$="D=":FILE*(3)=TEMP$

260 ? =? «{2 UP>Readins "jFILE*,
270 TRAP 280 = OPEN ^2,4,S,FILE$ = G0T0 290
280 CLOSE «:? i? "{UP} Error - B;PEEK<19
5),,:GOTO 220

290 TRAP 35Q^LI^S=W

380 INPUT #2; TEW*

318 L=LEN(TEM>*>:LNCLIrESM.

326 DISKS' LINES835+1, LINES&35+L )=TEJF$

330 LINES=LINES+1 = IF LINES<t1ftX THEN 308

340 ? :? "{UP>Error - File too Lapse!"i*

GOTO 0

350 IF PEEKC195X>136 THEN 2^
360 CLOSE #2

378 CURR=0:POKE 82,0:LINES=LINES-1
386 U^AF'HICS 9-SETCOLCS: 4,9,4 = P0KE 752,1
•POKE 766,1

396 FOR I=CURR TO CU^+18

486 IF DLIHES TrEN PGF' =G0TO 450
410 TEMP^'SSS11 :TEMP$<4-LEN(STR*( I »)=ST
R*C I)

420 FOR J=l TO 3:TEr-F$(.J,J>=Cr«::$CASC(TB1
PKJ»+128)-NBCr J
430 ?TEMP$;U ";DISK$(1*35+1,I*35+LN(I)>

446 NEXT I

450 FIXE 766,OPPOSITION 0,19-? ni4Q R>";

4bS POKE 763,4

47Q ? "{CLEAR}iEldit iRIeplace 11 Insert
IDIelete Iftlppend IPIrint IWlrite IQIuit
INIext Pase IGloto lOlther I START!"

480 ? :? "tlvich? ";

490 IF PEEK<53279)==6 THEN 1368

588 IF PEEKC764>=255 THEN 49S
516 P=PEEK<702)'POKE 782,€4^GET #1,A^POK
E 782,P

526 IF A=ASC("O") THEN 1458

538 IF AOASC< "E") TrEN 588

548 ? "[CLEAR} (EDIT!: Which Line? VGOS
UB 12SS= IF N<8 OR N/LINES TrEN 548

558 ? "OXEARJ-Enter ehanees, press IRETU
RNI"

5b8 ? " n3DISK*(N*35+l,N^35+LN<:N:O:?
"■CIF'V'j :QOSUB 1180

578 L^OTO 610

380 IF AOASCC'R";- THEN 628

598 ? "SCLEAR} i REPLACE I = Ifcich Lir^? ar-

GOSUB 1280; IF h<8 OR N>LIh£S THEN 598

688 ? "Enter new Une^GQSUB 1180

618 LW, N )=IBK TEMP* > •■ DISK*( N«35+1, h^35+L
rKN::O=TEMP*:G0T0 388

628 IF AOASCiC'r) TrEN 678

638 ? "[CLEAR}Insert a line at line= B; -
GOSUB 1200-IF hK6 OR N>LU£S TrEN 638

648 ? "Patience. . .":LIrES=LINES+<LttES<H
AX> = DISK$CLINES*35>=(1 "
658 FiS: I=LINES TO N+l STEP -1=TEMP$=DIS

ICKC 1-1 M35+ijI*35)'DISIC*( 1*35+1,1*35+35
)=TEMP*: LNCIMJK 1-1)' l€XT I
668 DISK*<N*35+1,N«35+14>="**« I^ERT U

*n: LNC N>=14: GOTO 3^
678 IF AOASCC'D") TrEN 7^

688 ? B<CLEftR>Delete which line? 'VGGSU
B 1288= IF N<9 OR N>LIhES TrEN 668

690 IF N=LINES ThEN LIHES=LINES-(LIhES>0

):G0TO 388

700 ? "Patience. . .B=LINES=LINES-(LMS>0



SJB DISTRIBUTORS.
THE MOST COMPETITIVE
PRICES ON COMMODORE
PRODUCTS.

^commodore

REGISTER FOR OUR NEW

SOFTWARE SUPPORT SERVICE!

ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-527-4893 800-442-1048
(Outside Texas) (Within Texas)

MASTERCARD, VISA, MONEY ORDER,

BANK CHECK, COD (ADD $5) ACCEPTED.
Add 3% Surcharge For Credit Cards.

Stock Items Shipped Within 48 Hours, F.O.B., Dallas, Texas.

All Products Shipped With Manufacturer's Warranty.

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

10520 Piano Road

Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

(214) 343-1328

Prices are subject to change without notice.

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE
FOR THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS —

HARDWARE:

SuperPET SP9000, 96K $1,599 (New)

CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Col 1.069
CBM 8050 Disk Drive, 1Mb 1,299
CBM 8250 Disk Drive, 2Mb 1,760 (New)
CBM D9060 Hard Drive, 5 Mb 2,795 (New)

PET 4032 Computer, 40 Col 950
CBM 4040 Disk Drive, 340K 969

CBM 2031 Disk Drive, 170K 525
CBM Memory Expansion, 64K 399

CBM 4022 Printer, Graphics 595

CBM 8023P Printer, 150 CPS 769
CBM 8300P Printer, Ltr. Qual 1,750
Commodore 64 Computer, 64K 595 (New)

VIC 20 Computer, 5K 259
VIC Datasette Recorder 69
VIC 1540 Disk Drive, 170K 467 (New)

VIC 1515 Printer, 30 CPS 320
VIC 8K Memory Expansion 50

MONITORS:

Panasonic CRT, 13" Color $ 405

Panasonic CRT, 9" B & W 144

PRINTER PAPER:

9V4" x 11" Continuous, Blank

2700 Sheets, Carton $ 32

SOFTWARE:

OZZ Data Base System (8050) $ 289
Silicon Office 995 (New)

Wordcraft 80 289
Wordcraft Ultra 429 (New)
VisiCalc 199
Personal Tax Calculator 59

Dow Jones Portfolio

Management System (RS232) 120

WordPro 4+ or 5 299
The Manager 199

Galaxy One 39
Legal Time Accounting 449

I.R.M.A 380
B.P.I. A/R, G/L, Job Cost,

Inventory, Payroll 325/pkg
VIC Games Cartridges 23 ea
VIC Cassette Recreation Pack 44

VIC Cassette Calculation Pack 44

DISKETTES:

Verbatim #18158, 5W\

SSDD, Hub Ring, Box of 10 S 30

3M "Scotch" #744-0, 5W\

SS/SD, Hub Ring\ Box of 10 33

Memorex#3481, 5W,

SS/DD, Hub Ring, Box of 10 28

SJB carries many other lines of equipment and

products. Call us for a free catalogue.
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710 FOR I=N TO LINES :TB«=DISK«a+l)*3
5+1,<I+l)*35+35>

720 DISK*< 1*35+1,1«35+35>=TeW:LHC IXN
<I+1> = MEXT I'GOTO 386
730 IF A<>ASC(uAn> THEN 790
740 IF LINES=MAX T>EN ? "{CLEAR}Not enou
9h rown!"=F0R W=l TO 280'hEXT W=GQTG 470

758 CURR=aih£S-17)*<LINES>18>
760 ? "{CLEAR}Enter lira to be appended:
"=GOSUB 1180= IF TOT>$=" " T€N 470
770 LINES=LINES+1

780 LNCLINES)=LEN<TBP*):Dr3K«LINES*35+
l,LIf€S*35+LN(LH£S))=TEMP$:G0T0 380
796 IF AOASCC'P") Tt£N S70
80S ? "{CLEAR} I PRINT I ■■ Turn on printer,
press ifETURNI":GET #1,A=IF A=27 Tt£N 47
0

810 TRAP 829 = CLOSE #2 = open #2,8,0,"P:h-G
OTO 830

820 ? "{CLEAR}{BELL}Printer not ready.":
? "{DOWN}Press tRETURN 1 "= GET
#2:GOTO 470

830 ? "Star-tins Line?";:GOSUB 1200=S=N
840 ? "Endine Line?nj=GEJSUB 1200 = IF N=0
THEN N4.INES

850 FOR I=S TO N'PRINT #2;DISK*C1*35+1,1
*35+LNCI>>'hCXT I
860 LPRINT ■■ CLOSE #2 = TRAP 8-Q3TO 470
879 IF AOASC< "W") THEN 970

880 ? "{CLEAR}I WRITEh Saue file to disk
it

899 ? "Use same file name? CY/N)";
960 GET tthA^IF AOASCCT1) AMD AOASCC"
N") AND AO27 THEN S
916 IF A=27 ThEN 476

920 IF A=HSC(nN"> THEN ? "{CLEAR}Ehter f
ile name: VGOSUB 134y:FILE$="D=":FILE^
<3>=TB«

9^ ? "OlEffOSAUING FILE TO ";FILE$
948 TRAP 950=OPEN #2,S,0,FILE$:GOTO 960

950 ? B {CLEAR} {BELL}Disk Error - "jPEEKX
195) ■■ CLOSE #2: ? : ? "Press I RETURN I "^ GET
#LA = GOTO 470

968 FCK 1=6 TO LINES=PRINT #2;DISK$( I:t35
+LI$35+LNCI))=NEXT MXOSE #2 = TRAP U = GO
TO 470

979 IF ROASCCQ") THEM 1030

980 ? "{CLEAR}!SUIT!: Are you sure? (Y/H

GET #1,A

I860 IF h=ASCC"N") OR A=ASC< "n") OR fi=27

TfEN 47U

1016 IF A=ASCC"VU) OR A=ASC(uMn) 1>CN GR

flPHICS 0=END
1828 GOTO 990

1036 IF A=ASC<"N11) Tt£H CURR=CURR+19: IF
CURRXINES W&\ CURR=S

1040 IF A=ASCC "N" ) THE^^ 3^
1059 IF AOASCCG") T^e^ 470
I960 ? "{CLEAR;Go to which, lire? ";=GCSU
B 1200:IF N<y or H>hAX THEN i»6y

1870 CURR=N'GOTO 3^

10S0 REM I Print directory I

1099 ? HOJLEAR}":POSITION 5,0 = ? "DIRECTO
RY":POSITION 20,0 = ? n
ii

1100 SETCOLOR 0iINT(16*RNDC0»/10
1110 Ti^P 1120'OPEN #2,6..0,"D:«":GOTQ
1130

1120 ? "Can't read directory"vQQTO 1160
1130 TRAP 1160=INPUT #2;TEHP*

1140 ? "{TAB} lI;TEMPMF PEEK(84»15 TH
EH POSITION 0,1=? "iE£L LINE}11:POSITION
2,15 = FOR W=l TO 180:h£XT W

1150 GOTO 1130

1160 ? :? =? "Press I RETURN I to continue
■I

1170 CLOSE #2:GET #1,A:RETURN

1180 FIXE 752,0;? " ";:INPUT TETP*:POK
E 752,1 = IF TEMP*=IM1 T^e^ TEMP$=" "
1190 RETURN

1200 REM GET A NUMBER

1210 TEMP*=II01I=FOR 1=1 TO 4
1220 ? "I#KLEFT}"j

1230 GET #1,A = ? " CLEFT>hj = IF A=27 THEN
POP ^GOTO 476

1240 IF h=126 AND I>1 THEN ? CHR$CA);:TE
MP$(I-1>=" ": 1=1-1 :GOTO 1220

1256 IF A=155 THEN POP =G0TO 1280
1269 IF A<48 OR A>57 OR 1=4 THEN 1220
1279 Tef>$<I>=CHR$<A>:? CHR*<A);:NEXT I
1288 N=0*P»liFOR KENaEfP*) TO 1 STEP
-11 N=N+< ASC( TErf$< LI)M8 >*P: P=P#101NEX
T I

129Q ? = RETURN

1300 ? "{CLEAR}START OUER; Are aou su-e?
<Y/N)";=GET #1,A

1310 IF A=27 OR A=ASC<"N") OR A=ASC<"n")
THEN 470

1320 IF A=ASC<llY"> OR A=ASC< V> THEN RU
N

1330 GOTO 1380

1340 REM GET FILE WE
1350 TEMP$a» ":FOR 1=1 TO 12

1366 FOR 1=1 TO 12

1370 ? U-{LEFT}";=POKE 782,64
1380 IF PEEK<764>=255 THEN SETCOLOR 0,IN
T( 16*RhCK 0 > >, 10+2*INT< 3*Rh£l< 0)) = GOTO 138
0

1399 GET #1,A'? " {LEFT}";=IF A=155 ThEN
=G0TO 1430



1400 IF A=126 AND I>1 THEN

" = 1=1-1 •? CHR*(A>;:GOTO 1379

1416 IF (A<48 OR (A>57 A*C A<65) OR A>99
) AND A<>46 THEN 1379

1420 TEriP$<I>=CHR$<A):? CHR$(A>; =NEXT 1 =
1=1-1

1430 POKE 764,255

1440 RETURN

1450 REM OTHER CGWlNDS

1466 REM ADD YOUR COMIAhClS r£RE

1470 ? "<CLEAR>!LIensth ISIearch 1NIex

t Search"

1480 ? "Any other key—Other commands"
1490 ? "Which?11;

1500 P=PEEK(782)=POKE 702,64=GET #1,A=PO
KE 782,P

1510 IF AOASCC'L") THEN 1540
1520 ? n(CLEAR}Lereth of File: ";LIhES+l

i" lines."
1536 ? = ? "Press IRETURNI"^GET #1,A=GOTO

470

1546 IF AOhSCC'S") ThEN 1776

1556 :CLEAR>I SEARCHi= Enter character
s to search for5"
1566 GOSUB 1180= IF TErP$=" " ThEN 470

1570 KEY*=TEM>*:NX=e

1588 KL=4-ENCKEY*>
1590 ? n<CLEAR}By IClharacter or ILIine?

"i'GET #LA=IF A=27 Tf£N 476

1600 TYPE=-1

1610 IF A=ASC("Cll> OR A=ASC("c") T*£N TY
PE=1

1620 IF A=ASC("L") OR A=ASC("1") ThEH TY
PE=0

1630 IF TYPE=-1 THEN 1590

1640 ? n{CLEAR>Searchin9..."
1650 FOR I=NX TO LINES

1660 TEMP$=DISK$(TO5+LI*35+LHCI)> = TErP
$(LEhKTEMP$)+l)="

"=REM 35 SPACES
1670 IF TYPE T'rEN 1760

1680 IF TEMP$(1,KL>=KEY$ "HCN 1750
1690 GOTO 173S

1700 FOR J=l TO 35-KL

1710 IF TEMP$<J,J+IO.-1>=KEY$ THEN 1756
1720 NEXT J

1738 NEXT I

1746 ? "{CLEAR}Not found.11'? "{DOfOPres
s I RETURN I ll= GET #1, A'GOTO 476

1750 CURR=M=LIh£S+i:NEXT I
1768 GOTO 388

1770 IF AOASCCN11;' 1\B\ 476

1780 IF LENCKEV$X1 THEN 476
1799 NX=CURR+<CURR<LINES^
1806 ? BO:LEW<>ISEARCHI for: ■■
1810 ? KEY$=GOTO 1588 ©

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE II

All
the fortvj thieves

By Stuart Smith

A fantasy role-playing adventure for

Apple II and Atari Personal Computers.

Encounter sultans, thieves, fierce and friendly

creatures as you guide your alter ego, Ali Baba,

through the thieve's mountain den in an

attempt to rescue the beautiful princess.

Treasure, magic, and great danger await you!

One or more human players can guide up to

seventeen friendly characters through the

many rooms, halls, and caves. Some characters

wander around randomly, making each

adventure a little different.

ALI BABAAND THE TORTYTHIEVES is written in

high resolution color graphics and includes

music and sound effects. Adventures can be

saved to disk and resumed at a later time.

Available for Apple II and Apple II Plus 48r\ or

Atari 800 32K.

On diskette only — $32.95

FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF APPLE AND ATARI SOFTWARE

PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer stoie. If neces

sary you may order directly from us. MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place

orders by calling us at [213) 344-6599. Or mail your check or bankcard number to

the address above California residents add 6> sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within

North America orders must include $1.50 for shipping and handling. Outside North

America the charge lor airmail shipping and handling is $5.00 Pay in US currency.

SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd.. Suite 105, Reseda. CA 91335 (213) 344-6599
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This extraordinarily useful Atari Disk technique lets you

eliminate DUP.SYS and MEM.SAVfrom most ofyour

disks and to call a function menu directly from BASIC.

MicroDOS
Dennis Keafhley

Webster, IX

It's late at night and you've been working on major

revisions to a huge BASIC program for four hours.

You finally finish and want to save it back on disk

as ULTIMATE.003 (versions 001 and 002 are

already on the disk). Upon SAVEing it, you get

ERROR 162 (disk full). You think to yourself, "I'll

save it as version 001 since that version is out of

date anyway." You get another error, ERROR 167

(file locked). '"Well I'll just type DOS and unlock

the file. After all, MEM.SAV will preserve my

program." So you type "DOS" and sit back to

twiddle your thumbs for a minute or so. Wait!

There's something wrong. There was no MEM.SAV

file on the disk. You deleted it because you needed

more free sectors. Four hours ofwork are lost

forever.

Save Yourself 88 Sectors And 75 Seconds

Would you like to eliminate the need for DUP.SYS

and MEM.SAV on most of your disks?

The Disk Operating System, version 2.0, is a

powerful and well-designed piece of software. It

also allows you more free RAM for programming

use than DOS 1 by moving many of the utility

functions into a separate file called DUP.SYS. The

Disk Utility Programs are loaded into memory only

when requested by typing DOS. The trade-off is

that the file DUP.SYS (42 sectors) must be on your

disk in drive #1, and it requires 15 to 20 seconds to

load into RAM.

Another trade-off is that the BASIC program

in RAM will be lost unless you have a MEM.SAV

file (45 sectors) on your disk in drive # 1, and using

MEM.SAV requires almost a minute longer. Elimi

nating the need for DUP.SYS and MEM.SAV saves

you 88 sectors and 75 seconds.

When DOS is booted into RAM at power-on,

the portion that remains memory-resident at all

times is called the File Management System. The

FMS allows you to perform some file manipulation

and directory modifications. The most common

way to do this is to type DOS which gives you the

DOS 2.0 Menu contained in DUP.SYS. Some

schemes have been developed to access the RMS

functions from BASIC, but they require you to

either remember the exact XIO command or to

have numerous short programs on your disk thai

remember them for you (more time and sectors

wasted).

Wouldn't it be nice to be able to call a function

menu from BASIC without using additional mem

ory, losing your BASIC program, or performing

disk I/O?

MicroDOS is a machine language program

that is loaded into page six of RAM (Decimal 1536

to 1791), an area conveniently left to the user by

the wizards that designed the Atari Operating

System. When executed, MicroDOS gives you a

menu of FMS functions, which allows you to select

the function and desired filename. You may per

form as many functions as you wish, and then

return to BASIC. And your BASIC program is still

there, intact.

Program 1 is the assembly listing. For those of

you who do not have an assembler, Program 2

provides a BASIC program to accomplish the same

result. If using an assembler, you may designate

"D:AUTORUN.SYS" as the binary output file.

This will perform automatic loading of MicroDOS

when DOS is booted into RAM. If you are presently

using an AUTORUN.SYS file, you may append it

onto this one using the /A (append) feature of the

copy (C) option of the DOS 2.0 menu. The com

ments in the listings make them self-explanatory.

For ease of use, we "steal" the DOSjump

vector, DOSVEC ($0A or decimal 10) and point it

to MicroDOS. Perform POKE 10,0 and POKE

11,6. When you type "DOS", BASIC jumps to the

address specified in DOSVEC and DOSVEC + 1

(low byte, high byte). Now it will jump to MicroDOS

instead. One more detail: when SYSTEM RESET

is pressed, DOS restores DOSVEC to the original

value. To prevent this, POKE 5446,0 and POKE

5450,6. DOS will now reload DOSVEC with $0600

(the start of MicroDOS) when SYSTEM RESET is

pressed.

Note that the last six lines of the assembler

listing before the .END statement will cause this to

be done automatically when the file is loaded. In

the BASIC listing, the last 16 numbers perform

this. Omit them if you desire and subtract 16 from

the 342 in line two. If you should desire to reset

DOSVEC so that DUP.SYS may be loaded, POKE

10,159 and POKE 11,23. Now, typing "DOS" will

load DUP.SYS, but SYSTEM RESET will cause

DOSVEC to point to MicroDOS.

Upon typing "DOS", MicroDOS will display

the menu:

LOCK

UNLOCK

DELETE

RENAME
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FORMAT

MENU

ADOS

BASIC

Note: Underlined letters are inverse video.

Enter the command you desire (only the first

letter is necessary). You will then see:

FN?

Enter your filename and press RETURN. You

must enter the "D:" or "D2:" at the beginning of

your filename so that FMS will know which drive to

access (do not use quotes, as in BASIC). The func

tion will be performed and the menu will reappear.

Note: if you selected RENAME, the correct

filename input is "Dl:fnl,fn2". Only one "Dn:" is

needed and the comma is required.

If you selected FORMAT, instead of FN? you

will see:

FD#

to warn you that the information on the disk will

be destroyed. Type "D T.RETURN (or D2,D3.

etc.) to format, or anything else to abort Formatting.

If you selected MENU, you will see:

D#?

as a prompt. Enter the drive number (single digit)

from which you wish to see a disk directory, and it

will scroll across the screen. Use CTRL 1 to

momentarily halt the scrolling, and CTRL 1 to

resume. The directory will stay on the screen until

you press RETURN once more.

Making Use Of The 6502 Stack

Selecting ADOS will allow you to load DUP.SYS in

the normal way if you have a need to do that (and

you shouldn't often!). As a safety feature, to select

this function you must type the first two letters. It

you enter an invalid filename or if FMS is unable

to perform the function, MicroDOS will just return

to the ">" prompt. To return to BASIC, type "B"

(or any other letter that is not a selection letter).

The most difficult part about writing Micro-

DOS was fitting it into just one page (256 bytes) of

RAM. Due to this constraint, a Disk Directory

option could not be included in page six. In order

to add this feature, the MicroDOS selection menu

and input buffer had to be moved to the beginning

of page one. What? You thought page one of RAM

was used by the 6502 microprocessor as a stack

area? Well, it is, but the 6502 will never need more

than the top one-third. So we will use the bottom

one-third.

[f you spend a portion of your time program

ming in BASIC, you will probably find MicroDOS

well worth the time spent typing it in. It has saved

me much time and frustration.

Program 1. Source Listing

0100

0110

0128

0138

0140

0150

0160

0170

0130

0190

0200

0210

0220

0230

0240

0250

&2b0

0270

0288

0290

0310

0320

0330

0340

0350

0360

0370

0380

039S

0400

0410

042S

tun.

0430

0440

0450

0460

0470

0480

0490

.TITLE "tilCRO-DOS"

REM COPYRIGHT 1982
REM ALL COMMERCIAL RIGHTS

REM RESERVED BY DQWIS KEATHLEY

.OPT HQEJECT

i DEFINE EQUATES

'£=$0342
ICCMD 3=£+2

ICC1D1=ICCMD+16
ICBAL *=*+l

ICBALi=ICBAL+16
ICBAH *=S+3

ICBAHI=IC6ftHH6

ICBLL #=#+1

ICBLL 1=ICBLL+16
ICBLH £=*+i

ICBLHi=ICBLH+16

ICAX1 *=#+l

ICAX11=ICAX1+I6

ICAX2 #=#+1
CI0U=$E456

0PEN=3
CUDSE=12
GETC=7

PUTC=ii

GETR=5

PUTR=9

E0L=155

CLR=125

TAB=127
i tWt%m MICRODOS SOURCE CODE

8510

0526

0536

0540

0558
0560

6570

8580

8590
0600

0610
062S

; DISPLAY MENU ON SCREEN

IHIT

LDY WBUF&255
LUX #EOT-1-MBUF

LDA #PUTC

JSR I0E2

\ ACCEPT COfflAND

GRAB

JSR IH=UT

EXECUTE COMMAND

' JSR IOP
BPL IHIT
BUI GRAB If CIOU error, YM27
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8630

0646

0650

0668

0670

6680

0698

0700

0710

0720

0736

0746

er

0750

0760

0770

0788

0798

0888

0819

0829

0830

0840

0850

0860
0870

0880

8890
8908

0910

0928

0938

0948

8950

0960

0970
0988

0996

1080

1810

1820

1030

1848

1858

I860

1078

1080
1090

1108

1110

1120

1130

1140

1156

1168

1178

j

COMPUTE)

INPUT CONTROL ROUTINE

INPUT

LDY

LDX

JSR

i

JSR

LDY
STY

LOOP
CEY

BEQ
LDA

crp

LBA

PHA

Ctf1

E*£

i

LDY

LDM

JSR

JSR

LDA

DP

E*£

BEQ

CQNT
j

LDY

LDX

JSR

j

JSR

RT

FIR

RTS

i

>

>

Q

LDA

■JSR

RTS

>

j

IN

LDY

LDX

LDA

PUT PROMPT ON SCREEN

IQBUF&255
#2

Q

GET COMMAND CHOICE

IN
#6

ICAX11 To "open directory" lat

EXIT

ASCII-LY
KBLF

LOOP

CID-liY
Save cawnand #

#*FE

ca-rr

UERIFY FORMAT COffilM)
#GeUF+5i:255

#3

Q

IN

KBLF

#68 Is first letter a "D"?

EXIT Noi then leave MICRO-DOS
RT

PUT PROMPT OH SCREEN

ti!BUF+2&255

#3

Q

GET FILENAME

IN

Retrieve FMS coffimand

PROMPT ON SCREEN ROUTINE

tPUTC

IOE

EDITOR LIh€ IN ROUTINE

#KBUF&255
#48

ftGETR

1188

1190
1280

1210

1228

1238

1248

1258

1268

1278

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1338

1348

1350

1360

1378

1380

1398

1408

1418

1420

1438

1448

1450

cter

1460

1478

1488

r-een

1498

1500

1518

1520

1538

1548

1550
1560

1578

1588

1598

1608

feta
1618

1628

1630

1640

1658

1668

1678

1688

1698

1780

1UV

JSR I0E2

RTS

i

i EXIT AND I/O ROUTINES
i

EXIT

LDh KBUF

CMP #77 Directory Request?

&E DOS No, so to DOS

LDY #C6UF+b&255

LDX #3

JSR Q Put D#? prompt on screen

LDY #SBUF+14,255

LOX #1

LOfi #GETR

JSR I0E2 Get drive #
LDY #58

STY SBLF+2 Restore colon

LDY #SBUF&:255

LDh #OPEN
JSR OT2 Open directora

AGAIN

LDA #19

STh ICELL1

LDh #GETR

W, IOP Get directory entry

BMI THRU Last entry? Go to THRU

LDY #KBUF-1&255 Tab is first chara

\M #20

!_m #putr

J^: I0E2 Put directory entry on sc

BPL AGAIN Go set- another entry
THRU

LDA #CLOSE

JSR IOP Close directory

JSR IN Wait for RETURN pressed
JMF INIT Go to selection menu

i

COS

Crf1 #65 Is DOS desired?

&E BASIC No., exit MICRODOS
LDA #68

CTF KBUF+1 Additional check for sa

E*€ BASIC

W Sm? Load DUP.SYS
>

BASIC

W $h04D Warm start entry

IOE
PHA

LDA #(BJF/256
STA ICBAH
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1716

1720

1730

1740

1750

1766

1770

1795

1730

I860

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

I860

1870

1S80

1830

1300

1310

1920

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1330

200W

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

208S

2030

2100

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

218W

2130

2200

2210

2220

2230

2240

2250

226-0

PLft
ENT

STY ICBAL

STX ICBLL

LDX #0

STX ICBLH

STX ICBLH1

EEQ 10

IGE2

PHA

LDA #KBUF/256

STA ICBAH

STA ICBAH1

PLA

BNE EKT

,

I OP

LDV #KBUF&255

I0P2

STY ICBhLI

LDX #$10

10

STA ICCMD..X

jsr ciou

RTS

i DEFINE MENU AND BUFFER

,

ASCII

.BYTE 76,35,68,82,76

cm

.BYTE $23,$24,$21,$20,$FE

QBUF
.BYTE 23/l>FN?lM3S,"D#-"

; PUT TrE REST IN PAGE 1

:?:=$! 60

SBUF

.BYTE "D1-.#.*",EGL,TAB

KBUF
t=Z+23

mbuf

.BYTE aR,264/l0CK",ECL

BYTE 213/'NL0CK%E0L

.BYTE 196,"ELETE",E0L

BYTE 210J"ENAMEI1..EOL

BYTE 138/'(«MRT",E0L

BYTE 205/'0U",EQL
BYTE 193,196, llLiS",EOL

.BYTE W/'ASIC'SECL

EOM

.BYTE 0,6

i'=5446

.BYTE 0

*=5450

.E^'TE 6

2270 END

Program 2. BASIC Loader

1 OPEN #1,3,8, "D^ICRODGS.Oej"

2 FOR 1=1 TO 342

3 READ A

4 PUT #i,H

5 t-£XT I

6 END

10 DATA 255,255,0,6,253,6,166,37,162,50,

169,11,32,209,6,32,19,6,32,221,6,16,239,

48,246,168,245,162,2,32,84,6,32,90

20 DATA 6,160,6,146,30,3,136,240,63,185,

234,6,205,8,1/283,245,185,239,6,72,201,2

54/283,19,166,250,162,3,32,84,6,32

30 DATA 90,b,173,3,1,201,68,268,30,248,1

0,160,247,162,3,32/34,6,32,98,6,104,96,1

69,11,32,136,6,96,166,3,162,46

46 DATA 169,5,32,269,6,96,173,8,1,281,77

,203,62,166,251,162,3,32,34,6,160,1,162,

1,169,5,32,269,6,168,58,140,2

50 DATA 1,160,0,169,3,32,223,6,163,19,14

1,88,3,169,5,32,221,6,48,11,166,7,162,26

, 169,9,32,269,6,16,233,169,12

66 DATA 32,221,6,32,90,6,76,8,6/201,65,2

08,16,163,63/205,9,1,268,3,76,159,23,76,

77,168,72,169,6,141,69,3,164

70 DATA 146,63,3,142,72,3,162,0,142,73,3

, 142,89,3/240,13.. 72,163,1,141,69,3,141,8

5,3,184,263,223,166,3,148,34,3

86 DATA 162,16,157,66,3,32,86,228,96,76,

85,68,32,70,35,36,33,32,254,29,62,78,78,
63,193,63,35,63,6,1,7,1,6.?

96 DATA 49,53,42,46,42,155,127,37,1,86,1

,125,204,79,67,75,155,213,78,76,79,67,75

, 155,1%, 63,76,63,34,63,155,216,69

\m DATA 73,65,77,69,155,193,75,32,77,65

,34,155,285,69,73,35,155,193,196,79,83,1

55,1-34,65,33,73,67,155,16,8,11,8,6

116 DATA 6,78,21,78,21,6,74,21,74,21,6

ALL ATARI® HARDWARE 15%-25% II
OFF LIST PRICE -/IVi

Atari 800 16K 740.00

Atari 400 16K 359.00

Atari 410 Cassette 80.00

Atari 810 Disk 480.00

ATARI® ACCESSORIES 10%-20% OFF LIST PRICE

8K Memory Board 40.00

16K Memory Board 80 00

Joysticks (pair) 1900

Paddles (pair) 19-00

roo.de. W617K4 3O8O 10%20% OFF
Ask for mail «der o. wire rLua 'u /0 zv '" urr

. _ ALL ATARI1 SOFTWARE

BBI Mail Order also 3m> party hardware
po bo. 365 AND SOFTWARE AT

Newton Higwands. MA 02161 COMPARABLE SAVINGS

(6l7)964 30B0



tele- . .
communications
for the Atari 400/800

Send E-mail, download programs and files, chat, buy

merchandise, access the Source* and other exciting

data bases with the MICROCONNECTION, a quality

direct connect modem for your Atari 400/800 The

Autodial/Autoanswer MICROCONNECTION auto

matically dials other computers and answers tool

The bussdecoding MICROCONNECTION eliminates

the need for the 850 Expansion Interface* and the

"obsolete" acoustic coupler Terminal software

included

Bussdecoding MICROCONNECTION Atari 400/800 S249 CO

with Auiodial/Auroanswer S 2 79 00

RS-23Z MICROCONNECTION for Alan 400/800 S199.00

with Aurodail/Auroanswer S239 00

TSMART [Smart terminal program) S 79 95

TYPER-A fUsers MICROCONNECTION to drive serial S 19 95

printers to provide printed output and listings)

the micropenpheraj corporation

2643 I5ISI PI N E.. Redmond, WA 98052

(206) 881-7544

"ATARI HAS THE CAPABILITY-

ACE GIVES YOU THE KEY"

RIGHT IN YOUR POCKET!!
316 comprehensive pages

• error codes

• basic commands with

abbreviations

• peek and poke locations

• internal codes

• machine language aides

• much, much more!! .

Get Yours Now

(dealer ad space available)

ORDER NOW-CASH, CHARGE OR C.O.D.

ADVANCED COMPUTING ENTERPRISES

=-n 5516 ROSEHILL ^_

w& SHAWNEE, KS. 66216
(913)262-2875 • (913)631-4180 ^^

Putanymachine language file on a bootcassette,impossible you say?
not any more!

introducing

NUDMEHI SOFTWARE'S

BOOT CASSETTE MAKER

for the ATARI® 400/800 computers

BOOT CASSETTE MAKER places ANY dos
binary loadable machine language program
on a boot cassette.

BOOT CASSETTE MAKER converts even
MULTIPLE machine language files to boot
file format and then places them on a boot
cassette.

BOOT CASSETTE MAKER creates a boot

cassette on which all run and initialization

jumps are executed.

BOOT CASSETTE MAKER is user oriented,
fully documented and written in machine
language.

$29.95
(POSTAGE INCLUDED)

To order, send check or money order along with your name and address to:

NUDMEHI SOFTWARE
495 OLD YORK ROAD, SUITE 425

JENKINTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19046
(215) 635-2722

Our order lines are open 24 hours a day.
MasterCard Gladly Accepted.

^ Pennsylvania Residents Please Add 6% Sales Tax
ATARI' is a trademark of ATARI INC.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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The past, present, and predictedfuture of the VIC. Jim

Butterfield, an internationally recognized expert on

Commodore Computers, discusses VIC software, add-ons,

and VIC's place in the world ofcomputing.

Whither VIC?
Jim Butterfield

Associate Editor

VIC has been around for about a year now. It is

catching on? Old hat? Will it survive in the turbulent

marketplace?

A Little History

The first VIC units had problems. Some were

physical in nature. The unit ran too hot — you

could hardly touch the ROM plug-in area. The

picture was of poor quality. Radiation emission

standards were not met. These were cleaned up in a

redesign.

VIC had another problem, too. People didn't

perceive it as a computer. There were few programs

available, and the only peripheral was cassette

tape. Memory was limited, and memory expansion

was a distant promise.

And to top it all off, VIC was an unknown

quantity. The VIC-20 User Guide - the "friendly

computer guide" was brightly written and by far

the best user documentation that Commodore had

yet put out, but it was limited in scope. A Program

mer's Reference Guide was hinted at, but seemed

slow in making an appearance.

By late summer of 1981, the hardware prob

lems had been resolved, but the VIC had still not

established itself as a mature product. Disk, printer,

and modem were still promises. Software was still

limited.

VICs sold in quite respectable numbers during

the Christmas season. A number of games had

materialized, allowing the machine to be nicely

demonstrated. The economical price and educa

tional potential seemed to appeal to many buyers.

In early spring of 1982, VIC suddenly started

to grow up, and a new class of users developed an

interest in the machine, not as a game, but as a

computer.

New Hardware

The 1540 Single Drive Floppy Disk unit made a

dramatic appearance. It looked good and behaved

well. It proved to be compatible with the Commo

dore 4040 units, allowing easy transfer of programs

and data files. Speed isn't up to the PET/CBM

standards, but for most applications it's quite

usable.

Printers are now available in limited quantities.

The style is familiar to the Commodore user, but

the price is more economical.

Other devices are on the horizon. An IEEE-488

interface, which allows connection to the PET/CBM

range of machines, has been demonstrated. An

inexpensive modem is almost ready.

Several sizes of memory expansion are on the

shelf, from the tiny 3K to the huge 16K. A mother

board system is promised soon which will allow the

expansion of the VIC to a full 32K system. On the

full system, BASIC will have about 27,500 bytes

free; not quite as much as a full PET, but enough

for most of us. The remaining memory isn't avail

able to BASIC, but can be used for high-resolution

screens and other special applications.

New hardware is appearing from non-

Commodore sources. It looks like there will be two

types: some will extend the capabilities of the VIC,

making new things possible; and others will com

pete with existing products, hopefully keeping

prices interesting.

New Software

Commodore has now made available three major

software support modules: a Monitor to allow

machine language program writing and debugging;

a Super Expander, to make graphics easy; and a

Programmer's Aid to help in the writing and de

bugging of BASIC programs.

These three modules are not essential to the

VIC's operation. You can write machine language

without the Monitor; you can draw graphics without

the Super Expander; and you can certainly write

BASIC without the Programmer's Aid. But ajob

can be made much easier with their help.

The Super Expander, in particular, seems to

be very popular among programmers with artistic

inclinations. Computer art, geometric figures, and

animated sketches have been enthusiastically pro

duced by users.

The initial games library is being beefed up

with new offerings. I have seen several prototype

games which are nearing release and they look

good — an order of magnitude better than the

satisfactory, existing games on plug-in ROM

cartridges.

I'm pleased to see good quality programs

coming from non-Commodore sources. There's a

lot of good stuff already out (see Table 1) and

high-quality programs are a vote of confidence in

the VIC by the software houses.

New Information

Commodore has now released the Programmer's

Reference Guide, which contains a great deal of

reference information on the VIC. That's the kind
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Expand
your

VIC to 80
columns.

Quantum Data's newVideo Combo Cartridge brings you: 40

or 80 column display, plus 16K RAM and PROM socket.

With the Video Combo Cartridge from Quan

tum Data you can now have 40 or 80 column

display 16K RAM and PROM all in one cartridge.

It comes set for 40 column Display compatible

with the VIC videcfmodulator and your home T.V.

Then, when you are ready to upgrade to 80 col

umns and a video monitor, just make a simple.

$299'

no-cost change inside the cartridge. Instruc

tions are provided. Also provided is a socket for

a PROM, 16K of memory and AC adaptor. \f

you don't need memory, then 80 columns can be

yours for only S199.50. A listing of the driver soft

ware is provided at no charge. A programmed

PROM containing this software is also available

for SI9.95.

QDI

expandor:

imm

• Expands Basic user memory up to

24K in 8K steps

• PROMS may be mixed with RAM

in 8K blocks

• 8K can be assigned to machine

language area

• Plugs directly into VIC expan

sion port

• Low power, no additional power

supply required

• Professional Quality full buffering

on all signals

• Small size: 6 x 4.5 inches.

16K expandor $149.95

24K expandor $199.95

VISA and MasterCard accepted.

QDI Printer

RS-232

interface:

• Provides RS-232 voltage conver

sion for VIC serial port

• Allows use of a wide variety

of RS-232 peripherals including

printers, modems and voice

synthesizers

• Low power CMOS circuitry

requires no external power supply

• Small size: 2fe x 3 inches

Printer $49.95

QDI

Mini mother:

• Adds 3 slots to the memory

expansion port

• Removable card guides allow

either boards or cartridges

• Requires no additional

power supply

• Fused to protect VIC power supply

from overload

• Simple plug-in installation

Minimother $69.95

QUANTUM

DATA, INC.

(714) 966-6553

DEALER HOTLINE (714) 754-1945

3001 Redhill Bldg. 4, Suite 105, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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Non-Commodore Software

This is software that I've seen that looks good.

There's undoubtedly lots more. All games listed run

in the 5K VIC.

Amok— Nicely animated joystick chase game.

Similar to the arcade game Berserk.

United Microware Industries, Inc.

3431 H Pomona Blvd.

Pomona, CA 91768

VIC Pics - Many high resolution pictures derived

from TV camera. With explanatory booklet.

Nice slide show for your friends.

Un-WordProcessor—Simple, but does the job.

Needs printer, of course.

Midwest Micro Associates

P.O. Box 6148

Kansas City, MO 64110

Snakman - Fast joystick graphics game. Similar

to the arcade game Pacman.

Microdigital

752 John Glenn Blvd.

Webster. NY 14580

The Qube— Draws, scrambles, and solves the

Ruble's Cube.

Qumax

GRW Laboratories

P.O. Box 17010

Rochester, NY 14617

of resource we need to exploit the capabilities of

the machine.

On the learning level, Commodore has released

An Introduction to BASIC. This is a beginner-level

text which comes as a book and two cassette tapes.

At first glance, it looks quite attractive.

What Next?

It looks good. Users are now seeing a computer

system rather than a toy. There's a new level of

interest in the VIC.

Are there clouds on the horizon? Commodore

has announced new products — in particular, the

L'ltimax and the Commodore 64 — which have new

capabilities (and some of the new features won't be

VIC-compatible). Will VIC be obsolete before it

really gest started?

I think not. In their first incarnations, Ultimax

and Commodore 64 won't be direct competitors.

Ultimax is too small, and the 64 is twice the price.

More to the point: it will be some time before these

products mature, just as it took the VIC some time

to reach its present state.

I suspect that it will be a couple of years before

VIC begins to fade away from the retail market.

To a buyer interested now, that makes it a worth

while investment. Less than $300 for a couple of

years' computing? A bargain price. Indeed, in this

technology-driven era, it would be optimistic to

expect any machine to have an economic life that's

much longer.

The box isn't the only part of the question,

however. If you move on in two years, how com

patible will your software be? The Commodore

line has been relatively stable for some time. There

are occasional grumblings from long-time users

(myself included) when Commodore introduces an

improved line which calls for adjustments in some

specialized programs, but most programs move

fairly easily. Commodore's adoption of the "Kernal"

standardized program system is likely to help.

Some things aren't likely to transport. Those

plug-in games, for example, are in ROM memory,

and can't be trimmed up for a new machine. That's

OK ... keep the VIC for the games, or delight the

kid who eventually buys your VIC by tossing in the

games as part of the package.

At a computer club meeting in 1976, 1 asked a

member what type of system he had. He replied,

"I'm waiting for prices to drop to zero." I don't

know if he's still waiting. But prices are down to

the point where obsolescence in a couple of years

shouldn't be an important factor in the decision.

Exciting things are happening with the VIC.

There are user groups, there are lots of programs,

and new hardware is appearing very quickly. It's

going to be fun. ®

MALA
Educational Programs

For Your Pet For Only

$48
For 8 Issue Subscriptions X"

Each "MALA" comes to you on

cassette with 4 brand new pro

grams to load and run on your

Pet. /

svstectis, inc
P.D. BDH 325

[313] BA5-QH3

GAMES FOR YOUR VIC

VIC TREK-HANGMAN

TANK • YAHTZEE

DAMSEL-NAB PLUS

AND MANY MORE

%$7.95 Each

Program Summaries available



NEW SOFTWARE

VORTEX TM

The enemy is at the center of swirling rings of energy.

Your mission - penetrate and destroy.

'PHANTOM FIGHTER
Defend Superstition Mountain from UFO's.

... Each $17.95 on cassette...

TM

MflEE EflRPET
P.O. Box 35115 Phoenix, AZ 85069

GAMES FOR VIC-20 ALSO AVAILABLE

V TWO 6AMES-S7.35
T SPACE L4A/DEf?*More than just a
| game. This program presents a "real time"
6 simulation of a spacecraft landing on var

ious heavenlv bodies.The computer analyses

■ and scores successful landings. Contains

•Color, Sound and Graphics.

0L)\J /O Will IC*Nira-like game pits you
against the VIC. Flip dots all white and you

win. Contains Color. Sound and Grapnics.

Send check or money order($7.95 for both games)

DTC SOFTWARE
P.O BOX 916 608 752-3434

JANESVILLE, Wl. 53547

V

I

G
■

2

0

EXPAND
your VIC-20

for only

S4995

THIS NEW

CARTRIDGE

EXPANDER BOARD

PLUGS INTO THE SINGLE EXPANSION PORT

OF THE VIC-20, AND PROVIDES THREE

SWITCHED EXPANSION PORTS FOR SELEC

TIVE OR SIMULTANEOUS USE OF ANY VIC-20

CARTRIDGES. ADD MEMORY, PROGRAMMERS

AID, SUPER EXPANDER, GAMES, WORD

PROCESSOR, OR WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER FROM:

(801)487-6266

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY, INC.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIV.

2970 RICHARDS ST,

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84115

COD

VISA

M'C

from

miDUUEST miCRO

UN-WORD PROCESSOR ... $14.95
What eke do you call a program which does what a word

processor does, yet it is jus' loo simple and easy to use?

Enter lest. Edii . . . List . .. Save . .. jusi like a program,

Send 1o printer for finished copy. Save paragraphs

separaiely, Ihen merge in any order for printing. Re

quires only two lines of BASIC lo access the M/L roulines;

over 3K avoiloble for text. Can be used wilh memory

expansion. For VIC 1515 or RS-232 printers.1

TERMINAL-40
NEW. .

. $29.95
d TERMINAL-JO program displays JO uppercon

»rt per hnc 3.0 dot matrii) tor easier reading Enables VIC 10

jlofc a siondord lerminal Add o BlZCOmP or VIC modem

RS-232 modem wiih interface') ond dcceii SOURCE, TELENET, or

' of the free Bullerm Boards around the country [0*1 included). 300

id; CuJI or hall duple?, supports coniroi coaei; screen dump io

ltpf Requires VfC-20 and 3K mefnory f ipomiori,

TERMINAL-22 ($14.95) SameosIERM■40e.Cept2?

character lines ond full duplei only Runs on standard 5K VIC.

GRARX MENAGERIE ($11.95). D,mQOs,,Qle«hQiyO1,,s300m..c.detD,3o!i-c P.DQ.a,
sot uo*eo>he> VIC's qeophki. SHOWOFF cantoms Color Kaleidoscope. Arcodc Critiars. Custom fonts.

Electronic* Schematic, ond Musjc Notation PIOTTING uses dot-ptoi und line-plot routines (o mate equa

lions p&ttotm computer video-art on your screan Chang* equatkin voltes and <reo'c your own interesting

pottemi. Ptot routine! may be eotily included in you! own pi-ogromi.

BANNER/HfcADLINER ($14.95). Tv«> program sot moke, CUNT headlines and bonnen on

yovr printer. HEAOUNER prints Icatf characters ocrosi the pay* in three iiim. BANNER mini the

tHarocter* sidewayi, printmg canitnuously down the paper ro!L Up to three linemt tnaf. neorlyunlimiled

in Icngrh. (How abouf o ten-(ocit long "WELCOME HOME"?) For VIC-1515 O' RS 332 primers.'

t ICKERTAPE {$] 4.95). imerrupt-driveol Watch yoof meuoge Bl'de smoothly omn tho wreenin

Eoloc. Addi motion and *ofere*t to any mestcge display Position on any line, even mil wilh rMjiirai
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QuadraPET(COMPUTE!June 1981, #13) isa machine

language program thai lets you "partition" the memory of

a 32K PET with Upgrade BASIC into four, 8K areas. A

BASIC program can reside in each partition. Each

program can be run independently. It's like havingfour

computers in one.

Super QuadraPET converts QuadraPET to run on

4.0 machines (4032 and 8032) with 32K. Also included

is a handy utility program that makes QuadraPET easy to

use. It can even relocate itself into one of the partitions —

ready to go, hut out of the way.

To use QuadraPET 4.0, type in and save Program

1. It places the machine language program in upper

memory. Program I must he RUN before you load and

RUN Program 2.

Super

QuadraPET
David Sale

Acton, Ontario

Several articles have appeared in COMPUTE! dealing

with memory partition for the PET computer. I

could see the value of this procedure for program

development, especially since "Dungeon" could be

neatly tucked away in one of the partitions to keep

my son happy when I took a break.

Unfortunately, the very useful program by

Charles Brannon (COMPUTE!, June 1981, #13^ p.
102) was written for Upgrade ROMs and will not

operate on 4.0 machines. In revising his program,

1 made several changes:

1) The program has been relocated to the top

of memory to leave the cassette buffer available

for machine language program development.

2) Calls to BASK! routines arc revised for use

with 4.0 ROMs.

3) Memory partitions have been changed to

make areas more nearly eqtial in size rather

than having the first partition (the most easily

accessible) be the smallest.

To create the partitions, load Program 1 and

type RUN. Four 8K partitions will be created. By

choosing PET #1, you can then load the utility

program (Program 2) that will simplify many tasks

involved in program development and in "Quadra-

PETting." I use the utility program to relocate

itself into partition four where it is available when

needed to perform the following tasks:

1) Converting decimal numbers to hex and

vice versa.

2) Moving programs to and from the first

partition.

This is necessary to avoid having to use machine

language SAVEs or awkward loading procedures.

3) Printing a directory to show which areas

are available for use to avoid accidenially

destroying a program.

Moving Around In The Partitions

In relocating programs, the program to be moved

is duplicated in the desired partition with all

pointers reset to enable it to operate correctly. It is

not erased from the original area. This makes it

possible to revise a program in one area and then

compare the results with the original in another.

If you are working in the partition thai contains

the utility program you can move to another area

easily using its routine #6. If you are in another

area, you can move using SYS 32513. Once you

have moved to a new area, the program contained

in it will operate normally. To erase the program

or enter a new one, simply type NEW.

One word of caution: the relocation routines

will move only BASIC programs. Programs con

taining machine language must be left in partition

one or relocated using "Supcrmon" (COMPUTE!.

Dec. 1981, #19, p. 134). If you want to pack "Super-

raon" into the top of partition four follow this pro

cedure:

1) Load and run QuadraPET.

2) Choose PET #1.

3) POKE 53.127 to temporarily remove the

partition.

4) Type NEW.

5) Load and run "Supermon."

6) POKE 53,35 to restore the partition.

7) POKE 32627,121 to protect "Supcrmon."

If you have saved "Supermon" at the top of

memory rather than at 0600 you will need to follow

a slightly different procedure:

1) Load "Supermon."

2) Relocate it to 7933 hex using its transfer

function.

3) Load QuadraPET and run it choosing

PET#I.

4) POKE 32627,121 to protect "Supermon."

"Supermon" is now safely tucked away at the top of

memory under the QuadraPET program ready for

use with SYS 31027.

No doubt you will discover more uses for

these programs once you begin to explore their

possibilities.
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Program 1.

10 REM

20 REM QUADRA PET HIGH MEMORY

30 REM VERSION 4.0

40 REM COMPUTEIJUNE 81

50 REM REVISED BY DAVID SALE

60 REM NOV.17 1981

7 0 REM

80 POKE 52,255: POKE 53,127

100 FOR I = 32513 TO 32645

110 READ A

120 POKE I,A

130 NEXT

140 SYS 32586

150 PRINT"{CLEAR}{05 RIGHT}QUADRA PET DIVID

ES THE AVAILABLE"

160 PRINT"{D0WN}MEM0RY INTO FOUR 8K AREAS T

HAT CAN EACH"

170 PRINT"{DOWN}ST0RE A SEPARATE PROGRAM."

180 PRINT"{02 DOWN}{05 RIGHT}YOU ARE NOW IN

PET"PEEK{32611)+1". TO MOVE TO"

190 PRINT"{DOWNjANOTHER AREA TYPE {REVjSYS ~

32513{OFF}."

200 PRINT"{02 DOWN}{05 RIGHT}PROGRAMS MAY B

E LOADED OR SAVED IN"

210 PRINT"{DOWN}THE FIRST AREA IN THE NORMA

L MANNER."

220 PRINT"{02 DOWN}{05 RIGHT}PROGRAMS IN OT

HER AREAS MUST EITHER"

230 PRINT"BE SAVED BY MACHINE LANGUAGE OR M

OVED"

240 PRINT"{DOWN}TO PET #1 USING THE UTILITY

PROGRAM."

250 END

995 REM CLEAR END OF STRING

1000 DATA 169,0,141,133,127

1005 REM STORE PRESENT POINTERS

1010 DATA 174,99,127,165,42,157,104,127,165,

43,157,108,127

1015 REM SELECT NEW AREA

1020 DATA 169,116,160,127,32,29,187,32,228,2

55,41,15,24 0,249,201,5,176,24 5

1030 DATA 170,202,142,99,127

1035 REM SET ALL POINTERS & CLR

1040 DATA 169,1,133,40,189,100,127,133,41,18

9,10 4,127,133,4 2,189,108,127,133

1050 DATA 43,169,0,133,52,189,112,127,133,53

,32,238,181,96

1055 REM INITIALIZE EACH AREA FIRST

1060 DATA 162,0,169,0,24,157,0,4,157,0,35,15
7,0,66,157,0,97

1070 DATA 232,224,3,144,238,76,1,127

1075 REM POINTER DATA

1080 DATA 0,4,35,66,97,3,3,3,3,4,35,66,97,35

,66,97,127

1085 REM WHICH PET QUESTION

1090 DATA 147,87,72,73,67,72,32,80,69,84,63,
32,40,49,45,52,41,0

Program 2.

100 PRINT"{CLEAR}PET UTILITY PROGRAMS"

110 PRINT"################tf##ft"

120 REM VERSION JANUARY 10, 1982

130 REM DAVID SALE

140 REM ACTON ONTARIO

150 REM FOR USE WITH QUADRA PET

160 REM VERSION 4.0 HIGH MEMORY

170 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}1{OFF} DECIMAL TO HEX"

180 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}2{OFF} HEX TO DECIMAL"

190 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}3{0FF} RELOCATE TO PET

#1"
200 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}4{0FF} RELOCATE FROM P

ET #1"

210 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}5{OFF} PRINT DIRECTORY

220 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}6{0FF} MOVE TO ANOTHER

PET"

230 PRINT"{02 D0WN}TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF YO

UR CHOICE"

240 GET A:IF A<1 OR A>6 THEN 240

250 ON A GOTO 260,440,590,1040,1490,1670

260 PRINT"{CLEAR}DECIMAL HEX CONVERSION TY

PE {REV}M{OFF} FOR MENU"

270 PRINTH##tt####»#########tt###g########tt##

iliiil"
280 PRINT"(DOWN)TYPE IN DECIMAL NUMBER (MAX

65535){DOWN}"

290 INPUT AS:IF A$="M"THEN 100

300 A=VAL(A$)

310 IFA>=16*4THENPRINT"ILLEGAL QUANTITY":GO

TO280

320 IFA>=16"3THENB(1)=INT(A/(16"3)):A=A-B(1

)* (16*3) :GOTO340

330 B(1)=0

340 IFA>255THENB(2)=INT(A/256):A=A-B(2)*256

:GOTO360

350 B(2)=0

360 IFA>15THENB(3)=INT(A/16):A=A-B(3)*16:GO

TO380

370 B(3)=0

380 B(4)=A

390 C$="0123456789ABCDEF"

400 PRINTTAB(8) "{UP}= {REV}11;

410 FORX=1TO4:B=B(X)+1:B$(X)=MID$(C$,B,1)

420 PRINTB$(X);:NEXT

430 PRINT"{OFF} HEX":GOTO290

440 PRINT"{CLEAR}HEX TO DECIMAL TYPE {REV}

M{OFF} FOR MENU"

450 PRINT"######ft########################"

460 PRINT"{DOWN}TYPE IN HEX NUMBER (MAX FFF
F){DOWN}"

470 DC=0:INPUT HX$:IF HX$="M"THEN 100

480 IF LEN(HX$)>4 THEN 530

490 IF LEN{HX$)<4 THEN TM$="000"+HX$:HX$=RI

GHT$(TM$,4)

500 FOR 1=1 TO 4:IN=ASC(MID$(HX$,I,1))

510 IF IN>47 AND IN<58 THEN IN=IN-48:GOTO 5

40

520 IF IN>64 AND IN<71 THEN IN=IN-55:GOTO 5

40

530 PRINT"ILLEGAL QUANTITY":GOTO 460

540 DC=DC+IN* (16*(4-I))

550 NEXT

560 TM$ = " " + STR$(DC) :DC$ = RIGHT$(TM$,5)

570 PRINT"{UP}"TAB(8)"= {REV}"DCSTAB(16)"{0
OFF}DECIMAL"
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580 GOTO 470

590 PRINT"{CLEAR}RELOCATION PROGRAM TO PET "

#1"
600 PRINT"############################"

610 IF PEEK(1026)=0 THEN 670

620 PRINT"{D0WN}PET #1 CONTAINS A PROGRAM"

630 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DESTROY IT ?■

640 GET RS:IF RS=n" THEN 640

650 IF R$O"Y" THEN 100

660 PRINT TAB(30)"{UP}{REV)YES{OFF}"

670 PRINT"{DOWNjWHICH PET HAS PROGRAM TO BE

MOVED ?"

680 GET N$:IF N$="" THEN 680

690 NO=VAL(N$):IF NO<2 OR NO>4 THEN 680

700 PRINT TAB(37)"{UP}{REV}"NO

710 PRINT"{DOWNjARE YOU SURE ?"
720 GET R$:IF R$=d" THEN 720

730 IF R$O"Y"THEN 100

740 PRINT TAB(17)"{UP}{REV}YES{OFF}"

750 PRINT"{DOWNjTRANSFERING CONTENTS OF PET

#"NO

760 PRINT"INTO PET #1"

770 REM SAVE POINTERS IF IN PET NO

780 IF PEEK<32611) ONO-1 THEN 810

790 POKE 32616+NO,(PEEK(42))

800 POKE 32620+NO,(PEEK(43))

810 REM CORRECT POINTERS IN PET #1

820 NO=NO-1:V1=PEEK(32616+NO)

830 POKE 32616,VI: REM VAR. LOW

840 V2=PEEK(32620+NO)-31*(NO)

850 POKE 32620,V2: REM VAR. HIGH

860 MH=PEEK{32624+NO)-31*(NO)

870 POKE 32624,MH: REM MEMORY LIMIT

880 SU=NO*7936: REM SUBTR. FACTOR

890 SA=SU+1025: REM START ADDRESS

900 REM CORRECT POINTER TO NEXT ADDRESS

910 PA=PEEK(SA)+256*PEEK{SA+1)

920 BY=PEEK(SA):POKE(SA-SU),BY

9 30 SA=SA+1:BY=PEEK(SA):POKE(SA-SU),(BY-SU/

256)

940 REM TRANSFER REST OF LINE

950 SA=SA+1:FOR A=SA TO (PA-1)

960 BY=PEEK(A):P0KE(A-SU),BY

970 NEXT

980 REM CHECK FOR END OF BASIC

990 IF PEEK(PA+1)<>0 THEN SA=PA:GOTO 910

1000 POKE PA-SU,0:POKE PA+-1-SU,0

1010 PRINT"{DOWN}PROGRAM TRANSFERRED"

1020 FOR A=l TO 3000: NEXT

1030 GOTO 100

1040 PRINT"{CLEARjRELOCATE FROM PET #1"

1050 PRINT" ##### ###############"

1060 PRINT"{DOWN}TO WHICH PET ? (2-4)"

1070 GET N$:IF N$="" THEN 1070

1080 NO=VAL(N$):IF NO<2 OR NO>4 THEN 1070

1090 PRINT TAB(22)"{UP}{REV}"NO
1100 PRINT"{DOWN}ARE YOU SURE ?"

1110 GET R$:IF R$="" THEN 1110

1120 IF R$O"Y" THEN 100

1130 PRINT TAB(16)"{UP}{REV}YES{OFF}"

1140 IF PEEK(1026+(NO-1)*7936)=0 THEN 1200

1150 PRINT"{DOWN}PET"NO"CONTAINS A PROGRAM"

1160 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DESTROY IT ?"

1170 GET R$:IF RS=""THEN 1170

1180 IF R$<>nY"THEN 100

1190 PRINT TAB(30)"{UP}{REV}YES{OFF}"

1200 PRINT"{DOWN}TRANSFERING PROGRAM TO PET

#"NO

1210 PRINT"FROM PET #1"

1220 REM SAVE POINTERS IF IN PET 1

1230 IF PEEK(32611)<>0 THEN 1260

1240 POKE 32616,(PEEK (42))

1250 POKE 32620, (PEEK (43))

1260 REM CORRECT POINTERS IN PET NO

1270 NO=NO-1:V1=PEEK{32616)

1280 POKE 32616+NO,VI: REM VAR. LOW

1290 V2=PEEK(32620)+31*(NO)

1300 POKE 32620+NO,V2: REM VAR. HIGH

1310 MH=PEEK(32624)+31*(NO)

1320 POKE 32624+NO,MH; REM MEM. LIMIT

1330 AD=NO*7936: REM ADD. FACTOR

1340 SA=1025: REM START ADDRESS

1350 REM CORRECT POINTER TO NEXT ADDRESS

1360 PA=PEEK(SA)+256*PEEK(SA+1)

1370 BY=PEEK(SA):POKE(SA+AD),BY

138 0 SA=SA+1:BY=PEEK(SA):POKE(SA+AD),(BY+AD/

256)

1390 REM TRANSFER REST OF LINE

1400 SA=SA+1:FOR A=SA TO (PA-1)

1410 BY=PEEK(A):POKE(A+AD),BY

1420 NEXT

1430 REM CHECK FOR END OF BASIC

1440 IF PEEK(PA+1)<>0 THEN SA=PA:GOTO 1360

1450 POKE PA+AD,0:POKE PA+1+AD,0

1460 PRINT"{DOWN}PROGRAM TRANSFERRED"

1470 FORA=1TO3000:NEXT

1480 GOTO 100

1490 PRINT"{CLEAR}DIRECTORY FOR PROGRAMS IN '
PARTITIONS"

1500 PRINT"#################################

ft*"
1510 FOR A=l TO 4

1520 PRINT:PRINT"{DOWN}PET #"A

1530 PRINT"###H###"
1540 READ B

1550 IF PEEK(B)=0 THEN PRINT "EMPTY"; :GOTO 1

610

1560 PRINT "CONTAINS PROGRAM";

1610 NEXT

1620 DATA 1025,8961,16897,24833

1630 RESTORE

1640 PRINT:PRINT"{02 DOWNjPRESS {REVJm{OFF} '

TO RETURN TO MENU"

1650 GET R$:IF R$=""THEN 1650

1660 GOTO 100

1670 SYS 32513

1680 PRINT"{CLEAR}"TAB(3)"{02 DOWN}YOU ARE N

OW IN PET #" PEEK (3261D+1 "{LEFT}
n

1690 PRINTTAB(3)"{02 DOWN}ANY PROGRAM IN THI

S PARTITION IS"

1700 PRINT"{DOWN}UNDISTURBED AND MAY BE RUN '

OR MODIFIED."

1710 PRINTTAB(3)"{02 DOWNjTO ENTER A NEW PRO

GRAM FIRST TYPE {REV}NEW{OFF}"

1720 PRINT"THEN PROCEED IN THE NORMAL FASHIO

N."

1730 PRINTTAB(3)"{02 DOWNjTO MOVE TO ANOTHER

PARTITION TYPE"

1740 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}SYS 32513{OFF}. THE PR

OGRAM IN THIS AREA"

1750 PRINT"{DOWN}WILL BE PROTECTED UNTIL NEE

DED LATER."

COMPUTE! The Resource.
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A disaster-prevention techniquefor Apple Disk systems.

Teachers shouldfind this especially valuable. For DOS

3.3 with 48K RAM.

Apple DOS

Changer

Robert Swirsky

Cedarhurst NY

If there is an Apple in a classroom, there is usuall)

a student who gets immense pleasure out of typing

"INIT" and watching the drive whir and click as it

erases the disk!

There is a strange phenomenon which occurs

when you mix microcomputers and young people.

Most of them will treat the computer with reason

able care, but there is always someone who feels

compelled to try to "mess up" the computer's files.

I know from experience; I used to be such a

student. What can be done to stop people from

tampering with dangerous DOS commands? The

answer is simple —just change the names of com

mands that you don't want available to users. Since

the DOS is stored in RAM, it is relatively easy

to find the table of commands, and modify it

accordingly.

This program will change the DOS commands.

When run, it displays each command followed by a

prompt. If you want to change the command, just

type in your revision. To leave it unmodified, hit

the RETURN key. The next DOS command will be

displayed, and the same procedure is followed.

A few words of caution are needed. First of all,

don't make the new commands so that they match

the beginnings of other commands. For example,

if you change "CATALOG" to "C", conflicts will

arise if you try to use the CLR, CLOSE, or other

commands that begin with C. Second, don't put

spaces in your command. This tends to make

strange things happen. Also, avoid making your

commands excessively long. There is only so much

room in memory for the command table. Note,

however, that the commands can be of different

lengths from the original ones.

HowToHAHAADisk

The program will work on DOS 3.3 with 48K of

RAM. It will not work with less than 48K, without

changing the addresses that the changes are POKEd

to. Since the vast majority of Apple owners have

the 48K, this is hardly a limitation.

After the program is RUN, the changes can be

saved as a permanent part of DOS. Insert a blank

disk, and type the INIT command, followed by the

correct, parameters. Of course, if you have changed

the INIT itself to something else, you would type

that in instead. When the initialization is completed,

the disk will have your DOS modifications stored

on it. Whenever DOS is booted from that disk,

your custom commands will be the ones that the

Apple knows.

A great deal of protection is offered with this

program. If you decide to change INIT to HAHA,

nobody can init the disk. Anyone who tries will be

greeted with a PSYNTAX ERROR (beep). However,

when you go to HAHA your disk, you will be

successful.

0 ONERR GOTO 1000

1 DIM CO$(28)

2 P = 1

10 FOR X = 43140 TO 43271

20 CO$(P) = CO$(P) + CHR$ ( PEEK (X))

31 IF PEEK {X) > 128 THEN P = P + 1

32 IF P = 28 THEN 70

40 NEXT

7 0 HOME

80 PRINT "DOS CHANGER BY ROBERT A. SWIRSKY
ii

160 VTAB 24: PRINT "HIT 'C TO CONTINUE";: '

GET R$: IF R$ < > "C" THEN 160

170 HOME

180 PRINT : PRINT "YOU WILL SEE ALL 28 DOS '

COMMANDS"

190 PRINT "IF YOU WISH TO LEAVE IT UNCHANGE

D, PRESS RETURN"

200 PRINT "TO CHANGE THE COMMAND, SIMPLY RE

TYPE IT WITH YOUR CHOICE."

210 PRINT : PRINT

220 LL = 43139

221 HL = 43271

230 FOR Q = 1 TO 28

235 PRINT C0$ (Q);

240 PRINT TAB( 20};" —> ";

250 INPUT R$

260 IF R$ = "" THEN R$ = C0$(Q)

261 IF LEN (R$) = 1 THEN PRINT "PLEASE —

TWO OR MORE LETTERS": GOTO 240

270 FOR W = 1 TO LEN (R$) -1

280 POKE LL + W, ASC { MID$ (R$,W,1))

290 NEXT

2 95 IFASC(RIGHTS(R$,l))>127THENP0KELL+W,ASC

(RIGHTS(R$,l)):GOTO 501

300 POKE LL + W,ASC(RIGHT$(R$,1))+128
501 REM

510 LL=LL+W

520 IF LL > HL THEN 600

5 30 W=0

599 NEXT

600 PRINT "CHARACTER LIMIT EXCEEDED"

1000 PRINT "RUN TERMINATED" Q
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A Monthly Column

This month, columnist Michael Day tackles some of the practical aspects ofadding a modem to

your computer. A modem will let your computer talk to other computers over the

telephone lines. Jj you're shoppingfor a modem, you'll need to answer some questionsfirst.

Will you want the computer to be able to "pick up the phone" by itselfand answer

incoming calls automatically? To place its own calls automatically? How can you use a modem

with a "Princess" phone? Will you need an extra interface to connect the modem to

your computer or will it just plug in?

Telecommunications:

Choosing A Modem
Michael E. Day

Chief Engineer, Edge Technology

There are a number of different types of modems

on the market. In order to understand each

modem's capability in each application, we need to

break them down into different groups.

One aspect to consider is the way the modem

attaches to the phone line. There are three basic

methods:

1. Acoustic coupler: a modem that communi

cates through a telephone by sound.

2. Inductive coupler: a modem that com

municates through a telephone by elec

tromagnetic induction.

3. Direct connect: a device which allows a

modem to connect directly to the phone line

instead of using the telephone to communicate

through.

The acoustic coupler and direct connect are

the most commonly used methods. The inductive

coupler is actually a modification of the acoustic

coupler, and generally still requires that the trans

mitter portion of the modem be acoustically

coupled. The usually stated advantage of the in

ductive coupler is its avoidance of the distortion

and interference caused by the extra translation to

sound and back occuring in the acoustic coupler.

This is of little help, however, since the majority

of problems with acoustic coupling involve the

transmitter portion, which needs to be acoustically

coupled anyway. The inductive coupler also has its

own set of problems which can often make ii more

difficult to work with if care has not been exercised

in its design.

Each telephone has its own quirks with regard

to inductive coupling, and this can sometimes

make it difficult to get a modem to work properly.

Also, because of the sensitivity involved in properly

picking up the weak electromagnetic signals, the

inductive coupler is more sensitive to stray magnetic

fields, fields generated by a computer or terminal

can interfere with the operation of the modem.

Portability Of The Acoustic Coupler

The acoustic coupler modem has been around for

some time. The advantage of the acoustic coupler

is its portability. It can be used with any telephone

that has a standard handset (referred to as a 500

style phone). This means that you are not limited as

to the electrical connections to the phone line, only

to the physical construction of the phone handset,

which must fit into the rubber or plastic "cups" of

the acoustic coupler.

This can be a problem if you have a princess

or flip phone or some other style which does not

use the standard 500 series handset. Other prob

lems with the acoustic coupler are a result of the

acoustic coupling itself. Because of the signal's

conversion from electrical to acoustic and back to
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electrical again, some amount of distortion is gen

erated. This can be held to a minimum with proper

modem design, but cannot be eliminated entirely.

The telephone itself is a major contributor to this

problem. A great portion of the distortion can be

cured simply by replacing the carbon microphone

in the telephone handset with a condensor

(capacitor) microphone.

The standard acoustic coupler used to com

municate over the telephone is referred to as a 103

compatible modem. This is a full duplex type

modem - that is, it can send and receive data at the

same time. Because of the method used to encode

and decode the data to be transmitted by this type

of modem, the maximum communication speed

that can be used reliably is 300bps (30 characters

per second).

This limitation is the result of many things,

including the bandwidth of the phone line, the

encoding scheme, and the signal distortion caused

by the acoustic coupling. Although it is possible to

push the speed a bit higher, reliability will suffer. A

very good modem might let you push it to 400 or

450 bpSj but, because of acoustic distortion, this is

about the maximum.

Another problem with the acoustic coupler is

its limited sensitivity. Most are not able to operate

at a receive level of less than -30db to -36db. This is

equivalent to a whisper. About 909? of the phone

calls placed will provide a communications link

allowing a signal through stronger than this. There

fore, this is not a great problem. However, the

strength of the transmitted signal is of major im

portance, since the weaker the transmitted signal

is, the weaker the received signal at the other end

is going to be. Generally, it is desirable to have a

transmitted signal strength of between -6db and -

lOdb. This is equivalent to loud talking.

Direct Connect Method

The other method of attaching a modem to the

phone line is the direct connect method. Here you

attach the modem directly to the phone line, rather

than acoustically through a telephone handset.

This eliminates the problem of distortion by not

going through the translation to sound and back.

There are many types of direct connect mo

dems. The type that most computer users need is

the 103 compatible type. It uses the same conversion

scheme to communicate as the 108 compatible

acoustic coupler, although the translation to sound

and back is, of course, not necessary.

The main advantages of the direct connect

modem are reduced signal distortion and improved

sensitivity, (since the sound translation is elimi

nated). Some direct connect modems are able to

communicate at up to 600bps (60 characters per

second). However, some reduction in reliability

should be expected at these high speeds. Other

modems are designed so that they cannot operate

at speeds above 300bps — in order to achieve a

higher degree of reliability at the normal speeds.

Another attractive aspect of the direct connect

modem is that it allows the computer to access the

phone line directly to answer, and even make, calls

by itself. This cannot easily be done with the acoustic

coupler because it goes through a phone which

must be physically lifted off a receiver to start

dialing. The disadvantage of a direct connect

modem, however, is that it must be physically

attached to the phone line. This can be a problem

with a business phone setup, pay phone, etc. As a

result, the direct connect method is usually used in

a fixed location where the phone line is easily at

tached. Often a phone line is solely for the use of a

computer.

Three Types Of Direct Connect Modems

The three main types of direct connect modems

are the "auto answer," "auto answer/manual origi

nate," and "auto answer/auto originate."

An auto answer modem can answer calls, but

is unable to place any. An auto answer/manual

originate modem can answer calls as well as allowing

you to manually make a call (after which control is

transferred to the modem). Finally, an auto answer/

auto originate modem lets the computer answer

calls automatically as well as place them by itself

without operator intervention.

While most acoustic couplers are separate

devices that attach to a computer or terminal

through some sort of interface (usually an RS232

serial interface), a few are built into the equipment.

If the acoustic coupler is to be purchased as a sepa

rate device, be sure to find out if the separate

interface will be needed and include it in the cost

of the modem. Often a computer already has an

RS232 port available to which to attach the modem.

If this is the case, the additional interface may not

be needed.

Direct connect modems come as either a sepa

rate unit that attaches to the computer, or as a

device that can be mounted inside the computer. If

it is a separate external unit, the interface must be

taken into account. Generally, modems which are

designed tobe installed inside the computer provide

their own interface to the computer, and the extra

cost need not be considered.

Although the final decision must be made

according to your own needs, a general rule of

thumb is that if you have no need for automatic

operations, an acoustic coupler will probably serve

best. If, however, you do desire automatic functions,

then you will need the direct connect type modem.C
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In this, thefirst ofa two-part series on the inner workings

ofAtari Graphics, the author reviews the computer's

system ofscreen management and defines several impor

tant terms including color clock, playfield, mode line,

and display list. Next month, the article concludes with

techniquesfor using color indirection, a powerful

graphics tool, and explores the new GTIA chip in detail.

This new chip costs nothing ifyour Atari is still under

warranty. Ifyou have an older machine, the nearest

authorized service center should be stocking it by now and

will install itfor about §60.

Parti:

Atari Video

Graphics And

The New GTIA
Craig Chamberlain

Birmingham, Ml

The GTIA is an exciting new graphics chip now

being shipped in Atari 400/800 computers. Among

its special features are a sixteen color mode with a

resolution eight times better than the Apple's, and

the capability of generating 256 color variations.

The GTIA chip provides three new graphics modes

in addition to the normal fourteen, totally different,

full-screen modes. This article defines a few terms

relating to graphics, explains the normal graphics

modes, then introduces the new modes provided

by the GTIA.

ANTIC Is A Busy Chip

We all know that the Atari 400 and 800 have

superior graphics capabilities. This has been

achieved by designing special chips to handle video

display tasks, taking that burden off the main

microprocessor. In Atari computers these special

chips are known as ANTIC and CTIA.

The ANTIC chip is actually an advanced

DMA (direct memory access) controller that qual

ifies as a true microprocessor. It has an instruction

set (mode lines and "load memory scan" operation),

a program (the good 'ole display list), and data

(display memory and character sets).

This special chip is a rather busy fellow. Its

responsibilities include doing DMA for the display

list, the display data (playfields), the character set,

and player/missile buffers. Besides that, it sets the

playfield width, controls horizontal and vertical

fine scrolling, keeps track of the vertical position of

the scan beam, and handles NMI interrupts. It also

supports a light pen.

The GTIA: Three New Modes

The other chip is the CTIA, or Computer Televi

sion Interface Adapted integrated circuit. This is

the chip which handles all color and luminance

(brightness) information to send to the television

screen. This is a complicated process, but the chip

designers at Atari got carried away and created

whole new functions which we know as the player/

missile graphics system. It is the CTIA which pro

cesses the horizontal position, size, priority, and

color of the players. The CTIA also watches for

player/playfield collisions, joystick triggers, and

console keys. Like the ANTIC, it is a busy chip.

The new GTIA chip replaces the CTIA. Rumor

has it that the "G" stands for George. Apparently

some fellow named George was still not satisfied

with all the special functions of the CTIA, and

gave it the ability to generate three totally new

graphics modes. When you find out what these

new modes can do, I think you will appreciate

"George" and his GTIA.

The three new modes are 9,10 and 11. The

operating system and, therefore, Atari BASIC,

supports these new modes. But before describing

all the features of these new modes, I want to define

a few essential terms and review the normal

graphics modes 0 through 8.

In order to fully understand Atari graphics,

one must have a solid concept of how a television

display is generated. And no discussion on "televis

ion theory" would be complete without a definition

of the "color clock." The term color clock derives

from the fact that there is a problem in measuring

distances on a television screen. Different television

sets have different screen sizes, with 9", 13" and

19" being common diagonal measurements. All

television sets, however, have a scanning beam

which translates a signal from the computer into a

picture on the screen.

The signal coming from the computer contains

two characteristics. It has a frequency, which defines

a color, and it has an amplitude, which defines the

luminance of that color, often referred to as the

brightness or intensity. These qualities of the com

puter signal affect the way in which the scanning

beam shoots electrons at the phosphors on a televi

sion screen. This electron shooting process is done

horizontally, one line at a time, but it is done so

quickly that it is not noticeable to the human eye.

When drawing a line, the scanning beam starts

at the left edge of the screen and proceeds to the '

right edge, shooting electrons the whole time.

Since the beam has a finite amount of time it can
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keyboard.
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spend drawing one line, the beam will seemingly

have to move faster to cover more area on a larger

screen. Thus the problem of trying to measure

horizontal distances is further complicated by the

fact that different scanning beams not only travel

different amounts, but also at different rates. Our

unit of measurement cannot really be a distance; it

must be a unit of time. The hint I gave a moment

The ANTIC knows how to

handle fourteen different

kinds of mode lines.

ago was that the scanning beam has a certain

amount of time it can spend on one scan line. How

fast or how far the beam travels is insignificant.

Understanding Color Clock

The fact that our unit of measurement is based on

time explains the word clock in the term color clock.

A color clock is the amount of time the computer

needs in order to sufficiently change the frequency

of the signal it generates so as to produce a different

color. What a mouthful! This is my own personal

definition; it has worked for me, but some people

may not agree with it. Here's another definition. A

scan line is the horizontal path of the scanning

beam from the left cd^e of the screen to the right

edge.

Scan lines extend horizontally across the

screen, but it takes a lot of them stacked vertically

to fill up the screen from top to bottom. Therefore,

horizontal resolution is usually expressed in terms

of color clocks while vertical resolution is expressed

in scan lines. Of course, on different television sets

the actual lengths will differ, but the resolution

horizontally to vertically is always proportionate. It

turns out that, on any screen, one color clock ap

pears to be equal in length to two scan lines.

Now we have lo get even more technical for a

moment. The scanning beam starts at the upper

left corner of the screen and travels horizontally to

the right. By the time it hits the right edge it has

drawn one scan line that is 228 color clocks wide.

The team then shuts off for a short period while it

returns to the left edge, only one scan line lower.

This period is called the "horizontal blank" for

obvious reasons. The beam then turns on again

and starts drawing the next scan line. This sequence

of drawing scan lines continues 262 times. At that

point, the scanning beam, at the lower right corner

of the screen, shuts off and returns to the upper

left corner of the screen during a period known as

the (guess what!) "vertical blank.11

This whole process of drawing 262 scan lines,

each of 228 color clocks, plus the blanking periods,

constitutes one "frame." The television draws sixty

of these frames every second, because your home

power line is 60 Hz (cycles). The name given to this

display method is "raster scan." The fact that your

Atari follows a broadcast standard referred to as

"NTSC" makes it one of the few home computers

that can be video-taped without special equipment.

Just because the scanning beam generates all

those scan lines and color clocks doesn't mean that

the computer is generating that much display data.

Even if the computer did, you wouldn't see the

whole image since most television sets display a

little less than 200 scan lines of about 170 color

clocks. The part where the true picture exists is

called the playfield, and now it's time for another

definition.

Playfields And Mode Lines

The playfield is the portion of each scan line for

which data read from memory can produce colors

and luminances. The background exists at the

ends of each scan line; the playfield is in the middle.

From the viewpoint of one frame, the playfield

appears as a rectangular region which extends to

the sides of the screen.

Two things control the size of this playfield

area. The height in scan line is controlled by the

display list as you will see in a moment. Recall that

the width in color clocks is set by the DMA control

register of the ANTIC.

SDMCTL $022F 559 shadow

DMACTL $D400 54272 hardware

D5 1 display list DMA enable

0 displaylistDMA disable

1)1,1X1 00 piayfieId DMA disable (no playfield)

01 narrow playfield (128 color clocks)

10 standard playfield (160 color clocks)

11 wide playfield (192 color clocks)

The OS screen handler always uses a standard

width playfield. The advantage of the narrow

playfield is that less DMA is required, so programs

execute faster. Unfortunately, the screen handler

routines do not work properly when the playfield

width is other than the standard. The wide playfield

generates more data than the television can display;

its uses are rather limited. It's even possible to turn

off playfield completely, in which case ANTIC fills

the screen with scan lines of the background color.

As will be shown in a moment, the playfield also

requires a "display list" so bit five must be set for

any playfield type to be generated.

Remember that a byte is made up of eight
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binary "bits." If playfield and display list DMA is

enabled, bits may be read from the computer mem

ory during the course of one scan line. The bit

pattern determines the frequency and intensity

changes of the scanning beam, with the result

being different color/luminances. The same bit

pattern may be repeated for several scan lines.

And the bit pattern can be interpreted in different

ways. This leads us to yet another definition.

A mode line is a contiguous group of scan

lines for which display memory is read only once.

There are two main types of mode lines. In

direct memory map modes, the bit pattern produces

the same image on each scan line. Text modes are

a more complicated mode type which use a char

acter set.

The ANTIC knows how to handle fourteen

different kinds of mode lines. Each mode line

corresponds to a different method for interpreting

a bit pattern. A full screen graphics mode is actually

just a series of identical mode lines.

The display list is merely a sequence of bytes

in memory that, among other things, tells ANTIC

the proper sequence of mode lines for one screen.

Whenever the screen is opened (accomplished

in Atari BASIC with the GRAPHICS statement),

the screen handler establishes a display list of many

mode lines to produce a screen of the desired

mode. Modes can be mixed by manually changing

the display list. Display lists produced by the screen

handler always contain the proper number of

mode lines for exactly 192 scan lines of playfield.

Altering the display list can affect the total number

of scan lines, which is how the vertical si/e of the

playfield is controlled.

The display list also has other functions, such

as control of fine scrolling, horizontal blank

interrupts, and loading the memory scan counter

of the ANTIC so it knows where to start reading

memory.

A mode line divided into several parts forms

pixels, which are single plotting points somewhere

within the playfield area. A pixel's vertical resolu

tion is the same as the mode line in which it is dis

played, so there can bejust as many pixels vertically

as mode lines in the display list. The number of

color clocks over which one pixel is spread is also

determined by the mode line. Here is a little chart

to show you the pixel size for the primary mapping

modes:

MODE COLOR SCAN RESOLUTION

CLOCKS LINES (full/split screens)

3 4 8 40 by 24/20

4,5 2 4 80 by 48/40

6,7 1 2 160 by 96/80

Note that each time the width of a pixel is

reduced, its height also decreases, so a single pixel

appears to be square in shape regardless of the

graphics mode.

Some Observations About Memory

Now to talk about memory. In the one-color modes,

one pixel is represented in memory by one bit. If

the bit is on, playfield zero shows. If the bit is off,

(he background shows. Modes 4 and <> are the one-

color modes. For more color, modes 3, 5 and 7

allow three colors. The tradeoff is that a single bit

is no longer sufficient. Two bits, a pair, are required.

The total value of the two bits selects either one of

three playfields or the background:

BIT PATTERN COLOR PLAYFIELDTYPE

00

01

10

11

0

1

2

3

background

playfield zero

playfield one

playfield two

Playfield zero is the same thing as COLOR 1 in

Atari BASIC. Playfieid one is really COLOR 2, and

so on, with COLOR 0 being the background.

Although modes 4 and 5 both have the same

resolution, or pixel size on the screen, mode 5 will

require twice as much memory. In the lower resolu

tion modes which require little memory in the first

place, the additional memory needed is rather

insignificant. You might have noticed that mode 3

had no single color counterpart. Consider that in a

48K system it is possible to have about 150 different

mode 3 screens in memory simultaneously. The

chip designers probably decided it wasn't worth

the effort or memory savings to provide a one

color mode with such low resolution.

Therefore, the size of a pixel on the screen is

determined by two things: how many scan lines

high, and how many color clocks wide. The amount

of memory required for a mode is also determined

by two tilings: how many separate pixels to one

mode line, and how many color possibilities per

pixel. The only real connection between pixel size

on the screen and size in memory is that bigger

pixels fill up a screen faster, so there are fewer of

them, and less memory is needed.

Now, three colors means two bits must be

used. Does that mean we are always stuck with only

three colors which can't be changed? No. The

CTIA is capable of generating 128 color/luminance

variations. It can produce sixteen different colors,

each in eight different degrees of luminance. But

128 possibilities means seven bits would be required,

and, in most cases, seven bits per pixel is simply not

feasible. There is a limit to how much memory can

be devoted to a screen. The solution to this problem

is a sort of compromise, but it also presents some

powerful and flexible advantages, too. The solution

is to use color indirection. Q
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All About

PET/CBM

Character Sets
Louis F.Sander

Pittsburgh, PA

Commodore's unique assortment of graphics char

acters, combined with their numerous ROM sets

and keyboard configurations, make the various

PET and CBM character sets maddeningly hard to

comprehend. Occasional inaccuracies in published

documentation have confused the situation even

more. But as of today, the mystery is over — this

article describes all the PET/CBM character sets in

specific detail, and shows how they relate to each

other and to the standard ASCII character set used

by many other manufacturers. Such information

will be useful to any PET/CBM owner wanting to

get past the beginning stages of programming, and

will be invaluable to anyone using the IEEE bus or

the user port to communicate with a non-Commo

dore device.

First, some definitions. Many computer devices

can display a group of symbols, or characters, on

paper or on a CRT. The symbols so displayed are

tailed printing characters, and they consist of letters,

numbers, punctuation marks, special characters,

etc.

Within a given piece of hardware, each char

acter is represented by a pattern of bits, which can

be stored, manipulated, and transmitted electri*-

cally. The binary numbers corresponding to these

bit patterns are called character codes. In the PET

and CBM, all character codes are 8-bit binary

numbers, and they are usually referred to by their

decimal equivalents.

For example, the code for a PRINTed asterisk

(*)is0010 1010 binary, or 42 decimal. Eight bits

allow 256 different codes, which can be represented

as decimal numbers in the range 0-255 inclusive. A

given code can represent different characters in

different machines, or even within one machine,

depending on context. In the PET/CBM, for

example, different codes are used to put a given

character on the screen by PRI NTing or by

POKEing.

Some character codes do not represent sprinted

character at all. Instead, they instruct the hardware

to take a certain non-printing action. These codes

are called control codes or control characters.

RETURN, CURSOR DOWN, and RVS are some

familiar PET/CBM control actions. If you have

ever made your machine do a RETURN by exe

cuting the statement PRINT CHR$( 13), you have

used a control code (the 13) to generate a control

action (the RETURN).

A device's character set is its complete set of

printing and control characters, along with their

associated codes. Many computer devices use a

standard character set called ASCII, pronounced

ask-ce, wrhich stands for American Standard Code

for Information Interchange.

ASCII and the PET/CBM character sets have

quite a bit in common, but there are large differ

ences between them which have to be resolved

whenever a PET/CBM is to communicate with an

ASCII device. The information in this article will

allow you to resolve these differences quickly and

accurately in your own programs.

The Printed Set

Now let's look in depth at the PET/CBM character

sets. To keep things simple, we'll first investigate

theprinted character set, or the complete set of sym

bols that PET/CBM can display on its screen. The

Character Set Demo program will allow us to do

just that. Type it in and RUN it right now, being

sure to include the semicolon at the end of line

210. If you have an 80-column machine, you need

to substitute line 310 for line 200.

If everything has been entered properly, you'll

see 256 evenly-spaced characters on the screen.

You'll also see the notation "59468= 12" (or 14),

indicating the current contents of memory location

59468. Press any key several times, and observe

that the notation alternates between 12 and 14,

and, as it does, some of the displayed characters

alternate as well. As you press a key, the demo

program is changing the contents of 59468, and

PET/CBM is changing certain printed characters

as that happens. No character codes are being

altered at all.

We are demonstrating thai every PET/CBM

has two sets of printing characters. A given character

code will produce characters from one set or the

other, depending on a number POKEd into 59468.

A 12 in that location produces what is often called

the "standard" set of printing characters. It is the

same in all PET/CBMs, and we will call it Character

Set S, for '•standard." POKEing 59468 with a 14

produces what is often called the "alternate" char

acter set. This nomenclature is ambiguous, because

there are two different alternate character sets.

Which one you have depends on the ROM set

installed in your machine. In this article, we'll call

the alternate character set installed in the Original



"Probably the best-

documented programs I've

seen for PET/CBM."

Robert Baker

Microcomputing

September 1981

PET/CBM &

VICOWNERS
Utilities & Games

"The strongest points of this

system are its unsurpassed

documentation and its

f human engineering."

Ralph Bressler, The Paper

Nov/Dec. 1981

GAMES FOR VIC
Skier Thrill to downhill skiing, using your joystick to hit

flags and avoid obstacles. Great graphics. 3 levels of dif

ficulty. $17.95

Maze of Mikor Adventure-like game with stunning

graphics challenges you to steal the Warlock's gold as

you evade the demon. $17.95

Tank Wars Match your wits against the evasive enemy,

maneuver around obstacles and avoid mines. $17.95

Victrek Graphics and sound add to the excitement as

you scan galactic maps, maneuver through star bases,

and battle klingons. Enhanced version included for 8K

VIC. $17.95

Pinball Score points with flippers through bumpers and

alleys. This game is the real thing. $15.95

Simon Four squares light and sound at random. Then

you imitate the sequence. It gets tougher as you get

better. $15.95

Fuel Pirates Protect your stock of atomic fuel from

raiding pirates using your particle cannon. $15.95

Lazer Blitz Terrific graphics as you destroy enemy air

craft from your flying saucer. $17.95

Pak Bomber is dropping bombs that you must catch.

Great challenge for eye-to-hand coordination. $15.95

NEW FOR 5K VIC 20!
Tank Trap You're challenged to protect your citizens.

4 exciting levels, each tougher than the one before.

$17.95.

Concentration Test your recall skills, when you try to

remember what you saw beneath the block, and match

it. $15.95.

Dam Bomber You must break the dam while under
cannon fire. $15.95.

VIC FORTH Full FigFORTH implementation with

compiler, interpreter and complete editor. Runs on

standard VIC 20 with 5K. $59.95 on cartridge.

HESMON Machine language monitor. Contains 50%
more commands than Commodore's. $39.95 on

cartridge.

Turtle Graphics Based on LOGO. Perfect for learning
computer programming. Great for kids. Very versatile
$39.95 on cartridge.

VIC-Riter Word processing. $39.95 on cartridge.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND

DEALERS
HES has relocated to the San Fran

cisco Bay Area and is now a division

of USI International. We now have

greater resources to provide you with

excellent software on cartridge,

cassette, or diskette in superior quali

ty packaging.

Watch for more exciting products
from HES.

UTILITIES FOR PET & VIC

6502 ASSEMBLER PACKAGE

HESBAL is a 1- or 2-pass Assembler using standard

MOS mnemonics and operand formats, has pseudo-

opcodes and over 25 error messages. HESEDIT is a full

screen text editor for use with HESBAL or alone.

Assembler package runs on PET or VIC with 1 cassette

and minimum 8K, (specify PET or VIC). $23.95 on

cassette, $26.95 on diskette.

HESCOM transfers data and programs bidirectionally

between PETs, VICs, or a PET and VIC at 3 times the

speed of the disk. Set up VIC as a terminal to PET and

create games for 2 players. Or use VIC as a peripheral to

PET for hi-res graphics and sound. Only $49.95 on

cassette, $52.95 on diskette.

HESCOUNT monitors BASIC program's execution and

accumulates data. Essential for debugging and op

timization. Discover how many times your program

looped, and when IF statements were true or false. Fast

execution. Runs on PET or VIC. On cassette $23.95. On

diskette $26.95.

HESCAT Complete hi-speed diskette cataloging system.

Five programs let you sort names, print reports 3 ways,

and locate file names in memory or on disk, and much

more. Works with any PET/CBM, 16K and dual drives.

$39.95.

HESLISTER takes complex BASIC programs and prints

(to screen or printer) in an easily understood manner.

Lets you analyze BASIC programs to alter or debug

code. Works on any PET/CBM and 1 disk drive. $23.95.

HESPLOT Very fast hi-res graphics subroutines for VIC.

Includes line drawing routines. With 8K VIC plot within

field of 176 x 160. On cassette $17.95

All products available at your dealer or directly from HES.

Add $2 postage. Calif, res. add 6% sales tax.

We accept VISA and MasterCard. Dealer inquiries invited.

PET, CBM, and VIC are trademarks of Commodore.

Human engineered Software

71 Park Lone • Brisbane, Cfl 94005

(415)468-4110Div. USI International

Send today for your FREE CATALOG

of VIC and PET/CBM Software

Name.

Street.

City

State. -Zip-

Mail to Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane • Brisbane, CA 94005
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BATTERIES
inCLUDED village by the grange, 71 mccaul st. (f6) toronto m5t 2x1 telephone 596-1405

ARBITER 1.4 MULTI-USER DISK SYSTEM FOR COMMODORE 4.0 COMPUTERS
OVER THREE HUNDRED IN USE ACROSS ONTARIO

Since September 1981 BATTERIES INCLUDED has been installing the ARBITER system in classrooms of Commodore BASIC 4.0

computers. The computers are connected lo CBM Disk Drives and printers. All users have access to all disk drives and printers plus a host of

commands to make this system configuration really usable!

THE ARBITER 1.4 SYSTEM IS READY TO GO!

FEATURES

1) Easy installation.

2) Uses no RAM or Utility Sockets.

3) Up to 32 computers in one system.

4) System self initializes on power up.

5) Operation is completely transparent to the user.

6) Extended commands allow a friendly multi-user environment.

7) System design virtually eliminates interleaved printer output.

SPECIAL COMMANDS

"i S- Allows students to protect files with a five character password A three character user ID is forced into the file name.

Si L- Allows the students to load protected files if the password code is known.

LISTC-Used to produce program listings with a Commodore printer. Clumsy OPEN. CMD, LIST. PRINT#. CLOSE sequence not needed- It over

comes the listing problems found on other multi-user hardware systems.

LISTP- Used to get program listings on systems which have an ASCII printer. The cursor control characters are expanded and displayed in brackets,

e.g. <home>

ALL FILE TYPES ARE SUPPORTED -During relative or sequential file access a delay has been built in so the computer will retain control of the system

until the file is closed.

TEACHER UTILITY - A utility is supplied on disk to allow the teacher to produce a hardcopy listing and output from any of the protected or unprotected
files selected. Once the files are chosen from the disk directory the teacher may do other tasks while the job is completed

IF YOUR CLASSROOM WAS DESIGNED TO TEACH COMPUTER LITERACY OR

STRUCTURED BASIC THEN THIS SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED FOR YOU.

Arbiter and Arbiter 1.4 are copyrights of Batteries Included.

JUST PLUG IT IN
• No soldering* No messy wires

SOFTWARE

SELECTABLE
1. Software select one of two

operating systems.

{BASIC 2.0/BASIC 4.0)

2. Software select utility ROMs

at conflicting addresses.

$15000

Master Charge and

VISA accepted.

BATTERIES
inCLUDED

For Ik Pin ROM Machines Only

Village by the Grange
71 McCaul Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5T 2X1

(416)596-1405



There are over 500 reasons to

own this reference encyclopedia.

Here's one of them.

Efl

Dealer inquiries

sre invited.

"Your book is EXCELLENT!"
JIM STRASMA,

From a letter to the author.

A COMPUTE! Books Publication

In conjunction with Level Limited.



Programming The PET/CBM
by Raeto Collin West

The book described by Jim Butterfield as

"...unquestionably the most comprehensive

and accurate reference I have seen to date..."

The Reference Encyclopedia for Commodore 2000,3000,4000, and 8000 series computers and peripherals.

Here'sjust a sample of reviewer and reader reaction:

From reviewers:
Educational Computing Review by Stephen Potts

"Of all the books I have read on the PET this book Programming

the PET/CBM by Raeto West must rank as one of the most

comprehensive and readable accounts on the PET that I have ever

had the pleasure to see...

"If you wish to get more from your PET than arcade games

and simple teaching programs then this book is a must for your

bookshelf. It does not matter whether you run on BASIC 1, BASIC

2. or BASIC 4 since all routines are supplied with addresses and

changes to make them run on any machines wherever possible...

"...this book, with its lucid explanations of the PET, its useful

routines and programming hints, is an essential purchase."

IPUG Magazine Review (British PET User Group) by Ron Geere

"This pubtication represents over a year's intensive research ... and

the resulting product is a valuable work of reference. A tremendous

amount of useful information has been packed in this 500+ page

work at which I was so over-awed that I did not know how to

start this review at first...

'This book is a must for every CBM/PET user."

From readers:
"...a book the average to advanced user cannot afford not to

possess..."

"My copy of your "Programming the PET/CBM has been in daily

use for nearly a month and I am finding it totally addictive,

suffering severe withdrawal symptoms whenever I try half

heartedly to move on to other reading matter. It is without doubt

the best book on its subject available today..."

"I have recently acquired a copy of your book Programming the

PET/CBM and must congratulate you on its concept and on

packing in so much detail. It's so very much better than anything I

have had up to now that it'll be my constant reference manual."

"I have received my copy of Programming the PET/CBM by Raeto

West and I have recommended it to several of my students. This

book is so valuable that I cannot now afford to be without it."

Published exclusively in North America by COMPUTE! Books. The book is an astonishing

reference manual of useful information. Contents include this and much more:

1 Introduction and overview: Plan of the book, sources

of information, features and chronology of CBM hardware.

2 BASIC and how It works: Storage of BASIC and its

variables; tokens, pointers, syntax; optimising BASIC.

3 Program and system design: Capabilities of the

equipment; charts, algorithms, space, timing.

4 Effective programming in BASIC: Seventeen examples,

including subroutines, dates. DATA, INPUT, rounding.

5 Alphabetic reference to BASIC keywords: Full

descriptions, with examples, of all keywords, with methods for

adding additional commands not present in CBM BASIC, e.g.

AUTO, DEL. OLD, POP, PRINT USiNG. SORT, VARPTR.

6 Disk drives: Descriptions of operation and workings of

disk drives, with BASIC and machine-code examples; bugs.

7 Alphabetic reference to disk BASIC commands:

BASIC 4 disk commands with examples and notes.

8 Other peripherals and hardware: Tape storage and

handling; printers; modem; keyboard; EPROMs; reset switches.

9 Graphics and sound: Tables of CBM characters; CRT chip;

animation, bar plots, 80 by 50 etc.; user-port sound.

10 The transition to machine-code: Introductory concepts;

a BASIC monitor; use of MLM, Supermon, Extramon; easy

examples.

11 More 6502 machine-code: 6502 hardware features;

eighteen common problems in programming; debugging.

12 Alphabetic reference to 6502 opcodes: Examples,

notes, and explanations on each opcode from ADC to TYA.

13 Using ROM routines: IRQ, NMI, RESET; the Kernel;

examples - modifying LIST; ordinary and relocating loaders.

14 Effective 6502 programming: Assemblers; CHRGET

and wedges; PIAs, VIA, IEEE; common mistakes.

15 Index to BASIC ROMs and RAM: Memory map of RAM

and ROM, detailing and comparing BASICS I, 2, and 4.

16 Mathematical programming: Precision; equations;

statistics; simulation; finance; calculus; machine-code.

17 Programming in business and education: Examples,
applications and pitfalls in business and education.

Appendices: 6502 reference charts; Supermon listings;
ASCII; glossary

Plus many programs,diagrams and charts. Paperback, 504 pages. ISBN 0 942386 04 3. $24.95,

To Order

Programming The PET/CBM

Call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
In NC Call 919-275-9809

Or send coupon to

COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

In England, order from Level Limned. P.O. Box 438, Hampstead London
NW3 1BH. Price in England is E14.90, including P & P.

Please send copy [copies) of Programming The
PET/CBM at S24.95 each, fin the US and Canada, add S3.00
shipping and handling. Outside North America add S9.00 for air
mail delivery, S3.00 for surface delivery).

All orders must be prepaid in US funds |money order, check,
or charge).

□ Payment Enclosed

Please charge my - Q VISA □ MasreCard Q Am. Express

Account No. Expires /

Name

Address

Gty State _Zip_

Country

Allow 4-6 weeks for deiiveiy Faeign surface deliwy allow 2-4 months
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versacalc1

A UNIQUE VISICALC(tm) ENHANCEMENT

NOW AVMl.AiJLi: FOR PKT

If you use Visicalc(tm) but are

bumping Into Its limitations, you need

VersacalcCtm)! Versacalc runs within

Vlsicalc but uses no extra memory; In

fact, it effectively Increases memory by

letting you call in nodules from disk as

needed.

A Tutorial section makes clear such

features as 0LOOKUP, DIF, @NA, I}ERROR,

which are not well explained in the

Visicalc manual.

A Utilities section makes It easy to

create your own menu-driven modules which

condense hundreds of commands into four

keystrokes. You can build in sophist

icated error checking (e.g. la the input

value between certain limitB?). Now it is

possible for people untrained in Visicalc

to perform the weekly updating without

constant Instruction.

for Commodore Pet f. CBM 2040 - DOS 1.0

available for 8050 on request

SORT Visicalc, and Other Useful Uonders!

NOW YOU CAN:

SORT a Visicalc screen on any column,

ascending or descending, and all

related formulas and labels are

sorted too.

put the entire disk CATALOG on the screen

at oncel

easily do Year-To-Date accumulations!

"pound" formulas to expose the full

formulas in place on the screen!

append two Visicalc files!

print the -contents of a /SS file!

print the contents of a /PF file!

AND our EASEL BINDER is so nice that you

will put your other manual in it!

Distributed by:

Anthro-Digital Software

P.O.Box 1385

Piusfield.MA 01202

413-448-8278

RetiiL $125 J

The SM-KIT is a collection of machine language firmware prog ramming and test aids for

BASIC programmers. SM-KIT is a 4K ROM (twice the normal capacity) which you

simply insert in a single ROM socket on any BASIC 4 CBM/PET-either 80 column or 40

column. Includes both programming aids and disk handling commands.

ERROR DETECTION: the SM-KIT automatically indicates the erroneous line and

statement for any BASIC program error.

LINE NUMBERING: the SM-KIT automatically numbers BASIC statements until you

turn the function off.

SCREEN OUTPUT, the commands FIND. DUMP. TRACE and DIRECTORY display on

the CRT while you hold the RETURN key (display pauses when the key is released).

Continuous output is selected with shift-lock.

OUTPUT CONTROL to DISK or PRINTER: in addition to displaying on the CRT, you can

direct output to either disk or printer.

HAROCOPY: allows screen displays to be either printed or stored on disk.

FIND: searches all or any part of a program (or text or command strings or variable

names. Either exact search or wild card search supported.

RENUMBER: the SM-KiT can renumber all or any part of a program. The selective

renumbering allows you to move blocks of code within your program.

VARIABLE DUMP: displays the contents of floating point, integer, and string variables

(both simple and array). Can display all variables or any selected variables.

TRACE. SM-KIT can trace program execution either continuously or step by step

starting with any line number. Selected program variables can be displayed while

tracing.

DISK COMMANDS: as in DOSSupport (Universal Wedge), the "shorthand" versionsof

disk commands may be used for displaying disk directory, initializing, copying,

scratching files, load and nun, etc.

LOAD: SM-KIT can load all or part of BASIC or machine language programs. It can

append to a program in memory, overwrite any part of a program, load starting with any

absolute memory location, and load without changing variable pointers.

MERGE: allows merging all or any part of a program on disk with a program in memory.

SAVE and VERIFY: SM-KIT provides one step program save and verification. It also

allows you to save any part of a program, or any address range.

DELETE: allows any program segment to be deleted.

REPEAT KEYS: allows repeating functions if not already available on specific
PET/CBM model.

SM-KIT
for Commodore Computers

A Programming Productivity Tool

ONLY

$40

A 4K ROM with both

programming and disk

handling aids.

Developed by (and available in Europe from) SM Softwarevefbund-

Microcomputer GmbH, Scherbaumstrasse 29, 8000 Munchen 83, Germany

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar, PA 18915 215-822-7727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG.
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PET ROMs Character Set AO, for "alternate, origi

nal," and the alternate character set in all other

ROMs Character Set A. These two alternate sets

contain the same characters, but in a different

order, as we will see later on.

About 75% of the characters in all three sets

are identical. Sets S, A, and AO differ only in the

characters produced by the alphabetic keys A

through Z, and in four other characters, all

graphics. At "power on," graphics keyboard PET/

CBM's have Character Set S enabled, while

machines with business keyboards have Character

Set A.

Character sets can be switched by POKEing

59468 with 12 or 14, or with other numbers as

well. Numbers having a binary representation of

the form XXXX 11OX will produce character set S,

while any other number will produce your

machine's alternate character set. In machines

having the GRAPHIC and TEXT commands,

these can also be used to switch character sets.

Now back to the demo program. Without

touching the keyboard, study the characters dis

played on your screen. Notice that there are 256

characters, all different, and that the first 128 of

them are repeated in reverse field to make up the

second 128. (There may seem to be two identical

SPACE characters, but there aren't - the second

one is SHIFTED SPACE, and your computer

treats it as a separate character altogether.) This is

the complete set of printing characters from the

currently activated set. In other words, you are

looking at every character your machine can display

at this moment.

Now press any key and study the characters in

the other set. Again, there are 256 unique symbols,

128 regular and 128 in reverse field. Press a key

several times, and notice which characters change

as the character sets are toggled. If you count

them, you'll find 60 characters that change — 30

regular and 30 reverse field. Note which ones they

are, and notice that certain combinations of char

acters can never be on the screen at the same time,

the HEART and the lowercase "s," for example.

You have now seen every character that your

machine is able to/display. All other PET/CBM's ■

have the same printing characters, but in some

machines they are gotten at in a slightly different

way. Altogether, there are 316 different characters,

256 of them available at any one time.

Since we've now looked at the complete reper

toire of printing characters, let's look further into

character codes, the other part of the character set.

A character can be displayed on PET/CBM's screen

in one of three ways: by POKEing a code into a

screen memory location, by pressing a key, or by

executing a PRINT statement. Additionally, your

machine can send characters to, or receive them

from, devices connected to the IEEE, user, recor

der, and memory expansion ports. In every case,

character codes are used to specify which character

is to be displayed, recorded, or transmitted.

The Screen And CHR$ Sets

Our demonstration program POKEd characters to

the screen, using the 256 character codes from 0 to

255 inclusive, which produced 256 different

printed symbols. POKEing a 1 gave an A, a 2 gave

a B, and so on through all the printed characters.

This particular combination ofcodes and characters

is valid only for screen POKEing, and is summarized

in Table I. We'll call it the Screen POKE Character
Set.

All other character manipulation in the PET/

CBM uses a completely different group ofcodes to

print these same characters, and it is summarized

in Table 2. Many of the printing characters and

control functions in this set can be activated directly

from the keyboard, and all of them can be activated

by using the CHR$ function. We will call this the

CHR$ Character Set.

Some people call it PET ASCII, but that ter

minology is misleading - PET/CBM's CHRS char

acter set has twice as many codes as ASCII, and

only about half of the 128 ASCII codes have the

same meaning in the ASCII and CHR$ character

sets!

All PET/CBM keyboard and PRINT opera

tions use the CHR$ character set; it is also used

whenever characters are sent to or received from

external devices such as printers, files, or modems.

If you tell PET to send an asterisk to your printer,

it will, in fact, send 0010 1010, or 42 in decimal

notation. And whenever PET receives a 42, what

ever the 42 may have represented in the sending

device's character set, PET interprets it as an

asterisk.

There are 256 CHRS codes, numbered from 0

to 255 inclusive, and the CHRS character set differs

substantially from the POKE set, although both

can be used to display the same symbols. Here are

the essential differences:

• Very few characters have identical POKE

and CHR$ codes.

• There are no CHR$ codes for reverse field

characters. Instead, the RVS ON/OFF key or

its corresponding CHR$ codes are used to

produce them.

• The CHRS set includes 14 control characters

(28 in 80-column machines and newer 40-col-

umn machines) in addition to its 128 printing

characters.

• Since there are 256 CHR$ codes, and only



nilFEKUP
HARD SOFTWARE TO BEAT

ANY 5 $42.00 : ANY 3 $27.00 : ANY 1 $9.95 : OUR CATALOG FREE!

SEARCH - Dtive through a giant maze of looms encountering money bags, fuel tanks, and moving oil slrcks that

slide you back to start. Nobody here has ever gotten all eighteen bags-t>ut we're still at it and soon . . .

ALIEN PANIC - Chmb laddeis, dig holes ana drop aliens . . . Quickly1

KRAZY KONG - You have to climb to the top but this crazy monkey keeps rolling bairels"

VIKMAN - Sweep up dots before monsters mop you up.

QUIRK - Arcade type game where if you're not awake the floor literally moves out from under your leet.

Fortunately foi the careful land the Quick) the rewaids roll into your pocket.

RESCUE from NUFON - A Graphic Adventure game played with the keyboard. Some commands Bit, N.S.E.W. (or direction. T loi
tiansport. U and D loi the 5 floor elevator. Undui your watchful eye ilheie aie certain undesneabies in

these rooms) you* guy finds and transports humans to safety. One pldyei average 20 mm.

DODGE CARS - Fast lun on crowed freeway. This colorful game keeps top 5 i compares against last 50.

INVASION - Protect enetgy pods (mm being stolen by enemy ships. Simple and challenging.

******* SPECIFY KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICK *******

nun?am hept.
EXTENDED MEMORY & DISK GAMES

AVAILABLE BY TIME OF PRINTING

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG

Also 32K Krazy Kong for the ATARI

WRITE

tiUFEKUP
P.O. BOX 156

SHADY COVE, OREGON 97539

OR CALL 503-878-2113

MASTERCARD - VISA C.O.D.

VIC 20
VIDEO
HERE ARE THE SAME PROGRAMS

OUR TELEVISION PRODUCTION

TEAM USE FOR MAKING COM

MERCIALS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS

COLOR BARS, COUNTDOWNS,AUTO

SLATES,GRIDS, PULSATING SINE

WAVE S, STAR BEDS + MUCH MORE.

EASY TO CUSTOMIZE ft SAVE.

ALL CRAMMED IN ONE T*PE !

2O.OO

SEND ZOO FOR CATALOG OF

UNIQUE VIC ACCESSORIES.

PENTHOUSE 7

MIAMI, FL.33181

VIC 2O IS A T.M.OF COMMODORE

PET/CBM OWNERS

WALLBANGER - Bast your way through the

dodge'm, blasfm, and attack modes. If you

destroy the bouncing balls before they destroy you,

the walls close in for the next round. Wallbanger is

written in machine language, has great sound, and

encourages complex strategies.

CAS&BK/40COLSCREEN/OLD-NEWROMB 515.00
[CALIF. RES. ADO B\ BALES TAX]

MILLIPEDE - Exterminate the oncoming millipedes

and fleas as they descend through the mushroom

patch. Blast giant bouncing spiders before they

pounce on you. Shoot a millipede in the body and

suddenly two millipedes descend toward your ship.

Millipede is written in machine language, has

excellent graphics, and great sound.

CA88/BK/40 COL SCHEEN/OUXNEW BOMS 515.00
[CALIF. RES. ADD B*. RALES TAX]

Write for FREE game details:

ON LINE SOFTWARE

P.O.BOX SO44

ORCUTT, CA 93455

WARNING! These games cause high panic levels!

PET/CBM OWNERS
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128+14= 142 CHR$ characters (156 in some

machines), many of the CHR$ codes have no

meaning at all in the PET/CBM, and in many

cases one printed character has two different

CHR$ codes!

Table 3 shows the standard ASCII character

set. It is presented in a similar format to Table 2, to

facilitate comparison of the ASCII and PET/CBM

character sets. Study the two tables carefully, and

you'll see that PET/CBM has all but seven of the

ASCII printed characters, (94-96 and 128-126),

but often with different character codes.

You'll also notice that ASCII, being a seven-bit

code, has no character codes above 127, and lacks

many of PET/CBM's printing characters.

Because there are so many ASCII control

codes, most ASCII keyboards use a special CON

TROL key, similar to the SHIFT key, to generate

them. CTRL A often sends a I code'(SOH), CTRL
B a 2 code (STX), CTRL C a 3 code (ETX), etc.

Also, the meanings of the ASCII control codes,

established with commercial message traffic in

mind, are almost completely foreign to PET/CBM.

No wonder it's sometimes hard to use non-

Commodore devices with your machine! But now

that you have Tables 2 and 3, you can write pro

grams for perfect conversions between ASCII and

PET/CBM codes. Table 2 shows you exactly what

code PET/CBM sends when a given character is

transmitted, and Table 3 shows you exactly how an

ASCII device will interpret that code. Conversely,

Table 3 shows you the intended character repre

sentation of every ASCII code your machine re

ceives from outside, while Table 2 shows which

code it has to be converted to to have the same

representation inside your PET/CBM.

Some Example Conversions

A few examples will illustrate the conversions.

Suppose that your PET, with Character Set A

enabled, is connected through a modem to an

ASCII terminal, and that you are sending messages

back and forth. The ASCII terminal sends the

lowercase letter "a." Table 3 shows that the code

actually transmitted will be 97 decimal, or 01 10

0001. If your PF.T receives that code and displays

it on the screen as a PRINTed character, Table 2

shows that it will be displayed as an exclamation

point!

So you'll need some software in your PET that

converts received ASCII input to CHR$ format

before displaying it. In this case, whenever PET

receives a 97, the program should convert it to a 65

before PRINTing it. Ofcourse, the program should

also be smart enough to convert (or not convert)

any of the other ASCII codes between 0 and 127 so

that they give the proper display on your PET.

Going the other way, suppose that you press

the unshifted "b" key on your PET, and want the

distant ASCII terminal to see it as a lowercase "b."

Table 2 tells us that your PET will send a 66, which

Table 3 tells us the ASCII terminal will interpret as

an uppercase "B," which is not at all what you want.

So your program has to convert the 66 to a 98

before transmitting it, and to make conversions

on any other transmitted characters where it's

appropriate.
If you study Tables 2 and 3, you'll be able to

determine every sending and receiving conversion,

and to write your programs accordingly. If the

remote device has a character set different from

standard ASCII (many of them do), all you need to

do is compare it to Table 2, and you'll be able to

program the conversions.

100 REM *** CHARACTER SET DEMO ***

120 REM

130 REM SHOWS EVERY PET/CBM CHARACTER

140 REM (KEY PRESS CHANGES CHAR. SET)

150 REM

160 PRINT"{CLEAR}"

170 FORCH=0TO255

180 POKE(32768+2*CH+40*INT(CH/20)),CH

190 NEXTCH

200 FORI=1TO23:PRINT:NEXT

210 PRINTTAB(32)"59468=1";

220 IFPEEK(59468)=14THEN250

230 POKE59468,12:POKE33767,50

240 GETA$:IFA$=""THEN240

250 POKE59468,14:POKE33767,52

260 GETA$:IFA$=""THEN260

270 GOTO230

280 REM

290 REM ** LINE 200 FOR 80 COL. CMB'S

300 REM

310 FORI=1TO11:PRINT:NEXT

Simulative Strategy Games
for the

VIC-20
from p.R. SoftwaRe

These simulative strategy games combine graphics and strategy

situations to offer maximum enjoyment and challenge. No

joysticks required. Non-arcade games.

• STAR DEFENDER ■ CONVOY ESCORT

• CONVOY RAIDER ' COMPUTER BASEBALL

• BOXER'S CORNER • DUNGEONS OF KAL

$11.95 each
Send check or money order phis $1.50 postage and handling 1o:

P.R. Software, P.O. Boa 169. South San Francisco, CA 94O8O

Calif. Res. add 6% sales lax

Dealer Inquiries Invited Programmers sought

VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines
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In the May issue ofCOMPUTE!, Steve Steinberg's article

"Language Lab" was inadvertently published with the

■wrongprogram accompanying it. It is reprinted here in

its entirely.

An ATARI Learning Program

Language Lab

Steve Steinberg

Washington, DC

Language Lab is a program to use your ATARI to

help you build vocabulary in a foreign language. It

is basically a computerized version of that old

standby of language education, the flash card set,

and I have found it extremely simple and effective

to use. It is structured so that you can drill and

score yourself on as many words as you like, but I

find it most useful if you display a fifteen or twenty

word vocabulary drill on the screen, spot the errors

and review them, then try again. If you have enough

memory, you can also use it to create a fair sized

foreign language dictionary.

I have used a handful of French words in the

program example but you can easily change this to

any language you want. Simply change line 55

LANG$ = "FRENCI-r to LANG$ = "GERMAN",

"SPANISH", "NAVAJO" or whatever you like and

enter the appropriate word pairs in DATA.

The DATA, beginning on line 1000 is easy to

expand as your language skill increases and can be

used in conjunction with either a self teaching or

school language course. Just enter the DATA in

word pairs, the first in English, the second in

whatever language you are working with.

The key to the vocabulary drills is the random

word subroutine, lines 500 through 550. In line

510 X = (1 + I\T(RNtf(l)*25)) the 25 is equal to

the number of word pairs entered as DATA. As

you increase the number of word pairs by adding

new DATA this number should also be approp

riately increased. You can also alter this line to drill

yourself on only part of your total foreign language

vocabulary.

Let's assume, for example, that you have 600

word pairs in DATA but only want to drill yourself

on the last 100 words you have entered. In that case,

change line 510 to X = (500 + I NT(RN D( I )* 100)).

Lines 160,180,260,280,330 and 430 use the

ATARI cursor advance and line "up" arrow keys

to provide a format that will display as much of

your language drill or translations on the screen at

one time as possible, but you can replace these with

just "PRINT" statements if you prefer. This would

be useful if you want to use the program for drill

and translation of whole phrases and sentences

instead ofjust single words. Don't forget, however,

to increase the size of the appropriate string di

mensions (EXGLISH$,WORD$,TRANSLATES)

in line 50.

One final note; if you happen to own IRIDIS

2 (and if you have an ATARI computer I don't

think you can find a better bargain in software)

you can easily add the appropriate subroutine to

use Language Lab for Russian, Greek, Hebrew or

whatever you wish by adding the foreign alphabet

in lower case. I am currently using the program to

teach myself Glassical Greek. I hope this program

will be useful for budding language students and

in any case good luck with it. bon chance, and auf

wedersehen.

46 REM LANGUAGE

41 REM

45 REM BY STELE STEIrEERG

58 DIM LANG*(15)iEHGLISHt<20)iUORD*<20>,

TRANSLATE** 20), OK 2)

55 LANG*=ltFRENCHlt

66 PRINT "{CLEAR}":PRINT " ";LANG

*;" LANGUAGE LAB"

65 PRINT =PRINT

70 PRINT "1> "jLANG*;" TO ENGLISH UGCABU

LARY DRILL"

75 PRINT = PRINT "2> ENGLISH TO 'SLANG*/1
VOCABULARY KILL"

80 PRINT :PRINT "3) "jLANG*i" TO ENGLISH
TRANSLATOR"

85 PRINT :PRINT "4) ENGLISH TO M_ANG$;"
TRANSLATOR"

90 PRINT :PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF DESIRED
PROGRAM" ;-IhPUT CHOICE = IF CH0ICEM THEN
GOTO 90

95 GOTO CHQICEK100
160 REM LAW:UAGE TO ENGLISH DRILL

118 PRINT 'PRINT :PRIKT "HOW MANY WORDS"

; i IfrFUT N ■ C0UHT=6: SC0RE=8

120 ? "{CLEAR)":? "TRANSLATE THE FOLLOWI

NG WORDS INTO EhELISH": PRINT

125 GOSUB 500

130 IF C0UNT=N THEN QOSUB 660

135 IF C0UNT=N THEN GOTO 100

140 PRINT WORD*,
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150 INPUT TRANSLATE*,
166 IF TRANSLATE*=ENGLISH$ THEM SC0RE=SC

ORE+1'COUKT=COUNT+1 = PRIHT "OIPK30 RIGHT

)CORRECT"

170 IF TRANSLATE*=ENGLISH* THEN GOTO 125

130 IF TRANSLATEDENGLISH* TVCM COUNT=C
OUNT+1'PRINT "OFHll RIGHT>WRONG! IT'S

"iENGLISH*'G0TO 125
206 REh ENGLISH TO LANGUAGE DRILL

210 PRINT =PRINT =PRINT "HOW MANY WORDS11

r-W\S\ N = COUNTS = SCORE=8
220 ? "{CLEAR}":? "TRANSLATE THE FOLLOWI

NG WORDS INTO U;LANG$=PRINT

225 GOSUB 500

230 IF COUNT=H THEN GOSUB 60S

235 IF COUNT=N THEN GOTO 260

246 PRINT ENGLISH*.

250 WUT TRANSLATE!..

260 IF TRANSLATE*=WORD* T*£N SCORE=SCGRE
+1=COUNT=COUNT+1'PRINT ll{UP}t38 RIGHT)CO

RRECT"

270 IF TRANSLATE$=WORD* THEN GOTO 225

280 IF TRANSLATE*OU0RD* THEN COUNT=COUN

T+l:PRINT "OJPKll RIGHDURGNG! IT'S "iW
GRD$:GGTO 225

300 ? "CCLEAR>"= PRINT Ltf«;n TO ENGLISH

TRANSLATOR11:PRINT 'PRINT "ENTER ";LANG*

;" WORD"

310 ? ■■ INPUT TRANSLATE*

320 READ ENGLISH*,WORD*

330 IF WORD*=TRANSLATE* THEN PRINT

■C15 RIGHT}";'PRINT ENGLISH*'RESTORE = GQT
0 410

348 IF ENGLISH*OTRANSLATE* Tt€N GOTO 32

0

480 ? "{CLEAR}"=PRINT "ENGLISH TO ";LANG
*i" TRANSLATORS PRINT =PRINT "ENTER ENGL

ISH WORD"

410 ? : INPUT TK*ISLATE*

420 READ ENGLISH*, WORD*

430 IF EHGLISH*=TRANSLATE* TVCN PRINT "i
UP} €15 RIGHTJ11;-PRINT W0RD* = RESTORE ^GOT

0 410

440 IF WORD*OTRANSLATE* ThEH GOTO 428
5^ REh RANDOM WORD SUBROUTINE

510 X=(l + INT<Rt-£Ki>£25>:'

526 RESTORE

530 FOR tt=l TO X = READ ENGLISH*, WORD*
540 NEXT ti

550 RETURN

609 REh SCOK: SUBROUTINE

610 PRINT 'PRINT "OUT OF ";N;" UQCABULAR

V WORDS YOU HAUE CORRECTLY TRANSLATED

OF)

ORE*(100/N>);" PER CENT"
630 PRINT 'PRINT "GO AGAIN CY OR N>";:IN
PUT Q*=IF Q*="Y" THEN RETURN

640 IF Q*=UN" THEN END
1000 DATA CfrEmTWO,DEUX,THREE,TRGIS,FO

UR, QUATRE,RED,ROUGE,BLUE,BLEU,GREEN,UERT
,MAN,HQI1ME/CHILD,ENFANT

1910 WiTA HAT,CHAPEAU,PENCIL,CRAYON,HAH,

JAMBONiEGG,OEUF,CITY,UILLE,COUNTRY,PAYS,

OF,DE,UNDER,SOUS,MONDAY,LUNDI
1620 DATA TUESDAY,fiARDI,WEDNESDAY,MERCRE

DI, SATIH3AY, SflMEDI, SUNDAY, DIMAICHE, YES, 0

UI,NO,NON,OLD,ANCIEN ©

FORTH programmers:

COMPUTE! is

looking for screens

and applications

articles.

PROUDLY PRESENTS: AFFORDABLE

ATARI
®

flNDRQlD RTTflCK

PIGHT YOUR WAI THROIKH LEVELS Of

DEADLY ANDROID GUARDS TO SAVE THE
HUNAWAI NUCLEAR HEACTOR, THEN TH*
TO SAVE IOURSELPI

SOFTWARE

AAARRrGGG-

A ?ASI, FRANTIC CHASE AROUND THE

SCREEN THY1N- TO CATCH SOME CRAZY
CHEATUHES. IP IOU CATCH THE

'•SUPEH-AAAHaRGCC!*. lOU'LL GET A
SUPSH BONUS. BUT DON-T GET POISONED!

5TRRBR5E R55HULT

HOW LONG CAN YOU PROTECT IfOUR
STARBASE FROM THE ATTACKING ALIEN
ARMADA! EACH HIT WEAKENS YOUR FORCE

piv^° HI"aS AM° N°W TH£;('fiE ATTACKING

!2HJ.6|£ C*SSE^E OR 24K DISK

.95 EACH

INTRODUCTORlf OPFER-
JENTIOH THIS AD AND TAXE
11.00 OFF EACH GA«EE

629 PRINT =PRINT "YOUR :5CORE IS MNKSC

Pretxolland Software

2005 A WHITTAKER RO.

YPSILANTI, Ml. 48197
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,-\ map oj the significant machine language routines in

the VIC Super Expander. You can translate these

hexadecimal numbers into decimal, then SYS to them and

watch the effects.

VIC Super

Expander

Memory Map
Chuan Chee

St. Catharines, Canada

General Input/Output Routines

AOOO-A001 Vector: RESET($A044)

A022-A003 Vector: XMI ($A077)

A004-A008 ROM itlentifieation ('aOCBM')

A009-A010 Table: function kev numbers

A011-A043 Table: initial Function key definitions

A044-A076 RESETroutine

A077-A08A NMI routine

A08B-A0BE Parse KHV(gel parameters and elieek syntax)

A0BF-A131 Display all function key definitions

Al 10-A11C Prim n + thr$(:ll)'antl an optional ■ + '

Al 1D- A131 Print° + chr$( 13)1 and an optional' +'

A132-A135 Table: ASCII string for output ('key'backwards)

A136-A13F Table: ASCII siring for out put C° + chr$(l 3)'

backwards)

A140-A149 Table: ASCIIstringforoutputC°+chr$(S4)'

backwards)

A14A-A17A Delete current function kev siring (key number

in .X)

A17B-A1B0 Insert stringinto I unction key definition area

A1B1-A1BE Locate function key definition (key number in

.X. return index in .Y)

A1BF-A213 Table: new BASIC keywords in ASCI I form

A214-A237 Table: vectors corresponding to new BASK!

tokens (SCCtoSDD)

A238-A2A1 Initialize kernal vectors, I/O, RAM

A2A2-A2CI Table:kernalvectors(L,H)

A2C2-A2C7 Warm startroutine

A2C8-A317 Output a character to device 3 (char in .A)

A3I8-A336 End music mode

A337-A365 Interpret keyboard matrix inpul

A366-A369 Table: keyboard matrix code for function keys

A36A-A371 Table: conversion pattern for function keys

A372-A394 IRQroutine

A395-A3A5 Inpul a char from any device (device number

in$99)

A3A6-A3B3 Output a char to any device (char in .A, device

nuin in$9A)

A3B4-A3F1 Input each char from keyboard buffer

A3B4-A3E7 Handle'RUN'key

A3E8- A3F1 Handle 'RETURN' key

A3F2-A3FC Input from device 0

A3FD-A406 Print an error message in GRAPHIC 0 mode
(error token in .A)

A407-A4B9 Lexically analyse BASIC source line (translate
to tokens)

A4BA-A503 Print BASIC tokens in ASCI I form

A504-A529 Start new BASIC statement

A515- A523 Handle new tokens ($CC to $D6)

A52A-A58A Getand evaluate an expression

A558- A58A Handle new function tokens ($1)7 to S 1)1))

A58B-A596 Table: BASICvectors for RAM

A597-A5A4 Change BASIC vectors duringRESET

Music Routines

A5A5-A5D0 Save current sound table (address of table in

.X..V)

A5DI-A601 IRQ music driver

A602-A625 Table: conversion lor note index to frequency

A626-A6E5 Interpret music modecharacters (char-in .A)

A629-A643 Execute 'O' command, default 3

A644-A65D Execute:*T command, default0

A65E-A674 Execute's'command,default 4

A675-A686 Execute'V command, default 7

A687-A693 Execute *R'command

A694-A69B Execute *P" command

A69C-A6A7 Execute'Q'command

A6A8- Play new note (note index in .Y)

A6AB-A6B3 Save new sound table when previous note
finishes

A6B4-A6B9 Common return routine

A6BA-A6CD Play notes 'A' to 'G1

A6CE-A6DA Execute *#' command

A6DB-A6E5 Execute *$'command

A6E6-A6EC Table: conversion for notes to note index

A6ED-A6EF Table: conversion for octave to base note index

A6F0-A6F9 Table: conversion for tempo to duration (jiffies)

Parsing New Command Routines

A6FA- Look (brand evaluate first l-byteand two 2-byte

parameters

A6FD- Look for and evaluate two 2-byte parameters

A700- Look for and evaluate one 2-byte parameter

A714-A71B Save one 1-byte parameter (parameter in A.

index in .Y)

A71C- Look lor and evaluate two 1 -byte parameters

A71F-A72B Look i or and evaluate one I-byte parameter

A72C-A73F Parse GRAPHIC (get parameters and check

syntax)

A740-A762 Parse CIRCLE

A763-A7A4 Parse DRAW

A7A5-A7BC Parse POINT

A7BD- ParseCOLOR

A7C8-A7CE Go to execute commands after parsing

A7CF-A7D8 ParseREGION

A7D9-A7DC ParseSCNCLR

A7DD-A7E9 PatrseSOUND

A7EA-A809 Parse CHAR

A80A-A810 Parse PAINT
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WE SELL FUN!™
GRAVK ROBBF.RS $13.95

Introducing ihc first GRAPHIC

ADVENTURE ever available on the

VIC-20! With realistic audio-visual

effects, you explore an old deserted

graveyard and actually see the perils

that lie beyond.

TREASURES

OF THE BAT CAVE S19.95

Battle (he vampire bats as you

search their cave for gold bullion.

Fasi, real time action will keep you

playing for hours. Of course, you

are in a different cave every time

you play.

COSMIC DEBRIS S14.95

This highly addictive arcade type

game will keep you battling the

aliens for days.

NIGHT RIDER

High speed night

simulator.

$12.95

time driving

STREET SWEEPERS $14.95

Gobble up all of the dots in the

maze before Ihe ensuing nemesis

gets you. The maze is different

every lime, and if you succeed in

getting all the dots, you get progres

sively harder mazes to complete as

your skills increase. Docs this sound

like Pac Man? It isn't! Highly rec

ommended and extremely addicting.

Send for free catalog.

All programs fil in the ttandard VIC memory, and can be controlled from the keyboard.

All programs on cassette tape.

Ordertnx—Please add SI.SO p<istage and handling per order.

PA residents pleate add rt"i sales tax.

VIC-20'

VICTORY SOFTWARE INC.
2027-A H. J. Russell Circle. OIeIm Park. PA 19117

(115) 576-5625
VIC-20

NEW VIC-20 AND PET PRODUCTS

COMMUNICATION CARTRIDGE

Makes VIC into dumb terminal with selectable

parameters.

Model MW-300 49.95

•**V-DATA BASE CASSETTE***

Allows user to input mail lists, and mini

inventories.

Model MW-301 29.95

,3 B|T D|G|TAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER

AND 8 CHANNEL ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTER*™

Allows your ViC or PET to output analog signals.

Plugs into your parallel users port. Has capability

for 8 channel analog to digital conversion.

Model MW-304p PET 139.95

Model MW-304v VIC 129.95

MICRO WORLD ELECTRONIX INC.

6340 W. Mississippi Ave.

Lakewood, Colorado 80226 C303) 934-1973

WUNDERWARE

PRESENTS

GAMES FOR

YOUR VIC-20
These games and many more! 5erxJ 5Cc (refundable with order) (or

catalog and free program listing.

THE MAD PAINTED

Ihis game is a htile unique

and a lot of fun. vou control

a point txush. moving it

around a colorlul more

voui \<X> is to pairi the entire

it;we Thrs is nol as easy as

ii sounds, becose n the

maze with you are two vora

cious Bristle Biieis (they love

paint brushes] Occasionally

you will recetve a visit from

an Invisible Stamper who

leaves footprints in you fresh

pant Requires 1 oystick

$9.95

SPACE RESCUE!

Fvi. 1 oices have dapped

three cf your men deep in

the perilous depths of the

dreaded Dromedary Cav

erns on the pionel of Kom-EI

Voj cor rescue them, but

the tunnel to the lowei

chamber is narrow and fun

ol hotards A single player

game against time. Space

Rescue keeps the top score

ol "he day on the scieen Re-

qunes joystick.

$9.95

Price includes Postage & Handling

Foreign orders and COD's: Please add S3 00

Catalog is included with order.

Piices are subject to change without notice.

Send check Oi money order to:

SNAKE!

A lost and fun oction gome

foi one piqyei. voure q big

srave roaming around the

screen. Mice. 'ODDiis, eggs,

and feet appear at random

vour mission in We is to oite

these targets vou have to

be quick—the targe's dont

slay for long. The main prob

lem 15; you always seem to

be running into 'he wail c

into yourself (the longei you

play, the longe'. ana harder

to avoid your faiil1 Snatiei

Keeps high scoie and re

quires a pystick

$9.95

pnwunderware
LmJ P.O. BOX 1287. JACKSONVILLE. OR 9753O

VIC-2D is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

Assembler
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A811-A817 Parse RPOT

A818-A81B ParseRPEN

A81C-A81F ParseRSND

A820-A823 ParseRCOL

A824-A827 ParseRGR

A828-A842 Parse RDOT

A843-A846 Parse RJOY

A847-A84E Look for first 1-byte parameter

A84F-A866 Indirect jump to execute new commands (pointer

in parametersave area in -X,.Y, command

index in .A)

A867-A878 Table: vector to execute new commands (H)

A879-A88A Table: vector to executenew commands (L)

Execute New Command Routines

A88B-AA22 Execute GRAPHIC

A8AB-A94E Handle GRAPHIC 1,2,3 if previous was 0.

A8D4-A942 Transfer BASIC program to above

$2000 and execute CLR

A943-A94E Make screen at $ IE00 and character set

at $1000

A94F-A9AB Handle GRAPHIC: -1

A967-A9AB Transfer BASIC program down to old

location and execute CLR

A9AC- A9B7 Handle GRAPHIC 0 if previous was 1,2,3

A9B8- AA22 Sei up proper GRAPHIC screen

AA23-AA28 Execute RGR

AA29-AA6A Execute COLOR

AA6B-AA84 Execute REGION

AA85-AA8B ExecuteRCOL

AA8C-AAE6 Execute RDOT

AAE7-AAF1 Execute POINT

AAF2-AB12 Execute SCNCLR

AB13-AB22 Execute DRAW (cTO x.v ...)

AB23-AB34 Execute DRAW (c,x,yTO x,y...)

AB35-AB54 ExecuteSOUND

AB55-AB69 Execute RSND

AB6A-AB76 Execute RPOT

AB77-AB7D Execute RPEN

AB7E- 1*101 a single point (mm parameter save area

AB86-ABE4 Plot a single point from beginning scaled \,Y

coordinates

ABE5- Set up pointers to character and colour memory

ABFA-AC0A Set up pointer to colour memory

ACOB- Draw a line with a new starling coordinate

AC11-AC92 Drawa line starting from previous coordinate

(usinga version of Bresenham's DDA algorithm)

AC93-AD12 Execute CIRCLE (using principal ofdigital

differential analyser (DDA))

AD 13- Convert starling angle to radians

AD19-AD22 Divide I-"AC# 1 by 16

AD23- Calculate new scaled \ and Y coordinate on locus

AD39-AD6B Calculate unit offset * scaled radius

AD6C-ADDE Execute PAINT

ADDF- Check for possible new lower bound pivot

coordinate

ADE8-AE01 Save pivot coordinate

AE02-AE0B Check for possible new upperbound pivot

coordinate

AEOC- Check ifable to PAINT a coordinate

AE0F-AE1E Check ifable to PAINT a coordinate (X,Y

in .A,.Y)

AE1F-AE23 Move beginning scaled X,Y coordinate to.A,.Y

AE24-AE3B Check if coordinate has been already plotted on

AE3C-AE44 Move beginning scaled X coordinate to the right

AE45-AE51 Move beginning scaled X coordinate 2 to the left

AE52-AE56 Flag'FORMUL.A TOO COMPLEX'error

message

AE57-AED9 ExecuteCHAR

AEDA-AF13 Execute RJOY

AF14-AF33 Set up correct VIC chip screen registers

AF34- Save number ofcoordinates and colour register

AF39-AF3E Save colour register

AF3F-AF47 Copy beginning from ending staled X.Y

coordinate

AF48-AF75 Scale Xand Y coordinates

AF76-AFB0 Scale X or Y coordinate lo the range 0 to 159

(.X=.A*coordinate*2/256) (number ofcolumns

or rows in .A)

AFB1-AFBA Table: vector to map Y coordinate to colour

memory (L)

AFBB-AFCE Table: vector to map X coordinate to character

memory (L)

AFCF-AFE2 Table: vector to mapX coordinate to character

memory (H)

AFE3-AFE5 Table: bll set for colourmemory

AFE6-AFE6 fnoi used -contains S00)

AFE7-AFEE Table: bit mask for highrcs mode

AFEF-AFF6 Table: bit mask for multicolour mode

AFF7-AFFA Table: bytes lo plnl in multicolour mode

AFFB-AFFE Table: conversion factor for VIC chip screen

registers

AFFF-AFFF (not used—contains $AA)

Note:

(H): high byte ofa two-byte address

(L): low byte of a two-byte address

Vector: two-byte address used for indirection of

execution

Pointer: two-byte address for data

Index: one-byte offset fora table

General RAM Area

0024 Number oi coordinates

0024 Flag: colour register mode ($FF= multicolour,

$00 = highres)

0024-0025 Pointer: Newsian of variables/start of BASIC

mcmiin

0026 Temp area for building VIC chip registers/for

building character byte / for saving start of

BASIC(L)

Current Coordinates

0062 Ending scaled X coordinate (0 to 159)

0063 Beginning scaled X coordinate (0 to 159)

0064 Staled X difference (absolute value)

0065 Ending scaled Y coordinate (0 to 159)

0066 Beginning scaled Ycoordinate (0 to 159)

0067 Scaled Y difference (absolute value- 1)



World's Most Cost Effective Development System

flOCI

Jin

UHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

•Type your programs directly
from your Commodore VIC-20

keyboard into the built-in

4 kilobyte ROM emulator

•Jumper direct to target

ROM socket

• Test programs in circuit

• Burn them direct to EPROM

with built-in EPROM pro

grammer and power supply

• Burns & runs EPROMS

for the Commodore VIC-20, too

•Software on EPROM included

• Comprehensive 25 page manual

• Fits EXP PORT or SUPER EXP

Leaves user PORT free

PROMQUEEN CARTRIDGE COMPLETE ONLY $169.50

manual available separately for $20.00 credited on cartridge purchase

Jumper Cable, 2 ft: $18.50 with cartridge; 2732A EPROMS $12.50 each with cartridge

Gloucester Computer Bus Co.
6 Brooks Rd., Gloucester, MA 01930

617-283-7719

Shipping charges for all items extra, Mass, residents add 5% tax.

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TAVLOHMADE SOFTWARE • TAVLORMADE • COMMODORE DEALER

tor the COMMODORE VIC-20

AEROBICS POINTS

CALCULATOR

Now you can monitor your fitness program.

Enter your lime and (distance) lo learn your

exact aerobics points earned and calories

used. For distance activities learn your

yards/mm . M.P.H.. and min./mile. Save

your weekly, monthly, and year aerobics

points totals on the tape datassette. See a

bar graph on the screen o! your average

weekly aerobics points for each month.

Easy to use. all selections are made from a

menu by a single keystroke.

Two programs come on one tape cassette:

One lor the basic VIC-20 (3583 bytes) will

calculate aerobics points for running, walk

ing, cycling and swimming. The second

program squires 3K memory expansion,

and will also calculate aerobics points for

25addilional activities.

Cassette and manual...U.S. $24.95

(U S and Canada shipping/handing Si 50)

(Foreign shipping/nanohung S3 OOi

TAYLORMADE SOFTWARE

P.O Box 5574

Lincoln. NE 68505 VISA'

(402) 464-9051

VIC-mendous

Software

Clowns Tank Invader

Air Targets Break-Away

Depth Charge Dungeon X

Easy Hi-Res. Easy Multi-Color

Guided Missile Gunner

Nuclear Attack Replace

Robots Tank Battle

Each For Only 59.95

Chomper *12.95

Brain Warp S12.95

Music Machine $12.95

CWTrainer '15.95

RANDOM ACCESS

COMPUTERS
120 Benning Drive

P.O. Box 1453

Destin, Florida 32541

Ph: 904-837-7201

COMMODORE DEALER

MIGHTY "V"

TO THE

RESCUE

VIC 20'

BUSINESS AND HOME SOFTWARE
That'll KNOCK your Mainframe OUT!!

BY TSASA

Now available on cassettes -

3 I
3 2.
3 3

: 4

"1 5
6

3 7.
1 8.

9

10

111
.12

113
14

15

16

17

18

119
20

121
,22

123
!24

125

126.
127

128

129
30

131
32

I 33.

.34

135

36

!37

38
:39

40

4!

1:42
!43

44

145

46

47

48

:49

50

THE MORTGAGE CALCULATOR C

THE GASOLINE UN-GUZZLER C .

THE BILLING SOLVER

THE CLIENT TICKLER CP

THE TAPE GEN! C P
THE ACCOUNTANT C P

THE BAR CHART C P

CASH FLOWC

THE DEPREDATORC

BUSINESS INVENTORY CP

THE BIDDERC

THE TEMPERATURE CONVERTER C

FIND THE WORDS CP

DEAR DIARYC

PROFIT SHARING PLAN C

LEASE BUY'C

RATIOS C

PRESENT VALUE C

THESYNDICATORC

MOTHERS RECIPES CP

THE TAPE WORM C .

THE CLUB LISTER C

AT HOME INVENTORYC

UTILITY BILL SOLVER C

VICKY-CALC C

BIRTHDAY GUESSER C

THE METRIC BRAIN C

ROLL DA1 DICE C

THE TICKER TAPE C

THE SUPER BROKER C

THE MORTGAGE COMPARER C

THE RULE OF 78 C

MATH-A-MAGICIAN C

HOME BUDGET C

ITS TRAVEL TIME C

YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS CP

THE INVESTMENT ANALYST C

THE PHONE DIRECTORY CP

THE AMORTIZED P

THE CHECKBOOK BOOKY C P
THE INCOME & EXPENSER C P

THE LOAN REPAYERC

MY CREDIT CARDS CP

GRADE MY KIDS CP

NET WORTH STATEMENT CP

THE SAVINGS ACCOUNT MIZER C

CALENDAR MY APPOINTMENTS P

MIXED UP WORDS C

THE BUDGETER C
PRINT MY PROGRAM P

JUST RELEASED

51

152

53

:54

55
156

: 157.

58

1 59

60

JOGGERS LOGGER C

NUISMATICPHANATICC

SUPER SHOPPER CP

PERT MY VICC

LINEAR REGRESS C
STATISTIC SADiSTICSC

TRACK MY WEIGHT C

LIGHTNING SORT C

GOLFSCORECARDC

OROER TRACKER CP

S 8 95
S 8.95

S19 95
S19 95

S 9 95

S29.95

S 8 95

S13.95

SI 0 95

SI 8 95

S14.95

S 8 95

S10 95

S12 95

S18 95

S14.95

S 8 95

S12 95

S15 95

S12 95

S12 95

S13 95

S12 95

S12 95

S12.95

S 8 95

S10 95

S12 95

S16 95

S12 95

S 8 95

S 9 95

S14.95

S12.95

SI 0 95

S14 95

S12 95

S 9 95

S24 95

S12 95

S14 95

S10.95

S14 95

S1" 95
S14 95

S13 95

S16 95

S 8 95

S15 95

S 8 95

S11.95
SI2 95

S12 95
S16 95

S16 95

S16 9S

SI2 95

SI 2 95

S11 95
S18 95

t Copyright TSASA 1981

FREE CATALOG

Specify CRT TV (C) or (P) Printer

Programs available direct Irom TSASA or at fine

Computer Dealers Nationwide

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Send check or MO with S1.50

Postage & Handling

COD add $1.50

TSASA

NAME

CITY ..

STATE ZIP

I SEND FREE CATALOG

Mail to; 2Chipley Run

West Berlin. NJ 08091

Telephone (609)346-3063
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For Scaling Coordinates

0069 Multiplicand- I

006A 16-bit product

006B-006C 10-bit multiplier

For DRAW

0069

006A

006B-006C

006D-006E

Scaled \ unit direction - I

Scaled Y unii direction

Number of scaled Y units left to plot he tort1 nexi

scaled N unil (couni up)

Numberofpoints lefl to ploi (count up)

For PAINT

0069 Index: pivol coordinates save area

For CHAR

0069

006A

006B

006C-006D

General RAM Area

009B

Current row (0 to 19)

Current column (d to 19)

Length ofstring

Pointer: string location

Index: beginingol cut rent function key

definition

009B-009C Pointer: current char set address/byte in< hat

sei / position in screen memory/ destination of

hyieof BASK; program to transfer

009D Index: end of I unction key definition area

009E Cut tent function key number/ length ofcurrent

function key string

009 F Length ol current function key string (count

down)

009E-009F Pointer: bytein colour memory

00AC-00AD Pointer: current byte (function key definition,

tape, scrolling)

00C3 Flag: 0=have transferred BASIC program toa

new location

O0C3-0OC4 Pointer: kern.il sen up /current music table/

parameter save area ($O33C)

00FB-00FC Pointer: topofBASIC memory {usually same as

$0284-$0285)

For Key

028F-0290 Vector: interpret keyboard input ($A337)

02A1 Number of bytes taken by Super Expander in

high memory ($88)

02A2 Numberofcharacters in function key definition

02A3 Index: current byte of function key string

02A4 Length of function key string (amount left to

output)

For Music

02A5 Previous character in music mode

O2A6 Musk mode($80=on)

02A7 Screen echo ($50=on, $00=off)

02A8 Current voice (sound register-1)

02A9 Current note index

02AA Current duration (jiffies)

02AB Current sound amplitude (volume* 2)

02AC Current octave (base note index)

02AD Voice 1 note index (+$80)

02AE Voice 1 duration count down (jiffies)

02AF Voice 2 note index (+ $80)

02B0 Voice 2 duration count down (jiffies)

02BI Voice 3 note index (+$80)

02B2 Voice 3 duration count down (jiffies)

02B3 Voice4noteindex(+$80)

02B4 Voice-1 duration count down (jiffies)

O2B5-O2BF (for expansion)

For Execution Of New Commands

O2CO-O2C2 JumptabIerexecutenewcommands(JMP$A84F)

02C3 Current VICchipleft margin register

02C4 (lurreni VI(! chip lop margin register

02C5 Current VICchip numberofcolumns register

02C6 Currem VIC chip number of rows register

02C7 Current rowol cursor

02C8 CurrentGRAPHICmode

02C9 (for expansion)

02CA Current colour register parameter (while

plotting)

02CB Current screen colour

02CC Current border colour

02CD Current character colour

02CE Current auxiliary colour

02CF Index: parameter save area (while plotting)

02D0 Currem character set address page

02D1 Usual character set address page ($80)

02D2-02D3 Pointer: old limit ofBASIC memory

02D4 Old screen memorj page

02D5 Last scaled Xcoordinate(0 to 159)

02D6 Last scaled Y coordinate (0 to 1 f><))

02D7 Flag: S00 = DRAWc.x.VTO, $01= DRAWc TO/

( ui i en I number ol OUl of range coordinates

($00= within range)

02D8 Old number of out ofrange coordinates

(S00 = within range)

02D9 Index: parameter save area (while getting

parameters)

O2DA-O2FF (lotexpansion)

Operating System Vectors

0300-0301 Vector: error message ($A3FD)

0302-0303 Vector: BASIC warm start ($C483)

0304-0305 Vector: lexically analyse BASIC source

line ($A407)

0306-0307 Vector: prim BASIC tokens in ASCII

form (SA4BA)

0308-0309 Vector: start new BASIC Statement ($A504)

030A-030B Vector: gel and evaluate an expression ($A52A)

0314-0315 Vector: IRQ ($A372)

0316-0317 Vector: BRK instruction ($A2C2)

0318-0319 Vector: \MI (SFEAD)

031A-031B Vector: BASIC OPEN statement ($F40A)

031C-031D Vector: BASIC CLOSE statement ($F34A)

031E-031F Vector: set input ($F2C7)

0320-0321 Vector: set output ($F3O9)

0322-0323 Vector: restore I/O ($FSF3)



0324-0325 Vector: input a character ($A395)

0326-0327 Vector: output a character ($A3A6)

0328-0329 Vector: test STOP key (SF770)

032A-032B Vector: BASIC GET statement (SF1F5)

032C-032D Vector: abort I/O ($F3EF)

032E-032F Vector: user BRK instruction (SA2C2)

0330-0331 Vector: BASIC LOAD statement (SF549)

0332-0333 Vector: BASIC: SAVE statement ($F685)

0334-033B (forexpansion)

Save Area

033C-03F8 Save area: parameter passing/ pivoi coordinates

(PAINT)

For Circle

033C Index: X in Y

0347-0348 Old scaled X coordinate on locus

0349-034A Old staled V < oordmate on locus

034B-034C New scaled X coordinate on lotus

034D-034E New scaled Y coordinate on locus

034F-0353 Floatingpoinl unit offset X coordinate

0355-0359 Floatingpoint unit offset Y coordinate ©

Your VIC-20 Will Smile...

SUPERFONT
Desigp programmable characters on your VIC-20

with this easy-to-use program. Especially useful

when creating animations, since you can edit four

characters at once as a 2x2 block.

SAFARI
You are a photographer on an African Safari in this

great game. The jungle animals run past as you try to

snap their pictures. An excellent example of how to

use large blocks of programmable characters on the

VIC to create animation effects.

QUIX
How good is your memory? QUIX presents patterns

of color and sound that gradually get longer and

harder to remember.

These three excellent programs are available on the

VIXEL #2 cassette for the standard 5K VIC-20 for

only $12.95 in the US and Canada. Foreign orders

add $3.50 for shipping. CA residents add 6% tax.

VISA and MasterCard welcome.

VIXEL is a trademark of The Code Works.

VIC-20 is a Irademark of Commodore Business Machines

TheCodeWorks
Box 550. Goleta. CA 93116 805/683-1585

TRANSFORM GRANDPA "PET""

INTO A YOUNG VIBRANT "PET™" BY UPGRADING

TO 4.0 BASIC

Socketed P.C. Board that will plug

into your ROM Sockets and accepts

Commodore's 24 Pin ROMS 4.0

BASIC Interpreters (ROMS not

included): When used with I.C. Clip,

soldering is minimal. Please check

number of pins on your ROMS

before ordering.

RB-4 (for 28 Pin ROM "PET""'}

RB-4 with I.C. Clip

RB-4A (for 24 Pin ROM "PET""

RB-4A with I.C. Clip

$49.95

69.95

49.95

69.95

Please include $1.50 each for shipping and handling.

California residents, please include 6% Sales Tax.

10% User Group Discount (or Purchase of 5 or More Units.

Send S.A.S.E. For Free Catalog.

BETTER SOLUTIONS

505-589-1100

4605 RIPLEY STREET • EL PASO, TEXAS 79922

"PET" 15 a irademark ol

Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

e 1982 BETTER SOLUTIONS

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

FINALLY, 1200 BAUD

At A Reasonable Price

$175 PET Terminal Emulator

$495 U.D.S. 212 Modem

$600 Our introductory Price

PET Terminal Emulator

• Choose from 3 terminals

• Up to 4800 baud

Universal Data Systems 212 LP

• 1200 baud modem

• call for modem only price

AMPLIFY, INC.

2325 Macbride

Iowa City. Iowa 52240

319-351-4775
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This concludes a three-part series on getting started in machine language

Part III

Machine Language: First Steps

Jim Butterfield

Associate Editor

In the two previous episodes, our intrepid hero, F

R. Vescent. has coded the following bar graph

program in machine language:

027A

027C

027E

027F

0281

0283

0285

0286

0289

028A

028D

028F

0291

0294

A2

A0

E8

E0

DO

A2

8A

20

C8

cc

90

A9

20

60

30

00

3A

02

30

D2 FF

00 03

EF

0D

D2 FF

LDX

LDY

YLOOP INX

CPX

BNE

LDX

SKIP TXA

JSR

INY

CPY

BCC

LDA

JSR

RTS

#$30

#$00

#$3A

SKIP

#$30

$FFD2

$0300

YLOOP

#$0D

$FFD2

Alter finishing the codingjob, he enters it into

memory using the machine language monitor like

this:

.: 027A A2 30 A0 00 E8 E0 3A DO

.: 0282 02 A2 30 8A 20 D2 FF C8

.: 028A CC 00 03 90 EF A9 0D 20

.: 0292 D2 FF 60

With the machine language program in place,

F. R. returns to BASIC and writes:

200

210

220

230

270

300

DATA 15,10,30

READV:IFV =

POKE 768,V

SYS 634

GOTO2I0

END

,35,28,28

0GOTO

I 5 0

300

The program runs properly, but the machine

language is in the first cassette buffer, and this

makes it hard to SAVE. F. R. uses the following

piece of trickery to make the ML coding more

tractable: He types:

FOR J = 634 TO 660:PRINT PEEK(J);:NEXT J

634 is the address of the start of the ML pro

gram ($027A) and 660 is the address of the last

byte ($0294). So what F. R. is doing is writing a line

to cause the program to be dumped, byte by byte,

to the screen. He will get something like:

162 48 160 0 232 224 58...

There will be two spaces between each pair of

numbers. Now F. R. does some clever screen

editing. He places the cursor just before the 4 of

48, and presses the DEL key and the comma. Now

the two numbers read 162,48 ... and F. R. moves

the cursor ahead to just before the 160 and repeats

the sequence. Eventually, he gels a long line of

numbers witli commas between. He does not press

RETURN, but backs up to the beginning of the

line and types several Insert keys; now he has room

to enter the extra information "I 10 DATA". Now

he presses RETURN and the bytes of his machine

language program are entered as part of a DATA

statement.

There's another line left over and he must

repeat the editing sequence to create a 120 DATA

... line and complete the DATA recording of his

program. Now he types in line 100:

100 FORJ = 634TO660:READM:POKEJ,M:NEXTJ

The whole program should now read:

100 FORJ = 634TO660:READ M:POKE J,M:NEXT J

110 DATA 162,48,160,0,232,224,58,208,2,162,48,138,

32,210,255,200,204,0

120 DATA 3,144,239,169,13,32,210,255

200 DATA 15,10,30,35,28,28,15,0

210 READ V:IFV = 0 GOTO 300

220 POKE768,V

230 SYS 634

270 GOTO 210

300 END

Now: whenever we say RUN, the machine

language program is POKEd into place (line 100)

before the main program uses il. We may now

safely SAVE the BASIC program to tape or disk

without worrying about how to save the machine

language part. The BASIC program makes its own

machine language where it needs it.

Serious programmers will think of more

efficient ways to convert the program into easily

SAVEable code. More advanced machine language

programmers will find better ways than DATA

statements. But this is a start.

We've traced a machine language program

through its conception, assembly, and implementa

tion. It's not too hard a job, and there are aids to
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help you along the way.

This example was picked because it presented

a fairly easy challenge. Even so, it took us three

installments to see it through. The biggerjobs are

not much harder; most of the work was in the

housekeeping.

For beginners who have never followed the

whole process through, it's a worthwhile exercise.

Once you've seen the trick done, you can see how

to do your own. **
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otthis magazine
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« is the safety net you need to avoid losing hours of

programming time when a powerfailure or a keyboard

lockout strikes your Atari.

Atari Variable

Table Refresh

And Program

Backup

Jon Harding

Rochester, NY

Writing new programs, especially long ones, usually

requires many hours of editing and typing which

can lead to two problems: (I) the variable name

table grows too long and (2) the editing session

may be catastrophically terminated by a keyboard

lockup or power failure. Even commercial software

may have variable name tables which are larger

than necessary. And power failures occur only at

the worst possible time: after typing in the 252nd

line of that new game you're so anxious to try! The

following routine eliminates the first problem and

minimizes the losses of the second.

Type in these two programs (but delete REMs

to conserve memory), SAVEing the first as

"WRKLOAD.SAV and USTing the second as

"BACKUP.LST." The meaning of the extensions

should be clear. These routines will become part of

your program, but can be deleted when you've

finished typing. Initiate a new program or add to

an existing program, already LOADed, by EN-

TERing "D:BAKUP.LST". After typing and/or

editing five to ten lines, type G.32000 <RETURN>.

The program in RAM is LISTed to the disk as

"WRK." the RAM area cleared, and "WRK" re-

ENTERed. Edit or add more code and type

G.32000 again.

This time the old "WRK" is RENAMEd
"WRK.BAK," the program in RAM becomes

"WrRK," and is re-ENTERed. The next time, and

thereafter, "WRK.BAK" is deleted. "WRK" be

comes "WRK.BAK." and the program in RAM

becomes "WRK" (and is re-ENTERed).

This procedure pro\ ides, father-son (mother-
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daughter) backup and keeps the variable name table

as small as possible. When you finish a session, type

G.32000 once more to save the latest changes in

"WRK." When you start a new session just type

ENTER"D:WRK" and you pick up where you left

off. If you use this routine to back up other pro

grams on your disk, be sure to save the latest version

by its proper name, e.g. "D:GASBILL.UTL." You

could also delete the "WRK" files before using the

routine on another program, but it's not necessary

since they will be replaced anyway.

The beauty of this routine is that it only takes

a short command to invoke and can't be started by

the program in RAM because of the STOP at 31998.

The XIO... code is the special I/O command,

explained on page 29 of the Atari BASIC Reference

Manual which allows you to access DOS utilities

without calling DOS, among other things.

Other Possibilities

More generally, this scheme suggests the possibility

of a disk with many short utility routines which can

be SAVEd for use by themselves or LISTed for use

during program writing/editing. Examples might

include: listing the disk directory to the screen

(without calling DOS), printing the disk directory,

a screen viewing of a dumped machine language

program, and hex to decimal conversion.

A note of caution: if you write a program

which will reside in RAM with the program you're

working on, it must be complete within itself. In

other words, when execution is completed, every

thing defined must be undefined (variables, di

mensions, arrays), all devices OPENed must be

CLOSEd, and there must be an END. (The CLR

command takes care of undefining anything

DIMensioned and clears all variables.) The closing

statement of such a routine should look like this:

lineno CLOSE #1:CLR:END.

Program 1.

32039 REM WtW$%

32040 ENTER ll4EK"

32041 REM UWW

Program 2.

QQ7 '^^'-'i'"i" if■*£'>:'^r^f&"

319*?: v "SHOULDN'T BE HERE!":ST0P
31999 RB1 &IF 'URK,BAK; EXISTS, GELtTE I

T*
32900 TRAP 32010^X10 33,#1,3j8j "WRIGBAK"

:TRAP 40000

3200^ REM £IF !H<K' EXISTS, RENAME IT @U

RK.BAK1*
3201W TRAP 32020:XIO 32>#1j0*6/"

AP 40006

32015 REM SLIST PROGRAM TO DISK AS 3 URK
t

32916 REM rm\ WRKLOAD.SAU1 ERASES RAM
AhC RE-ENTERS 'URK'S

32020 LIST lIB:i«RKll:RUN "D^RKLOAD.SAU11
32050 rem nnmn&mntm&ntm%
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QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR ATARI COMPUTERS

WIFTWARE
FROM SWIFTY SOFTWARE

CO) OOOOOO'BOOCCCOSSC. eei

ORDERED BY NASA

Yes, the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad-

minsitration selected these

three quality products.

SWIFTY TACH MASTER™

An accurate ditk speed diagnostic utility program assigned

specifically lor ATARI 810 Disk Drives Pioviaes easy-to-

redd visual indication ot the speed ol any drive connected

to your system using the accuracy ot machine language.

TACH MASTER displays five RPM readings per second

with a working lactometer accurate to '/< PtPM Allows

you to adjust your anve(s] to lactory specs easily and at

any time m the convenience of your own home Comes

complete with easy to follow user s rranual 129 95

TM
HARDWARE

DISK SENTPIY

An inlellegeni digital accessory tor your ATARI 810 Disk

SWIFTY OATALINK
TM

g

ss Drrvc. lots you s . writs dan to both sides ot single

sided and writs protected disks. DISK SENTRY cannot harm

your drive or disks. Installs and removes easily, no soldering

required DISK SENTRY'S LED signals systsm status, preven

ting accidental erasure ot data DISK SENTRY is a convenient

push button write-protect override which can pay tor itsert

with vour first Doi ot disks. 139 95

High Quality Smart Terminal Communications program Easy

to use Murti-Option, Menu Drtven Full performance

uploading/download ing Works in Duplex or Simple* modes

supporting ASCII and ATASCII transmission Printer Dump.

Screen Dump and Disk Search options. Use as remote ter

minal Send/receiveand it« programs and data 1 lies Saves

connect lime charges with commercial services Requires

2«K RAM. 810 Disk Drive. 850 Interface or equivalent. 830 or

other 300 Baud modem (Printer optional) (39.95
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NEW GAMES
TM

HAUNTED HILL

In this super game you fight bats and ghosts In

the dark of a cemetery. This exciting, all

machine language game has arcade quality

graphics and speed. Requires Joystick. DISK

ONLY. $29.95

TM
TRIVIA TREK

A multiple choice game of trivia lor one or two

players or teams. Comes complete with fifty

categories of trivia questions and over two

thousand multiple choice answers. A program

for creating your own trivia questions and an

swers is also included. Play It for lun, test your

knowledge or entertain friends. Parents and

teachers can also make up questions. Great at

parties. 32K Disk Only. 129.95

UTILITIES

DISKETTE INVENTOR* SYSTEM™
Use this system to gain control ot your expanding

disk/program inventory. Quickly gel locations Ot single or

multiple copies ol your programs and all your valuable files

An invaluable tool, this system is easy and convenient to use

and to update 24K disk system required 124.95 Pnnter

suggested

SW1FTT UTILITIES

A valuaote collection of programming utilities lor the ATARI

programmer This DISK ONLY package includes >» of

Programming Aids I and additional programs designed to

make programming time more efficient Special MENU

program runs both saved and listed programs REM

REMOVER eliminates HEM statements so programs take less

core and run (aster. PRINT B25 and PRINTEPS custom pnnt

programs prepare condensed, indented and paginated

program listings on your ATAfll 825 or EPSON MX-BO prin

ter Listings identify machme code, graphics and inverse

vrteo characters VARIABLE LIST aw VARIABLE PRINT

programs help you prepare alphabetized annotated list of your

program variables A delete lines utility provides convenience

Of line deletion while a DOS CALLER grves you convenient ac

cess to many DOS utilities while your program is in core

OiSklist prepares disk jacket labels Many of these programs

work coresident with each other and with your program Dtsk
Drive and minimum ot 24K required. (29 95

mOfiUHMINa AIDS PACKAGE I ™
Four utility programs to help increase programming efficiency

and learn more about your computer. RENUMBER handles

references and even variables Generates Diagnostic Tables
for programming error detection PROGRAM DECODER

DECIMAL to BCD and BCD to DECIMAL programs grve you a
practical way ol studying internal program representation and

ATARI number-conversion procedures Comes with com

prehensive users manual. 16K cassette 114 95 2<K disk
119.95

PERSONAL DATA MANAGEMENT

' FILE-IT 2 T*"

This Is Jerry White's popular database system

for filing and managing personal and financial

information. Create, store, manipulate and

retrieve all types of data. Special financial entry

and report programs create a powerful personal

accounting system. Monthly Bar Graph

program shows financial data on the screen

and/or printer. Supports up to four disk drives as

well as the Axlon Ramdlsk (if you have one}.

Mailing list program generates mailing labels In

one or two across format. Extensively

documented in a ring binder. 24K Disk and Prin

ter. $49.95 + S3.5O for shipping and handling.

FUN"n"UMES(t™
WORDGAMES. POSSIBLE and LEAPFROG giving you hours Ot
tun. challenge and emeruinmeni WORDGAMES, two games

in one. contains GUESSIT - a deductive alphabetic reasoning

game for one or two players and WOROJuMBLE - a multiple

word descramonng puzzle with play-on-word hints and

mystery answers instructions show how you can substitute

your own words Use POSSIBLE to help descrimbk) word

jumble puzzles or to create your own All letter/number com

binations oc permutations of input are printed to screen or op

tional pnnter LEAPFROG is a Chinese-Checker type lumping

game in which you try to position two sets ot animated jum

ping frogs in a minimum number ot moves 16K Cassette

y< 95; 24K Disk (24.95 Disk version ot GUESSIT works

withVOTRAXType'n'TALK A real crowd pleaser

COMING S0ON1 Spta UwUi«M*n SertM "■
Real-time Space Flight Simulations

COMING SOON! The Fin* FiM«d«™
AN easy to use financial package

ACCESSORIES

VINYL DUST COVERS
Custom sewn upholstery grade vinyl dust
covers for ATARI 800 and 400 computers and

the 810 and 825 peripherals. Protecting your
equipment when not in use, these crisp black
covers go well with any decor. Specify model(s)

when ordering. $14.95 each.

' send check or money order Including 52.50
V Shipping and Handling to:

S SWIFTY SOFTWARE. INC.
64 SKDAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, N.Y. 11747

(516) 549-9141
N.Y. Htilderrts add 7V.S uki bx

' te*dfer freectttlegM dtefcrerdeneedc.e.d.'iKnpM

J ©1961, 1982 Swtfty Software, Inc.
I NOTE ATARI* Is a registered trademark of Atari inc.. a
) Warner Communications Company and all references to

i ATARI* should be so noted.
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How To Use The

6560 Video

Interface Chip
Dale Gilbert

Henegar, AL

The 6560 Video Interface Chip, the VIC chip,

provides low cost, high resolution, color video to a

color monitor or a color television, and it also in

corporates a sound generator, A/D converters

[analog/digital], and even a light pen feature.

The 6560, some RAM, a crystal, a few bus

drivers, and a little decode logic is all the hardware

that is required to add color and sound to a micro

processor that has an expansion bus.

The VIC capabilities include on-chip sync

generation, screen grid size of up to 192 horizontal

dots by 200 vertical dots, two character sizes, three

independent programmable tone generators, a

white noise generator, an amplitude modulator,

screen centering, on-chip DMA address generation,

and two modes of color operation.

The 6560 VIC is manufactured by MOS Tech

nology, Inc.. Commodore Business Machines

incorporates the 6560 in their VIC-20 Computer. I

purchased my chip from Falk-Baker Associates,

382 Franklin Avenue, Nutley, New Jersey 07110,

for $14.95.

6560 Software

To produce colored characters, VIC addresses two

blocks of memory at the same time. This address

method produces twelve bits of data. The eight bit

block of memory is called the Character Pointer

Block (called the screen memory on the VIC-20).

The second block of memory is called the

Character Color Block (called the color nibble area

on the VIC-20). This block contains four-bit char

acter color data.

VIC takes the character pointer data, left

shifts it three times, and adds the result to the

character cell base address contained in bits zero

through three of register five.

VIC then puts the result on the address bus

which addresses another block of memory called

the Character Cell Block (called character bit maps

on the VIC-20). This block of memory is eight bits

wide. The data obtained from this address is video

information on an 8 x 8 character matrix. The

matrix is eight bytes high and eight bits wide.

VIC takes the four-bit character color data

and, if the MSB is 0, the character matrix will be

displayed in high resolution mode. If the MSB is

one, the character matrix will be displayed in the

multicolor mode.

When the high resolution mode is selected

and when bit-3 of register-F is a zero, all one bits of

the character cell data will be displayed in the

background color and all zero bits will be in the

foreground color. The three remaining bits of the

character color data specify the color of the fore

ground. The color of the background is specified

by bits four through seven of register-F. If bit-3 of

register-F is 1, the one bits of the character cell

data will be displayed in foreground color and the

zero bits will be displayed in background color.

If bit-3 of register-F is one, all the character

cell matrix will have the same color background. If

bit-3 is a zero, all the character cell matrix will have

common character colors.

When the multicolor mode is selected (MSB of

the character color data is one), there is a pairing

of bits of the character cell data. The character

matrix now is a 4 x 8 dot matrix with each dot's

color determined by the code of each pair. The

code has four possibilities: 00,01,10,11. Ifadot

code is 00, its color is the background color specified

by bits four through seven of register-F. If the

code is 01, the dot color is the same as the external

border color specified by bits zero through two of

register-F. If the code is ten, the dot color is the

foreground color specified by the three bits of the

character color data. If the code is 11, the color of

the dot is specified by bits four through seven of

register-E.

VIC produces a TV raster of up to twenty-two

columns by up to twenty-three rows of character

matrix surrounded by a border. The base address

of the character pointer block contains the first

upper left pointer for that character matrix. The

base address plus one of the character pointer

blocks contains the pointer for the next right char

acter matrix. It is the responsibility of the M PU to

manipulate the pointers in the character pointer

block of memory. A whole raster of repeated char

acters (character matrix) can be obtained by just

repeating the pointers in the character pointer

block.

6560 Hardware

The 6560 VIC has fourteen address pins (A0-A13)

and twelve data pins (DO - Dll). When the 02 clock

is high, the MPU can place an address on the ad

dress pins and read or write data into any of the

sixteen eight-bit registers via data pins DO - D7.

VIC decodes the address pins and selects registers

zero through F when address 1000 through 100F



Teach your commodore
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Telecommunicate with McTerm
Don't miss out on the

computer/telephone revolution.

With our McTerm package and a

modem, your Commodore

becomes an intelligent terminal.

You can interact with large and

small computers anywhere in

the world.

Access databases like the

Source'", or MicroNet'", or Dow
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news, sports, stock market
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all to disk or printer and sign-
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computer time and long
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VIC
Muhiplc I nterfacc Connector

This All-ln-One Powerful Connector Includes:

MIC MON... Machine Language Monitor

A must for machine language programmers

and can be used with any memory size.

MIC ED... Editing Utility Aid

Gives programmers 26 new commands and

can be used with the MIC MON.

MIC SET... Resei Button

First time on VIC. Reset instantly

without switching off computer.

MIC SLOT... Peripheral Slot

Permits connection to any IEEE device,

3 K Super Expander for graphics or

external memory.

MIC SWITCH... Memory/ Peripheral Switch

Gives the choice of selecting added

peripheral memory or IEEE peripherals.

BASIC MIC PRICED AT $249.95

MEMORY OPTIONS

Select from Built-in 3K, 8K, 16K, 24K, or 32K

RAM MEMORY BOARDS

THE COMPUTER WORKS

2028 West Camclback

Phoenin, Arizona 8S0IS

Telephone (602J/249-0611
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VISA MASTERCHARGE

DATA BASE MANAGER: Create, Add, Delete,

Change, Sort, Search, Print, Write, Read and

Browse are the commands available to you.

You can manage your own data base. 8-k

expansion required $17.95

HOME INVENTORY MANAGER: Keep track of all

your household belongings For insurance

purposes. Allows you to add, delete, search,

sort, etc. Mill print totals and subtotals

while listing your complete inventory. $14.95

STOCK PORTFOLIO MANAGER: Hill categorize the

stocks you own and allow you to post both

earnings and current quotes. Tracks the last

six quotes and will graph the stocks

performance. Prints a comprehensive report

with subtotals by category along with

percentage and yield figures $17.95

Many nore programs available. Write for free

catalog.

VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted

2905 Ports O'Call Ct.

Piano Texas

(214) 867-1333
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(the VIC-20's VIC chip ignores the A 15 line) is

placed on the address pins.

The address pins are input pins when 02 is

one; if 02 is zero, then these pins are output address

pins.

When the 02 clock is one, the MPU can also

write or read data to the character pointer RAM,

the character color RAM, and the character cell

RAM. The character cell memory may be RAM,

ROM, or both. The base address of the character

cell block and/or the character pointer can be

changed by modifying a register in the VIC.

When the 02 clock is low, the VIC addresses

memory in such a way that the character pointer

RAM and the character color RAM is selected at

the same time. VIC must receive character pointer

data on DO through D7 and character color data

on D8 through Dl 1 at the same time.

The R/W pin four is an input only pin and

must be driven by the MPU when 02 is one and

held high when 01 is one.

Pins 38 and 39 are the master clock inputs.

The 6560 VIC requires a 14.31818 MHz, two

phase, five volt, non-overlapping signals. The

master clock uses a standard 14.31818 MHz crystal

(4x color) and the delay of 74LS gates to give a

non-overlapping signal. Resistors Rl and R2 are

used to give extra pull up to CMOS levels. CMOS

gates don't seem fast enough for this clock.

Pins 35 and 36 are the system output clock

used for system timing and driving the clock of the

6512 MPU (if used). A 6502 MPU can be used by

feeding pin 36 to the 00 IN pin on the 6502.

Removing the original 00 signal and wiring this

new 00 is the only alteration needed on the mother

MPU.

Because the 6502 address lines are active

when 01 is 1, the expansion address lines to the

VIC and its associated memory must be isolated

from the MPU bus during this time.

The data bus should also be buffered and

gated for this same reason.

The system clocks are five volt, non-overlapping,

1.02 MHz signals.

Pin 19 provides the sound output which must

be fed to an amplifier to a drive speaker. The

output impedence is approximately 1000 ohms.

Pin 3 is the output pin for the composite sync

and the luminance signal. This pin is an open

drain which makes it easy to shift to the needed

voltage level for a RF modulator, TV first video

amplifier, or a black and white CRT monitor.

In the following wiring diagram, diodes K3,

K4, K5, and K6; resistors R5, R6, and R7; and Cl

make up the level shifter for a TV output or video

monitor output.

The VIC is a superior CRT controller for a

B/W monitor due to the varying levels of luminance

required for a color picture. VIC can produce

varying shades of gray.

Pin 2 provides the composite color signal. This

signal contains the color phase and amplitude

information plus the 3.58MHz burst signal. Pin 2 is

a high impedence output buffer which can be

applied to the first chroma amplifier of a TV, color

monitor, or RF modulator.

Pins 17 and 18 are the input pins for the Pot-X

and Pot-Y analog to digital converters. A pot is

used to charge an external capacitor tied to the pot

wiper and fed to pin 17 or 18. These pins are sys

tematically pulled to ground after each charge

voltage reading. The voltage is digitized and depo

sited in register 8 or 9.

Pin 37 is the light gun/pen pin. The voltage of

triggering is approximately 2.5 volts on the falling

edge. Holding this pin low clears registers 6 and 7.

The values of registers 6 and 7 represent the hori

zontal and vertical positions of the current dot

being scanned. The light gun/pen option is only

available on a 6560-101 which is sometimes iden

tified by a white dot on the case of the IC.

Address decoding must be provided so that

the character color nibble RAM will be selected,

when the character pointer RAM is addressed by

the VIC, but not selected when the MPU addresses

the character pointer RAM. A data bus transceiver

must be provided to isolate the nibble bus from the

byte bus along with the logic for this transceiver.

The logic must enable the MPU to read or write to

the nibble bus when the 02 clock is one.

The expansion 02 may be used as the E(02) ii"

the expansion 02 has no more than one LS gate

delay and it is the true MPU 02. If these provisions

can't be met, connect E(02) to the V02 (pin 36).

This author used addresses 1000 through

100F for the VIC; 2000 through 23FF for the

character pointer block; 2400 through 27FF for

the character color block; and 2800 through 2BFF

for the character cell block.

The addition of a 6560, a few RAM chips,

and a few gates will free up and complement many

a MPU.

Color Code

Auxi 1iary/Background/Border/Foreground

0 BLACK

1 WHITE

2 RED

3 CYAN

4 MAGENTA

5 GREEN

6 BLUE

7 YELLOW

8 ORANGE

9 LIGHTORANGE

A PINK

B LIGHTCYAN

C LIGHTMAGENTA

D LIGHTGREEN

E LIGHTBLUE

F LIGHTYELLOW
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VIC Control Registers

Register Data

It n

Rl

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

RA

KB

RC

RF

1 = 1

O = N

Horiz. Center \'x4 Dots

6 5 4 3 2 1

Address

1000

Vertical Center Vx2 Dots

5 4 3 2

p

A9

RV

0

No. of Character Matrix Columns

6 5 4 3 2 10

No. of Character Matrix Rows

5 4 3 2 10

1=D

0 = S

Raster Value

6 5 4 3

Base Cp

A13 AI2 All A10

Base Char. Cell

A13 AI2 All AI0

LP Horizontal Position

6 5 4 3 2

LP Vertical Position

6 5 4 3 2 10

Pot-X

4 3

Pot-Y

4 3 2

Sw

1 =On

Sw

I = On

Sw

1 =On

SW

l=On

Frequency Osc.-l

4 32 1

Frequency Osc. -2

4 3 2 1

Frequency Osc. -3

4 3' 2 i

Frequency Noise Gen.

5 4 '3 2 1 0

Auxiliary* Code

3 2 1 0

Ilackground Code

3 2 10

Audio Amplitude

3 2 10

0= F

Border Code

2 1 0

1001

1002

UWA

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

100A

100B

100C

100D

100E

100F

Abbreviations:

1 = Interlace S = 8x8 Matrix

N = None I nterlace D = 16x8 Matrix

CP = Character Pointer B = Common Background

Base Address F=Common Foreground

R = Raster LP= Light Pen

V = Value Sw = Switch

Color

Output

\V

N,—

No

D7—

To Sound|-i | +

Amp ' ;

5mFD "Ih

O
CO
in

M0,

— LP

V02

-V0,

A13

— A12

All

— A10

A9

— A8

A7

— A6

A5

— A4

A3

— A2

Al

— AO

4- v

PotV PotX

COMPUTE! Books
P.O. Box 5406 Greensboro, NC 27403

Ask your retailer for these COMPUTE! Books.

If he or she has sold out, order directly from

COMPUTE!

For Fastest Service

Call Our TOLL FREE US Order Line

800-334-0868
In NC call 919-275-9809

Quan. Title Price Total

The Beginner's Guide To

Buying A Personal Computer $ 3.95
(Add $1.00 shipping and handling. Outside US add

$4.00 air mail; $200 surface moll.)

COMPUTE!'* First Book of Atari $12.95
(Add $2.00 shipping and handling. Outside US add
$4,00 air mail; $2.00 surface mail.)

.Inside Atari DOS $19.95
(Add $2.00 shipping and handling. Oulside US add
S4.00 air mail; $2.00 surface mail.)

COMPUTERS First Book of

PET/CBM $12.95
(Add $2,00 shipping and handling. Outside US add
S4.00 air moil; $2.00 surface mail.)

.Programming the PET/CBM $24.95
(Add $3.00 shipping and handling. Outside US add
$9.00 air mail; $3.00 surface mail.)

_Every Kid's First Book of

Robots and Computers $ 4.95
Available in July. (Add $1.00 shipping and handling,
Outside US add $4.00 air mail; $2.00 surface mail.)

COMPUTEI's Second Book of

Atari $12.95
Available in July. (Add $2.00 shipping and handling.

Outside US add $4.00 air mail; $2.00 surface mail.)

COMPUTED First Book of VIC $12.95
Available in August. (Add $2.00 shipping and

handling. Outside US add S4.00 air mail; $2.00

surface mail.)

All orders must be prepaid (money order, check or
charge). All payments must be in US funds. NC

residents add 4% sales tax.

□ Payment enclosed

Please charge my: □ VISA □ MC Q Am. Exp.

Acc't. No, Expires /

Name

Address

City State

Country

Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery.



This Publication
is available in Microform.

University Microfilms International

Please send additional information

for —

Name.

lnstitutinn_

Street,

Ciiy_

Stale-

300 Nonh /cob Road. Depi I' R . Ann Arbor. Mi 48106

NEW COMMODORE ADD-ONS

GETS RID OF SAFING ROM

MX-910 CBM/PET RAM/ROM;
Allows multi ROM protected programs using

the same socket to be put onto diskette cassette,

no need to insert protect ROM in socket after initial

load, eliminates need for ROM switch box. write

protect in software, decoded for dual ROM socket

usage. 4K expandable to 8K. easy internal CBM .

installation: S119.95

MX-23Z CBM/PET TO RS-232C
INTERFACE:
Low cost, bidirectional, 50 to 19.200 baud rate, full

modem controls, parity allows for two RS-232C CBM

ports, installs easily inside CBM: $199.95

SX-100 IEEE-488/PET MODEM SOFTWARE:
Best 810 modem software, by 8010 developer,
works with Source/Micronet/CBM to disk/CBM to

CBM; Intelligent Terminal Software: $79.95

MX-200 IEEE-488/PET PARITY

Talk to a host computer requiring parity, all features

Of SX232: $399.95

MX-113 THEFT PROTECTION ROM:
Plug in ROM. displays owner's name, etc- when

computer turned on: $49.95

ECX COMPUTER COMPANY
2678 NORTH MAIN ST.

WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596

(415)944-9277

For additional new product information and catalog

send self addressed, stamped envelope.

PET/CBM/VIC? SEE SKYLES...

PET owners everywhere sing

JjJ) Thanksfor the Memories^

to good old Bob Skyles

. they should . . . because Bob Skyles is the only

complete source for memory boards for any PET ever

sold. Old Bob won't forget you.

And ilie Skyles memory systems have the highesi quality control of any
computer product ever. Over 100 million bits of Skyles memory boards are
already in the field. First quality static and dynamic RAMS, solid soldered on
firsi quality glass epov. That iswhj ihev are nuaran teed—in spue ofthe new

towerprices—tar a full i»n >ears.

The boards, inside [he PET/CBM, install in minutes without special tools or
equipment.. .jum a screwdriver.

Because of our new dynamic memorv design, and to celebrate old Hob's 30]g

birthdav, here are the smashing new prices:

8K Memorv Svstem on?. $250.00 now $200.00 Save $ 50.00

I6K Memory System orig. $450.00 now S300.00 Save $150.00

24K Memory System orig. $650.00 now S400.00 Save $250.00

... For anv PETever made. Whenordering, just describe yourPETbymodel
number and indicate the amount and type (or brand) of memory currently in

the unit.

Shipping and Handling (USA/Canada) $3.50 (Europe/Asia) S15.00

California reside/us must add 6%.''6'--: mo sales lax. as required.

Visa/Maslercard orders: call lollfree (800) 227-9998 (except California).

California orders: please call (415) 965-1735.

Skyles Electric Works
23I£ South Whisman lln.ii!

Mountain View. California 94041

(415t 965-1735

. PET/CBM/VIC? SEE SKYLES...

NEW FOR 82

• PAYROLL SYSTEM •

s2950J
(INTRODUCTORY PRICE)

OVER 100 EMPLOYEES

25 DATA FIELDS PER

EMPLOYEE

MULTIPLE RATES

OVERTIME

VACATION

SUBSISTENCE

16 GEN. LEDGER

CATEGORIES

PRINTS CHECKS OR

CHECK STUBS

W2 FORMS

CALIF. DE3AND

DE3B. 941 AND

OTHER REPORTS

FOR MOD 8032 (4040 OR 8050)

OTHER BUSINESS PROGRAMS AND PRICE LIST AVAILABLE

SOFTWARE CO}

3436 MENDOCINO AVE.

SANTA ROSA. CA 95401

(707) 544-3425
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This compactor analyzes and compresses BASIC at

lightning speed. For PET/CBM, Upgrade and 4.0

BASIC, with disk drive.

Machine

Language

Compactor

Running the program is fairly simple. Load

the program into memory with the LOAD or

DLOAD command, depending upon which com

puter you have. If you do not have DOS 2.0 or

higher, make sure that both drives are initialized.

Type RUN, and the computer will print a short

greeting along with some brief directions.

David L Evans

CaldwelL ID

When the programs "Compactor" and uUn-

Compactor" by Robert Baker appeared in the

Sept./Oct., 1980 and May, 1981, issues, respectively,

of COMPUTE! I immediately typed them in and

tried them out on several of my programs.

To my dismay, compacting a 16K program

required approximately 48-52 minutes. I am a

college student and spend a limited amount of

time on my computer (a 16K 4.0 PET) due to study

time and my job. That compacting time ate heavily

into the time I spend on my PET and I decided to

do something about it. This program is the result.

I tried several different BASIC versions of the

program, but could come up with no noticeable

increase in speed. 1 then decided to give machine

language a try. The result? A 947% increase in

speed! Even this phenomenal increase in speed can

be improved a bit further by eliminating the error

checking in my input subroutine.

The program consists of five different sections.

The input section prints the directions and inputs

the input and output file names. The scanning

section scans the BASIC program for larget line

numbers and prints them for you to see, while also

storing them for use by the compacting section.

The compacting section compacts the program
(where possible) and prints "DONE" when

finished.

A following subroutine section contains an
input subroutine, a line number checking routine,
and a disk error routine. Following these four

sections is the data and work storage area. This

program was designed to run on both Upgrade

and 4.0 ROMs. It will automatically adjust itself to
work on either ROM set, so all the user has to do is

to LOAD the PROGRAM and type RUN.

Typing In Compactor

Below are the step-by-step instructions

for entering and SAVEing Compactor.

COMPUTE! generally provides BASIC

loaders so that readers who don't know

machine language can easily type in and

use machine language subroutines and

programs. Though it could be done, we felt

that creating a BASIC loader for Compactor

would be too complicated to be worthwhile:

Compactor sits in memory starting at ad

dress 1024 (like a BASIC program). A

loader would involve an awkward process

of writing over itself and checksums would

be equally difficult to use.

Instead, Compactor is presented as hex

dump. To enter it into the computer:

1. Type: SYS 1024 {to enter the

machine language monitor).

2. When prompted by the period (.),

type VI 0400 0460 and the screen will reveal

(in hexadecimal numbers) the contents of

the memory cells between address 0400 and

0460. You can type over these numbers and

hit RETURN on each line, thereby entering

the new numbers into memory. So, for the

first line, you type: 00 0B 04 FF FF 9E 31

HO (RETURN). Continue on until you've

typed and entered line 0460 as it appears in

the magazine listing.

3. Then do the next block of memory.

Type: M 0468 0500 and continue on, re

placing the values on screen with Compac

tor's numbers as printed. When you've

typed in the last line, (0B70), you are done.

4. Now Compactor is in your com

puter's memory and it must'be SAVEd onto

a disk. Type: S "0:COMPACTOR",

08,0400,OB78 (RETURN) and it will now

be available for use as a program called

"COMPACTOR" on the disk in Drive zero.

5. If the power went offjust before you

finished (and you lost everything, including

your temper), you might prefer to take up

the author's offer (at the end of the article)

to make a copy for you.
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After reading the directions, type in your

input file name preceded by the drive number the

file is on. Example : 0:COMPACTOR. You will

then be asked for the output file name; do the

same with it as you did with the input file name.

The computer will then scan and compact your

program. If any disk error is detected, the program

will report it and will return to BASK'. After your

program has been compacted, LOAD it into mem

ory and type the CLR command; this will fix all the

line links. Be sure to reSAVE the corrected copy.

Clearly, machine language lends itself to input/

output programs more readily than BASK' does.

Once the basics of how to open files from machine

language arc learned (see COMPUTE!. April. 1981,

#11), it is easy to generate input/output programs

in machine language which will run at a pheno

menal speed.

For those of you who do not want to type this

in, I will make you a copy of ii if you will send me

$3.00 and a self-addressed, stamped mailer and a

blank tape or disk. For those who send a disk, I

have DOS 2.0. so all disks will be written in DOS 2.0.

04E0 8E A9 0F 85 D2 85 D3 A9

04E8 08 85 D4 A9 00 85 Dl 20

04F0 63 F5 20 F7 09 A2 00 BD

04F8 50 0C C9 0D F0 04 E8 4C

0500 F7 04 A9 2C 9D 50 0C 9D

Da tiiI I

2202 E

'.vans

His Ave.

Caldwell, ID 83605

0400

0408

0410

0418

0420

0428

0430

0438

0440

0448

0450

0458

0460

0468

0470

0478

0480

0488

0490

0498

04A0

04A8

04B0

04B8

04C0

04C8

04D0

04D8

00

33

C9

04

09

6E

8D

8D

08

07

A9

91

02

88

00

20

00

0D

4C

0C

C9

3A

C9

4C

9D

E0

70

D0

0B

37

2E

8D

07

06

91

88

A9

8D

0B

01

C9

0B

BD

D2

20

F0

81

AD

31

D0

00

AD

70

12

0C

95

04

00

F0

30

A9

8D

09

06

DC

DB

85

C8

16

A9

48

FF

CF

08

04

50

D0

C4

F0

04

0C

F0

C9

AD

FF

00

38

05

AE

A7

8D

8D

8D

08

02

D0

D0

00

0A

E8

FF

E8

E8

0C

CB

A2

07

A2

C9

03

30

71

FF

00

A9

8D

8D

06

99

5E

89

A9

A0

F9

EF

8D

C9

4C

9D

E0

A9

C9

AD

00

20

00

0D

4C

F0

0C

9E

AD

24

EC

69

8D

09

07

06

78

00

E6

A9

87

00

71

50

12

0D

30

51

BD

D2

20

F0

BD

04

C9

31

50

8D

06

06

89

A9

8D

8D

85

A9

02

0D

0B

F0

04

0C

F0

9D

F0

0C

09

FF

CF

08

04

C9

3A

30

C3

F0

8D

8D

09

D9

DA

5F

01

00

A5

8D

A2

07

A2

C9

03

50

04

C9

0B

E8

FF

E8

AD

31

D0

0510

0518

0520

0528

0530

0538

0540

0548

0550

0558

0560

0568

0570

0578

0580

0588

0590

0598

05A0

05A8

05B0

05B8

05C0

05C8

05D0

05D8

05E0

05E8

05F0

05F8

0600

52

8E

D2

50

63

20

79

4C

0B

7B

C9

C9

A9

20

B0

79

B0

85

08

09

7E

AD

18

0B

79

0B

0B

8E

AD

09

AD

9D

86

85

85

F5

CE

0B

Al

8D

0B

00

8D

0 0

D7

DB

0B

58

01

0A

18

0B

7D

65

38

0B

8D

20

05

7D

AD

8 7

53 0C

0B 86

D3 A9

DA A9

20 F7

09 18

B0 07

06 20

7A 0B

20 D7

F0 D4

F0 04

8D 7C

09 AD

90 03

C9 20

C9 30

A9 0 0

2E 7E

6D 7C

CA D0

0B 0A

01 6D

AD 79

18 AD

7C 0B

D7 09

AD 7C

0B 8D

85 0B

0B C9

E8 E8

Dl A9

08 85

0C 85

09 20

AD 78

C9 00

CE 09

AD 7 9

0 9 AD

C9 89

C9 A7

0B 8D

79 0B

20 D7

F0 EA

90 54

8D 7E

0B 06

0B 90

EC 8D

85 01

7E 0B

0B E9

79 0B

90 03

AD 79

0B 8D

84 0B

C9 FF

00 D0

E8 E8

05 85

D4 A9

DB 20

CE 09

0B 6D

D0 0 3

AD 78

0B 8D

79 0B

F0 08

D0 EA

7D 0B

C9 3A

09 AD

C9 3A

A9 0A

0B A2

01 90

03 EE

7C 0B

0A 0A

8D 7D

30 8D

6D 7C

EE 7D

0B 4C

83 0B

20 9C

F0 71

07 AD

0610

0618

0620

0628

0630

0638

0640

0648

0650

0658

0660

0668

0670

0678

0680

0B

IF

EE

D0

C9

44

AD

0B

EE

BD

D2

20

60

F0

06

8D

06

87

0A

16

06

7D

AD

88

39

FF

E2

A2

07

AE

IE

AD

0B

EE

B0

AD

0B

87

0B

0B

E8

F2

00

20

7C

06

7C

AD

88

22

88

8D

0B

4C

C9

4C

A9

BD

D2

0B

AD

0B

87

0B

AD

0B

FF

C9

71

00

58

0F

IF

FF

AD

88

8D

0B

AD

87

8D

FF

00

06

F0

06

20

0B

E8

7D

0B

FF

C9

88

0B

45

EE

D0

A2

07

A9

E2

C9

4C

0B

8D

FF

00

0B

8D

06

87

03

00

20

05

F2

00

73

20



commodore
SHOW SPECTACULAR

8Q32-32K 80 COL CRT
REG S1495

$1065
64K ADD-ON MEMORY

REG $500

$395
9000 134K SUPER PET

REG $1995

$1795
4032 32K 40 COL CRT

REG S1295
$965

4016 16K40COLCRT
REG S995

$765
8050-DUAL DISK 950K

REG $1795
$1295

4040-DUAL DISK 343K
REG $1295

$995
2031-SINGLEDISK17QK

REG $695
$525

C2N-CASSETTE DRIVE
REG $75

$65
4022-80 COL PRINTER

REG $795

$595
8023P-136 COL PRINTER

REG $995

$849
8300P-40CPS LTR QLTY

REG $2250

$1995
8024-MANNESMAN TALLEY

REGS1995

8024L-LETTER TALI FY
REG $2495

$1995
25CPS-STARWRITER

REG $1895

$1445
CBM-IEEE MODEM

REG $279

$229
VOICE SYNTHESIZER

REG $395

PET TO IEEE CABLE
REG $39.95

$34
IEEE TO IEEE CABLE

REG $49.95

$39
VIC 20

REG $299

$265
VIC 1540 DISK 170K

REG $599

$499
VIC 1515 30CPSPRINTF R

REG $395

VIC 4011 RS239INTFP
REG $49.95

$39
VIC 1112 IEEE INTER

REG $99.95
$329 Kttowvb $79

Special pricing on Atari, Apple, Digilog, Epson, Hayes Modem,

MATOR SHARK

HARD DISK DRIVE

'Winchester Disk

'Commodore DOS 2.5

*24 Megabyte

$6475

Strobe 100 Plotter

*PET Interface

'Software Pack

$975

SCHOOL SPECIALS

3 for 2 Pricing

CALL US!

20% Off on Software

Printwheels

PHILADELPHIA COMPUTER DISCOUNT©
P.O. Box 170 St. Davids, PA 19087 (215)687-8540

MAIL ORDER PHONE 1-800-345-1289

PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED FREE

VISA & MASTERCARD ADD 3%

COD - UPS

PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

H1181C
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0688

0690

0698

06A0

06A8

06B0

06B8

06C0

06C8

06D0

06D8

06E0

06E8

06F0

06F8

0700

0710

0718

0720

0728

0730

0738

0740

0748

0750

0758

0760

0768

0770

0778

0780

0788

0790

0798

07A0

07A8

07B0

07B8

07C0

07C8

07D0

07D8

07E0

07E8

07F0

07F8

0800

83

03

4C

06

F2

F0

06

F0

B9

70

Dl

08

0C

09

85

A9

09

0B

D2

7F

8D

0B

78

00

09

79

20

F0

F0

09

A9

AD

06

D2

AD

0B

04

00

A9

A9

82

C9

20

09

C9

A9

C9

CF

4C

5D

20

A2

07

A2

04

70

0C

A9

85

85

AE

D2

50

A2

20

FF

0B

80

A9

0B

D0

AE

0B

D7

F6

0E

AD

01

85

20

FF

83

20

8D

F0

3A

05

0B

FF

CC

AD

8B

01

00

AD

70

05

CC

00

20

00

E8

0B

C8

06

D4

DB

86

85

85

06

D2

20

20

0B

00

6D

03

78

8D

09

C9
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COMMODORE VIC

PERSONAL COMPUTER

60% more powerful than VIC-20

$299
Special Sale Price

00

We Stock More VIC-20

Programs and Accessories

than anyone in the USA!

We Stock "United Micro's"

VIC-20 Super Programs!

Arcade Quality up to 256

Levels-Super Graphics

Sound-Fast Action

Unrelenting Challenge.

' VIC-20 Owners Write for

Free Catalog.

FOR THE SPECIAL SALE PRICE OF
$299.00 you get the COMMODORE
VIC-20 computer plus WE ADD 3000,

BYTES OF MEMORY to give you 60%
MORE PROGRAMMING POWER! This
powerful fullsized extra featured com
puter includes the 6502 microprocessor

(LIKE APPLE) 20,000 bytes ROM with a
16K extended LEVEL II Microsoft BASIC,
8000 bytes RAM plug in expandable to
32,000 bytes RAM, 66 key typewriter pro
fessional expanded keyboard with
graphic symbols on keys, color com
mand keys, high resolution graphics, 512

displayable characters, text display is 22
lines 23 characters, sound and music,
real time, upper lower case, full screen
editing cursor, floating point decimal and

trig functions, string arrays, scrolling,
multi statement lines, file managment,

PEEK AND POKE. Assembly machine
language is available. We have easy to

use self teaching books and programs.
Accept TAPE-DISK-PLUG IN CART
RIDGES, connects to any TV, includes
AC adaptor, R.F. modulator, switch box,
self teaching instruction book, comes in
a beautiful console case for ony $299.00.

LOW COST PLUG IN EXPANSION
Expansion accessories plug directly into
this computer, extra RAM memory, Con

trollers, a Cassette, A Telephone Modem
for only $109.00, an 80 Column Printer for
$375.00, even the 170K Disk Drive plugs in
direct. You do not have to buy an expen
sive expansion interface.

WHY SUCHALOW PRICE
WE GIVE YOU 60% to 400% MORE PRO
GRAMMING POWER THAN VIC-20! You
can't beat our prices for the VIC-20 with
increased programming power added!

We sell direct to customers. We save
you the profit margin normally made by

computer stores, department stores, and
distributors. We are willing to take a
smaller margin to develop volume!

INVEST IN YOUR CHILDREN

Educate your children while they play.
Every kid wants to play electronic games.

(We have some of the best). The next

natural $tep for their curiosity is to try
simple programming. They can do this in
20 minutes with our simple self teaching

instruction book. High schools are

teaching computer math, science and pro
gramming - some start in grammar school.

If you provide this computer as a Teacher
and Tutor at home, before you know it
your child will be writing computer pro

grams. You can use your T.V. to EDUCATE
not frustrate your family and eliminate
T.V. boredom with programs that
challenge, stimulate and entertain the
whole family. We have a wide variety of

games, recreational, home finance and
educational programs to choose from.

Why pay $140.00 to $295.00 for an elec

tronic game wnen you can buy this power
ful computer for only $299.00.

COMMUNICATE WITH THE WORLD
Plug in your VIC telephone modem. Now
you can get a world of information through

your telephone, plus electronic mail. Just
dial up the information you want. UPI wire

service, stock market, historical informa
tion by topic from over 60 magazines, in

cluding New York times. Airline informa
tion, order tickets, get weather informa
tion anywhere in the world, restaurant and

hotel information, thousands of
categories are on line for you, business,
finance, education, entertainment, games
etc. YOU'LL BE THE TALK OF YOUR

NEIGHBORHOOD. Our telephone modem
price is by far the lowest available.

IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

If your computer fails because of warranty
defect within 90 days from date of pur

chase, you simply send your computer to
us via United Parcel Service prepaid. We
will "immediately" send you a replace
ment computer at no charge via United

Parcel Service prepaid. No one we know
gives you this kind of warranty service.
Most computer warranty service takes 30
to 90 days to handle - this fantastic "im
mediate replacement warranty" is backed

by COMMODORE COMPUTER, a MAJOR
national brand electronics manufacturer.

SPECIAL SALE PRICE $299
FOR ONLY $299 you get the POWERFUL
28K COMMODORE VIC with 60% MORE
PROGRAMMING POWER THAN VIC-20!
28,000 bytes total memory (20,000 bytes
ROM, 8000 bytes RAM and extended
LEVEL II BASIC), the professional 66
keyboard, color, sound, music self
teaching instruction book, A.C. adaptor,

R.F. modulator, T.V. switch box, owners

manual plus all the other features listed,
in a beautiful console.

SPECIAL SALE PRICE $379
FOR ONLY $379 you get the 41K COM
MODORE VIC with 400% MORE PRO

GRAMMING POWER THAN VIC-20! We
add 16,000 bytes memory to the VIC-20.
You get a total of 41,000 bytes memory

(20,000 bytes ROM, 21,000 bytes RAM
and extended LEVEL II BASIC) plus all
the extra features shown for the 28K

COMMODORE VIC.

SPECIAL DATA CASSETTE SALE
THIS SPECIAL DATA CASSETTE has

special electronics that eliminates
loading problems and loss of programs

recorded on tape! Includes tape counter
and your selection of any $14.95 "GAME

PACK" program FREE!!! Reg. Price

$90.00 Sale Price $69.00 (A standard tape
recorder will not work).

15 DAY FREE TRIAL

DON'T MISS THIS SALE -ORDER NOW

I I Please send me the 28K

1—' Commodore VIC Computer for
$299.00

r~| Please send me the 41K

Commodore VIC Computer for
$379.00

□ Special Data Cassette $69.00
We ship C.O.D. and honor Visa and
Master Card.

Name

Address

City

State. Zip Code.

□ VISA □ MASTERCARD D C.O.D.

Credit Card No.

Expiration Date

Add $10.00 for shipping, handling and In

surance. Illinois residents please add

6% tax. Add $20.00 for CANADA, PUER
TO RICO, HAWAII orders. WE DO NO EX
PORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or

Personal Check. Allow 14 days for

delivery (21 days for Personal Check

orders,) 2 to 7 days for phone orders.

Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars.

we are ■

commodore VIC
experts!!

T
ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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SMITH CORONA®

Daisy Wheel Printer/Typewriter

with Letter Quality Printing.

RS232or IEEE-488

Interface Included.

Use with CBM, Apple, Atari,

and Others.
TP-1

Available

at $789.00

*$>

Albany Typewriter & Computer

923 San Pablo Avenue

— Albany, CA 94706

— (415)526-1959

NEW FOR ATARI
FROM

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE

•GAMES-

CHOMPER - All machine language arcade game One of the only

i ompuler games with intelligent monsters. Destined to become a classic

Requires 16K. 1 Joystick $24.95

ASTEROID MINERS - Race against time! Your mission is to mine

all the asteroids before time runs out. BASIC and machine language

Requires 32K. 1 Joystick $29.95

-NECESSITIES-

DISK COMMANDER - Jusi sow this program on your BASIC
disks and it wiU autoboot and automatically list all programs Irom the disk
onio your screen. Simply run any program by typing in a number

Requires 16K. Disk only $19.95

RAM TEST - The most thorough and fastest memory test available

for the atari This all machine language program takes 4 mm totesi48K

It's the only program that tests the cartridge area of RAM Good lor new

400 800 computer owners <ind for testing new RAM boards

Requires 8K $19.95

•BUSINESS HOME-

MAILING LIST - Extremely fast BASIC and machine language

program. Each data disk holds over 500 files. Sort on any o( 6 delds at

machine language speed Use any size labels or envelopes.

Requires 16K, Disk only 539.95

Unless otherwise specified, available on cassette and disk Please specify

when ordering.

MMG is seeking new Atdn Authors Please call or write (or details

Please send check or money order to:

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 131

Marlboro, New Jersey 07746

or call (201) 583-4362 For C.O.D. deliveries

New Jersey residents add 5% stale tax.
ATARI & a regslervd Iradprcvirk of ATARI. Inc.
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Insight: Atari

Bill Wilkinson

Optimized Systems Software

Cupertino, CA

This month I will first respond to some of that

unanswered mail; then part six of Inside Atari

BASIC \a continuing series within this column] will

delve further into string and array magic; and

finally we will do a preliminary exploration of the

depths of Atari's FMS.

Graphics Revisited

Actually, the title of this section might better be

"machine language revisited." Probably none of

my columns lias generated as much response as

part four ofmy Atari I/O series, subtitled

"Graphics," in the February, 1982, issue of

COMPUTE! Unfortunately, most of the response

has been of the "I can*! make it work" variety. Of

course, my first response is "but I know it works!"

Yet still the letters ask, "How?"

I do not intend to turn this column into a

tutorial on machine language. There are several

good books available on 6502 machine language

(including the Inmans' book specifically for The

Atari Assembler), and any struggling beginner who is

trying to make do without at least one of them is

simply a masochist. However, my ego says that it

will be better fed if more readers understand my

articles.

For the most part, it seemed that those who

had trouble with my February article assumed that

what was published was some neat program to be

used as is. Not so! I had simply given you a set of

subroutines to use with your own programs. For an

example, let us take a simple BASK: routine and

its machine language equivalent. First, the BASIC;

30000 POKE 20,0: POKE 19,0

30010 IFPEEK{19) = 0THEN 30010

30020 RETURN

Now, you would not mistake that for a complete

BASIC program. But, if I told you that entering

this routine and then executing a GOSUB 30000

from your program would produce a 4.2667-second

pause, you would know when and how to use it. So

let's do the same thing in machine language:

PAUSE

LDA#0

STA 20 ; "poke 20,0"

STA 19; "poke 19,0"

LOOP

LDA 19

BEQ LOOP ; "if peek( 19) = 0 then loop"

RTS 'return"

Again, this is not a complete program! But if

you enter it (say at the end of your own machine

language program) and then execute a JSR PAUSE,

it will produce a 4.26(57 second pause. Note, then,

that JSR in machine language is the equivalent of

GOSUB in BASIC.

The graphics routines (Program 5) in my

February article arejust subroutines, to be placed

in your own machine language program and then

JSRed to perform their actions. Perhaps the biggest

mistake I made was in presenting these as an as

sembled listing (complete with "* = $660"). I cer

tainly never used them as such. In point of fact, I

tested them by .INCLUDEing them in my test

programs, which were written with the OSS EASMI)

Assembler/Editor. And one of the test programs I

used was, indeed, the example given on page 77 of

that same article.

So how do you get these subroutines in and

working for you? First and foremost, you obviously

must type in all that code. Perhaps tiie best thing to

do would be to type it in exactly as shown, including

even the "* = S660" and the ".END". Then assemble

it and carefully compare the object code generated

with that in the magazine. When all appears correct,

remove the "* = " line and the ".END" line, re

number the whole thing (I would suggest REN

29000,5 or something similar), and LIST it to

diskette or cassette. Now use NEW and write your

mainline code. When you are reasonably satisfied

with it, LIST it to disk or cassette also.

Now what? Obviously, if you have OS/A+ , I

suggest you use .INCLUDE (an assembler pseudo-

op which allows you to include one file while as

sembling another). In fact, I tend to write assembly

code structured as follows:

.INCLUDE #D:SYSEQU.ASM

<my mainline code>

.INCLUDE #D:library-routine-number-I

.INCLUDE #D:library-routine-number-2

.END

If my "mainline" code is big enough, I may

even break it into two or three pieces and

.INCLUDE each of them separately.

But what if you don't have .INCLUDE capa

bility? Well, several assemblers have "TILE" or

"CHAIN," which are not quite as flexible (since

you don't return to where you left off after you

have assembled a chained-to file...thus making the

procedure next to useless for zero page equate

files, etc.); but the principle is generally the same:

put your mainline code first and then CHAIN to
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the subroutine files.

And what if you have the Assembler/Editor

cartridge? (For all of its faults, it is still a remarkably

flexible tool, especially considering that it is usable

with cassette-based systems.) Again, the principle

holds. The only real difference is that you must do

the INCLUDES yourself. How? Via the ENTER

command. If you haven't noticed it up until now,

get your manual and read up on the ",M" option of

ENTER. Vou can merge two or more machine

language program files (including cassette files) via

the '".M" option! Just as you can with BASIC, except

that BASIC always presumes you want to merge.

Are there things to watch out for? Of course.

Would I ever give you a method without a handful

of caveats? (1) If you ENTER/merge a file with line

numbers which match some (or all) of those in

memory, you will overwrite the in-memory lines.

(2) If you EVER forget the ",M" option, you will

wipe out everything in memory so far. (3) Vou

won't find out about duplicate labels until you

assemble the whole thing.

But even with all these cautions, I strongly

recommend that you store each of your hard-

earned routines on its own file/cassette. It then

becomes almost easy to write the next program

that needs some of those same routines.

By the way, caution number 1 in the previous

paragraph is the reason I suggested RENumbering

the graphics routines to 29000, or some such out of

the way place. If you make notes of what each file

(or cassette) docs, as well as what line numbers it

occupies, you can build a powerful library. And a

P.S.: generally, .INCLUDE, FILE, and CHAIN

commands do not require unique line numbers, so

you need not worry about RENumbering sub

routines for use in such environments.

Gozinta and Gozouta

As long as we are on the subject of machine lan

guage techniques, I would like to point out the

absolute necessity of establishing entry and exit

conventions for each and every subroutine. Again,

if you will refer to Program 5 from the February

issue, you will note that each routine (GRAPHICS.

COLOR. POSITION, PLOT, LOCATE,

DRAWTO. and SETCOLOR) specified ENTER

and EXIT conditions. For example. GRAPHICS

requires that the desired graphics mode number

be placed in the A-register before the JSR

GRAPHICS. Upon return (RTS). theY-register is
guaranteed to contain a completion status.

On machines with more registers, it is good

practice to write subroutines in a way that any

registers not specifically designated in the ENTER

and EXIT conditions are returned to the caller

unchanged. On the 6502 microprocessor, though.

il_ is generally hard to write any significant routine

that does not affect all three registers. Therefore. I

have adopted the opposite convention for this

CPU: If the ENTER/EXIT comments don't say

otherwise, I presume that all registers are garbage

when the routine returns. What convention you

adopt doesn't really matter; just be sure to stick to

one, and only one, method and you won't go

wrong.

FILL From Machine Language

For those of you who arc experienced machine

language programmers and have not been kept

entertained up to this point, take heart. The other

question most asked about my February article was

something like "so how do you call FILL from

assembler?" I guess my comment that FILL from

assembly language was exactly the same as from

BASIC didn't make a very good impression. So,

okay, I know when I'm licked. Herewith is a FILL

subroutine, which 1 would hope you would include

with the rest of the graphics routines and keep in

your library for future use.

This time, I won't make the mistake ofputting

in line numbers and using '**=" and ".END" This

is a straight subroutine; type it in and JSR to it only

after you have satisfied its ENTER conditions.

FILL H,V

ENTER: Must havepreviously drawn the right fiand edge

of the area to be Filled x 'inJSR's )<> PLOTand
DRAWTO,Justprior loJSR FILL, it must have

performeda fSH PLOTto establish the top (or

bottom ofthe line which will define the left edge of

the area lo bvFlLLed. FILL presumes that (he

color lo fill with is that which was most recently

chosen viaJSR COLOR. Finally, on entry. FILL

expects the registers to specify the endingposition

ofthe line which will define the left edge of the

filled area, as follows:

h (horizontal) position in X.A registers

(X hasLSB ofposition, A hasMSB)

v (vertical) position in 1 register

EXIT: Y-registerhas completion statusfrom OSfill

routine

■ILDAT = 765 ;where XIO wants the fill color

TILL = IS ;lillis\IO IS

rest of equates are From February article ;tn<l program;

I-ILL

JSR POSITION ; subroutine from Feb. 1982

article
LDA SAVECOLOR ; value established via JSK

COLOR

STA FILDAT ; see BASIC manual: color used

for FILL

LDX #6*$10 ; file 6...whereS: normally is
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LDA

STA

LDA

STA

JSR

RTS

#CFILL

ICCOM,X

#0

ICAUX1,X

CIO

; the fill command <XIO 18)

;... is specified

; remember,XIO 18, #6,0

; and lei the OS do the work

; ...and give US stains in the Y-reg

By the way, did you notice that we didn't actu

ally specify "S:" for the XIO, as specified in the

BASK! manual? That's because the BASIC manual

doesn't tell the whole truth. If you perform XIO

on an already open file, the operating system ig

nores any filename you give it! Want to save a little

space in your BASIC programs? Use 'XIO 18,#6.

0,0,junk$' where 'junk' is any string variable you

happen to be using for any other purpose in your

program.

Inside Atari BASIC: Part 6

Last month, we delved into the hopefully-no-

longer-mysterious details on how string and array

space is allocated from Atari BASIC and BASIC

A +. We showed how to fool BASIC into believing

that a perfectly ordinary string was located smack

in the middle of screen space. The advantage of

such deceptions is that BASIC can move strings of

bytes at extremely high speeds, faster than you

could ever hope to accomplish with any BASIC

subroutine.

We did not discuss one other significant use of

such string moves: Player/Missile Graphics. Obvi

ously, if you can move the screen bytes around,

you can move the players around just as well, and

just as fast. Again, several games and utilities now

available on the market use just this technique.

I also promised in the last column to tell of

possible uses for multiple variables in the same

address space (that is, having a string and an array

occupying the same hunk of memory). If the idea

interests you, read on.

One thing which BASICs in general lack is a

good means of handling record input/output. How

many times have you seen programs doing disk I/O

using PRINT# and INPUT#?Yurh. (I have several

reasons for that "yuch," but the best one is simply

thai PRINT#ing an item means thai the number

of disk bytes occupied depends upon the contents

of the item.) But what is the alternative? With

many BASICs, there is none. With Atari BASIC

there is at least GET# and PUT#, but they are

slow. So let us examine a way to make PRINT#

and INPL'T# work for us, instead of against us.

First, we will examine a small program:

100 DIM RECORDS(1),NAME$(20),QUANTITY

ORDERED(0)

110 OPEN #l,8,0,"D:JUNK"

120 WTP = PEEK(134) + 256*PEEK (135)

130 POKE WTP+4,27 : POKE VVTP+6,27

140 GOSUB 900

150 PRINT "GIVE NAME AND QUANTITY:11

160 INPUT NAME$

170 INPUT TEMP : QUANTITYORDERED(0) =

TEMP

180 PRINT #1;RECORDS

190 CLOSE #1

200 REM READ FILE WE JUST CREATED

210 OPEN #l,4,0,"D:JUNK"

220 GOSUB 900

230 INPUT #1,RECORDS

240 PRINT "WE READ BACK IN:"

250 PRINT , ,NAME$

260 PRINT ,,QUANTITYORDERED(0)

270 CLOSE #1

290 END

900 REM CLEAR THE VARIABLES

910 NAME$=" ":REM

20 BLANKS

920 QUANTITYORDERED{0)=0

930 RETURN

Surprised? Even though we cleared the vari

ables in line 220, the input of line 230 re-read

them from the file. How? Because line 130 set the

dimension and length of RECORDS to 27, which

includes ihe original single byte of RECORDS, the

20 bytes of NAMES, and the six bytes of the single

element of the array QUANTITYORDERED. So

PRINT# thought it had to print 27 bytes for

RECORDS, and INPUT# allowed RECORDS to

accept up lo 27 bytes.

Wow! With one fell swoop we have managed

to allow fast disk I/O of any sized record, right?

Wrong. Unfortunately, there are several limitations
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to this technique. (1) The record cannot be over

255 bytes long or INPUT# won't be able to retrieve

it all. And any size over 127 bytes will wipe out

routines/data in the lower half of page $600 mem

ory. (2) The record cannot contain a RETURN

(155 decimal. 9B hex) character. It will print fine,

but the INPL*T# will terminate on the first RE

TURN it sees. (3) The other strings in the record

(NAMES in our example) will not have their lengths

set properly by the INPUT#. thus necessitating

something like the routine at line 900. But if you

insert "280 PRINT LEN(NAME$)", you will always

get a result of 20.

Well, limitations one and three are easy enough

to predict and understand, but how do you insure

that your data does not contain a RETURN code?

For strings which have been INPUT by a user,

that's easy: the RETURN code will never appear in

such a string. But what about numbers? Remember

that we will be printing the internal form of Atari

decimal floating point numbers. Can such numbers

contain a byte with a value of 155 ($9B)? Yes, but

such a number would be in the range of-1E-74 to-

9.E-73, which is unlikely enough to ignore for most
purposes.

So, in summary, is this make-a-record tech

nique useful? I'm not sure. Certainly BGET/BPUT

or RGET/RPUT from BASIC A+ or their USR

equivalents under Atari BASIC are much easier to

code and use. And, yet, there is a certain elegance

to record-oriented techniques which is not entirely

lost to me. I probably will stick with the constructs

we invented for BASIC A + , but I would respect a

program using the above techniques.

A few last commments: the pokes of line 130

depend on RECORDS being the first variable

defined. Recall my comments from last month

about LIS ling and reENTERinga program to

insure a particular order of definition. Also, if you

need to alter a variable other than variable number

zero, remember that the formulas are:

VVTP + 8 * VNUM + 4 for the LSB of the length

VVTP + 8 * VNUM + 6 for the LSB of the DIMension

(and, again, see last month's article for fuller

explanations).

And. finally, I really would be interested in

hearing from anyone who uses the techniques I

have devised here to produce a unique, real-world

program that does things that can't be done

otherwise.

Fun With FMS, Canto The First

Remember that fix for burst I/O I gave you in the

May, 1982, issue? Did you try it?.Did it prevent

burst I/O errors? Yep. Did it slow down every kind

of disk read? Yep. Oooooopsy daisy. Well, you

can't be completely right all the time. This month,

we will try again.

First, I would like to explain, in terms of the

FMS listing and the commentary (Chapter 12 -

BURST I/O, Inside Atari DOS, COMPUTE! Books)

why the fix I gave you in the May, 1982, issue

worked insofar as it fixed the burst I/O problems.

To begin with, examine the code at locations

$09E8-S09FD and SOAD2-$OAD7. These are the

locations in PUT-BYTE and GET-BYTE, respec

tively, where the burst I/O routine is called. But lo!

In PUT-BYTE, the JSR to burst I/O is directly

preceded by a BCS, meaning that burst I/O won't

occur unless carry is clear. But, in GET-BYTE, the

JSR to burst I/O is directly preceded by a BCC -

burst I/O occurs in read mode only if carry is set!

Now, if you examine the label"WTBUR" at

S0A1F, you will note that the first thing that occurs

is a test of FCBFLG to find out if we are in update

mode or not. If we are updating, we don't burst.

But note that GET-BYTE called the label

"RTBUR", AFTER the test, and so would always

burst, whether in update mode or not. What I tried

to do was change the "JSR RTBUR" (at $0AD4) to

a "JSR WTBUR" and then use the carry flag to

distinguish between the type of request (I changed

the BMI at $0A24 to a BCC). Great! It worked!'
Except...it worked too well. Unfortunately, FCBFLG

is zero (and therefore plus) when we have a file

open for read only; so, therefore, the burst I/O was

suppressed for all reads. Nuts.

We try again, using a slightly different ap

proach. We will still count on the carry being set

when called from PUT-BYTE and reset when

called from GET-BYTE. This time, though, we

will examine the actual I/O mode in use. FMS

receives the I/O mode from CIO when the file is

opened and places it in FCBOTC. Recall that the

only legal values are 4, 6, 8, 9, and 12. Well, burst

I/O is only illegal in modes 6 (read directory) and

12 (update). But mode 6 is handled separately (see

S0AC5-S0ACB), so 12 is all we are really concerned

with. Anyway, without further ado, here's the

listing of the FMS patch:

* = $OA1F

i

; first, patch the code where WTBUR used to be

WTBUR

BURSTIO

LDA FCBOTC,X ; Open Type Code byte

EOR #$0C ;checkformode 12...

update

BEQ NOBURST ;itISupdate...don'tburst

ROR A ; move carry to MSB ofA

register

NOP ; filler only

TBURST

;... and the STA BURTYP remains ... but now BURTYP is
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; negative if BURSTIO was called from GET-BYTE and

; positive if it was called from PUT-BYTE.

* = $0A41

; so we must patch here to account for the sense of being

; inverted from the original.

BPL WRBUR ; called from PUT-BYTE

* = $0AD4

; finally, we must patch the GET-BYTE call so that it no

; longer JSR's to RTBUR.

JSR BURSTIO ; call the common burst

routine

j

.END

And for those of you who don't want to type

all that in, you might simply use BUG to do the

following changes:

C A20< 82,13,49,0C,F0,24,6A,EA
C A41< 10

C AD5 < IF

And, last but not least, from BASIC you may use

the following:

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

2592,130

2593,19

2594,73

2595,12

2596,240

2597,36

2598,106

2599,234

2625,16

2773,13

Fun With FMS, Canto The Second

Not long ago, an OSS customer told me that he

couldn't use Atari DOS to SAVE (option K on the

menu) the contents of ROM. "How sneaky," cried

I, "Best to use the SAVE command under OS/A+ .

We wouldn't do anything that nasty to you!"

But we did. And we do. And it isn't because we

or Atari are sneaky or nasty; it is yet another

phenomenon of burst I/O. Recall that when the

burst I/O test is passed, FMS calls SIO to transfer

the sectors of data directly from the user's buffer

space. In order to do so. though, it must write the

sector link information (last three physical bytes in

a sector) into the correct spot in the user's buffer

before calling SIO. Then, when SIO returns, it

restores those three bytes and tries to write the

next sector the same way. Again, if you have Inside

Atari DOS, you can follow this happening at ad

dresses $0A52-$0A7A, in the "WRBUR" code.

Ah...but what happens when you try to do

burst I/O writes from ROM? FMS blindly tries to

put its goodies into those three bytes and call SIO.

SIO does what it is told, and FMS thinks that all is

OK. Except that all is not OK! Those three bytes

did not get changed, so what was written to the disk

is garbage. And even ERAsing the file won't work,

because the sector links are badly messed up.

Crunchy. crunchy goes the disk, under worst-case
circumstances.

Now this restriction is fairly easy to get around:

one simply writes a program (in BASIC or machine

language) which writes the desired bytes to the disk
one at a time, thus preventing burst I/O. So I don't

feel that I am giving away deep, dark Atari secrets
when I give you an easier method to prevent burst

I/O. Simply do either of the following:

from BUG:

from BASIC:

C A2E < 0

POKE 2606,0

Again, for those of you with the FMS listing,

note that what we are doing is changing the AND

#$02 which checks for text mode (the read and

write text line commands are $05 and $09, neither

of which have bit $02 turned on) into an AND

#$00 instruction, thus fooling the BEQ that follows

into thinking that FMS can't do burst I/O because

it's doing text mode I/O. Not too terribly tricky,

and it works well.

I cannot recommend that you make this patch

a permanent part of most system disks, since it

completely disables burst I/O and makes the system

load and save files considerably slower. Change it,

use it, and then forget it. ©
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You'll need luck and skill to complete your first mission at drive

level I. If, by beginner's luck, you progress to Patrolmen at drive

level II, the hyper-asteroids and Silurian mines will send you back

to the Academy for a refresher course in "Beginning Pilot".

Should the incredible happen, and you get your ship to drive

level III, and are able to blast your way through the asteroids

and mines, the space death bombs will get you—just like all

the others. If you get past the bombs, there's more, and

more, and more!

SO ... YOU THINK YOU CAN HANDLE IT?
Try it, if you're right, you're a ... SPACE ACE!

A great new and challenging space game by Greg Young

• Hires Graphics

• Requires 16K and all of the

potential of the Atari™ 400/800

• Disk/Cassette

■ Joy stick

• 100% machine language

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

LONDON SOFTWARE

374 Wildwood Avenue

Piedmont, CA 94611

• Multiple levels of play

• Great Audio

• Time limit options

• Bonus scoring

$29.95

Ph.orders(415) 893-1090

Visa/Mastercharge

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Please adfl SI 50 postage & handling Calif residents aCd additional SI 95 !a

Alan 400 800 is a registered trademark ol Atari, Inc

COMPUTE!

is looking for

applications

articles

on

Sinclair ZX-81,

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A

and

Radio Shack

Color Computer.

"The Software Specialists" offer...

fTHE STATE OF THE ART*
IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE

• NUMBER STUMPER:
24K CAS. $19.95 32K DISK 24.95

• UTILITY PAK 01:
32K DISK $29.95

• UTILITY PAK 82:
32K DISK 924.95

[PRESENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT)

•GAME PAK M j
24K CAS. S14.95 32K DISK S19.95

OFFERS YOU

AN ARCADE GAME FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS.

USES JOYSTICKS.

DOS UTILITIES. AUTORUN. SYS. RENUMBER. VARIABLE LISTER
AND CHANGER. AUTOMENU.

DISK-SPEED ADJUST. CONVERT DECIMAL-HEX-BINARY I'S,

COLOR & SOUND PROGRAMMERS AID,
SAVE-A-SCREEN UTILITY.

SCOREFOUR. DOTS. FIFTEEN. PLUS SURPRISE GAMEI

(A TOTAL OF FOUR GAMES). USES JOYSTICKS.

PROGRAMMING
•CONSULTATION

CALL OR WRITE FOR A CATALOG OF OUR
PROGRAMS AND DETAILED INFORMATION ON

OUR FREE OFFERINGS. SPECIALISTS IN SOFTWARE
FOR THE ATARI" COMPUTER. GAMES, UTILITIES

AND CUSTOM PROGRAMMING AVAILABLE.

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

28 ORCHID ROAD

LEVITTOWN.N.Y. 11756

TlC3] (516) 796-1212

V

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING AND INSURANCE. N.Y. RESIDENTS

ADD SALES TAX. C.0.0. OR RLUE LABEL SHIPMENT ADD'L
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After you've written a FORTH program, you can

metacompiler leaving out words which are not a. working

part of the application.

The FORTH Page

Headless

Metacompilation
Richard Mansfield

Assistant Editor

Somehow, the prefix meta always sounds both

glamorous and forbidding. Attached to a word,

meta usually adds a special meaning involving

"over" or "beyond" or "transformed" — it can seem

paradoxical. A metatruck would be a truck that

carries other trucks. MetaFORTH, likewise, means

using FORTH to compile itself.

"FORTH for PET,'1 an adaptation of FORTH

by L. C. Cargile and Michael Riley, supports a

FORTH Metacompiler (for Upgrade or 4.0 BASIC:

with 32K RAM) which can be purchased separately

for $30. "FORTH for PET" itself does not require

the extra memory.

The goal of metacompilation is to reduce

memory size or modify FORTH itself by recom

piling the entire FORTH dictionary. Obviously,

you cannot eliminate words like DUP and SWAP.

They are in the definitions of many other words

and will always be central in any working FORTH

application.

However, there are applications which will not

need keyboard entry, disk access, or other such

normal FORTH capabilities. If you write a game

which does not involve the disk, you could metacom-

pile a special FORTH which docs not have such

words as FLUSH, LOAD, etc.

Clear, Step-by-step Instructions

The Metacompiler's instruction booklet is written

so clearly that a relative novice in FORTH will have

little difficulty with it. The process of metacompila

tion is essentially straightforward and the manual

leads you through it, step-by-step, explaining what's

happening along the way. You load your ordinary

FORTH into the computer, load screen ten from

the Metacompiler disk, and it requests a target

address for a new, temporary FORTH. Since regu

lar FORTH starts at hex $0400, you can respond

with $4000 as the start of the new version. Both

will be resident in memory simultaneously, but

after metacompilation, control of the computer is

passed to the upper one.

After you've indicated your target address.

you can sit back and watch the dictionary being

recreated at the new location. The words are put

on screen as they are recompiled. Or you can leave

and come back about six minutes later to Find two

FORTHs in the computer. You'll be able to com

municate with the upper version and it will respond

normally.

The final step is to compile back down, giving

$0400 as the target this time, and making any

changes you want to the Metacompiler's disk

screens. These changes will be reflected in the new

FORTH you are creating.

The manual lakes you carefully through an

entire editing process-where you create a stand

alone "Calendar" program. This calendar applica

tion is truly a FORTH transfigured: when run, it

uses DUP and other key words, of course, but it

will not recognize them from the keyboard. It can

do nothing with the disk. In fact, ii understands

only the few words that relate to the calendar func

tions to which it is dedicated. What's more, it's

headless.

Removing Heads

In FORTH, there are four "fields" to an ordinary

word: the name, link, code, and parameter fields.

The "head" of a word is the name and link fields,

taken together. If a word in your new FORTH

application will only be used in further definitions

and will never be independently executed, you can

type DROP-HEADS before it on the Metacompiler

disk. That word and any words after it will be

compiled without name or link fields when the new

FORTH is created. To resume head compilation,

type COMPILE-HEADS.

An Excellent FORTH Adaptation

It is gratifying to find this metacompilation capa

bility, a valuable and sophisticated technique, avail

able on PET/GBM computers. Equally pleasing is

the excellent FORTH implementation by the same

authors, "FORTH for PET" ($50, 16 or 32K, Up

grade or 4.0 BASIC, with disk) to which this

Metacompiler is an optional addition.

"FORTH for PET1" is a full FIG FORTH

system (allowing all FORTH 79 extensions as an

option), a complete assembler, several sample

programs, many utilities, and introductory and

reference manuals. Perhaps most attractive is the

fact that the full, powerful Commodore screen

editing system works the same way that it works in

BASIC. You move anywhere fast and modify

screens with great ease. Other versions of FORTH

are sometimes encumbered by awkward editing

procedures.

"FORTHfor PET" and "Metacompilerfor

FORTH" are both availablefrom A B Computers, 525

Bethlehem Pike, Colmar, PA, 18915. ©
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Ifyou've ever wanted to thoroughly document, explore,

and understand your computer's BASIC or Operating

Systems — the techniques and programs here are your

tools. Written for OSI, these ideas can be modified for

other computers. Next month this article concludes with

additional programs and examples.

Resource Part I:

Mapping

Machine

Language

Code

T. R Berger

Coon Rapids, MN

Have you ever tried to document your machine

software by annotating disassemblies? Have you

ever tried to move these programs by reconstructing

assembler source listings from disassemblies? If so,

you know what a huge investment of time is needed.

This article covers a group of BASIC programs

which will facilitate regenerating fully documented

assembler source listings starting from machine

language programs in much less time than the

painful direct route.

When I undertook to write these programs, I

did not even dream how powerful they would be. I

never really anticipated regenerating a source

listing of 8K OSI Microsoft Disk BASIC. When I

realized that this task could be done, what was one

simple program expanded into the four presented

here. A much modified and improved version of

the single program which started this all off is also

included here. If OS65D would allow six buffers to

be open at once, these programs could be vastly

speeded up and simplified.

These programs are written in BASIC for disk

based OSI computers. However, the programs are

carefully documented so that those using other

6502 machines with different disassemblers should
have no difficulty in copying the idea. The pro

grams accept as input an ASCII file produced by

the OSI version of the Apple disassembler (see Dr.

Dobbs Journal, September, 1976, p. 22). The output

is a collection of ASCII files which include the

following:

1. An assembly source listing of code which

will reassemble at the same location without

further editing.

2. Equate files necessary to run the assembly

source through an assembler.

3. Separate cross reference files for each of

the following:

a. Zpage addresses,

b. Jumps and jumps to subroutines,

c. Memory calls, and

d. Branches.

A single pass program RESOURCE S in in

cluded for resourcing small programs. On a 48K

C8PDF it has no trouble handling OS65D. Since

only symbols and cross references are kept in me

mory, a 32K machine should also have no trouble.

Cross reference strings in RESOURCE S are of

limited size so that the program will crash in

attempting to cover 8K BASIC. The Zpage cross

references to $AC overrun about halfway through.

Since RESOURCE S is a compressed version of the

program package presented, I will comment very

little on it. When there are a very large number of

cross reference strings, the program slows way

down due to garbage collection. In Microsoft

BASIC, garbage collection times go up approxi

mately as the square of the number of strings in

memory (and not their size).

Run Times Approached 24 Hours

I have written this package so that hobbyists can

understand their most commonly used language:

BASIC. A source file for 8K BASIC is colossal.

Therefore, many shortcuts are necessary to com

plete the resourcing task. I originally tried to en

large RESOURCE S to cope with thejob. OS65D

has only two disk buffers requiring that a large

amount of information be kept in memory fora

single program. So many strings were generated

and garbage collection time became so great that

run times approached 24 hours. Clearly this is not

the way to go. I broke the task into small pieces,

each being completed in a reasonable amount

of time.

On 8" floppies the BASIC disassembler source

($O3A1 - $2300) takes 28 tracks (84K). Those using

minifloppies must tackle BASIC in three or more

passes, using the cross reference tables to properly

join the final product.

The final product, scattered through several

files, takes up about 36 tracks. There is no hope of

assembling these files without a linking assembler.

(Leroy Erickson has written such an extension for

the OSI Assembler.) However, printout of the

source and the cross reference tables greatly sim-
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plifies the annotation and documentation process.

After one pass of RESOURCE S over OS65D. it

was possible to reassemble OS65D at the same

location. After about two hours of editing, a file

was obtained which assembles anywhere.

Using my maps ofOS65D and Jim Butterfield's

maps of BASIC, you should be able to obtain fully

documented source listings of both BASIC and

OS65D. I would hope to see more articles using

specific parts of OS65D and BASIC. Namely, what

are some subroutines, how do they work, how does

one use them, and how does one resource them?

The entire program package presented here is

written in BASIC. This sped implementation and

modification time. It also makes the programs

easier to understand. The price paid is runtime,

which is considerable over 8K BASIC. Efforts have

been made to optimize runtimes, especially on

inner loops. This adds steps to the process, but

significantly reduces program running times.

Of course, one must edit the files generated by

these programs. I use a group of utilities which

constitute a useful BASIC text file editor and

processor. I will describe these utilities in a future

article.

The three most useful utilities are a transfer

program to move large text files around, a print

program to output large files to a printer, and a

fast sorter to sort symbol tables. A further useful

addition is a large text file single pass character-

oriented line editor.

How It Works

The first program (PASS 1) takes the disassembly

listing (which I will call SOURCE) and compresses

it into a scratch file (which I call SCRATCH). The

main working file is SCRATCH. It is about 25%

smaller than SOURCE and serves as input to the

other programs. A typical line of SOURCE looks as

follows:

1A3D BD11B0 LDA $B011,X.

In SCRATCH this same line would be:

1A3D LDA HHB011,X.

The code field has been eliminated and $B01 1 has

been changed to a six letter symbol. All four digit

operands $XXXX are changed to six letter symbols

HHXXXX, which is the maximum size for symbols

in OSFs Assembler. Except for immediate oper

ands, two digit operands $YY are replaced by six

letter symbols HHZZYY. Further, the first H in

every operand is always aligned as the eleventh

letter in a line. BASIC is much too slow to search a

line for a symbol. Aligning symbols makes them

easy to find when editing. For example,

MID$(IN$,11,6)

removes a symbol from a line IN$. The 'H1 in

position eleven distinguishes a symbol. The 'Z1 in

position thirteen distinguishes a Zpage reference.

A line in SOURCE

1A40 FF ???

would appear in SCRATCH as

1A40 .BYTE $FF.

This step makes the resource file assembler ready.

Bad disassembly of opcodes must be fixed by editing

the final file if a true source file is needed. In par

ticular, tables and text are not resourced correctly,

only made assembler-ready.

The first program also builds a table of two

byte operands (which I will call SYMBOL). SYM

BOL is used in PASS 2 to generate labels and an

equate file of two byte operands. Since SYMBOL is

searched repeatedly in PASS 2, it must be sorted.

Sorting SYMBOL means a fast binary search can

be used which is many times faster than a sequential

search. (For BASIC, this addition reduced line

process times in PASS 2 from about 5 seconds per

line to less than 1 second per line.) Since BASIC

requires 800 symbols, this search method cuts

hours off PASS 2. Accordingly, PASS 1 keeps a

sorted symbol table.

PASS 2 generates the resource file (which I

call OBJECT). It reads one line of SCRATCH:

1A3D LDA HHB01I.X.

It searches SYMBOL for 1A3D. If 1A3D is found,

a numbered line

10000 HH1A3D LDA HHBOll.X

is output to OBJECT. Since 1A3D is now defined

by a label, it is marked as 'used' in SYMBOL. If

1A3D is not found, a numbered line

10000 LDA HHB011,X

is output to OBJECT. After OBJECT is complete,

the unmarked symbols in SYMBOL are operands

which are not defined by labels in OBJECT. Thus,

an equate file (which I call EQUATE) is written

using these unmarked terms from SYMBOL. For

example, if LA3D is unmarked, it would be written

to EQUATE as a numbered line

5000 HHIA3D = $1A3D.

Except for Zpage labels, OBJECT and

EQUATE are ready for the assembler.

PASS 3 generates the various symbol tables.

The symbols are picked out of SCRATCH along

with their addresses. A symbol HHXXXX is stored

in a string SS$(I) as XXXX. A check is run to see if

the symbol already appears in the table. If it does

not, the counter SN is incremented and the symbol

is added. This list is stored as a sorted table.

Suppose that HHXXXX appears in Line YYYY

and that SS$(I) = XXXX. Then UYYYY is ap-
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pended to the right hand end of SA$(I) where U is

chosen to give information about the opcode on

line YYYY. Some thought went into the choice of

U. In the branch table, the middle letter of a branch

instruction comes closest to distinguishing all

branches. Thus U is the middle letter of the opcode.

Again in the JMP and JSR table, the middle letter

distinguishesJMP from JSR. Thus U is M or S in

this case. The first letter of the opcode is chosen

for the memory table.

In decoding programs, I have found that the

Example 1.

10000

10010

10020

10030

10040

10050

10060

10070

10080

10090

10100

10110

10120

10130

10140

10150

10160

10170

10180

10190

10200

10210

10220

10230

10240

10250

10260

10270

102R0

10290

10300

10310

10320

10330

10340

10350

10360

10370

10380

10390

10400

10410

10420

10430

10440

10450

10460

10470

10480

10490

10500

10510

HH18DD

HH18ED

HH1901

HH190C

HH1910

HH1914

HH1922

RH1923

.BYTE $17

LDA

STA

JSR

JSR

STA

STY

DEC

BMI

BNE

JSR

LDA

TAY

LSR

BCC

LSR

BCS

CMP

BEQ

AND

ORA

LSR

TAX

LDA

BCS

LSR

LSR

LSR

LSR

AND

BNE

LDY

LDA

TAX

LDA

STA

AMD

STA

LDA

BNE

RTS

TYA

AND

TAX

TYA

LDY

CPX

BEQ

LSR

BCC

LSR

LSR

#$16

HHZZC7

HH18ED

HH19D1

HHZZC5

HHZZC6

HHZZC7

HH1922

HH18DD

HH19BC

(HHZZC5rX)

A

HH1901

A

HH1910

#$22

HH1910

#$07

#$80

A

HH17A5,X

HH190C

A

A

A

A

#$0F

HH1914

#$80

#$00

HH17E9,X

HHZZC1

#$03

HHZZC2

HHZZC8

HH1923

#$8F

#$03

#$8A

HH1939

A

HH1939

A

A

most important fact to know about Zpage opcodes

is their addressing mode. That is, is an opcode

indexed or not? Thus, U is the extreme right hand

symbol of the disassembly line. This includes ), X,

and Y. It is not possible from this to tell whether

the Y means indexed or indirect indexed. However,

given the simplicity of this approach, it is adequate.

If SA$(I) becomes too long, it is written to a

cross reference file and SA$(I) is emptied. (In

RESOURCE S this step is not performed, the

program bombs when SA$(I) becomes too long.)

These "long strings" will appear out of order in the

file. (The first few cross references may be out of

order.) The symbol table can be resorted by most

any sorting program. As it stands, the table is

"almost in order."

PASS 4 generates the Zpage equate file which

I call ZEQUATE. This is done using the Zpage

cross reference file generated in PASS 3. The file

resembles the EQUATE file.

In resourcing a large program, there will not

be enough room on one disk for all the files gener

ated. SCRATCH, and various other files may be

moved using a transfer utility. Symbol and cross

reference files may be sorted using a sort utility.

Final files may be printed using an output utility.

Example 1 shows the OBJECT file (resourced

assembly language) for the beginning of the disas

sembler in the Extended Monitor. Example 2 gives

the two equate files. Example 3 gives the output

from the Assembler using these three files. Example

4 gives the four cross reference tables. The first

address in each row is the symbol. The other ad

dresses following are the cross references, with

some indication as to opcode.

How To Use It

STEP I) Creating a SOURCE file.

If you plan to resource BASIC, you must

move the Extended Monitor since it overlays part

of BASIC. In another article, I will give explicit

instructions on how to do this. I find it handy to

have the Extended Monitor available while BASIC

is resident.

After trying several methods, I've decided that

the following is the easiest way to generate a

SOURCE file. It uses the disk output capability of
OS65D. The code you are resourcing should not

overlay the disk buffer used. (Video with polled

keyboard is assumed; otherwise, recheck the I/O

flags.)

a) Initialize a fresh disk.

b) Copy the directory Track D onto this disk
using OS65D's copy utility (D is Track 8 on 8"
floppies).

c) Create files for all empty tracks except

Tracks 0 and D. Delete all directory entries on
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the new disk.

d) Load the machine language program to be

resourced.

e) Load and run the Extended Monitor.

We must now set all the various pointers for a

disk buffer. To resource BASIC you need a very

large File. Let the first available track be N where

the directory is on Track N-6 (N = 9 on 8" floppies).

f) Choose a first track number N for your

SOURCE file. Let M be the last track number

on the disk (M = 76 on 8" floppies). Do not

choose N so that either N = 0 or the directory

track is included in the range of N to M.

g) Using the "at" (@) sign command, set the

following buffer values. (These are valid for

OS65D V3.2, i.e. 8" floppies. The correct

values for minifloppies are given in the OS65D

User's Guide.)

ADDRESS ($)

2326

2327

2328

2329

232A

232B

232C

232D

23C3

23C4

ADDRESS (D)

8998

8999

9000

9001

9002

9003

9004

9005

9155

9156

VALUE

7E

31

7E

3D

N

M

N

0

7E

31

BUFFER START ADDRESS

BUFFER END ADDRESS

FIRST TRACK OFFILE

LAST TRACK OFFILE

CURRENTBUFFERTRACK

DIRTY BUFFER FLAG

ADDRESS DISKOUTPUT

(CURRENT BUFFER ADDR.)

h) Mount the fresh disk.

I) From EM type (i.e. turn on disk output)

!IO,22 <return>.

The next few steps write directly to the disk

without error correction. If you make an error, per

form step 1) and restart at step g. Presumably you

know the start ($XXXX) annd the finish ($YYYY)

addresses of the code to be resourced. For BASIC

these are $XXXX = $O3A1 and $YYYY = $2300.

For OS65D these are $XXXX = $2336 and $YYYY

= $2E 1E. For the ROMs these are $XXXX = $FD00

and$YYYY = $FFFA.

j) Commence disassembly with

QXXXX<return >.

k) Put your finger on LINEFEED. Hold it

there until $YYYY has been disassembled.

Then hit RETURN.

All but the last track of the SOURCE file is on

the disk. The last track is still in the buffer. This last

part is also missing an "end of file" marking. The

next few steps turn off the disk output long enough

to make corrections, then turn it back on to write the

final track to the disk.
The next step turns off disk output by creating

a syntax error, and puts a mark to help find the end

of the SOURCE file.

I) Type

!XIT <retum>.

m) Search for the end of the file

W!XIT>317E,3D7F.

If all has gone well, you will receive a message

(*) VVVV/21

where VVVV is the address of ! in the expression

!XIT. If you do not receive such a message, it is pos

sible (but unlikely) that a L'disk write" occurred in the

middle of the word IXIT. Go back to step g) and

start again. When you reach step k), hit RETURN

five times instead ofjust once, then proceed. If you

do not receive the message (*), something is definitely

wrong somewhere. Start a careful search (Beware:

some values given only work for 8" floppies).

n) Using quotes and "at" check the following

VVVV/21 "!

VVVV+1/58 "X

VVVV 4-2/49 "I

VVVV+ 3/54 "T

o) Make the following change.

VVVV/21 0D

Now the "end of file" marker is properly in

stalled. Next we write the buffer to the disk.

p) Make the following pointer change.

23C3/YY 7E

23C4/WW 3D

q) Write down the value TK

232C/TK

r) Type

!IO ,22 <Return>

The entire SOURCE file is on the disk. It

starts on Track N and ends on Track TK. We must

now create a directory entry for this file.

s) Load BASIC and CREATE, but do not run

CREATE. (You may need a different disk to

do this.)

t) Delete line 20290 (which would erase all the

work you have done). It reads:

20290 DISK!"IN " + T$:DISK!"SA " + T$ + ",1 =

317/"+ P$

u) Run CREATE and name the SOURCE file

on your new disk.

STEP 2) Create a SCRATCH and SYMBOL file

entry.

These files must be on the same disk as

SOURCE. Be sure to reload CREATE so that line

20290 is not missing. SCRATCH can be about 25%
smaller than SOURCE. SYMBOL can be 1-2 tracks.

On 8" floppies, 8K BASIC needs two tracks for
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SYMBOL (4K file size).You may put these files

anywhere as long as they do not overlap the

directory track, Track 0, or the tracks used by

SOURCE.

STEP3) PASS I.

Run the first resource program. Prompting

will tell you what to do. The new disk must be in

the drive throughout the run. The screen will

display the current status. On large programs, be

prepared for several-minute waits for garbage

collection. A five minute wait between screen data

lines probably means there has been a system crash.

This program will not work with ROM BASIC

since the garbage collector is defunct. (See

PEEK(65), March 1980, p. 3 for a fix.)

The SOURCE, SYMBOL, and SCRATCH file

may fill a disk, so you may have to move some files

to other disks. SOURCE is no longer needed, but

should be saved in case of trouble. Symbol is needed

for PASS two and SCRATCH is needed for PASSes

two and three. Using a transfer utility you may

move SCRATCH and SYMBOL to a new disk.

STEP 4) PASS 2.

The second resource program generates an

EQUATE file and the resourced assembly listing

OBJECT. Create such files on a disk containing

SCRATCH and SYMBOL. EQUATE need not be

large, usually much less than a track. OBJECT

should be slightly larger than SOURCE.

The next step creates all the cross reference

tables. Each table needs its own file. SCRATCH is

the input file. The branch table will probably be
the largest file.

STEP 5) PASS 3.

Repeat this step until all cross reference tables

are complete. Only Zpage cross references are

essential. However, I find the Zpage and JSR tables

the most useful. You may wish to sort these tables,

even though they are "almost sorted."

STEP 6) PASS 4.

Create the Zpage equate file: ZEQUATE.

Input to this program is the Zpage cross reference

file. This step is the final one which creates the list

of Assembler Zpage equates.

Any of the files generated may be dumped to

a printer using a printer utility. The process is

much simpler than it sounds. The single pass re

source program eliminates most steps if only small

programs are being resourced.

Moving ASCII Text Files To The Assembler

For small programs, the resource can actually be

assembled by the OSI Assembler. The three files

(OBJECT, EQUATE, and ZEQUATE) must be

merged and the program counter location given

(10* = $XXXX).

The resourced files are ASCII text files with

an end of file (EOF) marker:

XIT < return >.

Since OSI's Assembler does not keep an ASCII

file, more is needed. We must transfer the disk text

files into the Assembler/Editor. In OS65D it is easy

to reset output flags with:

IO ,02.

However, only one input is recognized and, if this

is not the keyboard, then keyboard input is dead.

During disk input, the keyboard is disabled. In

particular, OS65D has no way of recognizing the

end of a file except by an operating system error.

This is a definite deficiency in OS65D. When an

operating system error does occur, the'IO flags are

properly reset to default values.

If a file is on Tracks 2 and 3, inputing these

tracks will result in a system error as soon as Track

3 is finished. The trouble is that the actual file may

end halfway through Track 3. The rest of Track 3

may contain absolutely destructive information,

such as Assembler commands or operating system

commands. My favorite is the following. The ASCII

character "left bracket" occurs as input opening

the Indirect File. This file fills up memory, wiping

out everything in the way. It eventually reaches the

disk addresses. You hear a thunk and the disk goes

dead. If input continues, it next reaches the screen

memory filling the screen with jazzy characters. It

goes on to the color memory, tone generator, etc.

You've probably had this occur and wondered

what happened. It's just the Indirect File, filing all

the garbage away.

One solution is to remove the destructive

information on the track. Another simpler one is

to create an operating system error at the end of

the file, in this case, midway through Track 3.

Input errors to the OSI Assembler do not cause

the IO flags to be reset. We must be more subtle

thanjust having an input error. If E<return> is

sent to the Assembler, it exits to the operating

system. In the operating system command mode,

any line which is not a legal command creates a

syntax error. For example, another E<return>, will

do thejob. The following changes to PASS two and

PASS four will prepare files for entry into the

Assembler. Add the following lines:
PASS Two

642 PRINT #7,"E"

644 PRINT #7,"E"

842 PRINT #7,"E"

844 PRINT #7,"E"

PASS 4

472 PRINT #7,"E"

474 PRINT #7,"E"

There is yet another problem. In their normal
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positions, the disk buffers occupy the same space

as program memory. This problem can be solved

by moving the buffers. Use the following steps to

load first the file ZEQUATE, second EQUATE,

and third OBJECT into the Assembler.

a) Load and run the Extended Monitor.

b) Suppose the file we wish to load starts on

Track N and ends on Track M. Perform STEP

1) g) from "HOW TO USE IT." Be sure to use

the values given below (or larger values where

vou have RAM).

ADDRESS ($)

2326

2327

2328

2329

232A

232B

232C

232D

23AC

23AD

ADDRESS (D)

8998

8999

9000

9001

9002

9003

9004

9005

9132

9133

VALUE

00

50

00

5C

N

M

N-l

FF

00

5C

ADDRESS MEMORY

BUFFERED INPUT

Note that 232C, 232D, 23AC, and 23AD have

strange values. These values track the disk into

loading the first track of your file into memory.

Otherwise you would have to do thatjob separately.

c) If you have already loaded the first file, skip

this step. Initialize the Assembler.

d) Re-enter the Assembler.

e) Get input by

!IO20 <return>.

f) Repeat a) - e) until all files are loaded.

Your files are now merged in the Assembler. Be

sure to inspect them carefully before assembling.

Remarks, Refinements, Additions

Resource will execute on 8K BASIC in a reasonable

amount of time. The longest pass (PASS One) will

run slightly less than an hour on a 1 MHZ machine.

This package of programs is, in a sense, incom

plete. Using the cross reference tables, one could

give mnemonic names to all of the various labels and

equates. These could be entered into a file. Then

one extra pass over OBJECT could exchange

address labels with mnemonic labels.

A big file line editor utility could be added to

edit any one of the files created. If tables are known

at disassembly time, they can be edited into

SCRATCH. Incorrectly disassembled code could be

corrected. These steps could be performed also on

SCRATCH or OBJECT.

If table locations are known in advance, disas

sembly can be cleaned up considerably by replacing

all table bytes with $FF (or any other value not equal

to a 6502 opcode). Then, all tables will appear in the

resource as a sequence of lines: 10000 .BYTE $FF.

Using an editor, it then would be a simple task to

replace each $FF by its correct value. I used this

procedure on BASIC.

OS65D cannot be changed in this way since it

will crash. But there is a simple solution. Move

OS65D from addresses 2XXX to addresses, say

5XXX. When SCRATCH and SYMBOL are com

plete, go through them, changing the leading 5's

back to 2's. A program to do this is simple to write.

SYMBOL must be resorted and repetitions deleted.

This way, I was able to use the trick with $FF in

tables to obtain an accurate resource of the code in

OS65D.

A simple, but useful, utility would be a com-

menter. Such a utility would allow the user to add

comments to the end of each line of the resourced

file or to insert lines into the file. I have used this

technique to produce the various listings in this

article. I hope to present a future article on this

editor.

Even though I am careful to fully document

the machine software I write, I still find it useful to

run the resource program over my machine pro

grams. The cross reference files often reveal infe

licities and logical inaccuracies.

I am still improving these programs. If you

think of a nice enhancement, Fd be glad to hear

about it.

Example 2.
1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

;EQUATE FILE

;ZPAGE

t

HHZZC1 =

HHZZC2 =

HHZZC5 -

HHZZC6 =

HHZZC7 -

HHZZC8 =

t

J

;TW0 BYTE

7

HH17A5 =

HH17E9 ~

HH1939 =

HH19BC =

HH19D1 =

SCI

$C2

SC5

$C6

$C7

$C8

S17A5

S17E9

$1939

$19BC

S19D1

Example 3.

10 18D8

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

0OCl =

00C2=

00C5 =

O0C6 =

00C7 =

00C8=

* =

;EQUATE

J

;ZPAGE
*

9

HHZZC1

HHZZC2

HHZZC5

HHZZC6

HHZZC7

HHZZC8

?18D8

FILE

■ SCI

■ SC2

■ SC5

= SC6

= SC7

= SC8
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1100

1110

1120

1130

1140 17A5=

1150 17E9=

1160 1939=

1170 19BC=

1180 19D1=

10000 18D8

10010 18D9

10020 18DB

10030 18DD

10040 18E0

10050 1PE3

10060 18E5

10070 18E7

10080 18E9

10090 18EB

10100 18ED

10110 18F0

10120 18F2

10130 18F3

10140 18F4

10150 18F6

10160 18F7

10170 18F9

10180 18FB

10190 18FD

10200 18FF

10210 1901

10220 1902

10230 1903

10240 1906

10250 1908

;TW0 BYTE

10260

10270

10280

10290

10300

10310

10320

10330

10340

10350

10360

10370

10380

10390

10400

10410

10420

10430

10440

10450

10460

10470

10480

10490

10500

10510

1909

190A

19GB

190C

190E

1910

1912

1914

1915

1918

191A

191C

191E

1920

1922

1923

1924

1926

1927

1928

192A

192C

192E

192F

1931

1932

17

A916

85C7

20ED18

20D119

85C5

84C6
C6C7

3037

D0F0

20BC19

A1C5

A8

4A

90 OB

4A

B017

C922

F013

2907

0980

4A

AA

BDA517

B004

4A

4A

4A

4A

290F

DO 04

AOPO

A900

AA

BDE917

85C1

2903

85C2

A5C8

D001

60

98

298F

AA

98

A003

E0 8A

FOOB

4A

9008

4A

4A

HI117A5

HI117E9

HH193 9

HH19BC

HH1SD1

HH18DD

HH10ED

HH1901

= S17A5

= S17E9

= 51939

== 519BC

« S19D1

.BYTE 517

LDA #516

STA HHZZC7

JSR HH18ED

JSR HH19D1

STA HHZZC5

STY HF1ZZC6

DEC KHZZC7

BMI HH1922

BNE HH18DD

JSR HH19BC

LDA (HHZZC5,X)

TAY

LSR A

BCC HH1901

LSR A

BCS HH1910

CHP #522

BEO HH1910

AND #5 07

ORA #5 80

LSR A

TAX

LDA HH17A5,X

BCS HH190C

LSR A

HH1P0C

HH1910

HH1914

HH1922

HH1923

LSR

LSR

LSR

AND

BHE

LDY

LDA

TAX

LDA

STA

AND

STA

LDA

BNE

RTS

TYA

AND

TAX

TYA

LDY

CPX

BEQ

LSR

BCC

LSR

LSR

A

A

p.

#$OF

IIH1914

#580

#500

HH17E9,X

HHZZC1

#503

HHZZC2

HHZZC8

HH1923

#?8F

#503

HFI193 9

HH1939

Example 4.

. CROSS REFERENCES

. Z PAGE

Cl 1918

C2 191C

C5 18E3 )18F0

C6 18E5

C7 18DB 18E7

C8 191E

. JMP & JSR

18ED S18DD

19BC S18ED

19D1 S18E0

. MEMORY

17A5 L1903

17E9 L1915

. BRANCH

18DD M18EB

1901 C18F4

190C C1906

1910 C18F7 E18FB

1914 N190E

1922 M18E9

1923 N1920

1939 E192C C192F

.PASS 1

RESOURCE 1 ** BUILD SCRATCH AND

SYMBOL FILES **

TWO BUFFERS ARE REQUIRED

100 REM *** RESOURCE 1 ***

110 REM T.R. BERGER 11/80

120 PRINT

130 PRINT"RESOURCE ** STEP 1 - BUILD

SCRATCH AND SYMBOL FILES"

140 PRINT

. ** REMOVE COMMA AND SEMICOLON **

150 POKE 2972,13:POKE2976,13

160 INPUT"SOURCE FILENAME";SF$

170 INPUT"SCRATCH FILE NAMEn;JF5

180 IMPUTnSYMBOL FILE NAME";SMS

190 PRINT:INPUT"NUMBER OF SYMBOLS",*NS

** DIMENSION SYMBOL AND POINTER ARRAYS
**

200 DIM SS$(NS), V(NS)

** MAIN PROGRAM **
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210 DISK OPEN,6,SF$

220 DISK 0PEN,7,JF$

. ** LOOP BACK HERE **

230 INPUT #6,INS

■

240 IF IN$="XIT" THEN590

250 IF LEN(IN?)<15 THEN230

** ADJUST SOURCE, PICK UP SYMBOLS **

A1$=XXXX ADDRESS

A2?=OPCODE +

A3 5=OPERAND (SYMBOL)

A4$=ADDR MODE

OUS=A15+A2S+A3$+A4$

INS=INPUT FROM OSI DISASSEMBLER

260 A3S=1"1:

. ** GET ADDRESS **

270 A1S=LEFT?(IN?,4)

. ** DO ERRORS **

280 IFMID$(IN$,13,l>="?nTHENA2$=" .BYTE $"

+MID$(IN$,6,2>:GOTO550

. ** DO REFORMATTTING **

. ** ELIMINATE END SPACES **

290 IN$=MID$(IN$,12>: L=LEN(IN?)

300 IF MID?(IN$,L,1)=" " THEN L=L-1: GOTO

300

310 IN$=LEFT$(IN?,L)

. ** DO IMPLIED AND ACCUMULATOR ADDRESSI

NG **

320 IF L<7 THEN A2S=INS: GOTO550

. ** DO IMMEDIATE ADDRESSING **

330 IF MID?(IN$,6,!)="#" THEN A2?=IM5:

GOTO550

** ADJUST OPERAND POSITION **

340 IFMID?(IN$,6,1)="?"THENK=7:A2?=LEFT?(

IN$,5)+n HH":GOTO360

350 K=8: A2$=LEFT$(INS,6)+"HHn

. ** Z PAGE CHECK **

360 M=K+2

. ** DO Z PAGE OPERANDS **

370 IF M>L THEN A3$=RIGHT$(IN?,2): A2$=A2S

+"ZZ": GOTO550

. ** Z PAGE, STRIP ADDRESS MODE **

380 IF MID?(IN$,M,1) >V" THEN400

390 A3$=MID$(IN$,K,2): A2$=A2?+"ZZ": A4$=

MIDS(IN$,M): GOTO550

. ** TWO BYTE OPERAND CHECK **

400 M=K+4

•

** DO TWO BYTE OPERANDS **

410 IF M>L THEN A3?=RIGHT?(INS,4): GOTO430

** TWO BYTE, STRIP ADDRESS MODE **

420 A3?=MID$(IN$,K,4): A4$=MID$(IN?,M)

. ** PUT SYMBOLS IN TABLE **

. ** SEARCH TABLE FOR SYMBOL **

** THIS IS A BINARY SEARCH **

430 L=0:R=SN

** SYMBOL NOT FOUND, INSERT IT **

440 IF L>R THEN490

450 H=INT((L+R)/2)

** SYMBOL IN TABLE SO QUIT **

460 IF A3?=SS$(V(M)) THEM550

470 IF A3?>SS?(V(M)) THEN L=M+1: GOTO440

480 R=M-1: GOTO440

** ADD SYMBOL **

490 SN=SN+1: SS$(SN)=A3?

** POINT TO ITS PROPER POSITION IN ORDE

RING **

500 IF L=SM THEN540

510 FOR I=SM-1 TO L STEP -1

520 V(I+1)=V(I)

53 0 NEXT I

540 V(L)=SN

. ** GENERATE LINE FOR SCRATCH FILE **

550 OU$=A1$+A2?+A3?+A4?

560 PRINT #7,OU?

570 PRINT OUS

580 GOTO230

. ** LOOP BACK NOW **

** CLOSE SCRATCH AMD SOURCE FILES **

590 PRINT #7,IN?

600 DISK CLOSE,6

610 DISK CLOSE,7

. ** END OF MAIN PROGRAM **

. ** WRITE SYMBOL FILE **

620 DISK OPEN,7,SMS

** WRITE SYMBOLS IN ORDER **

630 FOR 1=0 TO SN

640 PRINT #7,SSS<V(I))

650 PRINT SSS(V(I))

660 NEXT I

670 PRINT #7,MXIT"

680 DISK CLOSE,7

** OUTPUT DATA **

690 PRINT:PRINT

700 PRINT TAB(9) SN" SYMBOLS USED"

710 PRINT TAB(IO) "SCRATCH FILE: "JF?

720 PRINT TAB(10) "SYMBOL FILE: "SMS

730 PRINT:PRINT TAB(10) "PASS 1 COMPLETE"

740 PRINT:PRINT:END
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Review:

Caverns Of

Mars
Charles Brannon

Editorial Assistant

Caverns ofMars is a new action-packed game from

Atari, Inc. Originally sold through the Atari Pro

gram Exchange (APX), Caverns ofMars is now

available through dealers.

The object of the game is to maneuver your

spacecraft into the depths of the planet Mars. As

you penetrate the five layers of defenses you can

blow up fuel silos (to provide additional fuel for

your ship), Martian missiles, and "spy stations" that

supposedly warn the Martian headquarters of your

approach.

Your first challenge is to weave your way

through the twisting subterranean (submartian?)

tunnels. The screen continuously scrolls upward,

so you move left and right mostly, although your

craft can also move vertically. When you press the

fire button on the joystick, your craft shoots twin

photon torpedoes that detonate any target they

contact.

After surviving these levels, you face an armada

of Martian spacecraft. They don't fire at you; they

just try to overwhelm you with sheer numbers,

forcing you to dodge them and fire furiously to

avoid a fatal collision. If you can make it past this

defense, yoti slowly descend into the very center of

the Martian stronghold, where you'll find a giant,

glowing, egg-shaped bomb. By landing on it, you
"arm" it, and the timer starts ticking at 30 seconds,

29, 28, 27... The destruction of the base is inevitable,

but your survival is at stake too. If you don't escape

from the Martian base before the time is up, you

are ruined in a brilliant orange explosion. Assuming

that you make it out (not very likely in your first

games), you watch the explosion lighting up the

mouth of the cavern, and you can then valiantly

enter... cavern two.

Each new cavern is progressively harder—

most noticeably when making your escape - you

ascend twice as fast, making a collision with the

"ceiling" rather likely. I've played the game for a

week, and I still can't escape Cavern two.

You get five ships, each with 99 units of fuel.

Here's the catch - if you run out of fuel, your ship

explodes. It is not uncommon to meet this fate just

moments before arming the bomb, or before rising

triumphantly to the surface. If your ship blows up

in a certain level, you have to start over at the

beginning of the level.

The graphics are impressive. Apparently, the

game is constructed using a custom character set in

the special four-color IRG graphics mode (a rather

unexploited feature of the Atari until now). Most

of the animation is performed with vertical fine

scrolling, and the ship is a player. It also uses a

modified display list to show your status, and I

think it even uses display list interrupts. All in all,

an excellent use of the Atari's graphics capabilities.

Caverns ofMars is currently only available on

diskette. You'll also need a joystick.

A curious feature of the program is that it

names its skill levels as Star Raiders does: Novice,

Pilot, Warrior, and Commander. Will Caverns of

Mars replace Star Raiders in the hearts of Atari

space-game fans? If so, we may soon hear a new

phrase: "Old Star Raiders never die, theyjust

move to Mars..."

Caverns OfMars

Available through dealers.

$39.95 ©

CRT'S • PRINTERS • TELEPRINTERS

•NEW*

DEC LA100

Dual Mode

Matrix Printer

CALL FOR PRICE!

•LOW*
Letter Quality

DIABLO 630

$1949.00

•NEW*
3M WHISPER

WRITER

*TWX

• TIME SHARE

* Computer Terminal

CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

NEC, QI7ME, ANADEX,

TELEVIDEO, DEC, T.I.,

TELETYPE, DIABLO, C.ITOH

TOLL FREE (800) 854-6028

SAVE ON

PREPAID

ORDERS

MASTER CARD

VISA

ACCEPTED

C.O.D

REQUIRES

15% DEPOSIT

FOR ORDERING

INFORMATION

PLEASE CALL

MICROMAIL
PO Box 3297

Santa Ana. CA 92703

Phone. 714 731-4338

TWX; 910595 1146
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Review:

Two Programs

From The VIC

6 Pack

Harvey B. Herman

Associate Editor

Car Chase

This is a clever game which my kids rated 8 (out of

10). There are two cars (the blue one is yours)

traveling in opposite directions in a square, four-

lane track. The object of the game is to score the

most points before you crash into the other car.

You can change lanes or speed up or slow down to

avoid a collision. Points are scored by riding over

dots (and later diamonds) on the tracks. This game

is very similar to the PET program NAB sold by

Cursor magazine.

We (my kids and I) particularly liked several

features of the BASIC game. Color and sound are

integrated into the program. Effective use of a

custom character set makes the track layout much

nicer than if only the standard characters had been

used. The other car is smart and you must be on

your toes to avoid a crash. To score well you must

change speeds at appropriate times or you're stuck

in the wrong lane, headed for disaster.

The one feature I did not like (and this did

not seem to bother my kids) is that the keyboard is

used as the car controller. I prefer a joystick or the

number pad on the old PETs. The "J" and "K"

keys used lo change lanes are close together and I

was forever confusing which was "move in" and

"move out." You don't have to think as much with

ajoystick.

A helpful hint: the instructions say not to use

Car Chase with any memory expansion in place.

Bullfeathers! If you have added the 3K memory

expansion a special load sequence is necessary.

Type:

POKE 44,16

POKE 4096,0

NEW

LOAD

Before loading other programs. POKE location 44

back to normal or turn the VIC off and on.

Blue Meanies From Outer Space

This is an Invaders-like game which my kids rated

6 (out of 10). The blue meanies (frowning faces)

are dropping from the skies trying to knock out

your protected power cells inside your starbase.

You are able to blast them with fixed laser guns as

they fall erratically. Points are added when you kill

a meanie or deducted if you hit your own supply

ship which is coming to recharge your energy. You

must have energy to fire your weapons. Energy is

lost when shooting and for various other operations.

If the supply ship makes it, you get an energy

bonus. It is possible to repair damage (holes in

your starbase) using a robot, but at the cost of

energy. When the meanies reach the power cells,

the game is over.

This BASIC game, like Car Chase, is consider

ably enhanced by good use of color, sound, and a

custom character set. It was fun to shoot the

meanies, but it would have been even more fun if

they were a little smarter. (However, the instruc

tions do promise "meaner meanies" after 20 are

shot.) Again, I prefer ajoystick to the use of the

keyboard for game control. I get confused if the

required actions are not reflexive. My kids com

mented that the instructions for the repair robot

were not clear and they did not care for negative

energy or a suspended robot. I believe they have

been spoiled by playing Invaders on the PET. Blue

Meanies is a good program, but it doesn't quite

match up to that very good simulation of the video

arcade game.

Note: if you have added a I^K. memory expan

sion, use the same trick as above for Car Chase lo

LOAD Blue Meanies.

Commodore Business Machines

681 Moore Rd.

King ofPrussia, PA 19406

$43.95 (for nil 6) ©

*VIC-20*

FROG
Take control of an animated fly zapper.

Requires NO extra equipment.

...Each $17.95 cassette...

MflGIG GflRPET
P.O. Box 35115 Phoenix, AZ 85069

GAMES FOR THE PET ALSO AVAILABLE
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SoftBox -
CP/M For PET/CBM Richard Mansfield

Assistant Editor

A considerable amount of software requires the disk operating system

known as CP/M. Originally developed in 1973, it has since become an

essential part of many word processor, accounting, data base manager

and other commercial software products. CP/M means "Control

Program/Monitor" and was intended for use with the 8080 and 7.80

microprocessors. "SoftBox," manufactured by Small Systems En

gineering, however, allows you to use CP/M-based software packages

on the PET/CBM computers.

Attached between your PET and disk drive, this "interface-

computer" contains 64K RAM, a 780 chip, IEEE and RS-232 interfaces

with software-definable baud rates, and a Corvus hard disk interface.

The unit will work with any PET/CBM using Upgrade or 4.0 BASIC

and 8K RAM. An optional cassette program can be used with Original

PETs. Any combination of from one to eight Commodore floppy disk

drives (2040. 3040, 4040. or 8050) may be attached, resulting in up to

a potential eight megabytes mass memory available at onetime. Memory

can be further increased by attaching Corvus hard disk drives. A total

of 80 megabytes is possible.

Simple To Set Up

Adding CP/M to your PET takes only a few minutes. You plug a stan

dard PET-lo-IEEE cable between the SoftBox and your disk drive.

(Another of these cables goes from the drive to the PET.) When you

power-up the three units, everything is normal and. in fact, you can

work with the computer and the disk drive as if SoftBox were not

connected.

For CP/M, you place the supplied disk (CP/M Version 2.2) into

Drive zero, LOAD, and RUN it. That's it. PET is now under the control

of CP/M. The disk contains a variety of CP/M utilities, special Corvus

files, and a SoftBox memory test diagnostic program.

If you've not worked with CP/M, the SoftBox User's manual is an

excellent introduction. It takes you through the major CP/M

commands, step-by-step, and clearly demon

strates their uses and terminology. Special

commands allow you to control the PET

screen (upper/lowercase, graphics/text), the

TIS function, and, when you want to return

to normal PET BASIC, simply type "cold"

and you're back in the Commodore.

And for the more advanced user, several

appendices provide technical information,

a map of SoftBox's memory, suggestions

on modifying CP/M itself, and I/O details.

SoftBox, $895

Small Systems Engineering

222 B View Street

Mountain View, CA 9-4041

THE DATA HANDLER

for VIC

A word processor and catalog

program for the V1C-20 plus 8K

'over 15 edit functions

'sorting

'data formatting

"expandable

'screen scrolling—78 character lines

•full documentation

"works with cassette and

standard VIC printer

'disk version available

•easy to adapt for RS-232 printers

Price $29.95

C.O.D., check, or money order

(Specify disk or cassetlel

MW Software

P.O. Box 126

Urbana, IL 61801

(217)356-7511

Dealer inquiries welcome

VIC is a trademark of Commodore.

VIC-20 SOFTWARE

Over 100 programs on tape

and cartridge for the VIC

computer—both educa

tional and fun!!

Write or call for your free

catalog.

Sunrise Electronics

7057 Lompoc Court

Citrus Heights, California

95610

(916)969-8319

VIC BACKGAMMON VIC
Plays a great game by the rules and

won't let you cheat. Our best seller.

5K version $12.95

AdvancedSK version $19.95

BLACKJACK TUTOR

Learn when to HIT. STAY, SPLIT PAIRS

and DOUBLE. You can beat Vegas for

just $12.95

GRAPHICS GENERATOR

Create, edit, reverse, save special char

acters Unique DEMO feature included

$9.95

MAZE-MAN

Arcade game with fast munching

action. Key or joystick. $9.95

All programs fit into 5K viC-20. Send

for free catalog

Send check or money order to:

(Add 50c for postage)

RARTECH
. Box 761, Rochester, Ml 48063

\ Vic Traaemark of Commoaore /
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Review:

SYSRES For
PET/CBM
Charles Brannon

Editorial Assistant

SYSRES claims to be the "ultimate program

manipulation system." Like its predecessors, the

Toolkit and BASIC Aid, SYSRES is a programmer's

aid package. SYSRES "wedges" into BASIC and

adds 33 commands (including six improved BASIC

commands) plus 11 extended DOS Support (the

original "Wedge") commands. All of the commands

are used for the development and maintenance of

BASIC programs.

The primary tools needed by a programmer

are: auto line numbering, renumbering, find, and

trace. SYSRES supplies "deluxe" versions of all

these. Automatic line numbering provides the line

numbers when typing in a program. If you start at

line 100, it will automatically print 1 10 when you

press RETURN on line 100 (assuming a step size

often). SYSRES permits as unique variation: auto

matic statement generation. If you are typing in a

long set of DATA statements, SYSRES can provide

the line numbers and the word "DATA." SYSRES

offers a "fill in the blank" line where you only need

to enter a single number. It can even press RE

TURN for you, giving it the capability for automatic

line entry.

Advanced Renumber

Most Renumber commands change the line num

bers of a BASIC program by an even increment

and update all line references made by GOTO,

THEN, GOSUB, etc. The entire program is re

numbered. SYSRES permits partial renumber.

You can renumberjust a subroutine, for example,

preserving all other line numbers, and updating

any line references if necessary.

Perhaps the most useful command in a package

like this is a Find command. Many programmers

find it indispensable. Using Find, you can locate

any variable, phrase, or keyword used anywhere in

your program. Another related command is

Change, which permits you to replace any variable,

phrase, or keyword with anything else.

For the Change command especially, it is vital

that you exactly specify the search string. You may

want to change A$ to B$, but you don't want ZA$

to become ZB$. To zero in on whatever you are

searching for, SYSRES permits you to use several

wild card and limitation symbols (such as V for

Variable, B for Beginning of line, or a quote to

signal quote mode), which together permit over

700 possibilities.

Debugging a program is much easier with a

Trace command. Trace (as implemented by

SYSRES) permits you to display program variables

as they change or are defined. So, you could display

the index of a FOR/NEXT loop, or watch how

certain variables interact. (You can also type DUMP

in direct mode to display all variables.)

The advanced editor commands let you use

the BASIC editor as a general purpose ASCII line

editor. The commands GET and PUT let you save

this ASCII file to disk. SYSRES even partially

tokenizes this file to save disk space. These ASCII

files can be used to develop EXEC files, which are

a sequence of direct commands that are executed

as if they were a program. This gives the PET/CBM

the power found formerly only in CP/M's -EXC

files, Apple's EXEC files, or Atari's ENTER files.

An important feature of EXEC files is that they use

no program memory as they execute.

When using SYSRES, you get a feeling that

careful design went into the system. All keys repeat,

and the cursor keys "take off quickly. Full up/down

scrolling of your BASIC program is supported,

and it works perfectly. If you display the directory

with the improved ">$0" command, these line

numbers cannot be accidentally entered as program

lines or activate the scrolling feature.

Full printer support is also included with full

ASCII translation. Any command can be sent to

the printer if preceded with an asterisk. For exam

ple, *LIST would list a program to the printer.

You can also dump the screen by holding down

both SHIFT keys and pressing RVS. Speaking of

keys, with SYSRES you can define any shifted key

to equal any sequence of keys or keywords. When

you define any key, all the alphabetic keys "come

alive" with convenient single-key abbreviations.

Improvements To BASIC Itself

The improved BASIC commands are another

example of the care taken to produce a complete

"operating system." The LOAD, SAVE, and

VERIFY commands default to the disk drive, and

the save with replace ("@") works on any disk

drive. (It first SCRATCHes, then resaves the pro

gram.) Nevertheless, none of the commands are

programmable. Therefore, programs developed

with SYSRES are fully transportable As the manual

says, "SYSRES is designed to be 'addictive to pro

grammers not to programs.' "

SYSRES

Solidus International Corporation

Suite 6-144 West 15th Street

North Vancouver, B.C.

Canada, V7M 1R5.

$75. ®
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Review:

Fun With

Microcomputers

And BASIC

Fred D'lgnazio

Associate Editor

Do you like puzzles and games?

Are you looking for a quick, painless way to

learn how to program a personal computer?

Are you a kid, an adult, or something in

between?

If you answered yes to all these questions, then

this book is for you.

I am a person who has a low pain threshold,

when it comes to plowing through "introductory"

guides to personal computers. "Ouch!" I cry when

I see guides set in a midget-sized typeface that

resembles footprints made by a tapdancing flea.

The same goes when I see guides with no

pictures, or guides that are too technical, too seri

ous, too somber, or too trivial. These books give

me indigestion - the same lumpy discomfort I

experience when I swallow a plateful of spaghetti

and meatballs I forgot to chew.

Don Spencer's book is different. It's fun. ii

really teaches, and it's an almost painless introduc

tion to microcomputers and BASIC programming.

The book starts at a lofty level. In the first ten

pages. Spencer skims over computers' social impact,

computer devices, trends, and careers.

Then you get down to business. You plan a

program, learn a little about flowcharting, get a

few tips on how to write your first program.

Then you dive into BASIC. For twenty pages,

you swim through constants and variables, arith

metic operations and DATA statements. You finish

by looping through arrays.

Then come seventy pages of programs in

cluding Manhattan Island. Sam's Monkey, The

Jolly Green Giant, and Roger Goes to the Circus. If

you are math-oriented or a compulsive gambler,

you'll really like these programs.

I recommend this book to teachers of intro

ductory programming courses, and to parents,

kids, and anxious professionalsjust getting started

on their new computer. The problems start easy

and get harder. Almost all come with actual "solu

tion" programs you can study. There arc even

occasional exercises for you to tackle.

This is what the book offers.

What does it lack?

It is only an introduction to microcomputer

BASIC, so don't expect to be a programming whiz

when you are done — especially with regard to a

particular machine. Also, there is almost nothing

on sound or graphics — two popular features of the

new, low-cost personal computers.

Still, it's a good start. Whether you're old or

young. Whether you're cocky about computers or

afraid to touch one for fear it might bite off your

hand. Or explode.

Fun with Microcomputers and BASIC

by Donald I). Spencer

Reston Publishing Co.

11480 Sunset Hills Rd.
Reston, VA 22090

128 pages

$9.95 paperback Q

SERVICE... C
a nonexistant word in

computer language?

Now you can get FACTORY AUTHOR

IZED service for your Commodore or

Atari computer and peripherals at reason

able cost. Minimize your down time

frustration and expense. Extended war

ranty available for most products, too!

CALL

717-327-1450
Micro Computer

Service Center
477 E. Third St., Williamsport, PA 17701
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COMPUTERS Listing Conventions
Many of the programs which are listed in COMPUTE! use

special keys (cursor control keys, color keys, etc.) To make it

easy (o tell exactly what should be typed in when copying a

program into the computer, we have established the following

listing conventions.

For The Atari

All the editing and cursor control characters arc spelled out

and surrounded by brackets in the program listings: I CLEAR!

for "clear screen." Other characters, such as CTRL-T (the

"ball" character) will be listed as the "normal" character, but it

will be within brackets: (Th A series of identical control

characters will be indicated by a number within (fie brackets:

{ SDOWN) means type ESC CURSOR-DOWN three limes:

{ 12 Rl would mean type CTRL-R twelve times. Remember to

press the ESC (escape) key before each cursor control key. If

you should see { ESC) itself in a program listing, you would

press ESC twice.

Two of the control characters, {=1 and (-3, should be

shifted. Any reverse field text will be enclosed within vertical

lines. (In other words, any lime you see a vertical line within a

program listing in COMPUTE!, press the Atari logo key (A).)

Atari Conventions

tCLEAR}= SHIFT-< <Clear Screen";

0F>= CTRL-minus (Orsor Up>

00*0= CTRL-e<Kials (Cursor Down)
<LEFT>= CTRL-plus (Orsor left)

{RIGHT)* CTRL-asterisk (Cursor- risht)

{BACK S>= BACK S (Back space)

<DELETD= CTRL-DELETE (Delete character)

{DEL LINE>* SHIFT-DELETE (Delete Line)
{INSERTS CTRL-INSERT (Insert character)

{INS Ltt£>= SHIFT-INSERT (Insert line)

{ESO= ESC (ESCape key pressed twice)

CTAB)= TAB (Tab key)

{CLR TAB>= CTRL-TAB (Clear tab settins)

{SET TfiB>= SHIFT-TAB (Set tab stop)

<BELD= CTRL-2 (Rins buzzer)

For PET/CBM/VIC

Generally, any PET/CBM/VIC program listings will contain

bracketed words which spell out any special characters:

E DOWN! would mean to press the cursor-down key;

[3DOWN] would mean to press the cursor-down key three

times.

To indicate thai a key should be shifted (hold down the

SHIFT key while pressing the other key), the key would be

underlined in our listing. For example, S would mean lo type

the S key while holding the shift key. This would result in the

"heart" graphics symbol appearing on your screen.

Sometimes in a program listing, especially within quoted

text when a line runs over into the next line, it is difficult to

tell where the first line ends. How many times should you type

the SPACE bar? In our convention, when a line breaks in this

way, the - symbol shows exactly where it broke. For example:

100 PRINT "TO START THE GAME ™

YOU MAY HIT ANY OF THE KEYS

ON YOUR KEYBOARD."

shows that the program's author intended for you to type two

spaces alter the word GAME.

For The Apple

Programs listed as "Microsoft" are written for the PET/CBM.

Apple. OSI, etc. Although the programs are general in nature,

you may need to make a few changes for them to run correctly

on your Apple. Microsoft BASIC programs written for the

PET/CBM sometimes contain special cursor control characters.

The following table shows equivalent Apple words. Notice

thai these Apple commands are outside quotations {and even

separate from a PRINT statement). PRINT"[RVS]YOU

WON" becomes INVERSE: PRINT'YOU WON":NORMAL

[CLEARf (Clear Screen) HOME

[DOWN] (Cursor down)

Apple II +: Call-922

POKE37,PEEK(37) + (PEEK(37)<23)

[UP] (Cursor up)

POKE 37.PEEK(37)-(PKEK(37)>0))

[LEFT] (Cursor left) PRINT CHR$(8);

[RIGHT] (Cursor right)

PRINTCHR$(21)

[RVS] (Inverse video on. Turns off automatically after a

carriage return. To be safe, turn off inverse video after

the print statement with NORMAL unless the PRINT

statement ends with a semicolon.)

INVERSE

[OFF] (Inverse video off) NORMAL

Shifted characters can represent either graphics characters

or uppercase letters. If within text, just use the non-shifted

character, otherwise substitute a space. Some "generalized"

programs contain a POKE such as POKE 59468,14. Omit

these from the program when typing it in. One final note: you

will probably want to insert a question mark or colon within an

INPUT prompt. PET/CBM and many other BASICs automat

ically print a question mark:

INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME";N$

becomes

INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?";N$

All Commodore Machines

Clear Screen {CLEAR}

Home Cursor { HOME)

Cursor Up { UP}

Cursor Down { DOWN }

Cursor Right {RIGHT}

VIC Conventions

Set Color To Black {BLK}

Set Color To White {WHTi

Set Color To Red {RED}

Set Color To Cyan { CYN}

Set Color To Purple { P U R}

Set Color To Green {GRN}

Set Color To Blue {B LU}

Set Color To Yellow { Y E L}

Function One { F1}

8032 Fat 40 Conventions

SetWindowTop {SET TOP}

Set Window Bottom {SET BOT}

Scroll Up {SCR UP}

Scroll Down 1 SCR DOWN}

Insert Line {INST LINE}

Delete Line {DEL LINE}

Cursor Left

Insert Character

Delete Character

Reverse Field On

{LEFT)

{INST}

{DEL}

ERVS}

Reverse Field Off {OFF}

Function Two

Function Three

Function Four

Function Five

Function Six

Function Seven

Function Eight

tF2}

{F3}

EF4}

{F5}

{F6}

{F7}

{F8}

Any Non-implemented

Function {NIM}

Erase To Beginning {ERASE BEG)

EraseToEnd {ERASE END}

Toggle Tab {TGL TAB}

Tab {TAB}

Escape Key {ESC} _,
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COMPUTE! Back Issues

Here are some of the applications, tutorials,

and games from available back issues of

COMPUTE!. Each issue contains much,

much more than there's space here to list,

but here are some highlights:

January, 1981: Load PET Programs Into

The Apple II, Player-Missile Graphics for

Atari, The Atari DOS, The Kernel of the

OSI Operating System, Fixing LOADing

Problems on the PET, Spooling with the

PET Disk, Expanding KIM.

February, 1981: Simulating PRINTUSING,

Using the Atari as a Terminal for Telecom

munications, Attach a Printer to the Atari,

Double Density Graphing on C1P, Commo

dore Disk Systems, PET Crash Prevention,

A 25* Apple II Clock.

March, 1981: Machine Language Pro

gramming for Beginners, Getting the Most

from your PET Cassette Deck, Apple and

PASCAL, Flipping your Apple Disk,

Designing your own Atari Character Sets,

Renumber for Atari, An Atari Disassembler,

Six-gun Shootout Game for OSI C1P, PET

Machine Language Graphics.

April, 1981: How to be a VIC Expert,

Resolving the Applesoft and Hires Graphics

Memory Conflicts, Atari SuperCube, String

Arrays in Atari, Memory Partition in PET,

Pet Relative Files, Working with BASIC

4.0, Commodore File I/O, ROM Expansion

for Commodore PET.

May, 1981: Named GOSUB/GOTO in

Applesoft, Generating Lower Case Text on

Apple II, Copy Atari Screens to the Printer,

Disk Directory Printer for Atari, Realtime

Clock on Atari, PET BASIC Delete Utility,

PET Calculated Bar Graphs, Running 40

Column Programs on a CBM 8032.

June, 1981: Computer Using Educators

(CUE) on Software Pricing, Apple II Hires

Character Generator, Ever- expanding

Apple Power, Color Burst for Atari, Mixing

Atari Graphics Modes 0 and 8, Relocating

PET BASIC Programs, An Assembler In

BASIC for PET, QuadraPET: Multitasking?

July, 1981: Home Heating and Cooling,

Animating Integer BASIC Lores Graphics,

The Apple Hires Shape Writer, Adding a

Voice Track to Atari Programs, Machine

Language Atari Joystick Driver, Four Screen

Utilities for the PET, Saving Machine

Language Programs on PET Tape Headers,

Commodore ROM Systems, The Voracious

Butterfly on OSI.

August, 1981: Minimize Code and Maximize

Speed, Apple Disk Motor Control, A

Cassette Tape Monitor for the Apple, Easy

Reading of the Atari Joystick, Blockade

Game for the Atari, Atari Sound Utility,

The CBM "Fat 40," Keyword for PET, CBM/

PET Loading, Chaining, and Overlaying.

September, 1981: The Column Calculator,

What is a Modem and Why Do I Need

One?, PET, Apple, Atari: On Speaking

Terms, A Tape "EXEC" for Applesoft, A

Self-altering Program for Apple II, Posi

tioning P/M Graphics and Regular Graphics

in Memory, An Atari BASIC Sort, Shoot,

an Arcade Game for Atari, Exploring OSI's

Video Routine, PET Tape Append and

Renumber, All About LOADing PET

Cassettes.

October, 1981: Automatic DATA State

ments for CBM and Atari, VIC News,

Undeletable Lines on Apple, PET, VIC,

Budgeting on the Apple, Switching Cleanly

from Text to Graphics on Apple, Atari

Cassette Boot-tapes, Atari Variable Name

Utility, Atari Program Library, Train your

PET to Run VIC Programs, Interface a BSR

Remote Control System to PET, A General

Purpose BCD to Binary Routine, Convening

to Fat-40 PET.

November, 1981: SuperPet: A Preview,

Japanese Micros: A First Look, Introduction

to Binary Numbers, An Apple Primer, Page

Flipper for Apple, An Atari Database

System, A Program for Writing Programs on

the Atari, Atari Textplot, OSI Relocation,

The PET Speaks, Inversion Partitioning, A

Personal News Service on PET, Bits, Bytes,

and Basic Boole.

December, 1981: Saving Fuel $$ (Multiple

Computers: versions for Apple, PET, and

Atari), Unscramble Game (multiple

computers), Ma2e Generator (multiple

computers), Animating Applesoft Graphics,

A Simple Printer Interface for the Apple II,

A Simple Atari Wordprocessor, Adding

High Speed Vertical Positioning to Atari P/

M Graphics, OSI Supercursor, A Look At

SuperPET, Supermon for PET/CBM, PET

Mine Ma;e Game.

January, 1982: Invest (multiple computers).

Developing a Business Algorithm (multiple

computers), Apple Addresses, Lowercase

with Unmodified Apple, Cryptogram Game

for Atari, Superfont: Design Special

Character Sets on Atari, PET Repairs for

the Amateur, Micromon for PET, Self

modifying Programs in PET BASIC, Tiny-

mon: a VIC Monitor, Vic Color Tips, VIC

Memory Map, ZAP: A VIC Game.

February, 1982: Insurance Inventory

(multiple computers), Musical Transposition

(multiple computers), Multitasking

Emulator (multiple computers), Disassemble

Apple Programs from BASIC, Plotting

Polar Graphs on Apple, Atari P/M Graphics

Made Easy, Atari PILOT, Put A Rainbow

in your Atari, Marquee for PET, PET Disk

Disassembler, VIC Paddles and Keyboard,

VIC Timekeeping.

March, 1982: Word Hunt Game (multiple

computers), Infinite Precision Multiply

(multiple computers), Atari Concentration

Game, VIC Starfight Game, CBM BASIC

4.0 To Upgrade Conversion Kit, Apple

Addresses, VIC Maps, EPROM Reliability,

Atari Ghost Programming, Atari Machine

Language Sort, Random Music Composition

on PET, Comment Your Apple II Catalog.

April, 1982: Track Down Those Memory

Bugs (multiple computers), Shooting Stars

Game (multiple computers), Intelligent

Input Subroutines (multiple computers),

Ultracube for Atari, Customizing Apple's

Copy Program, Using PET/CBM In The

High School Physics Lab, Grading Exams

on a Microcomputer (multiple computers),

Atari Mailing List, Renumber VIC Programs

The Easy Way, Browsing the VIC Chip,

Disk Checkout for PET/CBM.

Back issues are $3.00 each or six for $15.00.

Price includes freight in the US. Outside the

US add $1.00 per magazine ordered for

surface postage. $3.00 per magazine for

air mail postage. All back issues subject to

availability.

In the Continental US call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
(In NC Call 919-275-9809)

Or write to COMPUTE! Back Issues, P.O.

Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403 USA.

Prepayment required in US funds.

MasterCard, Visa and American Express

accepted. North Carolina Residents add 4%

sales tax.



64K RAM for A1M-65 and SYM1 from
BYTE MICROSYSTEMS AT LAST, ENOUGH MEMORY TO GET THE JOB

DONE RIGHT! AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE!!

• EASY, PLUG-IN INSTALLATION

• NO SOLDERING REQUIRED

• APPEARSAS2 MEMOR Y BANKS,

EA CH 32K B YTES LONG

• OCCUPIES ADDRESS RANGE 0000-7FFF

• DESIGNED FOR COMPA TIBILITY WITH

ALL AIM AND SYM PROGRAMMING

LANGUAGES. AND WITH BYTE-DOS

AIM-65 DISK SYSTEM*

• ALL ADDRESS AND DATA LINES

FULLY BUFFERED

• USER UPGRADABLE TO ADD

PIGGYBACK COLOR VIDEO GRAPHICS

BOARD (SOON TO BE RELEASED)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$
399

OO

(Effective 9/1/82 will be $475,001

Includes assembled, tested board,

connector? and complete instructions.

Dealer inquiries invited.

BYTE MICROSYSTEMS

1*77ElKAAVfNUE SAN JOSE. C19S1W

BYTE-DOS $499 SYSTEM INCLUDES DISC CON
TROLLER CARD, TEAC FD-50A DISC DRIVE

SEND ME

Nam*

Oimpany

CitV

Telophnno

THE FULL

State

STORY!

zip :

D home |

— D work

AIH-65 is a trademark of Rockwell International
SYn-1 ia t trademark of Synartak Syatans Corp.

CAPUTE!:
Modifications Or

Corrections To

Previous Articles

Further Notes on "Fast Sort For PET/CBM"

The following information fromJim Russo will aid

in adapting the PET/CBM machine language sort
utility to work within a BASK! program. "Fast

Sort" appeared in COMPUTE!. May, 1982, #24,

pg. 160:

This routine operates on strings of equal length

which occupy contiguous memory locations. It

does not know about variable names or arrays. The

example given in the article uses Program 2 to

collect some data, and then Program 3 to read it, in

order, into a fresh string data space, without any

extra string variables. Both functions could be

done in the same program if the data was written

into an array as it was collected, and then the fol

lowing line was used to move the data into

a contiguous area at the beginning of string

memory:

FORI=0TOTN-1: AS(I)=A${I):NEXT

In a larger program with more than one array.

this same technique could be used to move each

array to the appropriate place when it was time for

it to be sorted.

Line 150 in Program 3 will fail for certain

values of length and number of records. A better

way to write it is:

150 AA=256*HA+LA+LN+2:POKE179,AA AND 255:PO

KE180,AA/256

The two extra bytes used in each string by

BASIC 4.0 are a pointer back to the variable data

area, where the string length and starting address

are stored. After a sort, these pointers are not

valid. No harm will be done as long as none ofthe

sorted strings is redefined by the program. If some of

the sorted strings are redefined by the program,

then a subsequent garbage collection will cause

chaos. To illustrate this, try adding the following

line to Program 3:

175 A$(1}="NEW STRING #1":X=FRE(0)

If there is enough room for two copies of the

array data in siring memory, then the following

two lines will fix the problem:

125 IF FRE(0) < 270+TN*(LN+2)THENPRINT"NO R

00M":ST0P

175 F0RI= 0 TO TN-1: A$(I)=A$(I): NEXT

Line 125 forces a garbage collection, and

makes sure there will be enough room for line I 75

to execute without causing another garbage collec

tion. Line 175 fixes the pointers by rewriting all of

the sorted strings. t
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Hayden Announces

Tetrad: A NewWay

To Play Tic-Tac-Toe

Tetrad is a game of strategy and

mental daring that enables a

player to match wits against a

computer. Based on the popular-

game of Tic-Tac-Toe, Tetrad

allows the tension to build be

tween Opponents as each tries to

get four X's or O's in a row in any

direction on any or all lour play

ing boards.

Tetrad has a board that

offers I(i squares on four' differ

ent levels. The additional squares

and boards allow 76 possible

winning combinations — nine

times more than conventional,

two-dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe.

Players can choose from

three levels: novice, intermediate

or professional. Colorful graphics

accompanied by unique sound

effects make Tetrad a new way to

play an old Favorite.

Tetrad is written by Philip

Hess and can be used on an

Apple II disk with 32K, 09809.

$19.95.

Hayden Hook Co., Inc.

50 Essex St.

RochelU Park, XJ 07662

Toll free (800)6 31 -0856

or NJ: (201)843-0550

Corvus Announces

Mass Storage And

Network Systems

For Atari 800

Corvus Systems, Inc. announced

the availability of Winchester

disk systems arrd the Corvus

Multiplexer local area network

for the Atari 800 microcomputer.

This announcement means that

Atari 800 owners can join micro

computer users who enjoy the

speed, reliability, and storage

capacity of Corvus 6, 1 1, arrd 20

megabyte disk systems. It also

means that, with the Corvus

Multiplexer local network. Atari

users can share mass storage as

well as printers and other expen

sive peripherals. Corvus will also

offer its Mirror backup system

which uses video (ape technology

for Winchester disk backup.

Prices of Corvus disk systems for

the Atari 800 start at $3,195

complete with interface and all

required software.

Corvus Systems, Inc.

2029 O'tnote Avenue
SanJose, CA 95131

(408)946-7700

Software Publisher

Releases P/SAT

Preparatory

Kdu-Ware has announced two

software tutorials for college-

bound students on mastering

vocabulary and deciphering new

words. PSAT Word Attack Skills
and SAT Word Attack Skills

prepare students specifically for

the "antonyms" portion of the

Scholastic Achievement Test.

PSAT and SAT Word Attack
Skills each contain two diskettes:

Prefixes and Roots. Vocabulary

words, selected for their frequent

appearance on the PSAT/SAT,

are grouped rrrto lessons (six per

diskette). In each lesson, students

first pinpoint a word's meaning

by selecting its synonym. The

word is then reviewed through

definition, sample sentences,

analysis of its components (root

and/or prefixes), and a test ques

tion. A timed test then prepares

students to function under

pressure.

PSAT Word Attack Skills

and SAT Word Attack Skills are

independent tutorials, yet can be

purchased and used together as a

comprehensive sequence. Both

systems are available for the

Apple II and II Plus computers.

VIC* OWNERS

TELEGAMES

BRINGS YOU MORE SOFTWARE:

BREAKAWAY - A breakout game

using paddles - $8.95

TARGET ZAP - Move man around
screen to hit randomly appearing

objects $8.95

HANGMAN - A fun and educational

game for all - $7.95

SUPER TREK Track down Klingons;

then destroy them (3K exps. req.) -

$9.99

LEARNING SERIES #1 - First of a
series of tapes and reference

material put together to help the

new computerist learn computing

the fun and easy way!! #1 $14.95

CANADIAN OR US FUNDS!!
Send check or M.O. to:

TELEGAMES
P.O. Box 152

Hampton, Ontario, Canada LOB 1J0

Write For

Free Catalog
"Trademark o(

Commodoie
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48K, DOS 3.3. Each two-disk

package retails for $49.00.

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 22222

Agoura, CA 9130!

Discover FORTH

Announced By

Osborne/

McGraw-Hill

Osborne/McGraw-Hill has re

leased a new book by Thorn

Hogan entitled Discover FORTH:

Learning and Programming (he

FORTH Language.

I Ins introduction to

F< )RTH, the computer language

of building blocks, is written in a

friendly, informal style. Begin

ners will find information on this

multi-faceted language and

instructions to guide their pro

gramming skills up to an inter

mediate level. More experienced

programmers can use Hogan's

book as a reference tool.

In the text, Hogan describes

FORTH syntax, specifically

applicable to both FORTH-79

and FIG-FORTH. Notes are

included on logical extensions

and alternatives to the current

standard FORTH syntax.

Discover FORTH provides a

history of the language and a

synthesis of material from pro

gramming manuals, independent

programmers, and publications

of the FORTH Interest Group.

Discover FORTH: Learning and

Programming the FORTH

Language

by Thorn Ilagan

$15.00 Paperback

250 pages

OsborneiMcGraw-Hill

630 Bancroft Way

Berkeley, CA 94710

To place an order call:

(415)548-2805.

Apple Announces

Price Drop For

Monitor III And

Apple II Stand

Apple Computer, Inc. announces

a price reduction for its Monitor

III video display, and introduces

A
ATARI ATARI

800 16K $665

80048K $799

400 16K $320

New Software for Atari

Temple of Apshai S 30

Apple Panic $ 23

Raster Blaster .S 23

Bug Attack $ 23

Bishops Square I 23

Graphics Master I 30

Dung Beetle S 23

Action Quest I 23

Crossfire S 23

Threshold S 30

Frogger 5 26
Computer Stocks & Bonds S 17

GunsolFori Defiance $ 17

Mousekaltack

K-Razy Shootout

Jawbreaker $ 23

Black Forest - - ■$ 20
Ghostly Manor $ 20

Tremendous Discounts on All ATARI

software from Adventure International.

Arcade Plus. ARTSCI. Automated Simu

lations, Avaton Hill, Broderbund, Budgeco.

Cavalier, Computer Magic, Crystal Com

puter. Datasott. Edu-Ware, Gebelli. Inno

vative. J.V. KByte, UK, On-line. Quality

Software. Spectrum Strategic Simulation,

Sublogic. United Software, Versa Com-

outmg. Visicorp.

The Computer Outlet is an

i associate of The Computer

Learning Center For Chil

dren. We t•—- urea. <ve aie eayeM& in

educational technology and can custom

ize educational software curriculums lor

school districts, individual schools, or lor

the child at home Please contact us

about your software and equipment re

quirements and feel tree to stop by our

school in Las Vegas.

We have one of the world's largest

educational software inventories leatur

ing our own Computer Learning Center'9
software

Ten Little Rooots (ATARI) S12.95

PreScnool Math (ATARI) $19.95

Funbunch(TRS-80) $15.95

Jack & Jill (TRS-80) $12.95

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

BMC 13" Color Monitor S309

TI99/4A Computer $325

Axlon Ramcram $142

HayesSmartmodem ..$229

Elephant Disks (box) s 22

SAVE UP TO 35% on Personal

and Business Computers, Peri

pherals and software Irom these

leading manufacturers:

Computers — Altos, Commodore.

Dynabyte. Televideo, Texas Instruments.

Xerox.

Modems — Hayes. Lexicon. Livermore,

Notation.

Monitors — Amdek. BMC, NEC, Sanyo.

Printers — Anadex, Diablo. Epson,

MEC. Okidaia, CITOH, QLJME. Texas In

struments.

Miscellaneous — Axlon. Sorge Sentry.

The absolute lowest prices on all Apple

Sottware from Adventure International.

Astar, Artsci, Automated Simulations,

Avalon Hill, Avant-Garde. Beagle Bros-,

Bez. Broderbund. Budgeco, California

Pacific, Cavalier Computer. Continental

software. Damn, Datamost, Datasoft,

Delta Software, Denver Software. F.DJ-

Ware. Gebelli, Hayden, Highlands Com

puter, Howard Software, Inlocom, Innova

tive Design, ISM. IUS, LJK, Micro Lab.

Micro Pro. Microsoft. Muse, On-Line, Pic

cadilly. Phoenix. Software, Quality Soft

ware. Riverbank. Sensible, Sentient,

Sierra. Sirius, Sir-Tech, Softape, Stone

ware, Strategic Simulations, Suotogic,

Synergistic, Turnley, United Software.

Versa Computing, Vide*. Visicorp, etc.

YOUR ONE STOP MARKETPLACE

FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS.

If not listed, please ask.

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level

1095 E. Twain - (702) 796-0296

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free 800-634-6766
We accept Major Credit Cards

t

Qz commodore

VIC20 ...$249

VIC Software

Avenger $ 23

Superslot I 23

Super Alien 5 23

Jupiter Lander S 23

Draw Poker $ 23

Midnight Drive $23

Startleet Orion S 19

Morloc's Tower S 16

Dragon's Eye S 19

Spiders ol Mars $ 42

Robol Blasters S 30

MeteorRun S 42

Blastoids . S 15

Amok $ 15

Alien Blitz S 19

Skymath $ 12

Space Division $ t2

Long Division I 12

Gobbler S 19

The Alien $ 19

Invader Fall S 17

Stars Wars $ 14

LaserWaf S 15

Dragon Maze I 14

Space Intruders $ 16
Computer Stocks & Bonds $ 13

Guns ot Fort Deliance S 16

AMI Apple Disk Drives

40Track $345

80 Track $399
For Fast Delivery, send certified or

cashier checks, money orders, or direct

bank wire transfers. Personal checks

allow 2 to 3 weeks to clear. 25% deposit

on all C.O.D.'s. Prices are mail order only

and are subject to change. Shipping-Soft

ware {$2.00 Minimum), hardware call.

Nevada Residents all sales tax. Foreign

inquiries invited — add 75% lor shipping.



a stand which permits easy use of

the Monitor III with the Apple II

personal computer.

The suggested retail price of

the Monitor III is now $249.00, a

22% reduction, and applies to

both white and green phosphor

versions. The new pricing

reduces the total system cost

for both the Apple II and the

Apple III.

The Apple II Stand is de

signed to the exact width of the

Monitor III to allow aesthetic

integration into the Apple II

system. The stand permits easy

accessibility to the back of the

Apple II. The suggested retail

price is $29.95.

Apple Computer

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 950H

Commodore V'C 20 "sse $68

Comrt1Ond°o e 211 super expander .552

vis*
inuc*

67'Teed Drwe_

Micra

BEST PRICES

VIC-20 $248
5 VIC Programs $19.95
States & Capitols, Jackpot,

CountriesS Capitols, Blackjack,

and Hangman.

COMMODORE EQUIPMENT

VIC Printer

VIC Disk

PET 4016

PET 4032

CBM 8032

Super PET

Datasette

Single Disk

4040 Disk

8050 Disk

4022 Printer

8023P Printer

8300P Daisy Printer

Xerox 820

Atari 400

Atari 800

Atari Disk

Box of 10 Elephant Diskettes

No. 1 S.S. S.D. Soft Sector

Anadex 9501 Printer

200CPS Matrix-Graphics

Smith Corona Daisy Printer

Letter Quality, Parallel orSerial

Comet I. 124CPS Matrix Printer

Bidir. Parallel orSerl-Lmtd Qty

Epson MX70

Epson MX80

Epson MX80FT

$ 320

$ 467

$ 789

$ 952

$1087

$1636

S 63

$ 541

$ 983

$1333

$ 613

$ 768

$1732

$2447

$ 347

$ 697

$ 447

$ 21

$1197

$ 787

S 302

$ 344

$ 444

$ 547

Other Brands Carried: NEC, ALTOS, NORTH

STAR, DIABLO, QUME OKIDATA, TELE-

VIDEO, AMDEK, MAXELL, SCOTCH, DY-

SAN. CITOH, ZENITH and More.

A*k For Catalog: Specify Commodore. Atari. Apple,

North Star, or Peripherals.

ICS Micro Wholesale
276 N. University, P.O. Box 1243

Provo, Utah 84603 (801)373-2901

Prices are lor prepayment by certified check. add3% lor

Bank Cards. Personal checks accepted, but will delay

shipment. When possible, all items shipped UPS. freight

collect. Alt sales subject lo availability and stock.
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Sybex Releases

Book For

Business Managers

Executive Planning with BASIC by

X. T. Bui has just been released

by Sybex. With this book, the

business manager will learn to

use a personal computer to ac

celerate decision-making and

planning methods.

Up-to-date BASIC decision

model computer programs for

business management are pre

sented including: Cost/Volume/

Profit, Linear Programming,

Inventory Management, Critical

Path Analysis and PERT, Expo

nential Smoothing, Linear and

Multi-Linear Regression, Finan

cial Ratio Analysis, Discounted

Cash Flow, Portfolio Manage

ment and more.

The development, rationale

and proper use of each decision

model is carefully outlined. True-

to-life application examples are

provided and problems are fol

lowed up and solved in sample

runs of the programs. Three

appendices complete the text: a

summary of BASIC instructions;

a collection of subroutines for

matrix Algebra: and a summary

of the most important business

statistics tools along with BASIC

programs that perform these

algorithms.

Executive Planning With BASIC!

byX.T. Bui

$12.95

Ref. B380 ISBN: 0-89588-083-0

Sybex

2344 Sixth Street

Berkeley, CA 94710

(415)848-8233

P.O. Box 7498

Menlo Park, CA 94025

(415)966-1545

BIZCOMP

Intelligent Modem

From BIZCOMP

BIZCOMP Corporation announces

the immediate availability of

Model 1012, a microprocessor-

based 1200/300 baud Intelligent

Modem. The 1012 features full

Bell 212A compatibility and

BIZCOMFs keyboard dialing.

An integral serial auto-dialer

allows keyboard dialing while the

low-power, LSI circuit design

gives reliable, cool running oper

ation. A Thompson pre-fiher

assures excellent data integrity.

The built-in microprocessor

provides a full complement of

powerful commands for control

ling dialing, auto-answer, self

testing and programming modem

parameters.

Front panel controls have

been ergonometrically designed

for efficient and simple use by

nontechnical office personnel.

The 1012 is fully FCC registered

for direct connection and is

packaged in a stylish, low-profile

injection enclosure which may

be used as a base for a desk

telephone.

Applications include remote

datastations, store-and-forward

electronic mail, computer-

computer file transfers and

automatic polling of unattended

locations.

Inquiries Manager

BIZCOMP Corporation

EPYX Releases

Exciting New Quest

Game For The Atari

EPYX has released King Arthur's

Heir, a new fantasy quest game

for the Atari 400/800 home

computer.

In this legendary realm, the

player serves at the King's right

hand. Arthur, King of the Bri

tons, has named him heir to the

throne.

But the player must prove

himself worthy to hold the crown

of Camelot. Arthur commands

that he shall go in quest of the

treasured Scroll of Truth, hidden

by the great wizard, Merlin.

By moving his joystick, Lhc

player's computer displays, in

full color graphics, the magical

world of Camelot and its mystical

surroundings.

Being faithful to the Crown,

the player accepts the royal com

mand to retrieve the scroll. Merlin

forewarns him of mysterious

places, gruesome creatures, evil

forces and magical objects that

enter his quest at every turn.

Defying all perils, the player

journeys through an ominous

forest, a supernatural castle,

treacherous caves and magical

cities — a few of the seven types of

realms that entice him. Some

hold necessary supplies and even

treasures, but in others he is

surrounded by evil.

The player must do all in his

power to ward off dragons, bar

gain with wizards, and subdue

the devil himself, as more than

these will try to waylay him in his

quest.

But, amazing treasures will

spur him on. A staff thai ema

nates the most powerful of magic

and a ring with supernatural

powers are among the wonders

the player may find.



THE MONKEY WRENCH FOR ATARI

$49.95

A BASICand machine language

programmers aid for BOO users.

Plugs into right slot and works

with ATARI BASIC. Adds 9 new

direct mode commands in

cluding auto line numbering,

delete lines, change margins,

memory test, renumber BASIC,

hex/dec conversion, cursor ex

change, and machine language

monitor.

The monitor contains 15 commands used to interact with

the 6502. Some 3re display memory/registers, disassem

ble, hunt, compare, hex/dec convert, transfer memory, and

printer se: clear. Uses screen editing.

CASSETTE BASED MACRO

^ ASSEMBLER/EDITOR

'The Compatible Assembler/Editor"

• Macros, Conditional Assembly, String search and/or

replace, standard mnemonics, (Ex: LDA (LABLE), Y)

• Long labels, MOVE, COPY, AUTO, DELETE, PUT, GET, etc

EPROMS - HIGH DUALITY, NOT JUNK

Use with PET, APPLE, ATARI, SYM, AIM, etc. 450 ns. S6.50

for 2716, SI2.50 for 2532.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

FOR PET AND ATARI COMPUTERS

The BRANDING IRON is an EPRDM programmer especially

designed for PET and ATARI computers. Programs 2716

and 2532 type EPROMs. The PET version plugs into the

cassette and I/O port and comes with software which adds

the programmer commands to the PET monitor. The

ATARI version plugs into controller jacks and comes with

a full fledged machine language monitor which provides

30 commands for interacting with the computer and the

BRANDING IRON.

PET-S75.D0 ATARI-S119.95

5% INCH SOFT

SECTORED DISKETTES

Highest quality. We use them on

our PETs, APPLEs, ATARIs, and other

computers. S22.50/1D or $44.50/20

PET TERMINAL SOFTWARE

A buy you RS-232 users can't pass-up. Includes

RS-232 hardware with a sophisticated software

package. May be controlled via keyboard or from

BASIC. A super buy. $129.95

STARWRITER F 10 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

PARALLEL - $1495, RS-232 - $1680, TRACTORS - $210

SIGNALMAN MARK I DIRECT CONNECT

MODEM - $89.50

Standard 300-baud, full duplex,

answer/originate. Powered by

long lasting 3-wolt battery (not

included). Cable and RS-232

connector included.

MAE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

FOR PET, APPLE, ATARI $]6

"The Compatible Assembler"

• Professional system for development of Machine Lan

guage Programs. 31 Characters per label.

• Macro AssemblerfText Editor for Disk-based systems.

• Includes Wofd Processor for preparation of Manuals, etc

• Standard Mnemonics - Ex.: LDA (LABEL), Y

• Conditional Assembly, Interactive Assembly.

• Editor has string search/search and replace, auto line

numbering, move, copy, delete, uc/lc capability.

• Relocating Loader to relocate object modules.

• Designed with Human Factors Considerations.

BEFORE YOU BUY THAT OFF-BRAND ASSEMBLER,

WHITE FOR OUR FREE DETAILED SPEC SHEET.

FLASH!1 EHS Ktntgcment his decided

to allow (50.00 credit to ASM/TED
owners 1*10 want to upgrade to MAE.

To gel this credit, return ASM/TED

Mnual with order for HAE.

3239 Linda Dr.

Winston-Salem,N.C. 27106

(919)924-2889 (919)748-8446

Send for free catalog!
i MasterCard

Olympic
Sales
f* SERVING YOU SINCE 1947

Company
CABLE:"OLYRAV" LSA

Main Showroom & Offices:
21 6 So. Oxford Avenue

(P. O. Box 74545)
Los Angeles, CA 90004

Telex: 67 34 77

WE HONOR VISA

and MASTERCHARGE

vrsA

ORDER DESKS

open 6 days a week!

7:00 am to 7:00 pm Mon- Sat

Order Desks: (213)739-1130

TOLL-FREE TOLL-FREE
(outside Calif.) (within Calif.)

800421-8045 800-252-2153
Pficei ihown ire (or mail oi phone orJiri;

Wilk-in s

Goods subject to availability;
OSC will meet or beat almost
any advertised price as long as
the competition has the goods

on hand; not responsible for
typographical errors; prices &

specifications subject to change
without notice; this ad supercedes

all previous ads; min shpg & hndlg
$5.95;Send $2 for 112 pg catalog

HEWLETT

PACKARD!.
Ill' 07 $1335 00 I
32K Bytei standard \

82907A 32KMem. mod. 239.00
B2908A B4K Mem. mod. 337.00

B2909A 128KMem.mDd. 537.00

HP-BSA Computer $19B5.uQ
HP-125 Computer iggs DO
HP-41 C Prog. «c«ntifie mOQ
HP-41 CV Prog, icientific 248.00
HP-41 Card reidei 169JW
HP41 Printer 297 00
HP-41 Optical wand 99 00

821Q6A 41C Memory module 2g!oO
S2170A 41C fluid mem. mod B4 00
82160A HPIL.nierfice 109.00
B2151A Cauette drive 437 00
B2162A HPIL printer 397'00
HP-97 ftoo. KMn/pnnttf 584 00

HP-GT Hand held lulry prog 309 95
HP32E Scientific 58.95
HP-33C Prog, tclerttific 93.95
HP34C Adv. prog, scientific 114.00
HP-37E Buiinns 7735

HP-38C Prog, financial 119.00
HP-11C Prog, teitnliric 114.00

HP-12C Prog, (mine a I 127,00
82905A 1mp«el printer E19 00
!290tM 5'i"dualdrrve 159900

9895A 8" dual Iiive 4499.00
2531B Impact printer 2999.00
2601A Ltttirqual.pu. 2999 00
85-15001 ftiiiun* RDM 124.00
85-15002 Plot/print ROM 124 00

1515003 I/O H0M 23900
B5I5OO4 Matrix ROM 12400

15-15005 Ad., orog. ROM 124*00
85-15007 AntmbltrROM 239.00
I2903A IGKrmm. module 1G9 00

82937A HP-IB inlerfKt 32B 00
I2939A Str 11] interface 33s 00

S2940A GP1O i,i:« fits (Ofj DO

82941A BCD interftca 40B 00
I2949A Parallel pir. int. 233 00
HP-7470A Hi.M(ri cohir 1269.00

^}rphc pftr w/intrfc

NewTI-99/4A-4BKRAM

100% Tl parts Wr/Extended Basic
or TILOGO Re:$1300 y/C.$S689.95

White supply lasts

CLOSE-OUT on printers
PAPER TIGERbv I DS
•*HHi M,n,l Du'Coil W,Stll

WG 1QM.O0 73100 699.15
44S G 894.00 539.00 579.95
US 795.00 55G.O0 53G.H

CENTRONICS
539 I 395.00 550.00 550.00
737 895.00 610.00 4n.K>

Texas Instruments
HomeComputer

299K
' color monitor higti ret

32K memoTv module
Extended Bitic

SpMch ivntheiizei

Disk memorY diive
Telephone coupler (modem

Pnntei fiolid lUta)

Tl LOGO

RETAIL iDulCo.'

374.95 339.9S
393.95 314.95
100.00 75.00

149.95 129.95

499.95 394.95
224.95 189.95
399.96 319.95

250.00 99.95

SANYO MONITORS

iifh rnolulron. n»mbc 0

VH4W9 9"B&W
VkHZIfi ■; " :. ,;■■..

OM5109 .-'>■■■

□WtO12 ■.:-,.■<
CW3H- ■:■■■■

OMCS01313" Color, hi nui!>i

DMCE11313" Color RGShu
DM2012 ■'-.-..; ■; :\ ,;

0M211I (NEW! ■:.--.-

F'«WJL<CUlt3ftKi: S*.1Y3

flfrjr1 Can

190.C0 159.95
M9D0 1I9 9S
200 CO 169 SS

liOGOIH.H

260C0 2W.9S

*T0C0»9.9S

9SS 00 799.95

179.00 139.95

193.00 159.15

ST commodore
5K Personal Computei HIVlU

(Expindt to 32K) Wo(kf with any TV!

Reta:i:S300.00 Your SPECIAL Cast S259.95

FREE with pjrch of VIC-20 one S49.50 LCD Pen Watch!
Commodore Datasctte Recoider

for VIC-20 Your Cost:$6B.95 We orry all peripherali,

software & tcceu.lor the VIC-20 (we will beat any price!)

ATARI" in stock

COMPUTERS
FOH ATARI 400 & 800-

GHOST HUNTER (similar to Pac-Man)

Disk $34.95 Casteite C9.35
Model

BOO 16K

BOO 48K
BOO 1BIIK

ou on

1080.C0&89.9S
1280 00 789.95

810 Diik drive

Atari VitiCalc
825 Impact Ptr

—ATARI 4001

1299.95
600.00 469.95
200.00 169.95
1000.00 779.95

Personal

Computer

System

SUPER SPECIAL -ATARI 400 (1GK)

Reia.l SS95 00 Your Cosi $299 95
400 Ling urd opl. 149.95

ATARI
S?7bOO

Aun'i game cartridge

Pac man $27.95

Epson
-L PRINTERS

WX70

MXM vntti ffifirai

MXIDfT - -

MX100
539.M

749.D0
95 00

wna

•NtELliViSiON

S22995
Itrnl S325 00

animated TVgamei

I D S Prism Printers—

& Software for Apple Computers'
'call for our LOW. LOWprices!
Immediate delivery- fi,a,, ^
132 column {color) 1995.00 1795.00
80 column (B & W) 1196.00 999.00

^,1,., »,,,,i:,

Modil Dtu-ripiian „„„, J*^

100 1Z"B/W, 12MHi 180 00 143 00
300 G 12" Green. 18 MHi 269.00 199 DO
Color I 13" Color, NTSC ramp, input^udio imp & tpkr499 00 359 DO
Color II 13" Color,RGB input.hi retgnphin, ipkr 1235.00 799.00
Color [tl 13" Color, RGB 240 line renlution 699 00 459 00
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He may discover a magnifi

cent ark, which acts in his favor

if, and only if, lie lias certain

magic in his possession.

If he uses his powers wisely,

they will hasten his quest and

safely return him to Camelot and

the Crown.

King Arthur's Heir is avail

able now on disk for the Atari

400/800 (32K) with joystick con

troller. The suggested retail price

is $29.95.

EPYX

P.O.Box4247

Mountain View,CA 94040

Microcomputer

Index To Go

Online With Dialog

Microcomputer Information

Services, publishers of Micro

computer Index, has announced

the availability of Microcomputer

Index on the Dialog Information

Retrieval Service. The index will

articles from 32 periodical

sources including: BYTE, In-

foWorld, Interface Age, Creative

Computing and COMPUTE!. The

information covered includes

microcomputer articles, software

reviews, hardware reviews, book

reviews, new product descriptions

and more.

Each citation contains an

abstract describing the article,

complete bibliographic informa

tion and assigned descriptors.

The printed version of Micro

computer Index, whfich is pub

lished quarterly, is $30 per year.

For additional information,

contact:

,\ ficrocomputer Index

2464 El Cumino Real, Suite 247

Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408)984-1097

Dialog Information Services

3460 HUlview Avenue

Pah Alto, CA 94304

(415)858-3735

begin online service with over

10,000 citations during the

summer of 1982.

Microcomputer Index,

which is also available in a printed

version, began publication in

1980. The index is a subject and

abstract guide to microcomputer

Disk-O-Mate For

CBM Disk Drives

Optimized Data Systems an

nounces the PH-003 Disk-O-Mate

for Commodore 2040/4040 disk

drives. With Disk-O-Mate the

user now has write protect

switches/indicators for each

drive, a power ON indicator and

audible error beeper. The case

of write protecting drives by

swiLch versus diskette labels

encourages good operating pro

cedure to prevent accidentally

erased files. The power indicator

and error beeper provide valu

able disk unit status to the

operator.

All switches and indicators

are mounted in a small (2"x3"x 1")

control box that may be placed

on the disk unit or near the com

puter. The control box connects

by cable lo a circuit board which

"piggybacks" onto a 2040/4040

internal connector. Installation

invokes simple reconneciion oi

internal disk unit cables, which

can be accomplished without

special tools or skills or any

soldering. lull instructions are

provided.

Disk-O-Mate is shipped Fully

assembled and tested. Price is in

the $70-$80 range.

Optimized Data Systems

P.O. Box 595

Placentia, CA 92670

(714)966-3201

Educational Game

Drill From School

Courseware

Journal

Students of any age may now

begin to find the typewriter and

computer keys by touch and

without looking, in a new educa

tionally designed game drill by

School Courseware Journal

(previously CorseWare

Magazine).

"TYPING" presents on the

screen the names of the keys for

a single typewriter row. This

presentation encourages learners

to keep their eyes away from

their fingers. As the user re

sponds lo letter or character cues

correctly, the key names begin to

disappear from the screen. If a



SMITH-CORONA
TP-I

$699
Letter Quality

Daisy Wheel

12CPS
Low Cost Text

Printer

OTHER GREAT

PRINTER VALUES
NEC 8023 W79

NEC 7710 $2299

OkidalaS2 $479

OkWa!»B3 J719

Epson MX80 $429

Epson MX80FT $519

Epson 100 659

Diablo 630 S1975

Citoh Prowriter $479

CBMJDIsblo Special S1649

Trendcom 100 $269

Centronics 739-1 $479

Centronics 739-111 $579

computer mail order
east

800-233-8950
In Pa. Call {717) 327-9575

477 E. Third St.

Willtamsport, PA 17701

west

800648-3311
In Nev. Call (702) 588-5654

P.O. Box 6689

Stateline, NV 89449

ATARI

CN

CN
■

800 <l6K> 649
400 (16 K) 319

410 Recorder 74

810 Disk Drive 439

822 Printer (THERMAL) 269

825 Printer(80COLUMN) 589

830 Modem 149

850 Interface 164

853 Memory(i6K) 79

ATARI SOFTWARE

4002

4003

4006
4007

4008
40O9

4011
4012

4013

BASIC CARTRIDGE

ASSEMBLER EDIT

SUPER BREAKOUT
MUSIC COMPOSER

SPACE INVADERS

COMPUTER CHESS
STAR RAIDERS

MISSILE COMMAND

ASTEROIDS

45
45

33
45
33

33

37

33

33

483

484

404

405
4106

4117

3126

8121

813

THE PROGRAMMER
THE COMMUNICATOR

WORD PROCESSOR

PILOT (EDUC)
PROGRAMMING 2

PROGRAMMING 3
MICROSOFT BASIC

MACRO ASSEM4EDIT

CAVERNS OF MARS

52
299

110

99

21

21
66

66
29

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

COSMIC COMPUTERS
228 N. PROSPECTORS RD.

DIAMOND BAR, CA.

9]765

OPEN 7 DAYS
8am- 9pm

UNLIMITED

SHIPPING EXTRA S2 MINIMUM

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD TAX

(714)861-1265

Computer Products

Tara Computer Products
'Mr\H Southwestern Blvd.

Orchard Park, NV 14127
(7161662-7219

I ara Computer Products
1655 Sismet Rd., Unii 30

Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L4W IZ4

(416)624-5655

Introductory

offer $19900

us

PLUS
SI HIM

put an end to your

memory expansion

problems:

With the only logical choice for 48K.

memory expansion of the Atari 400.

Upgrade with the new Tara Computer

48K RAM card for the 400.

Features:

• Easy installation.

• Cooler, less power hungry operation

compared to standard 16K or 32K

products.

• Uses state-of-the-art fi4K Dynamic

RAMs.

• Extends 400 useable memory to 48K.

• Allows higher performance 800 soft

ware to be run on your 400.

• Quality construction with gold edge

connector.

• Allows lor disk operation.

Increase the performance of your

personal system efficiently and econo
mically with the new Tara Computer

48K RAM card. Available direct from

Tara Computer or from select dealers.

ING

(Dealers' Inquiries Welcome).
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cue is missed, the key name will

reappear to help the user. The

object of the drill is to make all

the key names disappear from

the screen. A summary of speed,

accuracy and score is presented

at the end of each game with the

previous besl speed, accuracy

and score also displayed.

Students are encouraged to

double the amount of their drill

by the question DO YOU WISH

TO TRY TO BEAT YOUR

SCORE?

Volume 2, Number's of

School Courseware Journal,

which includes the two programs

"TYPING"and "SIGN DRILL,"

costs $15.95 for the cassette

version of the two programs (and

$6.50 for each program when

included in a school year subscrip

tion). The programs are available

on cassette or diskette for the

Apple II L6K.TRS-80 l6K,and

PET 8K microcomputers.

For a free catalog:

School CourseWare Journal

■I91V.X. Millbrook, Suite 222R

Fresno. CA 93726

Data Perfect Atari

From UK

l.JK Enterprises, Inc. announced

the release of its newest program

Data Perfect Atari, for the Atari

400 and S00 computer. Written

in machine language, Data Per

fect requires no disk swapping,

and is fully interactive with LJK

Word Processor, Lefler Perfect.

This user friendly program

allows the operator to design his

own screen mask. The single-load

program, which is menu driven.

lias incorporated into it a utilities

section, as well as a report gener

ator and a mailing label gener

ator. Multiple searches and sons

are allowed. Complete formula

operations, as well as mathemati

cal operations, may be performed

on and between fields. The pro

gram supports one or two disk

drives, and requires a minimum

of 32K memory. Use with any

parallel printer is allowed. The

introductory cost for the program

is $99.95.

LJK Enterprises, Inc.

P.O. Box 10827

SI. Louis. MO 63129

1314)846-612-1

Improved Version

Of DOS For

Atari 800

This command-driven K-DOS is

completely compatible with the

Atari 2.OS and other related

software. In addition, K-DOS

supports the Atari 850 handler

which allows the use of printers

and modems.

K-DOS features: a machine

language monitor which allows

commands.

The 40-page. K-DOS in

struction handbook, with disk

attached, is easy-to-read and

designed to acquaint program

mers with all of the K-DOS fea

tures, and will give personal

computer buffs greater reliability,

flexibility and control. The hand-

hook is divided into live indi

vidual sections for quick refer

ence and also contains a pocket

Command Summary Card.

For additional details and

price information on K-DOS and

the K-DOS Handbook, please

contact:

John Mathies

K-HYTE

1705 Austin. P.O. Box 456

Trow Michigan 48099

{313)524-9878

examination and alteration of

memory in hexadecimal and

displays ATASGII representa

tion: interception of the break

instruction does not crash the

system, but takes the user back

into K-DOS; new, powerful

commands reserve and erase

memory and may be executed

when the BASIC: or Assembler

cartridge is in control; K-DOS

allows tlie user to create his own

New VIC-20

Program By RAK

Electronics

Budget II -a new home budget

program that maintains a full

calendar year's budget data on

tape for review and update. The

data requires input of each

month's NET INCOME and 16

budget categories. After all of



DISCOUNT
SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

APPLE-
YOUR

LIST PRICE ATARI-
YOUR

LIST PRICE TRS-80*
YOUR

LIST PRICE CP/M°
YOUR

LIST PRICE

David s Midnight Magn

TITS ArciOf Mactiin*

TtKkAlilCI

DOS Bon

Raiicr Blaster

Mo'ijan V

CutM vVoltenslem

BuWfTwU II

Proooer

Mous'Jltai:"

GOIQO"

JsllyfllH

JOypo'l

v,s.c»ic3 3

Viiil'erraiVisiclot

"91

29 95

24 00

M9S

74 96

150 00

3195

34 91

3*91

3965

29 94

'194

29 94

124 00

240 00

300 00

29 95

* 25OU

33 00

199 00

240 00

D Tmi W

□ Apol«

□ Milen

D = Disk T a CaS3ette C - Cartridge

STROM aa
Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 197

Plymouth, Ml 48170

{313)455-8022

Phone orders accepted 4 p m - 7 p.m. EST

M It. d)

•«•■ Id)

v (a. ti

irtJs Id)

inlc (d)

Hicsra (d)

Oil on (d. II

4995

MM

29 95

29 OS

29M

99 05

29.95

29 95

24 95

250 00

29 95

24 94

39 94

39 96

33 00

34 00

24 00

21.00

21.00

21.00

75.00

21.00

21.00

IS 00

19500

21.00

18.00

29 00

29.00

D Allan Armadllll

'! So tee Rocks ill

□ SKI Scout Id)

□ Lunar Lander <0i

I I Eliminator 101

I I Mljillo Attach III

□ pi an atoms Mu

& Cnomp (d)

G Rascueat Rigal

□ Moilocs To.tr {

D Invasion Ononlt

□ Computw Stoch!

■no Bonds II)

["] Suwr No<» Ifli

Da ta CtT

I 14.95

1S.9S

20.94

2095

19.95

1495

14 95

29 94

29.95

19 95

24 95

IB 00

19 96

1595

1494

MANY MORE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

WHITE OR CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

Address.

City

Slalo -Zip—

Ml Residents add 4% Tax

1.00

B.0O

7.00

7.00

900

100

1.00

22.00

22.00

■8.00

am

2.00

6.00

2.00

- Condor III

D Quick &cr**n

: Woidalar

D tUlcSlar

□ B.ilc M

D CPTM. TH&BOMoO II

□ Spallalii

□ Tan Wrlta

□ Suisii

Q BSTAM

1700.00

999 00

149 00

495-00

295.00

3*000

1&5 00

294 00

KO.OO

125.00

484 00

200 00

525 00

717.00

124 00

307 00

180 00

249 00

178 00

212 00

150.00

100.00

357 00

144 00

SPECIALS
Zenith Green Screen

Monitor

Verbatim 5W inch

disks

Alan Joysticks

1120.00

26.00

Box or 10

8.00

each

Include System Requirements With Orde'

Payment Enclosed . ] C.O.D. Add S5.1

; : Visa . Mastercard

# Exp. Dale

Signature

Add $2.00 Shipping

MTGTEsHNICALSALES

ATARI SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

ATARI 800 w48K

810 DISK DRIVE

850 INTERFACE

EPSON MX-80 OR

C.ITOH8510

PRINTERS CABLE

REG $1957

now $1849

ATARI

800

$679

A
ATARI

ATARI

400

$329

ATARI 80016K

w48K

ATARI 40016K

810 DISK DRIVE

410 PROG REC

850 INTERFACE

820 IMPCT PRINT
822 THERM PRINT
825 80 CL PRINT

830 MODEM

16K RAM MODULE
32K RAM MODULE
48K RAM MODULE

679

789

329

449

84

189

264

264

629
134

84

125

249

PASCAL AVAILABLE

REQUIRES 2 810
DISKDRIVES

M'SOFT BASIC 69

AXLONRAMDISK 429
VISICALC 159
ATARI WORD PRO 119
PER FINN MNGMT 59

ASSEMBLER/ED. 47
STAR RAIDERS 42
CAVERNS OF MARS 32
PAC-MAN (CART) 35

VOTRAJQ
VOU R£ TALKING -

$329
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-343-0854

In MA (617) 969-1790

data
systems

Z-89 w48K 2075

with 5 1/4 DISK DRIVE 2295
Z-90 w 64K 2295

with 5 1 4 DISK DRIVE 2549

Z-47 8" DUAL DISK DRIVE 2995
SUPERCALC 225

Commodore
UIC=20

OUR LOW

PRICE $249
DATASETTE 67

1540 DISK 525

EXPANSION MODULE 145

1515 PRINTER 345

8K MEMORY 52

SUPER EXPANDER 59

PROGRAMMER'S AID 52
VIC AVENGER 25

INTRO TO BASIC 21

CALL FOR VIC-20

SOFTWARE

DISCOUNT PRICES

MTG Technical Sales

281 Needham St., Newton, MA 02164

Out Of State 800-343-0854 - In MA 617-969-1790

Do not send cash. Personal checks take 2 weeks to clear. Add 4% lor

MasterCard and VISA. 20% deposit required for COD. UPS charges

added. We cannot ship to P.O. Box. All prices subject to change
without notice. Delivery subject to availability. In-store prices may
vary. Not responsible for typographical errors.

IN STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HOURS

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF MICROCOMPUTER AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES CALL FOR PRICES
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the month's data is input, the

data is saved via subroutine on

the Budget II Data Tape which is

included. The data can be re

loaded from the Data Tape at

any later time for review or up

date. Budget II can display each

month's data in dollar amounts,

percentages and color bargraph.

In addition to the 12 months.

Budget II can display the toial

year amounts and the monthly

average of the months with data

entered.

Following are the routines

available from the Menu of

Budget II:

1. INPUT NEW DATA: Allows
input of new budget daia of each

of the 12 months in 16 budget

categories.

2. LOAD DATA TAPE: allows

the Loading of budget data from

the Budget II Data Tape.

3. CREATE NEW DATA TAPE:

allows the saving of budget data

on the Budget II Data Tape after

inputting NEW DATA from I

above.

4. VIEW DATA: allows the

display of the selected month's

budget data in dollar amounts,

percentages and color bargraph

for the 16 btidget categories.

5. PRINT (YEAR) BUDGET:

Using an optional printer, pro

vides primed copy of each month,

total year and average month

budget data.

Budget II can be used each

month io add the amounts of

that month's budget daia and can

be saved over again on the Data

Tape. At the completion of the

year, a new year can be saved on

a new DataTape allowing multiple

years' files to be maintained.

Budget II requires the VIC-

20. VIC-1530 Datasette and the

VIC-1110 8K Memory Expander.

Budget II including documenta

tion and Budget II Data Tape

sells for $9.95.

VIC. FILE is a multi-purpose

cassette based Hie system for

VIC. Commands include LOAD,

SAVE, PRINT. ADD, CHANGE,

SORT, DELETE, and more.

Expands to available memory

automatically. Allows printer

option. Includes manual and

data cassette. Requires minimum

of 3K expansion with your VIC

computer. $9.95.

WASRECORD.au Am

ateur Radio program, main

tains your Worked AH States

record for HAM Radio with a

need/worked/con firmed status

and the call of the station worked

for each state. Summary of

worked and confirmed totals and

printed routine. Requires a VIC

and 3K memory expander and is

available on cassette tape for

$6.95.

RAK Elrclronw*

P.O.Box 1585

Orange Park, FL 32073

Plug In BCD For

Apple And PET

Computers

Ocean Instrumentation Consul

tants announces a low cost, gen

eral purpose. BCD interface

module for Apple II and Com

modore computers, Designed for

the research laboratory require

ment, this unit provides an instant

interface to most O.E.M. lab

instruments from digital volt

meters to mass spectrometers. In

operation, up to eight digits of

BCD plus status information,

such as sign, "off scale," etc., may

be directly entered as a BASIC

variable. At present, applications

include use with ORION 701A

and CORNING 112 pH meters,

HI AC particle counters, and

MICROMASS mass spectrome

ter. The standard package comes

with interface cable, user

specified plug and diskette con

taining machine language sub

routines and a demonstration

program. The input is expand

able to 16 digits and Lhe unit may

also be purchased with user

specific software, tailored for

special needs. $250.

Ocean Instrumentation Consultants

586 Kingstown Road

Peacedale, Ri 02882

New Education

Microcomputer

Literature From

Commodore

A new informational brochure is

availble from Commodore Busi

ness Machines Limited. Scar

borough, Ontario to maximize

the understanding of Commo

dore microcomputer capabilities

in the educational field.

The brochure, entitled "The

Educational Experience." covers

all aspects of Commodore pro

ducts as they apply to education.

Included are descriptions of the

four Commodore product lines,

available education grants, edu

cational software capabilities and

oilier features. The service re

cords are also described, as well

as the intelligent peripherals, the

lull product line compatibility,

the local support in the form of

materials and dealers, and the

networking capability of Com

modore equipment.

For further information:

Ian Kennedy

Market Support Manager

Commodore Business Machines

Limited

3370 Pharmacy Avenue

Agineourt, Ontario

M1W2K4

(416)499-4292



SOFTWARE STREET

PRESENTS

32 K ATARI DISK

$34.95

800 Computer 16K S639.00

410 Recorder $79.00

850 Intf. Mod $159.00

830 Modem $149.00

Special Software Packages

The Entertainer $64.00

Star Raiders, Missile Command,

and Joysticks.

The Programmer $54.00

Basic Programming language,

Self teaching guide to Basic

and Basic reference manual

The Educator $115.00

410 Recorder, Basic programming

language, and States and Capitals.

TOP SELLING PROGRAMS

Missile Command $33.96

Asteroids $33.96

Invitation to Prog. 2 $21.21

Invitation to Prog. 3 $21.21

Assembler/Editor $48.96

Jaw Breaker $25.95

Cranston Manor $24.95

Dodge Racer $19.95

Star Raiders $39.96

Sammy the Sea Serpent $14.95

Krazy Shootout $35.95

Space Invaders $35.95

ra

Call or write for

FREE catalog.

your

810 Disk Drive $429.00

Prices subject to change

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE TOR PRE-PAJD ORDERS.

Software Street

3392 Clipper Dr.

Chino,CA91710

(714)591-3061

We also feature tremendous savings from:

Atari

Atari Program Exchange

Adventure International

Crystal

P.D.I.

L.J.K.

Dynacomp

Quality Software

Avalon Hill

Epyx

Computer Consultants

Synapse

Datasoft

United Software

On-Line

O.S.S.

Software Street

Software Street is your mail order ATARI

discount center.

Shipping costs:

Software - minimum $2.00

Hardware - prices will vary (please call)

A
ATARI

ATARI IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARK
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Promqueen

Cartridge For

VIC-20

The Gloucester Computer Bus

Co. Inc. Promqueen Cartridge

provides KPROM programming,

operating, and emulating capa

bility for the Commodore VIC-20

computer. All necessary connec

tions are made when the Prom

queen is plugged into the VIC's

expansion port. The internal

programming voltage power

supply includes current limiting

to prevent damage to the car

tridge or the computer in the

event of operator error or faulty

EPROMs. The Promqueen sup

ports 2716, 2732A and 2732

EPROMs.
The Promqueen contains

four kilobytes of RAM for testing

programs before burning them

on EPROM. A MIMIC switch

permits an external computer to

access programs written into

Promqueen RAM. In MIMIC

mode a jumper cable connects

between the Promqueen zero

insertion force socket and the

socket in the external computer

for which an EPROM is desired.

This feature allows use of a VIC

with Promqueen as a develop

ment system. A DIP switch deter

mines which of the four VIC

expansion blocks is occupied by

the Promqueen. This allows the

Promqueen RAM to be used to

expand the user BASIC memory

of the VIC. It also allows the

Promqueen to be used in the

Commodore Super Expander in

conjunction with other cartridges,

such as Commodore's VICMON,

without address conflicts.

EPROMs in the ZIF socket

can be run directly on the VIC. A

ZIF socket isolate switch permits

EPROM changes with the VIC

on. Thus a variety of routines

from different EPROMs can be

used to develop new programs in

the Promqueen RAM.

The Promqueen has a reset

button for recovery from crashes,

eliminating the need to store

programs before testing them.

A toggle switch sets the

Promqueen for either 2716 or

64K RAM
for ATARI

ATARI 400® 32K BOARD

64K BOARD (factory installed).

ATARI 800® 32K BOARD

64K BOARD (includes software).

128K BOARD (includes software).

Featuring: Complete software compatibility.

Gold-plated contacts for long life & dependability.

90-Day warranty.

The Memory Mill

P.O. Box 317 Dept. C

Potter Valley, CA 92469

Phone (707) 743-1666

Repair of the 400, 800.

Custom Designed software & hardware development systems for 400. 800.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

FREE PRODUCT CATALOG, UPON REQUEST.

Calif, residents add 6'i% sales tax "ATARI. 400, 800 are trademarks of ATARI. Inc.

$149.00

S289.00

$149.00

$399.00

$499.00

Visa

Mastercard

Accepted



ECLECTIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Order TOLL FREE 1-800-527-3135
P.O. Box 1166 16260 Midway Road

Addison, TX 75001 (214)661-1370

Authorized W* Commodore service center

Sales and Service of the complete line of Commodore products

In a hurry? Check our modular exchange program

commodore

HARDWARE:

CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Column S1065

CBM 8050 Disk Drive 1299
CBM 4032 Computer, 40 Column 965

CBM 4040 Disk Drive 965
CBM 4022 Printer 595

CBM VIC 20 Computer 259

CBM VIC 1515 Printer 349

CBM 8300P (DIABLO) 1799

CBM VS100 Cassette 65

PET to IEEE Cable 33

IEEE to IEEE Cable 39

SOFTWARE:

OZZ 289
Wordcraft 80 289

The Manager (Data Base) 240

Wordpro 5+ 319

Wordpro 4+ 299

VISICALC 169

MUMPS for Super PET 299
CMS Accounting System call

Assembler Development

Package 11
BASF Diskette, Box of 10 30

ANS MUMPS Programmers Reference Manual S17 50

MUMPS Pocket Guide 2.00

Computer Programming in ANS MUMPS 17 50

RS232 Interface for Commodore VIC 20 39 95

EIO has two serial asynchronous RS232 ports, two parallel ports

with handshaking, one shift register, two 16 bit timers, and room

for two optional bulfer IC s. 188 00

EIO-C Alternate character generator ROM board for screen display

allows you to display characters or graphics of your choice

Alternate characters are soft selectable. EIO board reauired Call for price

EIO-TX Terminal ROM for EIO firmware to turn your CBM into a

communications terminal. Store and transmit from disk to

remote host and terminal. EIO board required. 49 95

EIO-RS232 Cable for EIO board. 28 00

ESC-100 RS232 interface manual selector

—switch select between device A, B,

or C; switching 25 conductors.

Requires no input power and uses re

ceptacle type OB25S 140.00

ESC-120 M43 TTY-EIA/CURRENT LOOP

interface unit—converts TTL level

Signals from the M43 to EIA or 20ma

outputs. Convert EIA or 20ma inputs

back to TTL level signals for the M43.

Single printed circuit mounts inside

the M43 Comes with interface

cable 65.00

ESC-140RS232 standard interface cable

kit Build your own cable

7 conductor 16 00

12 conductor 19.95

ESC-150 The Electronic Switch/Poller

allows a single computer serial port

to selectively communicate with an

assortment of peripheral devices. As

many as seven serial asynchronous

and six parallel devices may be

selected This concept effectively

creates a simplified multi-drop, polled

environment. The computer main

tains control of the network and may

BOOKS:

Commodore Software Encyclopedia

2nd edition

The PET Revealed

Library of PET Subroutines

PET Interfacing

PET Basic

PET and IEEE 488 Buss

9 95

19.95

19 95

16 95

12 95

15.00

OTHER:

EPROM Burner for CBM burns 2716. 2732 & 2532 89 95

Software for EPROM Burner on CBM 15.95

D.C Hayes Smart Modem 239 00

seize any of the peripherals by trans

mitting a simple escape sequence to

the ESC-150 488 00

ESC-170 RICKETYMETEr-lndispens-

able hand-held tool for trouble

shooting, checkout and installation

of RS232 type serial line communica

tions systems 69.95

ESC-180 RICKETYTRAp is a small

hand-held device which when inter

posed in an E1A/RS232 line can

monitor and trap on any specific

ASCII, binary, or control character

The RICKETYTRAp can also monitor

and trap on any specific range of

characters bit selectable. This

device can also check for type of

parity being sent and proper framing.

The RICKETYTRAp is switch select

able for 1 or 2 stop bils and can

operate at speeds of 150 to

9600 baud Call for price

ESC-200 PREDITOR is a small micro

processor with ROM firmware, RAM.

and 8 RS232 asynchronous serial

input/output ports. The PREDITOR

is available in either stand-alone, self-

contained, or rack-mounted models

The PREDITOR can be programmed

by firmware to function as a prompter

and editor in a distributed processing

network, transforming 4 dumb

asynchronous terminals into 4 intel

ligent terminals communicating with

4 computer asynchronous input.'

output ports. Call for price

ESC-861M The DATA CONCENTRA

TOR accepts data from a multitude of

inputs—printers. CRTs, parallel

ports, status lines, etc —then trans

mits the composite (multiplexed!

data stream down a htgh speed

synchronous serial line to a remote

DATA CONCENTRATOR The re

mote DATA CONCENTRATOR

separates (demuxes) the composite

data into its original form to be trans

mitted to the computer ports

Alternately, multiple computer port

data is multiplexed, transmitted

down the high speed synchronous

serial line, demuxed. and finally dis

patched to the individual

terminals 350 00

Call for equipment not listed

Order TOLL FREE T+800-527-3135
10 AM to 4 PM CDT Monday through Friday

Texas residents call I +214-661 -1370

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, MONEY ORDERS, AND C.O.D. "Certified Check" accepted.

Units in stock shipped within 24 hours, F.O.B. Dallas, Texas.

All equipment shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

Residents of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma must add applicable taxes.

Be sure to write to the address at the top of this ad for more information. Dealer inquiries welcome.
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2732A EPROMs, changing the

voltage as required. 2732s can

be programmed after readjusting

a pot.

A general purpose hex

loader program on EPROM is

included. The program loads

into the VIC's memory, freeing

the EPROM socket. The hex

loader permits convenient

loading of code for processors

other than the VIC's 6502. It

includes labels, block move,

offset calculation, number con

version and more. It also runs

the burn process, checks EPROM

erasure, and verifies burns. Soft

ware for storing BASIC programs

on EPROM is included. The

user's manual includes step by

step instructions as well as tabular

summaries of the Keystroke

command options.

The Promqueen cartridge

costs SI69.50, plus shipping.

Gloucester Computer Bus Co. Inc.

6 Brooks Road

Gloucester, MA 01930

(617)283-7719

Career Planning

Moves Into The"
Home

TSC, a Houghton Mifflin Com

pany subsidiary, announced that

350 southern California house

holds now have access to career

planning and guidance informa

tion. The Guidance Information

System (CIS), a computerized

career data base maintained by

TSC, is one of the services made

available during a six-nine month

Los Angeles Times Mirror Vid

eotex experiment. Both two-way

cable and telephone lines are

delivering this information to

television screens in the home.

Richard T. Bueschel, presi

dent of the New Hampshire-

based educational and informa

tional software company,

explained that the computerized

CIS database is already being

used by over one million cus

tomers at 4000 institutions across

the country. The service, which is

updated and verified annually,

permits subscribers to quickly

identify and compare on the TV

screen options that answer their

individual vocational or academic

needs and interests. The awesome

information bank provides four

major categories of information

instantaneously:

1. The Occupational Informa

tion covers 875 occupations, with

descriptions of jobs, educational

requirements, training routes,

wage levels, working conditions.

and more. Additional informa-

ATARI 800

16K $669

32K $749

4SK $819

ATARI 400
16K $319

Hardware

410 Program Recorder 79

825 80 Column Printer 639

820 40 Column Printer 269

830Modem 155

850Interface 159

16KRAM 79

Games

341"

341<p

341"

34™

Chess . . .

Pac Man .

Centipede

Asteroids

Software

Entertainer 79"

Educator . 119""

Apple Panic {for Atari

Raster Blaster

Pool 1.5

Zorfc I or II

Tumble Bugs

Mousekattac k

Gorf

Missile Command

Space Invaders . .

Star Raiders . . . .

Caverns of Mais .

34b"

345"

36s"

31"

Programmer 54""

Communicator ... 319""

disk 23"

disk 23"'

disk 27""

disk 31""ea.

disk 23"

disk 27"

disk 31

A
ATARI

A Waroei Communicalwyis Company LJ

Z. commodore

COMPUTER

UIO20
Che (Hindly compute

$249

ATARI 810

Disk Drive

$449

Wizard of Wor disk

Ghostly Manor disk

Frogger cassette or disk

Jawbreaker cassette or disk

Soft Pom Adventure disk

Threshold disk

■ELEPHANT DISKS Box of 10

VIC Disk Drive 499

VIC Dataselte 69

Avenger 23"1"

Superslot 231U

Super Alien 23Vl

Jupiter Lander 23s"

Draw Poker 23 '

PRINTER SPECIAL

C.1TOH Prowriter $539.00

Parallel (NEC PC 8023)

Zenith 12" Green Monitor 129""

Prices Are For Phone/Mail Order Only. No Sales Tax On Out of State

Orders. Ordering Information: We accept VISA/Mastercard, Cashier or

Certified Check, Money Order, or Personal Check (Allow 14 days to clear). Add

3% for Shipping, Handling & Insurance, Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax.

Credit Card Orders Add 3% Surcharge. We Ship All Orders UPS. Catalog $1°°

COUND
^ ELECTRONICS

21999 Van Buren Street

Grand Terrace, CA 92324



PUBLICATIONS:

CBM User Guide 795

CBM Basic 4.0 Rel Manual ..995

CBM Dish Manual 7 95

CBM Printer Manual 7 95

MO5 Hardware Manual 6 95

MOS Programming Manual 6 95

The PET Revealed 19 95

Library of PET Subroutines 19 95

Commodore Software Encyclopedia 9 95

CBM Programmer's Reference Manual 16 95

CBM EQUIPMENT:

CBM 4016 CPU (40 Col Screen 16K RAM) 790 00

CBM 4032 CPU [40 Col Screen. 32K RAM} 990 00

CBM 8032 CPU (B0 Col Screen. 32K RAM) 1090 00

CBM 8096 CPU [B0 Col Screen. 96K RAM) 1590 00

CBM Micro Mainframe (Super PET) 1690 00

CBM 2031 Single Disk Drive (17OK per 5'. Diskette) . . 570 00

CBM 4040 Dual Disk Dnve [170K per 5r. Diskelte) ... 990 00

CBM 8050 Dual Disk Dnve f. Meg per 5'. Diskeile) . 1340 00

CBM 4022 Tractor Feed Printer 625 00

CBM C2N Cassette Deck (New Style).' 65 00

CBM CPU/IEEE Cable 3500

CBM IEEE/IEEE Cable 4000

8023P Ool Matrix Printer [136 Col. 150 CPS) 790 00

Tally 8024-7 (7x7 Matrix) Printer 1275 00

Tally 8024-9 (7x9 Matrix) Printer 1425 00

8300P Letter Quality Printer (40 CPS) 1790 00

VIC EQUIPMENT:
VtC 20 [Includes RF Modulator) 255.00

VIC Single Disk Drive (170K per 5'. Diskette). 470 00

VIC Joystick '. 9 95

VIC Modem 102 00

VIC 8K Memory Expander 59 95

VIC Supef Expander 69 95

VIC 3K Memory Expander 39 95

VIC 2 Player Game Paddles 19 95

VIC 1515 Graph.c Primer 325 00

VIC SOFTWARE:
VT 106A Recreation Six Pack (Cassetie) 43 95

Includes Car Chase. Blue Meanies.

Space Math. Slither/Super Slither.

Oioryihm Capability

VT 107A Home Utility Si* Pack (Cassette) 43 95

Includes Personal Finance 1. Personal Finance II

VIC Typewriter. Expense Calendar.

Loan & Mongage Calculaior Home Inventory

VIC 1901 Vic Super Alien (Cartridge)

VIC 1904 Super Lander {Cartridge} 29 95

VIC 1908 Draw Poker (Cartridge) 29 95

AMOK (Cassette) 18 95

VIC Avengers (Carlr.dge) 29 95

Snatiman (Cassette) '8 95

CBM SOFTWARE: COMING SOON:
Wordcralt 80 Wordprocessor . 295 00 More VIC Peripherals and Software

Word pro 4- Wordprocessor. . 325.00 CBM 8250 Dual Disk Dr.ve

OZZ Data Base System 295 00 Data Acquisition and Control Devices

Vrsicalc 200 00 UHimax

Tax Preparation System .... 590 00 Commodore 64

Dow Jones Portfolio 115 00 More VIC Software Gorl

The Manager 250 00 Omega Race Wizard ot Wor

All Items Insured

COD-UPS

Prepaid Orders Shipped Free

In Stock Hems Shipped Within 48 Hours

MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ADD 3%

GA RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX

"CALL ABOUT

SUPPLIES"

PO So. 77286

Aiianla.Ga 30357

404-981-5939

ATARI* SOFTWARE &

HARDWARE

DISCOUNT

PRICES
from

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL List Retail OUR PRICE

ADVENTURES*! THRU #12 EACH [T] 19 95 15.95

LUNAR LANDER (T/D) 1-1 95/19 95 11 95/15.95

REAR GUARD (T/Dl :9 95/24 95 15.95/19.95

STAR THEK 3 5 (T/D) 19 95/2-1 95 15 95/19.95

ARCADE PLUS
GHOST HUNTER IT/D) 29 95/34 95 23 95/27.95

ATARI

BOO COMPUTER 16K 399 95 639.00

ASSEMBLER EDITOR (C) 59 95 47.95

ASTEROIDS |C, Ai 95 35.95

MISSILE COMMAND (C) 44.95 35.95

STAR RAIDERS [C) 49 95 39.95

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE
CAVERNS OF MARS (T or Dp 29 95 25.45

EASTERN FRONT 11941) (T 0' Dl 29 95 25.45

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
CRUSH. CRUMBLE & CHOMP |T or D: 29 95 23.95

RICOCHET |T or Dl 19 95 15 95

BUDGECO
RASTER BLASTER |D| 29 95 23 95

CAVALIER COMPUTER
BUG ATTACK (D> 29 95 23.95

CODE WORKS
IRIDIS #1 (T/Di 9 95/12 95 7.95/10.35

IRIDIS #2 (T/Ol 15 95/18 95 12.75/15.15

DATASOFT

LE S1IC< (JOYSTICK CONTROLLER^ 39 95 31.95

TEXT WIMRD ID) 99 95 79 95

GEBELU

ANDROMEDA |0l 39 95 31.95

MATCH RACER |D) 29 95 23.95

K-BYTE

K-RAZY SHOOT-OUT |C) 49 95 39 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
CROSSFRE I Tor Dl 29 95 23 95

JAWBREAKER IT or Dl 29 95 23 95

MOUSKATTACK iDl 34 95 27 95

THE NEXT STEP (D) 39 95 31 95

WIZARDS PRINCESS iDi 32 95 26 35

OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
BASIC A* AND 0S/A+ iDi 150 00 120 00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VISiCALC iDi 199 95 149 00

OUALITY SOFTWARE
OS FORTH iDi 79 95 63 95

SPECTRUM COMPUTERS
GALACTIC CHASE |T/D| 24 95/29 95 19 95/23.95

SUB-LOGIC
ADVENTURE ON A BOAT [D] 19 95 24 95

BLACK FOREST |0) 19 95 24 95

GHOSTLY MANOR ID) 19 95 24 95

SYNAPSE
FILE MANAGER 800 iDi 99 95 79 95

PROTECTOR iT'DI 24 95/29 95 19.95/23.95

(C) ROM CARTRIDGE (D) DISKETTE (T) CASSETTE TAPE

REPRESENTING OVER 50 COMPANIES WITH 500 +

PROGRAMS AND HARDWARE

Write for a FREE catalog tc:

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 369. Dept. 10. Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

{714} 934-6538

Ttrmi. FOR FAST DELIVERY, tand cartlllad chacks. momy ordin or Viiior MutarCi'd numbir

and siplrrlton ditt Ptrtonil chgcki rtqulrg 3 WMki to clur. AOD SI 50 tor (Mttigt Orders

f 1100.00 wi pjy ihlpplng All foralgn ordert me SI 0 DO CALIFORNIA r«dd*nts idrt 6%

Ui Prhces lubjad to ctiingt

' ATARI ti the tuOimuk of Atirl. Inc
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tion is also available for armed

services occupations.

2. The College Information

describes 3,300 two- and tour-

year colleges, universities and

technical institutions in terms of

over 500 characteristics, such as

programs of study, location,

enrollment, competitiveness.

3. The Graduate and Profes

sional School Information lists over

1500 schools offering both doc

toral and nondoctoral programs.

Degree requirements, placement,

financial aid, residence facilities,

and costs are all described.

4. The Financial Aids Infor

mation file describes in detail

national funding sources and

such as foundations, business,

the military, trade and labor

organizations, and religious and

charitable groups, in addition to

federal programs.

TSC

Box 683

Hanover, NH 03755

(603)448-3838

The VIC Enters

The World Of

Radiocommunication

Computer World in the Nether

lands developed an interface

between the standard VIC-20

computer and a radiotransmitter

or receiver. It's easy to use. You

plug it in the back of the VIC, or,

if you have an expansion unit, it

can be put in the expansion unit.

The 4K machine language soft

ware is in EPROM. On the card

you find a Morse and RTTY

converter and decoder. You only

need the output from a

loudspeaker or headphone. You

can either transmit or receive

RTTY or Morse signals. On

RTTY you have all baudrates —

i.e.. 45,50,57,75,110,200 and 300

Baud. There are three pro

grammable buffers, each of 150

characters. Five buffers are pre

programmed, with: Station de

scription. CQcall, CW ID, Auto

start message. The user can call

each of these messages with the

functions keys.

The Morsedecoder reads

every message in Morse code

between 67 to 60 words per

minute.

The callsign of the user will

be transmitted every 10 minutes

in Morse code.

There is also a version

for users who have an RTTY

converter.

For more information

contact:

Computer World

Hilvertsweg 99-1214JB

HHversum, Holland

31-35-12633

VISICALC: Home

And Office

Companion

Authors David Castlewitz,

Lawrence Chisauski and Patricia

Kronberg have compiled a com

pendium of VisiCalc models in

VISICALC: Home and Office

Companion.

Fifty ready-to-use VisiCalc

models, complete with sample

print-outs, descriptive narratives,

and coordinate listings, arc pre

sented. Users enter their own

data in place of the sample data,

or substitute a label or list of

entries, to tailor the models to

their specific needs. Algorithms

and modeling techniques provide

the experienced user of VisiCalc

■n

Duvfcl M.Cstfe»*z and Lmrencc J.Oitauk»

«*ti Patrick) Kmnberg

■uHraUan b> I.

with the opportunity to custom-

design new and useful models.

The models cover seven

areas of application: Loans and

Investments, General Business,

Inventory Control, Advertising

and Sales, Personnel and Depart

ments, Personal Finance, and

Household Aids. All models are

designed to accomodate most

computers and versions of Visi

Calc. The models can be entered

on SuperCalc, too.

To place an order, con

tact the Book Order Dept.,

(415)548-2805.

VISICALC;

Home and Office Companion

OsbomelMcGraw Hill

$15.99 paperback; 182 pages

New Product releases are selected

front submissionsfor reasons of

timeliness, available space, and

general interest, to our readers. We

regret thai we are unable to select all

new product submissions for publi

cation. Readers should be aware that

we present here some edited version

of material submitted by vendors and

are unable to vouch for its accuracy

at time of publication. ©



Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
At Lyco Computers we offer our expert services to help our customers make their first computer purchase,

schools establish a computer program, or evaluate multiterminal systems.

717-435-5197

ATARI
Communications Company

C 19MI AIAHI INC

..$

JULY

SPECIAL

32K MEMORY BOARDS ' ■■oQQ00
for ATARI 400 & 800 with 1 year warranty!! ^*

ATARI 800 16K $665.00

ATARI 400 16K $329.00

16K MEMORY BOARDS for vie 20 $ 99.00

ATARI HARDWARE

ATARI 800 16K $665.00

ATARI 400 16K $329.00
810 DISK DRIVE $455.00

410 CASSETTE RECORDER $ 75.00

850 INTERFACE $164.00

830 PHONE MODEM $159.00

825 PRINTER $585.00

PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE

CX4101 INVITATION TO PROG I $21.00

CX4106 INVITATION TO PROG 2 $24.00

CX4117 INVITATION TO PROG 3 $24.00

CX8126 MICROSOFT BASIC $ 69.00

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC CART $ 45.00

CX405 PILOT EDUCATOR $109.00

CX4018 PILOT HOME $ 65.00

CXL4003 ASSEMBLER EDITOR $ 45.00

CXL401 5 TELELINK $ 24.00

ENTERTAINMENT* EDUCATION SOFTWARE

CXL4012 MISSILE COMMAND $ 35.00

CXL4013 ASTEROIDS $ 35.00

CXL4011 STAR RAIDERS $ 37.00

CXL4006 SUPER BREAKOUT $ 35.00

CXL4009 CHESS $ 35.00

CXL4004 BASKETBALL $ 30.00

CXL4005 VIDEO EASEL $ 30.00

CX4015 BLACKJACK $ 13.00

CX4107 BIORHYTHM $ 13.00

CXL4008 SPACE INVADERS ROM $ 35.00

CXL4022 PACMAN $ 35.00

CX81 30 CAVERNS OF MARS $ 33.00

STATES & CAPITALS $ 1 2.00

CX4114 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES ....$13.00
CX41 08 HANGMAN $ 13 00

CX4102 KINGDOM $1300

CX4121 ENERGYCZAR $1300,
CX4123 SCRAM $ 19 00

CX4119 FRENCH $ 45 00

CX4125 SPANISH $45 00

CXL4007 MUSIC COMPOSER $ 45 00

CX4110 TOUCH TYPING $ 19 00
CX4103 STATISTICS $ 19 00

CX404 WORD PROCESSOR $129 00
CX406 PERSONAL FINANCE $62 00
CX40 JOYSTICKS $18Oo
CX853 16KRAM S 850Q

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

for atari 800 or 400

AUTOMATED SIMULATION:

Invasion Orion $ 22.00

Rescue at Regel $ 24.00

Crush, Crumble, & Chomp $ 24.00

Star Warrior $ 35.00

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE:

Eastern Front $ 25.50

My First Alphabet $ 25.50

K BYTE: K-RAZY SHOOT OUT $ 35.00

Qcommodore

VIC-20 $259.00

VIC1010 EXPANSION MODULE $135.00

VIC1530 DATASSETTE $ 67.00

VIC1540 DISK DRIVE $499.00

VIC1515 PRINTER $355.00

VIC1210 3K RAM $35.00

VIC1110 8KRAM $52.00

VIC1211A SUPER EXPANDER $53.00

VIC-20 SOFTWARE

VIC1212 PROGRAMMER AID $ 45 00
VIC1213 VICMON $45.00

VIC1906 SUPER ALIEN $ 19 00

VIC1914 ADVENTURE LAND

ADVENTURE $ 3500

VIC1915 PRIVATECOVEADVENTURE... $35.00
VIC1916 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE $ 35.00
VIC1917 THE COUNT ADVENTURE ...$3500
VIC1919 SARGON II CHESS $35.00

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

ALIEN BLITZ $ 21 00

SIMON $ 10.00

SATELLITES & METEORITES $ 21 00
KOSMIC KAMIKAZE $ 21.00

AMOK $ 21.00

SUPER HANGMAN $ 16 00

SPIDERS OF MARS $45 00

mmmmmmmmmmmm
To Help evaluate your needs or

If you wish to make a purchase

CALL US AT (717) 435-5197

LYCO COMPUTERS

P.O. Box 10

COGAN STATION, PA 17728
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Advertisers Index
AB Computers 44,45,137

ASAP Computer Products, !nc 101
Aardvark 79

Abacus Software 151

Advanced Computing Enterprises 111

Adventure International 23

Albany Typewriter & Computer 164

The Alien Group 125

Amplify, Inc 149

Anthro-Digital Software 137

Apogee Software 33

Arma Design Group 152
Artworx 85

Atari, Inc 7

Automated Simulations, Inc 73

Batteries Included 133

Better Solutions 149

The Bit Bucket 110

Broderbund Software 167

Byte Microsystems Corp 190

Byte-A-Bit Computing Co 173
C-Mart 205

CFI 119

CMS Software Systems 2,3

Canadian Micro Distributors 29,31

Comm'Data Systems, Inc 114
Commodore Business Machines BC

CompuServe 38

COMPUTE! Books 157

COMPUTE! Books Programming The PET/CBM 134,135

COMPUTE! Publications 41

Computer Age Software 87

Computer House 205

Computer Mail Order 82,83,197

Computer Outlet 192

ComputerMat 79

The Computer Works 155

Computertime, Inc 43

Comquest 43

Cosmic Computers Unlimited 197

Creative Software 16

DTC Software 115

Dataview Ltd 53

Delta Software Co 158

Don't Ask Computer Software 91

Dream Print Homes, Inc 91

Dunham Software and Consulting Co 167

Dynacomp. Inc 47,48,49

ECX Company 158

Eastern House Software 195

Eclectic Systems Corp 99,203

The English Software Company 129

French Silk 145
Gloucester Computer Bus Co 147

HW Electronics 107
High Country Microsystems 127
Human Engineered Software 131

Hypertech 139
iCS Micro Wholesale 193
IDSi 17
Inhome Software 171
Intec Peripherals Corp 167
Interlink. Inc 38
Jini Micro-Systems Inc 11
Krell Software Corp 65
Leading Edge IBC
London Software 173
Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants 207
MMG Micro Software 164
MTG Technical Sales 199
MW Software 185
Madison Computer 155

Magic Carpet 115,184

The Memory Mill 202

Micro Computer Service Center 187

Micro-Ed, Inc 77

Micro Printer Marketing 21

Micro World Electronix, Inc 145
Micromail 183

Micromint, Inc 95

The Microperipheral Corporation 111
Microsoft 4

Microspec Ltd 155

Mideastern Software 172

Midwest Micro Associates 115

Mosaic Electronics, Inc 19

New England Electronics Company 36,37

Nudmehi Software m

Nufekop 139

Olympic Sales Company 195

On Line Software 139

Optimized Data Systems 96

Optimized Systems Software, inc 51
P. R. Software 141

P.R.I.C.E 193

Pacific Exchanges 20,26,62,86

Percom Data Company, Inc IFC
Peripherals Unlimited 32

Philadelphia Computer Discount 161

Precision Technology, Inc 115

Pretzetland Software 143

Professional Software Inc 1,9

Program Design, Inc 69,167

The Program Store 70,71

Protecto Enterprizes 163

Quantum Data, Inc 113

Questar International Inc 117

Quality Software 105

RAR-TECH 185

RC Electronics Inc 25

Random Access Computers 147

Random Access Microware 127

Renaissance Technology Corporation 39

Royal Software 169

SJB Distributors, Inc 103

Santa Cruz Educational Software 63

Sheridan College 65

Skyles Electric Works 61,158

Small System Engineering 35

The Software Connection 129

Software Galore 38

Software Street 201

Solidus Internatinal Corp 59

Sport 'N Sound Electronics 204

Starbound Software 33
Strategic Simulations Inc 13
Strom Systems Inc 199

subLogic Communications Corp 67

Sunrise Electronics 185
Sunrise Software 25
Swifty Software, Inc 153
Synapse Software 15,26
T.H.E.S.LS 65
TSASA 147
Tara Computer Products 197
Taylormade Software 147

Telegames 191
University Microfilms 158,171
VERVAN Software 129
Victory Software Inc 145
Vixel, The Code Works 149
Voicetek 39
Wunderware 145
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On the new. slicked-up.

trimmed-downStarwriter F-10.

It's C. hoh's latest genera

tion of letter-quality printers.

It cranks out flawless copy

at 40 cps; and its full 15"

carriage lets it double in brass

for both letter processing and

business applications. You

can plug it into almost any

micro on the market (serial or

parallel) simply by plugging it

in. And then make it keep on

trucking with inexpensive,

easily available Diablo com

patible daisy wheels and

ribbons.

In its serial mode, it can

print just about anything

(including boldface, under
lines, subscripts and super

scripts], and snap the carriage

back to start rhe next line

in less than a second. In its

line mode, it prints in both

directions, fo: even faster

throughput.

(While making about as

much noise as a car walking

on Kleenex!

It's a nice, portable 30

pounds-about 10 pounds

lighter than the Starwriters

before it. And it stands

exactly as tall lor precisely as

smalll as a dollar bill.
Speaking of which:

Incredibly, the StarwriterF-10

sells for about the same

preposterously low price as

its predecessors. Which is to

say. about S800 less than a lot

of other printers that don't
even come close to measur

ing up. Or even better...

Measuring down.

Distributed Exclu

sively by Leading

Edge Products, Inc..

225 Turnpike Street,

Canton, Massachu

setts 02021. Call: toll-

free 1-300-343-6833:

or in Massachusetts

call collect 16171

828-8150. Telex

951-624.

LEADING
EDGE.



COMMODORE

THE WONDERCOMPUTER
OF THE 1980s.UNDERGO!'
—WILLIAM SHATNER

The best computer value in the

world today. The only computer

you'll need for years to come."

JOYSTICK

PAOELE

LIGHT PEN

H—

O«W SWITCH

POWER

VIC-20* VS. OTHER HOME COMPUTERS

Product Fl-uturr-,

Price'

Maximum RAM Memory

Keyboard Slyle

Number of Keys

Programmable

Function Keys

Graphic Symbols

On Keyboard

Displayable Characters

Microprocessor

Accessible

Machine Language

Upper/Lower

Case Charaeier.s

Operates wilh all Peripherals

i Disk. Primer and Modem)

Full Screen Editor

Microsoft Basic

Telephone Modem

finnmodore

\[c:i)

S2W.95

32 K

Full Size
Typewriter

66

4

62

YES

YES

YES

YES

Sundin)

S110.00

Atari'

400"

1399.00

ibK

Flal

Plastic

Membrane

57

0

0

256

6502

YES

YES

NO

YHS

N A

TJ

WJA

S4.M on

■ -SK

Full-Siie
Tvpewriier

' Style

48

0

0

192

TMS9900

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

S450.00

TRS-80

L'olor

Computer

S3<)Q.OO

32 K

Caiculami

Slylc

^3

0

0

256

6809

YES

NO

YES

NO

S 99.00

SI 54.'15

•Manufai:turcr'\suBgebicdrc!aiIpiiccMdr. 1,

MIDNIGH1
DRIVE RO\D

RAC

LQANA

■

HI ' < ML \:\l s

FROMOI li H

SPACE

Read the chart and see why COMPUTE! Magazine' calls the VIC-20 computer
"an astounding machine for the price." Why BYTE2 raves: ". .the VIC-20

computer unit is unexcelled as a low-cost consumer computer." Why Popular
Mechanics3 says "... for the price of around S300. it's the only game in (own that i.-
more than just a game." And why ON COMPUTING INC.J exclaims: "What is
inside is an electronic marvel... if it sounds as if I "m in love with my new
possession, I am."

The wonder computer of the 1980s. The VIC-20 from Commodore, world's
leading manufacturer of a full range of desktop computers. See the VIC-20 at your
local Commodore dealer and selected department stores.

1 -\ptiJ "Rl issue : \l,ij ■il t

\ ^-3

COMPUTER

r '

r

4 Fall '8

. Commodore Consumer Product! Division

P 4K7 Devon Park Drhe. Wayne. PA 19(187

I Canadian Residents: Commodore Computer Systems
3370 Pharmacy Are.. Agincourt.Om.. Canada. Ml W2K4

Please send me more information nn the VIC-20.

Name „ .

State- Zip.Cily

_ Phone

L __ — _^. J




